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Introduction 

Thanks to all of you reading this the ORANGE Report was a huge success last season! I received so many 

positive reviews from readers just like you that I just knew I had to keep the ball rolling into this season, 

and roll it did! This year's ORANGE Report makes last season's version look like a pre-season game. I've 

added several more sections packed full of additional helpful information for the dynasty football 

junkies out there. The 2014 ORANGE Report is nearly 50% larger than the 2013 version. This includes a 

significant bump in prospect evaluations, length of evaluations, quick access labels, Twitter handles and 

estimated round that the player will be drafted in the NFL Draft. 

The ORANGE Report is one of the biggest projects I undertake each season. I put a lot of work into it, 

more than I should even freely admit. I want to provide my readers with the most complete and in-

depth information possible in an effort to fully prepare them for their yearly rookie drafts. What you are 

in possession of is the culmination of several months of late nights, long days, blood (paper cuts count 

right?), sweat and tears. In the end I want the final product to be exactly what my readers have been 

looking for.  

To that end, if you would like to see something in this guide next season that isn't included in this 

season's version then please, let me know. I can be contacted on Twitter at @TheFFGhost and I'm very 

happy to hear critiques, complements or suggestions. 

I hope you find this as fun to read and pour over as I have had fun writing it. It's an exhaustive process 

but it's totally worth it when I hear it's helped someone. I have no doubt that everyone can take away 

something from this report. So please, jump in, have fun and go out there and dominate your leagues 

like never before!  

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quarterbacks 



Quarterbacks 

Blake Bortles 
@BBortles5 
QB – UCF - Junior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-5” 

Weight: 232 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 12/16/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.93 

Bench Press:  

Vertical: 32.5” 

Broad: 115” 

3 Cone: 7.08 

Shuttle: 4.21 

There has been a lot of hype this season 

surrounding Blake Bortles. He is a very good 

player, but the hype surrounding him has 

reached levels that are unearned.  

Bortles is a very accurate passer with a 

completion rate of 67.8%, which places him 

12th out of all Division I quarterbacks. In fact, 

Bortles ranks in the top 25 of Division I 

quarterbacks in every major statistic, including 

completions, passing yards, touchdowns and 

passer rating. However, a lot of Bortles' success 

comes from short to intermediate passes where 

his receiver does a lot of the work.  

He is not without his positives as well. He is an 

excellent scrambler who can buy time moving 

around in the pocket to buy his receivers 

additional time to get open or, worst case, 

make the play with his legs. He has operated in 

a pro style offense and should acclimate better 

to the NFL than most quarterbacks.  

Bortles does well stepping into his throws, 

maximizing the velocity and accuracy. He needs 

to work his throwing mechanics, though. If he's 

given a chance to start in the NFL, he's going to 

learn quickly that throwing at anything other 

than the top of his throwing motion will see the 

ball batted down. Many times Bortles will throw 

the ball with his elbow parallel to his shoulder.  

His footwork is average and could use some 

work as he needs to keep his legs more evenly 

under him. He tends to have his feet wider than 

he should, which doesn't give him a great base 

to throw from. Bortles also must work on 

throwing the ball away under pressure, many 

times he will be pressured and throw the ball, 

usually of his back foot, and will see that play 

turn horribly wrong for him.  

Estimated Round: 1-2 

Johnny Manziel 
@JManziel2 

QB – Texas A&M - Sophomore 

Top 10 

Character Concerns 
 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 207 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 12/06/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.68 

Bench Press:  

Vertical: 31.5” 

Broad: 113” 

3 Cone: 6.75 

Shuttle: 4.03 

Johnny Football, we all know the moniker by 

now.  

Manziel is an electric player who has a highlight 

reel that seems to stretch for mile. Every time a 

play breaks down, you can almost count on 

Manziel making something out of nothing - this 

has everything to do with his prime attribute, 

his mobility. Manziel is extremely mobile, being 

able to scramble around to extend the player or 

even gain yards from designed quarterback 

rushes. A big part of Manziel's success is his 

ability to keep defenses guessing with his talent 

of being able to throw accurately on the run.  

While Manizel is a very accurate passer, he has 

real velocity problems. When passing, it seems 

as if it takes forever for the ball to get to his 

receiver. With the world-class defenders in the 

NFL, these passes are going to look like candy. 

Manziel needs desperately to get some zip on 

his passes. I think a big part of this is due to how 

he throws the ball. He tends to throw with a 

sidearm release where no part of the ball ever 

gets higher than the top of his helmet.  

A big part of Manziel's downside is the same as 

his charm, he's completely reckless while 

playing. He will implicitly trust his receivers and 

throw up the ball hoping to make a play. 



 

 

 

Sometimes it works and looks great, other 

times it fails miserably. Finally, Manziel has had 

some off the field issues, nothing that has 

landed in deep legal trouble, but enough to 

force teams to question his decision making and 

enlisting him as the face of their franchise.  

Manziel's game draws all the most exciting 

parts from Vick (mobility), Favre (risk-taker), 

Stabler (elusiveness) and Namath (swagger) and 

mixes them in a blender. He's fun to watch but 

there are going to be times where it's extremely 

tough to watch as well. 

Estimated Round: 1-2 

Derek Carr 
@derekcarrqb 
QB – Fresno State - Senior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 214 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 03/28/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.69 

Bench Press:  

Vertical: 34.5" 

Broad: 110" 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle: 4.20 

You may have heard of Derek's brother, former 

professional quarterback David Carr. As much 

as some would like to make some kind of 

connection beyond that relationship, no 

comparison should exist. Carr is his own man 

and possesses his own skill set. When delving 

into that skill set, the first thing you notice is 

Carr's arm strength, he can make any throw 

required of him and he can do so with velocity. 

Whereas other quarterbacks might need to put 

more air under their throws in order to gain 

distance, Carr can keep the arch of his throws 

flat while getting distance, a skill that is very 

nice to have in a quarterback.  

Carr also has great poise in the pocket and 

doesn't get rattled even when there is a lot of 

pressure around him. He stands tall, buys his 

receivers more time and is willing to take a hit 

in order to make a completion. If the play just 

doesn't develop, Carr has enough quickness in 

order to make a play with his feet.  

While not as developed as Andrew Luck, his skill 

set is very reminiscent of Luck's. Carr has 

worked almost completely out of the shotgun in 

a spread offense so working under center might 

require some transition at the next level. At 

times he will sacrifice accuracy in favor of speed 

of release. Despite these flaws he projects well 

as a professional quarterback and should be 

one of the top quarterbacks (and even top 

picks) in the draft. 

Estimated Round: 1-2 

Teddy Bridgewater 
@TeddyB_h20 

QB – Louisville - Junior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 214 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 11/10/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.79 

Bench Press:  

Vertical: 30” 

Broad: 113” 

3 Cone: 7.17 

Shuttle: 4.20 

Bridgewater is regarded by many as the top 

quarterback in this draft and for good reason. 

He has a very strong arm and has shown 

regularly that he can make any throw the NFL 

would require of him. Not only can he make the 

throws, he can do so with excellent accuracy.  

Bridgewater has an excellent pocket presence 

to him and can usually feel when the defense is 

closing in on him, leading him to either 

scramble or step up in the pocket. If he 

scrambles, he loses very little in the way of 

accuracy, which is rare. He has good mechanics 

and gains velocity by stepping into his throws 

frequently.  

There are very few negatives to talk about in 

Bridgewater's game with the most glaring being 

the fact he will need to add some weight to his 

frame. He also will attempt to make some 

throws he shouldn't by trying to fit the ball into 

a small window. While it's good that he is 

confident in his arm, the risks could hurt him 

more in the NFL. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 



 

 

 

 

Jimmy Garoppolo 
@JimmyG_10 

QB – Eastern Illinois - Senior 

Top 10 

Small School 
 

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 226 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 11/02/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.97 

Bench Press:  

Vertical: 30.5" 

Broad: 110" 

3 Cone: 7.04 

Shuttle: 4.26 

Garoppolo has become a name that has 

continued to move up draft boards throughout 

the season. Hailing from the small regional 

college of Eastern Illinois, he has suddenly been 

thrust into the debate over who is the top 

quarterback of the class.  

While I think it's safe to say Garoppolo isn't 

quite the top quarterback prospect, he certainly 

is high on that list. When you watch tape on 

him, one of the first things you notice is just 

how quick his pass release is. Garoppolo's 

passing movement is very compact and quick 

with no wasted movement. The passes he 

throws are done so with a nice touch and are 

very accurate.  

Garoppolo has good arm strength and can make 

all the required throws. He isn't a statue in the 

pocket and will move the ball with his feet if 

needed. Garoppolo needs to work on his 

footwork as this is the major hole in his game. 

His drop back is inconsistent and when passing, 

he doesn't step into his throws. Many times 

Garoppolo will flat of throw off balance or from 

his back leg for no discernible reason. He also 

must work on reading defenses better as he has 

a tendency to throw to into coverage. 

Garoppolo had a nice showing at the Senior 

Bowl and if he can continue to keep generating 

the hype he there then his stock could rise 

further. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

 

 

Tom Savage 
QB – Pittsburgh - Senior 

Top 10 

Fantasy Bargain 
 

Height: 6’-5” 

Weight: 228 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 04/26/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.97 

Bench Press:  

Vertical: 27” 

Broad: 105” 

3 Cone: 7.33 

Shuttle: 4.36 

Savage is flying under the radar, but he will very 

likely be an incredible steal for a team looking 

for a solid quarterback. Savage has everything 

you look for in a professional quarterback and, 

in my opinion, he's one of the better 

quarterbacks in the class and is going to be 

talked about very soon after he makes it to the 

NFL.  

He has a very strong arm and can make any 

throw required of him in the NFL. Savage almost 

makes most of his passes seem effortless. Not 

only does he have a big time arm, he is also very 

accurate, fitting the ball into small windows if 

needed. Savage has shown time and time again 

that he will stare down blitzes, stand tall and 

take a hit in order to complete a pass.  

Savage's draft stock is low for a couple of 

reasons. First, he missed two years of eligibility 

due to transfers, first from Rutgers to Arizona, 

then from Arizona to Pittsburgh. As you can 

expect, any player with a two year gap in his 

resume can expect to see his draft stock take a 

bit of a hit. Second, Savage has struggled with 

injuries in college ranging from an injured 

passing hand, to concussion and even injured 

ribs. One has to question if he gets hurt often in 

college, what will the NFL hold? Finally, on the 

field, Savage can rely a bit too much on his arm. 

He will often try too hard to make things 

happen by trying to fit passes into receivers that 

are well-covered - this can have the opposite 

effect than what he desire by getting his team 

into deeper trouble.  



 

 

 

Savage needs a bit of training, but he has one of 

the highest upsides of the quarterbacks in this 

draft. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Brett Smith 
@brettsmithqb 

QB – Wyoming - Senior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 206 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 06/08/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.51 

Bench Press: 18 

Vertical: 

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Despite playing for a school rarely televised, 

Smith has generated quite the buzz for himself. 

He is an extremely mobile quarterback which 

might even be better defined as "wily." Smith is 

able to slip out of a lot of sticky situations and 

make plays either with his arm or with his legs. 

While Smith has been fairly accurate in the 

short to mid-range passing game, his receivers 

have not done him many favors with a lot of 

drops.  

When throwing deep, Smith's accuracy falls off. 

He has a strong arm and is able to make most 

throws asked of him. However, his mechanics 

are worrying. Smith has a sidearm release that 

is "jerky-jerky." He also seems to push the ball, 

which is a root reason why he losses accuracy as 

the passes get deeper.  

Smith has worked exclusively out of the 

shotgun, so his dropback has yet to really be 

seen. The lack or working under center may 

cause some teams to take pause as he will need 

to work on his timing and finding receivers with 

a short window. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

 

 

David Fales 
@dfales10 

QB - San Jose State - Senior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 212 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 10/04/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.99 

Bench Press:  

Vertical: 28” 

Broad: 103” 

3 Cone: 7.55 

Shuttle: 4.50 

Fales has been one of the tougher prospects for 

me to scout. In many ways he is very good at 

what he does, but in other ways he falls short.  

Fales has good arm strength and is able to make 

a wide variety of throws all around the field. He 

makes good reads and will make his progression 

reads very well as evidenced by his incredible 

completion rate of 68.1% at San Jose State. He 

hits his receivers in stride and places the ball 

well.  

He will take great risks when he feels he has the 

opportunity to make a big play. He will throw to 

receivers who are double and even triple 

teamed at times. He also seems to be oblivious 

to the blitz which will result him getting sacked 

many times. Additionally, he will hold on to the 

ball too long many times, allowing the rush to 

overpower his blockers and putting pressure on 

him. 

Estimated Round: 3-4  

Aaron Murray 
@aaronmurray11 

QB – Georgia - Senior 

Top 10 

Fantasy Bargain 

College Injury 
 Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 207 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 11/10/90 

40-Yard Dash: 5.11 

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Murray's game will translate very well at the 

next level if he's given the opportunity. Murray 

will stand tall in the pocket and won't be 

flustered by the pressure around him - he will 

even accept punishment after the release to 

buy his receivers more time if necessary.  



 

 

 

His short to mid-range accuracy is second to 

none as his passes rarely miss their target. Part 

of his accuracy is due in part to his superior 

ability to read defenses and react, know the 

inherent weaknesses and then use and exploit 

those weaknesses. His ability to dissect 

defenses is what truly sets him apart from 

others in this class.  

Murray has already mastered the subtle 

techniques which some NFL quarterbacks even 

fail to master or utilize such as the hard count 

and double pumping to manipulate the 

defense.  

Murray does have some flaws to his game 

though, most notably the bad habit of locking 

onto only one receiver. Second, his passes do 

get batted down at the line of scrimmage with 

some frequency. His arm strength isn't 

incredible but it is certainly passable. His 

purported height of 6'-1" could both be the 

reason for this and might also worry some 

teams. Murray's ACL tear last in the season 

couldn't come at a worse time as he will be 

unable to generate any hype around himself 

coming into the NFL Draft. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

Zach Mettenberger 
@mettshow 

QB – LSU - Senior 

Top 10 

Character Concerns 

College Injury 
Height: 6’-5” 

Weight: 224 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 07/16/91 

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Mettenberger is a pretty polarizing figure in 

college football. In his time at LSU, he has seen 

steady improvement after a rocky start as the 

starting quarterback.  

Mettenberger is a tall prospect, standing 6'-5" 

and has a decent arm and a decent release. He 

isn't overly mobile and is very much a pocket 

quarterback. If asked to run it gets very ugly, 

very quickly. Mettenberger isn't particularly 

good at reading defenses, either. There are 

many times it is very clear a blitz is coming or 

that a team is in zone and he continues on with 

the play even if it would have made sense to 

change it at the line.  

Mettenberger was also kicked off of the Georgia 

squad due to team rule infractions which 

stemmed from the fact that he plead guilty to 

two counts of sexual battery. The talent is there 

for Mettenberger, but so are several questions. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

Tajh Boyd 
@TajhB10 

QB – Clemson - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 222 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 09/25/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.84 

Bench Press: - 

Vertical: 30.5” 

Broad: 106” 

3 Cone: 7.33 

Shuttle: 4.23 

Boyd is a fairly mobile quarterback who can 

gain yards on the ground just as easily as he can 

through the air. He has good vision and has no 

problem finding the open receiver. He has great 

arm strength which he uses to get the ball 

anywhere he wants.  

Boyd is often a bit too willing to tuck the ball 

and run given the slightest bit of pressure. He 

will also try to use his upper body strength to 

throw balls as opposed to stepping into throws 

all the time which cases accuracy issues. With 

Boyd working out of the pistol almost 

exclusively he may have issues transitioning to 

taking the snap from under center. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

 

 

 



 

 

 

AJ McCarron 
@10AJMcCarron 

QB – Alabama - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 220 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 09/13/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.94 

Bench Press:  

Vertical: 28” 

Broad: 99” 

3 Cone: 7.18 

Shuttle: 4.34 

McCarron, for better or for worse, is a solid 

game manager. The tag of being a game 

manager has had a negative connotation 

recently, but game managers tend not to lose 

you games. Instead, they tend to be safe 

options who allow the talent around them to 

shine. McCarron fits that definition perfectly. 

He isn't a quarterback who is going to put the 

team on his back and win the game single-

handedly, but he most certainly won't lose 

games for a team either.  

McCarron is a very good decision maker, he 

puts the ball where it needs to be and doesn't 

take a whole lot of risks. His throwing motion is 

fluid and lacks any real issues. The big knock on 

McCarron in the draft community has been his 

arm strength. While I don't disagree, his arm 

isn't weak by any means either, it just isn't 

strong.  

In the end, McCarron will be a safe pick for a 

team looking for a back-up quarterback who 

can step in and keep them in the game. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

 Bryn Renner 
@BrynRenner 

QB - North Carolina - Senior 

Fantasy Bargain 
 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 228 

Age: 24 

Birthdate: 01/22/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.87 

Bench Press: - 

Vertical: 25.5” 

Broad: 112” 

3 Cone: 7.22 

Shuttle: 4.30 

Renner's name has barely been mentioned as a 

prospect in this draft. It's unfortunate because 

he is a very complete player who will be a mid-

round bargain for a team that's done their 

homework.  

Renner has a strong arm and is easily able to 

make any NFL throw. His mechanics are 

excellent as he steps into throws, has a solid 

base and has a quick, fluid release. Renner's ball 

placement and decision making are exceptional. 

While it's an overused adage, Renner makes 

"Smart throws." He limits the amount of risks 

he takes and, as such, has kept the number of 

interceptions he throws very low. Here's a very 

good way to put it, Renner is a big reason why 

names like Giovani Bernard and Eric Ebron are 

known for their receiving skills.  

While Renner's passing ability is excellent, he 

has the added dimension of possessing nice 

mobility. If he can't find an open receiver or is 

feeling the heat of a pass rush, he has no 

problem tucking the ball and gaining yards on 

the ground. Renner's big knock will be that he 

has worked almost exclusively out of the 

shotgun and very, very rarely takes snaps from 

under center. It isn't known how transitioning 

to a pro-style offense will affect his timing, but 

it usually isn't too tough for a quarterback to 

adjust. Renner also suffered a shoulder injury in 

his senior year. He explained it as a dislocation 

and that it can slide out of joint at random 

times. He underwent surgery at the end of 

2013, but will surely have eyes glued to the 

reports that come out of his physical. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Keith Price 
@KeithPrice17 

QB - Washington - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 204 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 06/28/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.99 

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Price has great mechanics, throws the ball 

smoothly and is usually fairly accurate. He has a 

decent arm that allows him to make big throws 



 

 

 

downfield, but reserves the fine touch on 

throws for balls in the short to intermediate 

range, putting it only where his receiver can 

catch the ball.  

Price is mobile, but isn't a "run first" kind of 

quarterback. He will run for yardage if needed 

or if there are no other options, but Price 

usually uses his mobility to extend the play and 

allow his receivers a chance to get open. On the 

downside, you will notice I said Price is "usually 

fairly accurate" - it's those times when he is not 

where he gets himself in trouble. Price will out 

of the blue lose all accuracy, throwing the ball 

nowhere near his intended target. Furthermore, 

he will throw into coverage a lot. Whether this 

is due to poor decision making or an inability to 

read the defense is debatable, but the outcome 

is clearly unfavorable. At 6'-1" and around 200 

pounds, his size could give some teams reason 

to pause. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Logan Thomas 
@Lthomas_3 

QB - Virginia Tech - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-6” 

Weight: 248 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 07/01/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.61 

Bench Press: 15 

Vertical: 35.5" 

Broad: 118" 

3 Cone: 7.05 

Shuttle: 4.18 

Thomas is a quarterback who could possibly do 

a lot of damage in the NFL. His build is very 

similar to that of Cam Newton, as is his style of 

play. In fact, Thomas is even a bit bigger than 

Newton, taller by an inch and heavier by 15 

pounds. Thomas has great power in his arm 

with plenty of strength to get the ball where it 

needs to be.  

Just as with the Newton comparison, Thomas is 

very mobile and can gain yards by the bunches 

on the ground. Unfortunately, Thomas' 

accuracy is subpar at best. If he is pressured 

heavily, he will react off of instinct and abandon 

his throwing mechanics. He will throw off of his 

back leg, which sees the ball miss its target 

more often than not. He also passes the ball 

fairly low, allowing for several batted down 

passes. Thomas must work on reading the 

defenses presented to him and making the right 

throw to the right receiver. He isn't particularly 

effective at going through his progressions.  

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Keith Wenning 
@Wenning10 
QB - Ball State - Senior 

Fantasy Bargain 
 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 220 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 02/14/91 

40-Yard Dash: 5.00 

Bench Press:  

Vertical: 28” 

Broad: 100” 

3 Cone: 7.07 

Shuttle: 4.25 

Wenning is a real gem in this draft and I just 

hope he is able to catch on with an NFL team 

and be given a chance to perform. He will likely 

be drafted late, but his skills will make such a 

selection an incredible value pick.  

Wenning has excellent arm strength and can 

launch the ball all over the field. Beyond just 

having a strong arm, he is also very accurate 

with his throws. The key to this is Wenning's 

great footwork and the solid base he 

establishes before making his throws. He also 

doesn't panic in the face of pressure, instead 

standing tall, making the pass and absorbing a 

hit, if needed. Wenning will try very hard to 

make plays, sometimes too hard. He does one 

of two things, neither of which is good but both 

can be corrected. Either he tries to fit throws 

into small windows in order to make a play or 

he doesn't fully understand the defense he's 

seeing. While it's not an issue to brush aside, it 

can be corrected. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

 

 



 

 

 

Stephen Morris 
@S_Morris17 

QB - Miami - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 213 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.63 

Bench Press:  

Vertical: 30” 

Broad: 115” 

3 Cone: 7.36 

Shuttle: 4.49 

For as well as Morris has done in his career at 

Miami, he isn't getting anywhere the hype some 

of the other quarterback in this class are. That's 

not to say he deserves to be at the top of the 

class, but he isn't really generating any buzz this 

draft season which is a bit puzzling.  

Morris has had the opportunity to work in a 

pro-style offenses with a large percentage of 

shotgun plays sprinkled in. He has also shown to 

have a strong arm and can make any pass that a 

professional team would require him to make. 

He has very good pocket presence, moving 

effortlessly in the pocket while avoiding 

pressure. The biggest issue in Morris' game is 

his accuracy. He seems to have trouble 

consistently getting the ball where his receiver 

can catch it.  

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Dustin Vaughan 
QB - West Texas A&M - Senior 

Fantasy Bargain 

Small School 
 

Height: 6’-5” 

Weight: 235 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.95 

Bench Press: - 

Vertical: 29" 

Broad: 112" 

3 Cone: 7.25 

Shuttle: 4.43 

I can guess 99% of those reading this have no 

idea who Dustin Vaughan is and most likely 

don't even know the college he attends even 

exists. To say Vaughan is a relatively unknown 

prospect from a small school is a bit of an 

understatement. What has placed him on a few 

draft follower's radars include a good collection 

of highly desirable traits and these jaw-

dropping season totals: 5,401 passing yards and 

53 touchdowns. Yeah, that's pretty incredible!  

As for his impressive traits, Vaughan flat out 

looks the part. If you called a casting director 

from Hollywood and told him to find you a 

player who looks like he plays quarterback it's 

very likely he'd come back with someone who 

has a very similar build to Vaughan's 6'-5", 225 

pound frame. Second, Vaughan has a very 

strong and accurate arm. He most certainly can 

make any throw that would be required of him 

in the NFL and do so with great velocity. 

Vaughan has a very compact and quick release 

as well. His release is a double-edged sword, 

though. Specially, his elbow never gets above 

his shoulder, as such the ball tends to stay very 

low when it's released and is subject to being 

batted down more often. Vaughan has also 

worked almost completely out of the shotgun 

and pistol and has never been forced to take 

snaps under center or drop back in the pocket. 

Finally, his level of competition has been lower 

than most other prospects in this draft class and 

must be weighed accordingly. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Adam Kennedy 
@AKennedy_2 

QB - Arkansas State - Senior 

Fantasy Bargain 

Small School 
 

Height: 6’-5” 

Weight: 223 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 5.10 

Bench Press: - 

Vertical: 26.5 

Broad: 119" 

3 Cone: 7.48 

Shuttle: 4.69 

Kennedy is yet another quarterback prospect 

who deserves much more hype than he's been 

getting, but has failed to generate much 

conversation due to the big names at the top of 

the draft.  

Kennedy is a very large, well-built prospect who 

can use his height to help look downfield. He 

has great arm strength and can accurately hit 

his receivers all over the field. Kennedy has a 

very quick release and can get the ball out of his 

hand in almost no time.  



 

 

 

While I like his quick release, I don't like the 

motion he makes when throwing. Kennedy has 

a sidearm-style throwing style and the ball 

comes out much lower than one would like to 

see. He also holds on to the ball way to long at 

times and will end up unnecessarily eating a 

sack. Kennedy must also deal with concerns he 

has worked almost exclusively out of the 

shotgun and has consistently faced non-elite 

talent. Nonetheless, his talent is clear and a 

team would be wise to take a flier on him. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Connor Shaw 
@cmshaw_14 

QB - South Carolina - Senior 

College Injury 
 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 206 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 09/19/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.66 

Bench Press: - 

Vertical: 34" 

Broad: 116" 

3 Cone: 7.07 

Shuttle: 4.33 

Shaw has never really grabbed national 

headlines with his play like most of the 

quarterbacks ranked ahead of him. What he has 

done, however, is been dependable and put his 

team in position to win games.  

Shaw immediately is going to have a tough time 

gaining traction in the draft process due to the 

fact that he only stands 6'-0" and weighs 210 

pounds. However, he is a very good decision 

maker, throwing 24 touchdowns last season as 

opposed to a single interception. It's likely Shaw 

will not be drafted due to his size and several 

injuries throughout his college career. 

Furthermore, Shaw lacks the needed arm 

strength to make all of the deep throws 

required of an NFL quarterback. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

 

 

Tyler Tettleton 
@Tyler_Tettleton 

QB - Ohio - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 207 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 11/21/90 

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Tettleton is a very accurate passer who has 

great touch on his passes. He is very calm under 

pressure and is able to move fluidly to evade 

the rush and will even tuck the ball and run it if 

needed. His mobility is good and when he does 

tuck the ball he has no problem gaining yards.  

He reads defenses well and is able to exploit 

any mismatches effectively. Two things that 

work against Tettleton are his lack of top-notch 

opponents. Second, he is listed as only being 5'-

11" which will cause a great number of teams to 

shy away from him. While height is important 

for quarterbacks, I think Tettleton has adapted 

in such a way that he could be an interesting 

player at the NFL level if given the chance. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Jeff Mathews 
QB - Cornell - Senior  

Height: 6’-4” 

Weight: 223 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 5.26 

Bench Press:  

Vertical: 25.5" 

Broad: 105" 

3 Cone: 7.14 

Shuttle: 4.36 

The last Ivy League quarterback I can remember 

that drew even moderate buzz was Ryan 

Fitzpatrick. This season he may have a bit of 

company in the NFL if Jeff Mathews has 

anything to say about it.  

Mathews is a very accurate passer who is able 

to increase his completion rate by routinely 

throwing very smart passes. He has a very quick 

release which allows him to quickly take of 

opportunities as soon as he spots them. 

Additionally, even if he is pressured he stands 



 

 

 

tall in the pocket and is willing to take a hit in 

order to make a play.  

It is tough, however, to watch Mathews pass 

and not notice some serious issues with his 

throwing mechanics. He needs to work on his 

footwork and significantly reduce the number 

of throws made from his back foot and where 

he lifts his back foot up. He is also a fairly slow 

prospect with no real speed to speak of. 

Mathews has also worked completely out of the 

shotgun and has no real time under center to 

speak of. Finally, while the Ivy League is the 

place to be for academics it isn't exactly known 

as a football powerhouse. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 
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Running Backs 

Ka'Deem Carey 
@KCarey25 

RB – Arizona –Junior 

Top 10 

Character Concerns 

Height: 5’-09” 

Weight: 207 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 10/30/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.70 

Bench Press: 19 

Vertical: 32.5” 

Broad: 115” 

3 Cone: 7.08 

Shuttle: 4.38 

Carey is an excellent prospect. I can't say it 

much better than that.  

He is an incredible rusher with excellent vision 

who can utilize that vision with great moves. 

Carey possesses excellent lateral movement 

which allows him to elude defenders as well as 

to hit holes behind the line that appear for him. 

Once Carey is engaged by a defender he's tough 

to be brought down, he possesses a low center 

of gravity and is excellent at shaking defenders. 

Carey continues to chug his legs as defenders 

try to bring him down, gaining more yards even 

as he is being tackled.  

He is also a very good receiver out of the 

backfield which allows him to be even more of a 

threat. Carey will need to work on his pass 

blocking though as he is average at best in this 

facet of his game.  

He also has had some legal issues in the past 

which include assault and disorderly conduct 

with allegations of illegal drug use by the 

woman he was accused of abusing. He didn't 

help his draft stock by underperforming at the 

NFL Combine either. Finally, Carey is a touch 

underweight so he should work on gaining a 

few pounds. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

 

 

Carlos Hyde 
@elguapo 

RB – Ohio State - Senior 

Top 10 

Character Concerns 
 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 230 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 09/20/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.66 

Bench Press: 19 

Vertical: 34.5” 

Broad: 114” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

To borrow on the story that Hyde shares his 

name with, there are two sides to this prospect 

and what you think of him all depends on what 

you value in a running back.  

Hyde is a very strong rusher as he absolutely 

demolishes defenders and leaves them flat on 

their back in his wake. He gets low (which is no 

small feat for a running back who is six feet tall) 

and keeps moving his legs until he is gang 

tackled or a defender grabs him by the ankles.  

Hyde is fairly agile for a back his size and is able 

to effectively make some moves to make 

defenders miss, but this isn't a huge part of how 

he gains his yards. He can also be utilized in the 

passing game, showing good hands and few 

drops. The flip side of Hyde's story is that he 

isn't a particularly good pass blocker, despite 

trying. He also doesn't have the elite speed one 

looks for from a premiere running back. Finally, 

he faced charges, which were later dropped, of 

assaulting a woman at a nightclub. I've seen the 

video, it's extremely questionable as to whether 

he even touched the woman, but nonetheless 

he was arrested for the incident and was 

suspended by Ohio State for it as well. This 

instantly raises questions from NFL teams and 

will require a very good explanation of the 

situation and, of course, draws the immediate 

character concern label.  

All in all, Hyde is a very appealing back for an 

NFL team looking to install, or continue, a 

power running game. His skill set is very similar 

to that of Le'Veon Bell, who was a perfect fit for 

the Steelers, or Marshawn Lynch. If a team is 



 

 

looking for a similar style of running back, Hyde 

is their man. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

Charles Sims  
RB – West Virginia -Senior 

Top 10 

Fantasy Bargain 
 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 214 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 09/19/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.48 

Bench Press: 17 

Vertical: 37.5” 

Broad: 126” 

3 Cone: 7.16 

Shuttle: 4.30 

Sims is a prospect who is mysteriously flying 

under the radar in this season's hype train. As of 

the writing of this evaluation, Sims has barely 

been mentioned as one of the top prospects at 

his position, but he should be. He has a very 

good burst when hitting a hole and his 

elusiveness in the open field is fun to watch.  

A huge plus for Sims is that he is an excellent 

receiver out of the backfield. He has great 

hands and runs very good routes. In the current 

stage of the NFL, a running back who can rush 

and receive as well as Sims can is a highly 

sought after asset. He has also shown he is very 

competent at pass blocking which should keep 

him on the field for every down if he's given the 

chance to start. If Sims could run a little lower 

(he tends to have a more upright running style), 

he could be extremely dangerous. He also could 

benefit from adding a few more pounds to his 

frame. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

Isaiah Crowell 
@Isaiah_RIP_STEV 

RB – Alabama State – Junior 

Top 10 

Character Concerns 

Fantasy Bargain 

Small School 
Height: 5’-11” 

Weight: 224 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 01/08/93 

40-Yard Dash: 4.57 

Bench Press: 23 

Vertical: 38” 

Broad: 116” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Crowell is a supreme talent - a flat out 

playmaker. He is by far one of the most talented 

running backs in this draft.  

I can't say enough good things about his game, 

he has it all. He has excellent speed and can 

burst through holes in no time. At the second 

level, he easily outruns most defenders. Crowell 

is very elusive with great lateral movement and 

vision which allows him to juke or side-step 

defenders with ease en route to exploiting 

opportunities presented to him. He runs with 

power and determination and is very tough to 

stop for a loss, always falling forward for extra 

yards.  

Crowell is also a legitimate receiving threat out 

of the backfield, gaining yards by the handful. 

One thing stands between Crowell and being an 

amazing NFL star - his past. Crowell was kicked 

out of Georgia's football program after failing 

drug tests and being arrested for possessing a 

firearm, not once, but twice. The issues were so 

severe that Georgia felt the situation was not 

salvageable which, given the issues we hear 

about daily in college football, is saying 

something.  

By all accounts, Crowell has turned his life 

around while at Alabama State. The big 

question is will it be enough for an NFL team to 

forget about his past? Only time will tell, but I 

have to believe some team will take a chance 

on him. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Lache Seastrunk 
@TheGreat_Lache 

RB – Baylor -Junior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 5’-9” 

Weight: 201 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 07/29/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.51 

Bench Press: 15 

Vertical: 41.5” 

Broad: 134” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Seastrunk is one of the top backs talked about 

in this class and for good reason. He has 



 

 

excellent vision when running the ball. 

Seastrunk can identify holes, or even creases, in 

the defense and immediately burst throw those 

opportunities in a split second. He has very 

good speed, which allows him to take 

advantage of the holes he sees and rack up the 

yards.  

Seastrunk fights for yards and doesn't 

immediately go down, which is obviously a 

highly sought after trait. However, he needs 

very much to work on his patience. Many times 

he simply outruns his blockers where if he 

helped set them up more he could have gained 

many more yards. Seastrunk also is best suited 

to working between the tackles. If he is asked to 

go outside his effectiveness drops sharply which 

limits his range of use. Finally, he needs to show 

he can catch the ball. While not his fault, he 

simply wasn't utilized much in the passing 

game. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Tre Mason 
@TreMason21 

RB – Auburn - Junior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 5’-08” 

Weight: 207 

Age: 20 

Birthdate: 08/06/93 

40-Yard Dash: 4.50 

Bench Press:  

Vertical: 38.5” 

Broad: 126” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle: 4.15 

Like most years, the players on either side of 

the National Championship Game get a lot 

more opportunity to shine and are given special 

focus. So is the case with Mason.  

Mason is a solid running back with above 

average vision. He couples this vision with 

above average patience, as he doesn't just plow 

ahead aimlessly, but instead assesses the play in 

front of him and utilizes his blockers very 

effectively. He also is a very fluid runner with a 

little bit of wiggle to his game which allows him 

to elude defenders.  

On the down side, I feel Mason's success has 

been in large part due to the system he plays in 

and the great blocking he has received at 

Auburn. He very regularly breaks his runs to the 

outside and very often heads to the sidelines as 

opposed to breaking it back inside to gain more 

yards. He doesn't appear to be overly powerful, 

which should limit the number of plays he sees. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Bishop Sankey 
@BishopSankey 

RB – Washington –Junior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 5’-09” 

Weight: 209 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 09/15/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.49 

Bench Press: 26 

Vertical: 35.5” 

Broad: 126” 

3 Cone: 6.45 

Shuttle: 4.00 

Sankey is one of the more complete and pro-

ready backs in this class. While I wouldn't call 

him and elite back, every aspect of his game is 

on-point and well above average.  

Sankey has great vision and is able to quickly 

identify holes as they open for him. His great 

lateral movement makes exploiting these holes 

more possible for him than your average 

running back.  

He also has very good acceleration which he 

utilizes to burst through to the second level. 

When he hits the second level, Sankey appears 

to be able to turn it up a little bit (not a huge 

amount), which has enabled him to get some of 

his touchdowns. Sankey isn't afraid of contact 

and will lower his shoulder to gain more yards - 

something you like to see out of any running 

back. He can catch the ball out of the backfield, 

but he needs to work on his pass protection as 

there is no quicker way to find the bench in the 

NFL than getting your franchise quarterback 

killed.  

All in all, Sankey is a solid and safe pick for a 

team looking to solidify their running game. 



 

 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Devonta Freeman 
@V8Freeman 
RB – Florida State – Junior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 5’-09” 

Weight: 209 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 03/15/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.58 

Bench Press:  

Vertical: 31.5” 

Broad: 118” 

3 Cone: 7.11 

Shuttle: 4.26 

I'm really impressed with Freeman as he's ready 

to set in from day one and play at the 

professional level.  

Freeman does a lot of things very well and there 

just isn't much he is lacking in his game. Let's 

start off with his vision - Freeman is one of the 

better running back with this skill. He has an 

excellent view of the field and it seems as if the 

game looks slower to him. He is able to identify 

or even predict opportunities and moves 

instantly to exploit them.  

Second, his patience is very good. He has no 

problem letting the play unfold before him and 

doesn't get out in front of his blockers.  

Third, he has very good speed and a nice burst 

which allows him to flash through a hole before 

the defense can collapse it.  

Fourth, he has a very nice and low center of 

gravity which gives him exceptional balance and 

makes him deceptively hard to bring down.  

Fifth, he has very good hands and makes most 

of the catches thrown his way.  

Finally, his pass blocking is second to none. 

Freeman is one of the best pass blockers in this 

class, making him a running back ready to be on 

the field for three downs. Freeman's size may 

be the only concern on him, measuring in at 5'-

9" and 210 pounds. However, this size is 

roughly in line with Ray Rice, Doug Martin and 

Zac Stacy, all very successful running backs in 

the NFL. If anything, I might even argue 

Freeman's size is becoming prototypical in the 

NFL and is, in fact, not a weakness at all but 

instead, a strength. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Storm Johnson 
@StormJohnson8 

RB – UCF - Junior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 215 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.60 

Bench Press: 16 

Vertical: 35.5” 

Broad: 118” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Johnson, as of this writing following the Senior 

Bowl, is one of those running backs on the 

periphery that is garnering some buzz, but isn't 

in the discussion as one of the top, must have 

backs of the draft. However, Johnson has a lot 

to like about his game.  

He's one of the bigger running backs in the class 

measuring in at 6'-1" and 220 pounds. However, 

despite the size, he is quite good and making 

players miss in the open field with nice cuts and 

his ability to change directions.  

Johnson has good vision and is able to exploit 

holes and cutback lanes as they appear. He is 

also a decent pass catching weapon out of the 

backfield with nice hands. He doesn't have elite 

speed and isn't a danger to outrun the entire 

defense, so expectations about his speed need 

to be tempered. Johnson also isn't the best pass 

blocker in the class and needs some work in 

order for a team to trust him as an every down 

back. However, the potential is there for him to 

step in and be the man in a team's backfield. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

 

 

 



 

 

De'Anthony Thomas 
@CHECKDAT6 

RB – Oregon –Junior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 5’-9” 

Weight: 174 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 01/05/93 

40-Yard Dash: 4.50 

Bench Press: 8 

Vertical: 32” 

Broad: 124” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Thomas is the definition of a big play player. He 

has the ability to break a play wide open for a 

score in a blink of an eye. Thomas has a top 

gear about as fast as any player in this draft - 

this speed is evident by watching his game tape.  

Beyond pure straight-line speed, Thomas has 

incredible quickness and burst. He also can 

change direction on a dime, making him 

incredibly elusive. He has great vision, finding 

the holes provided to him and rocketing 

through them. He also is very effective at using 

his blockers by following them when possible 

and even slowing down to allow them to make 

key blocks for him.  

Thomas is an excellent receiver out of the 

backfield and even routinely lines up in the slot. 

He has good hands, rarely dropping any passes 

thrown his way. The problem with Thomas will 

be his size. He is far from a prototypical running 

back, coming in at 5'-9" and roughly 180 

pounds. Be prepared to hear every knock on 

Tavon Austin's size from the 2013 NFL Draft 

applied nearly word for word to Thomas this 

draft.  

In the end, it is extremely likely that Thomas' 

ultimate position will be as a slot receiver. If 

Thomas is used as a running back it will be 

entirely situational and could be similar to how 

Darren Sproles is utilized. Fantasy owners 

looking for a bell cow back should look 

elsewhere. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

 

Terrance West 
@TerranceWest1 

RB – Towson - Junior 

Small School 
 

Height: 5’-9” 

Weight: 225 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 01/28/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.54 

Bench Press: 16 

Vertical: 33.5” 

Broad: 120” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

If West were at an FBS school and had the kind 

of career he had at Towson, we'd be declaring 

him the number one back in the draft and it 

wouldn't even be close. The only debate in the 

situation would be who gets taken second.  

West has just about everything you look for in a 

running back in the draft. He has good vision 

and can find the holes that his line creates for 

him. At the second level, he quickly assesses the 

defense and exploits and weaknesses he sees. 

West doesn't get out in front of his blockers, 

but instead is patient and follows them as far as 

he can. He has solid hands that can be utilized 

in the passing game. W 

West has to deal with the knock on his game 

that he is a small school prospect who faced 

teams that lack the kind of talent he'll face at 

the next level. That concern is warranted, but 

his skills should transfer over quite well. He also 

saw an enormous workload at Towson with 413 

carries this season - that's an incredible number 

of carries and would give any team pause in 

drafting in based on the fear that he's been 

worn down and could suffer an injury due to 

overuse. While West's skills are clear, I think his 

negatives will hurt his draft stock. However, if 

given a chance at the next level I think we'll see 

a very productive back. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

 

 

 



 

 

James Wilder Jr. 
@IAm_Wilder32 

RB – Florida State – Junior 

College Injury 
 

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 225 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 04/14/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.86 

Bench Press: 18 

Vertical: 35” 

Broad: 121” 

3 Cone: 6.92 

Shuttle: 4.24 

Wilder is an intriguing running back. The first 

thing you notice about him is just how big he is, 

as he measures in at 6'-2" and weighs 225 

pounds. As such, he's much larger than most 

running backs in this draft class, or in the NFL 

for that matter. He has very good vision and can 

see, then exploit holes very quickly - this is 

made easier by his superb cutting ability and 

good burst for a back his size.  

When Wilder encounters contact, he does not 

go down easily. He can overpower defenders in 

one-on-one match-ups, keeps chugging his legs 

when multiple defenders try to bring him down 

and is very good at maintaining his balance 

when a defender doesn't wrap him up.  

Wilder is a dual threat in that he has very good 

hands and can catch the ball out of the 

backfield. The downside of Wilder's game is 

that his running style welcomes injuries and he 

has suffered some minor ones throughout his 

career. On the field, Wilder could also stand to 

work on his pass blocking as it's the one minor 

thing he needs work on. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

Henry Josey 
@I_AM_HJOSEY20 

RB – Missouri – Junior 

College Injury 
 

Height: 5’-8” 

Weight: 190 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 09/25/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.43 

Bench Press: 20 

Vertical: 34.5” 

Broad: 118” 

3 Cone: 7.07 

Shuttle: 4.13 

Josey is a compact, well put together running 

back who has a nice skill set that he draws from.  

First, Josey has above average vision as he can 

see a hole developing and moves to take 

advantage of it quickly. In order to do this, 

many times he will rely on his excellent ability 

to make cuts and change direction. Josey excels 

at making quick one cut moves and exploding 

through holes. He has great burst and speed to 

blow right by defenders. If confronted with a 

defender in his path, he has a decent wiggle to 

his game and is fairly elusive.  

When asked to be part of the passing game, 

Josey has no problems. He has very good hands 

and can pluck balls out of the air with ease. He 

should add some weight to his frame as he 

could see some injuries in the NFL if he stays at 

his current weight of 190 pounds. Josey has 

already suffered a devastating knee injury in 

college, the kind that kills careers - this alone 

will warrant a lot of deep examination by NFL 

scouts. His pass blocking also wouldn't hurt 

from some extra coaching and attention. 

Overall, Josey is a solid running back who could 

be selected in the third day.  

As a side note, I want to see this kid succeed 

badly. He's fought back from incredibly long 

odds and if you get a chance to hear his story, 

what he went through and how hard he fought, 

you can't help but to cheer for him. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Silas Reed 
@ThirdEyeSi_ 
RB – USC – Senior 

College Injury 
 

Height: 5’-10” 

Weight: 212 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 03/01/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.70 

Bench Press: 18 

Vertical: 37” 

Broad: 122” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Redd has all the tools needed to be a great 

running back in the NFL. He has the size, the 

skill and experience that should all help him at 

the next level. First, Redd flat out looks the part 

of an NFL back, standing 5'-10" and weighing 



 

 

200 pounds. He has the frame that NFL teams 

look for.  

On the field, Reed has amazing vision and is 

able to diagnosis opportunities in a moment's 

notice. He is one of the best cutting backs in the 

class, making cutbacks very regularly. He has 

some decent speed (not elite), but he has more 

than enough to allow him to break runs.  

Redd has shown the ability to make receptions 

out of the backfield in his career, so could be an 

option on passing downs as well. Redd is 

indecisive and apprehensive behind the line of 

scrimmage, which is just unacceptable in the 

NFL. He needs to work on being more decisive 

and hitting a hole, even if it's a small one. He 

also needs to work on his ball security as it is 

definitely a concern and fumbles just don't fly in 

the NFL. Finally, Reed has suffered several 

injuries in college, so there is a bit of durability 

issue. Redd has what it takes to be a featured 

back in the NFL, but he will have to tweak his 

game a bit. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Dri Archer 
@Dri_Archer1 

RB –Kent State-Senior 

 

Height: 5’-8” 

Weight: 173 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 08/09/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.26 

Bench Press: 20 

Vertical: 38” 

Broad: 122” 

3 Cone: 6.86 

Shuttle: 4.06 

I honestly feel as if I am watching a kind of 

player I have never seen before when I watch 

Archer. He is scary fast, like "Oh my Gosh, did I 

just see that fast." His speed is off the charts 

and what makes it even scarier is his 

elusiveness. Archer can change direction in the 

blink of an eye. I almost feel sorry for the 

defenders having to tackle him.  

He rushed for 1,352 yards off of 150 carries and 

15 touchdowns in his junior year, that averages 

an unworldly 9.0 yards per carry. Archer is 

versatile as well lining up as a running back and 

as a slot receiver, adding to his value. He also 

caught 35 passes for 539 yards and another four 

touchdowns. He has the added value of being a 

kick returner, and a darn good one at that, 

returning three kicks for touchdowns his junior 

season.  

I can see him being used in a 

Sproles/McCluster/Woodhead type of a role 

where he is used as both as a running back and 

slot type receiver. Now, he is human, as he is a 

small player coming in at 5'-8" and 175 lbs., so 

he will have to add some decent weight. How 

this will affect his game is anyone's guess. He 

also tends to catch the ball against his body 

which produces some unneeded drops.  

The competition he has faced isn't elite by any 

means, but I think his talent transcends that 

issue. Finally, his senior season saw his numbers 

decrease across the board. Granted, his team 

was not nearly as it was his junior year, but elite 

players find ways to make plays and keep their 

statistics up so he might get dinged. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Marion Grice 
@TheMarionGrice 

RB - Arizona State  – Senior 

 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 208 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 04/10/91 

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Grice should get a lot of looks from NFL scouts 

during the lead up to the draft, both for what 

he does well and what he doesn't do so well.  

First, the good. 

Grice is a running back with excellent vision as 

he sees opportunities develop around him and 

exploits those opportunities very effectively. He 



 

 

isn't afraid of contact and is very difficult to 

bring down with multiple defenders, usually 

required to get the job done.  

Grice is an absolutely exceptional receiver out 

of the backfield, perhaps the best in this year's 

crop of running backs. His routes are very good 

and he has been heavily depended upon in the 

passing game. He is a very good pass blocker as 

well, which should make him very enticing to a 

team looking for a three down back.  

On the down side, Grice simply is not very 

quick. Watching tape on him you can 

immediately see he is easily a step or two 

behind most other running backs in this class. In 

this sense, Grice becomes very one dimensional 

in the rushing game. He isn't going to be a back 

who will break it outside for big yardage, as he 

is very much a between the tackles plodder.  

If he accepts this role and owns it, he is going to 

need to add some weight to his frame and run 

lower with the ball as he tends to be a bit too 

upright when carrying the ball. Grice is also not 

a back who is going to juke a defender out of his 

shoes - his elusiveness and lateral movement is 

extremely limited. He'll make a great value or 

depth play for a team, but don't expect his 

name to come off the board right away. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Charles Ross 
RB - Rice  - Senior  

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 223 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 06/12/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.58 

Bench Press: 17 

Vertical: 34” 

Broad: 122” 

3 Cone: 7.24 

Shuttle: 4.48 

Ross is a powerful, short-yardage back who has 

been quietly making a name for himself. He is 

very tough to bring down with many defenders 

just failing miserably. The key to Ross' 

dominating rushing style is the constant 

churning of his legs. Additionally, he keeps a 

nice, low level to his pads, allowing him to get 

the needed leverage to flatten anyone who is 

foolish enough to try to go high when bringing 

him down.  

Ross doesn't usually mess around with any 

fancy moves, instead he is the very definition of 

a North/South rusher. Ross has also been 

trusted on passing downs due to his very solid 

pass blocking. Where Ross' game is lacking is his 

speed. Simply put, he isn't very fast and lacks 

the kind of break-away speed expected of NFL 

elite backs. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Andre Williams  
@drewill44 

RB - Boston College  - Senior 

 

Height: 5’-11” 

Weight: 230 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 08/28/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.56 

Bench Press:  

Vertical: 38” 

Broad: 129” 

3 Cone: 7.27 

Shuttle: 4.06 

Williams is an absolute monster, beast, animal 

or (insert your favorite descriptive adjective 

here) of a rusher. He is quite literally everything 

you are looking for in a running back when it 

comes to power. He has good vision and waits 

for holes to develop, then moves right into 

those holes. Williams is a downhill, power 

runner who almost seems to crave contact. 

There are numerous clips of him completely 

running over defenders, I mean flat out putting 

them on their backs with no discernible effect 

to Williams. He is extremely difficult to bring 

down and will run through any tackler that 

doesn't get low on him and completely wrap up.  

Now, why don't I have him ranked higher?  

It's simple - he has very glaring holes in his 

game. First, ball security is a huge concern. 

Williams needs to work on protecting the ball as 

he has had fumbling issues throughout his 

career. Second, notice I raved solely about 

Williams' rushing, as he has only ten pass 

receptions in his entire career. The lack of 



 

 

receptions is a bit worrisome, but Boston 

College very rarely passes with only 40% of their 

offensive plays coming through the air. Williams 

needs to work on his pass blocking also as he 

looks thoroughly confused more often than not 

on passing plays. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Jeremy Hill 
@JeremyHill33 
RB - LSU  -Sophomore 

Character Concerns 
 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 233 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 06/09/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.66 

Bench Press: 20 

Vertical: 29” 

Broad: 113” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Hill is the very definition of a power running 

back. He is a bigger back than many in this class, 

doesn't shy away from contact, doesn't have a 

whole lot of fancy moves and basically gets the 

tough yards with a downhill running style.  

He definitely isn't one of the faster backs in this 

class, but he keeps his legs moving to continue 

to gain yards. He has decent hands - good 

enough to allow him to get looks on passing 

downs. On the down side, Hill is just not very 

quick. In a league that revolves around speed, 

he's going to look even slower than he does in 

college. Hill also needs to work on his blocking 

as it's sub-par at best. Finally, his off field issues 

are going to be a huge red flag for teams. Hill 

was serving two separate probation terms will 

at LSU, not a good sign for anyone looking for a 

job. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Tim Flanders  
@TFlanders405 

RB - Sam Houston State  – Senior 

Fantasy Bargain 

Small School 
 

Height: 5’-9” 

Weight: 207 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.75 

Bench Press: 20 

Vertical: 32"  

Broad: 113" 

3 Cone: 7.07 

Shuttle: 4.31 

When you watch Flanders, it's hard not to 

immediately be reminded of another number 

20. While Flanders style is eerily reminiscent of 

Barry Sanders, I'd have to say it's "Sanders-lite". 

He looks like Sanders, runs like Sanders, but he 

isn't as powerful as Sanders. Sanders' legs were 

stuff of legends, as large as some people's 

chests. Flanders legs are built but nothing like 

those. No offense at all to Flanders, but there is 

only one Barry Sanders.  

Flanders is decisive when hitting a hole, reads 

his blockers excellently and is patient to allow 

his blockers to set up. He has absolutely 

amazing lateral movement and can cross over 

his feet to keep his momentum coming even 

when moving sideways. Flanders isn't blazing 

fast, as he is fast, but isn't a track star. He is a 

great receiver out of the backfield and his pass 

blocking is somewhere between decent and 

good.  

All in all, I'd be surprised if Detroit, more than 

any team, didn't go out and try to grab this guy, 

if for no other reason than it just "feels" right. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Tyler Gaffney  
@TyGaff 

RB - Stanford - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 220 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 04/20/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.49 

Bench Press: 22 

Vertical: 36.5” 

Broad: 118” 

3 Cone: 6.78 

Shuttle: 4.18 

Gaffney has been a very dependable running 

back for Standford during his career, averaging 

over five yards per carry.  

The key to Gaffney's success has been his burst 

through the hole. Once he sets his mind to a 

hole, he moves very well through it. Gaffney's 

toughness was on clear display this season with 

330 rushes, displaying clearly he can be a 

team's workhorse back.  



 

 

He is also a threat out of the backfield as a 

receiver and is a solid pass blocker. On the 

downside, Gaffney is just too apprehensive 

behind the line. He will routinely dance around 

and end up losing yards in the backfield. 

Gaffney will also noticeably slow down before 

contact as opposed to running through the 

contact. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

James White 
@SweetFeet_White 

RB - Wisconsin -Senior 

 

Height: 5’-9” 

Weight: 204 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 02/03/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.57 

Bench Press: 23 

Vertical: 32” 

Broad: 114” 

3 Cone: 7.05 

Shuttle: 4.20 

White has never really got his due in Wisconsin, 

but nonetheless he does have a small amount 

of hype surrounding him coming into the draft. 

White is a speed back, plain and simple. He 

shoots through holes and accelerates very 

quickly. When at the second level he is a great 

cutback runner, gashing defenses for chunks of 

yards. White can also utilize his speed to turn 

the corner on outside rushes, making him even 

more useful as a runner able to take advantage 

of holes anywhere on the field.  

White has good hands as well and is able to 

make catches out of the backfield or even line 

up as a receiver if needed. His pass blocking 

skills are actually pretty good, meaning he has 

the potential to be a three down back if need 

be.  

Where White falls flat is his inability to break 

tackles. It's not much of s stretch to say the first 

person to hit White will most likely be the one 

who takes him down. It's extremely rare for 

White to break a tackle as he almost always 

goes down at first contact. I'd like to attribute 

this to his size, coming in at 5'-9" and 205 

pounds, but several other backs are this size or 

even smaller and don't go down this easy. In the 

NFL, given the attributes both good and bad 

that White possesses, he will likely be used 

situationally as opposed to a coveted three 

down role. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

George Atkinson 
@georgeatk3 

RB  - Notre Dame  -  Junior 

Character Concerns 

Height: 6 ’-1” 

Weight: 218 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.48 

Bench Press: 19 

Vertical: 38” 

Broad: 121” 

3 Cone: 7.07 

Shuttle: 4.46 

Atkinson was recruited to Notre Dame to play 

as a wide receiver, but made the switch to 

running back after his freshman year.  

He is an extremely fast runner and ran track for 

the Fighting Irish. His speed is something that 

jumps out immediately to anyone watching him 

play. Atkinson has excellent burst through the 

hole and runs fearlessly. He has a solid build, 

standing 6'-1" and weighing 220 pounds, which 

he effectively uses, mixing his speed with a 

decent power running style. He has good vision 

and can see opportunities develop before him.  

Atkinson fell out of favor with the Notre Dame 

coaching staff this season and gradually lost 

touches to freshman Tarean Folston. He was 

also suspended from playing in the Pinstripe 

Bowl for breaking unspecified team rules. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Kapri Bibbs 
@KapriBibbs 

RB - Colorado State  – Sophomore 

 

Height: 5’-9” 

Weight: 212 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 01/10/93 

40-Yard Dash: 4.67 

Bench Press: 24 

Vertical: 29” 

Broad: 106” 

3 Cone: 7.50 

Shuttle: 4.61 



 

 

I, like most others who follow the draft, was 

fairly surprised when I heard Bibbs would be 

entering the draft. Sure, what more could he 

do, but at the same time if you evaluate a 

player you like to see them progress, mature 

and elevate their game during college.  

With Bibbs, you simply have this season to go 

off of. Was it a fluke? Is it his standard level of 

play? We can only guess. Given what he has 

shown us, he has good vision and is able to 

exploit opportunities around him. He is patient 

and will wait for the play to unfold in front of 

him instead of forcing a play. He has good 

hands and can catch the ball out of the 

backfield which is certainly something he 

almost had to display in order to be taken 

seriously at all in the draft.  

On the flip side, he doesn't appear to be much 

of a pass blocker, getting overwhelmed by 

defenders larger than him. He also doesn't 

seem to have a top level burst to get him 

through any holes. I'm not saying he isn't fast, 

but he just can't turn on that speed like a light 

switch, he has to build up his speed instead. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Brendan Bigelow 
RB - California  - Junior 

Fantasy Bargain 
 

Height: 5’-10” 

Weight: 180 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 10/14/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.52 

Bench Press: 17 

Vertical: 34" 

Broad: 115” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

I really like Bigelow, he has so much going for 

him and he is being undervalued everywhere I 

look. I've seen very little wrong with his game, 

but I've seen so much that is very right about it.  

First, when Bigelow sees a hole with his, might I 

add excellent, vision, he doesn't mess around, 

he has a nice burst to be able to take advantage 

of it. He has very good speed and can pull away 

from defenders en route to the end zone. 

However, as with most running backs, he will 

encounter defenders who will attempt to 

prevent such a breakaway. The key word in that 

sentence is "attempt." I've seen so many 

instances when defenders try to bring Bigelow 

down, but they just aren't able to get the job 

done. Bigelow is very tough to bring down due 

to his low center of gravity coupled with his 

great pad level. Even if they are able to trip him 

up it's no guarantee he will even go down due 

to his amazing balance.  

Bigelow can also contribute in the passing game 

where he has good hands and rarely drops a 

pass. The one thing I would like Bigelow to 

change is his weight. He currently weighs in at 

180 pounds so he will need to add some bulk in 

order to fully withstand the rigors of the NFL 

game - this alone is what will sink his stock. 

Otherwise, I can't get over just how explosive 

Bigelow is. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Rajion Neal 
RB - Tennessee - Senior 

College Injury 
 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 222 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 03/28/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.57 

Bench Press: 28 

Vertical: 38” 

Broad: 119” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Neal is very much a power, between the 

tackles, hard-nosed rusher. He doesn't get real 

fancy by breaking it outside very often, but he 

will get you the tough yards.  

He has decent vision and doesn't appear to 

have much of a problem finding a hole to run 

through. He's a decent pass blocker and can be 

used in the passing game. Neal isn't really that 

fast, you'd expect either more long distance 

speed or a decent quick burst to get through 

any holes, but Neal doesn't really possess either 

attribute. He suffered an injury to his knee in 

college which likely didn't do wonders for his 

speed. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 



 

 

Beau Blankenship 
@BeauBlank 

RB - Ohio - Senior 

 

Height: 5’-9” 

Weight: 205 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 08/13/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.47 

Bench Press: 27 

Vertical: 37” 

Broad: 116” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle: 4.28 

Blakenship is a smaller, more compact running 

back who has a little bit of buzz coming into the 

draft.  

Measuring in at 5'-9" and 205 pounds, 

Blankenship isn't a huge back, but his frame 

does fit very well into the mold that has 

become en vogue in the NFL as late with 

comparable players being Doug Martin, Ray 

Rice and Zac Stacy. I wouldn't throw 

Blankenship into that group of names, but he 

does have some interesting attributes.  

First, he runs with decent power and can keep 

moving forward by chugging his legs. He also 

has some decent vision and can take advantage 

of holes he identifies.  

Blankenship is a decent pass blocker and a solid 

weapon out of the backfield in the passing 

game which clearly increases his value. 

However, Blankenship isn't all that fast. He's not 

slow, but "average speed" might be a better 

description. He also isn't all that elusive and 

isn't going to juke defenders out of their shoes. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Zurlon Tipton 
RB - Central Michigan - Senior 

Fantasy Bargain 

College Injury 

Small School 
 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 223 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.70 

Bench Press: 17 

Vertical: 32” 

Broad: 119" 

3 Cone: 6.89 

Shuttle: 4.48 

Tipton is a legitimate sleeper for a number of 

reasons which I'll address in this assessment, 

but suffice to say, if he gets a shot in the NFL, 

look out!  

Tipton is such a strong runner, as he runs hard, 

hits hard and just keeps moving his legs and 

eating up yards while defenders struggle to 

bring him down.  

Additionally, while most power rushers lack 

much vision or patience, this is something that 

Tipton has an abundance of. He is constantly 

looking for holes and can exploit them at a 

moment's notice, at the second level he sniffs 

out cutback lanes like a bloodhound.  

He is also a good pass catcher and decent pass 

blocker, which just adds to his appeal.  

So, why isn't he all over the lips of draftniks? 

Three reasons.  

His 40 time isn't much to write home about 

which for a power back isn't a huge deal, but 

nonetheless it is a small knock against him.  

Second, the competition Tipton has faced hasn't 

been overwhelming. While this is a fair knock 

against him his running style should help quell 

those fears.  

Finally, this season Tipton broke his ankle which 

cost him seven games. However, he was just as 

good after the injury as he was before the 

injury.  

Taken together, this has allowed Tipton to fall 

through the cracks, but he is a true gem that 

could sneak into the end of the draft or end up 

as an incredible undrafted free agent gem. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

 

 



 

 

Branden Oliver 
@BoBelieves 

RB - Buffalo  - Senior 

College Injury 

Height: 5’-7” 

Weight: 208 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 05/07/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.62 

Bench Press: 26 

Vertical: 33.5” 

Broad: 117” 

3 Cone: 7.04 

Shuttle: 4.22 

When you watch Oliver you see a very 

determined, small, compact running back who 

gains yards through sheer will. Some much of 

his game is very reminiscent of last season's 

running back surprise, Zac Stacy (however, if 

you checked out my evaluations last season 

about Stacy you were ahead of the game). 

Oliver does a large chunk of his work between 

the tackles, squeezing into small holes if need 

be. Once he's committed to a hole, Oliver 

continues to look for opportunities. He has 

great change of direction skills and can move 

laterally very well. Oliver also utilizes cutback 

lanes and has a solid sidestep move.  

However, if no opportunities are presented to 

him, Oliver has no problem lowering his head 

and churning his legs to gain the hard yards. He 

can also be fully utilized in the passing game 

with dependable hands and solid pass blocking 

skills. Where Oliver will see his stock decline is 

in the fact that his physical style has taken its 

toll on his health. Oliver suffered knee and leg 

injuries which immediately worry NFL teams 

when looking for a running back.  

In the end, Oliver just might sneak into the last 

round of the draft but most certainly will find a 

home on some team looking for a Stacy clone. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

 

 

 

Alfred Blue 
@bigblue_fans 

RB - LSU - Senior 

College Injury 
 

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 223 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 04/27/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.63 

Bench Press: 13 

Vertical: 32” 

Broad: 121” 

3 Cone: 7.15 

Shuttle: 4.50 

Despite being used very little at LSU, Blue is 

actually a more interesting back than Hill is in 

my opinion.  

Blue has very good vision and is able to find his 

way to yardage when he is given the ball. For 

being such a large back, coming in at 6'-2" and 

225 pounds, he moves very well. This isn't to 

say he is the fastest back in the class, because 

he isn't, but he does move well for a player his 

size.  

Blue really shines in his patience, he doesn't 

rush a play to develop, he waits for it to develop 

in front of him and helps set up his blockers to 

gain more yardage.  

Not only is he an excellent rusher, but he has 

been utilized in the passing game as well, which 

really intrigues me since big backs usually aren't 

involved as pass catchers. A huge reason for 

Blue not being utilized much stems directly 

from his rushing style. He is very much an 

upright rusher. Due in part to this he takes a lot 

of punishment and this may have contributed 

to a torn ACL that sidelined him for a large 

chunk of the 2012 season. Factoring in his 

limited use, running style and injury, I see Blue 

going late in the process despite being very 

intriguing. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

 

 

 



 

 

Orleans Darkwa 
@OrleansDarkwa 

RB - Tulane  – Senior 

Fantasy Bargain 

College Injury 
 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 210 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 02/28/92 

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Darkwa is flying under the radar for the most 

part in running back prospect conversations, 

but he could be a solid back in the NFL.  

He has very good burst when moving through a 

hole. While most backs will slow down slightly 

after getting past the line in order to assess the 

second level, Darkwa does not, he continues 

forward at the same high rate of speed - 

something I actually like as it shows he's a very 

instinctual runner.  

Darkwa has good vision as well and can see and 

process opportunities very quickly. He is a very 

solid weapon in the passing game as well both 

from a receiving and blocking standpoint. He 

has very good hands and his pass blocking is 

some of the best in the class. Darkwa had an 

ankle injury that persisted throughout the 2012 

season and kept him out of several games. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

David Fluellen 
@DavidFluellenJr 

RB - Toledo - Senior 

College Injury 
 

Height: 5’-11” 

Weight: 224 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 01/29/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.66 

Bench Press: 16 

Vertical: 36.5” 

Broad: 120” 

3 Cone: 6.90 

Shuttle: 4.21 

Fluellen has a lot of skills that could make him 

an very intriguing prospect in this draft.  

First, he is incredibly explosive as he hits holes 

with reckless abandon and is through them 

before the defense can even fully react. He is 

able to do this by having excellent vision, 

allowing him to identify holes the moment they 

develop.  

Fluellen has nice movement in the second level, 

making sharp cutbacks. He also has nice speed 

and isn't very easy to bring down due to a 

constant chugging of his legs. Fluellen has nice 

hands and is a good receiver out of the 

backfield. Fluellen's injury will be a major issue 

during his interviews with NFL teams.  

He will also need to work on his pass protection 

- it isn't horrible, but it is a liability and 

something NFL team's aren't going to want to 

risk getting their star quarterback killed over. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Antonio Andrews 
@Salute2Dat5ive 

RB - Western Kentucky - Senior 

Small School 
 

Height: 5’-10” 

Weight: 225 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 10/15/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.82 

Bench Press: 20 

Vertical: 29.5” 

Broad: 106” 

3 Cone: 7.24 

Shuttle: 4.49 

As a small school prospect, Andrews needs to 

wow in order to get noticed.  

While he doesn't blend into the background, he 

has done just enough to pop up on a few draft 

watchers radars. Andrews is good downhill 

runner who is tough to bring down when he 

reaches the second level. He is excellent at 

finding cutback lanes and it's a large part of how 

he gains his yards.  

He is versatile enough to be a threat in the 

passing game was well, with above average 

hands and decent pass blocking skills. Where his 

appeal falls flat is his lack of speed and 

apprehension behind the line. Andrews is just 

not that fast, he builds up speed but there is 

very little in the way of burst or explosiveness.  

Additionally, for as good as his vision and 

decision making is at the second level, he 



 

 

struggles to make decisions behind the line and 

will routinely get stuffed before he can exploit 

holes.  

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

John Spooney 
@JSpoonDaddy 

RB - Brown - Junior 

Small School 
 

Height: 5’-10” 

Weight: 185 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 01/29/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.49 

Bench Press: 19 

Vertical: 38.5” 

Broad: 127” 

3 Cone: 7.19 

Shuttle: 4.36 

Wow, just Wow! This kid is really fast!  

Spooney is a little known prospect coming out 

of Brown University. As I stated earlier, 

Spooney's immediate selling point is his speed, 

as he quite possibly could be the fastest back in 

this class and is a track star at Brown. If 

Spooney hits the second level, any defensive 

coordinator better hold his breath. He isn't 

exactly a freight train, but he is fairly good at 

shaking tacklers if they don't wrap him up.  

Spooney is a legitimate weapon in the passing 

game and while not an outstanding pass 

blocker, he does an adequate enough to be 

usable. What will give NFL teams pause is 

Spooney is not a very good between the tackles 

runner, many times he will just run smack into 

the back of his linemen before trying to break it 

outside. If the hole isn't glaring, then many 

times he just won't see it.  

As I mentioned earlier, his pass blocking could 

use some work, but a large part of this steams 

from the fact he needs to gain some weight. 

Brown's website lists him as weighing 185 

pounds, which means he weighs even less than 

small backs like Andre Ellington or LaMichael 

James. If he doesn't gain 10-15 pounds, he will 

never set foot on an NFL field in the regular 

season. If he can gain some weight then he will 

make a nice value pick for a lucky team at the 

end of the draft or a sneaky pick-up in the 

undrafted free agent signing period. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Vintavious Cooper 
@Vinny_2Doe_Koop 

RB - East Carolina - Senior 

Character Concerns 

Fantasy Bargain 

Small School 
Height: 5’-9” 

Weight: 220 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad: 109.5” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle: 4.12 

Cooper is a steal, just waiting to happen.  

I'm thoroughly impressed with several aspects 

of his game and think he could be one of those 

late round picks or undrafted free agents from a 

small school where everyone says, "Who is this 

guy? Where did he come from?"  

Starting from the top, Cooper has a very good 

burst when navigating through a hole, as there 

is almost no hesitation once he sees it. He also 

has very good vision and lateral movement and 

can identify a wide variety of opportunities 

provided to him by his blockers and/or 

defensive mistakes.  

Cooper is a patient runner who never gets to far 

ahead of his blockers. He also has excellent 

hands and is a fully capable pass blocker making 

him a potential three down back. Cooper has 

two strikes against him, though.  

First, he comes from a small school and hasn't 

consistently faced top notch opponents.  

Second, he was suspended from his team due 

to possessing drugs on school grounds. This is a 

serious issue and one he's going to have to fully 

convince NFL teams is in his past.  

Ultimately, Cooper will probably go undrafted 

but he will likely catch on with a team as an 

undrafted free agent. 



 

 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Lorenzo Taliaferro 
@ZoBot_45 
RB - Coastal Carolina - Senior 

Small School 
 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 229 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.58 

Bench Press: 18 

Vertical: 33” 

Broad: 118” 

3 Cone: 6.88 

Shuttle: 4.22 

Taliaferro is a huge running back measuring in 

at around 6'-2" and 230 pounds, firmly making 

him one of the larger backs in the draft class. He 

is very much a north-south power runner. 

Opponents have a tough time bringing 

Taliaferro down due to him chugging his legs, 

requiring several defenders usually to bring him 

down.  

Taliaferro is a legitimate threat in the passing 

game as well with decent hands and decent 

route running skills. He most certainly is not an 

elusive runner and doesn't even try to juke 

defenders in the open field. He has very little in 

the way of vision as well, many times simply 

crashing into the back backs of his linemen.  

Finally, the competition Taliaferro has faced will 

make some teams question the statistics he has 

accumulated. In the end I think Taliaferro will 

be selected late in the draft or float into 

undrafted free agent territory. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Adam Muema 
RB - San Diego State - Junior 

Character Concerns 
 

Height: 5’-10” 

Weight: 205 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 06/20/92 

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Muema is an excellent prospect who is flying 

under the collective radar of scouts. As a 

product of the Mountain West, he isn't 

consistently on the center stage as some of the 

prospects from the larger conferences are, but 

he's faced a solid level of competition and 

should be getting a lot more love than he has 

thus far.  

Muema is a very patient runner who has 

amazing vision. A large chunk of his yardage 

comes from the excellent decisions he makes 

with the ball in his hands. Muema is very good 

and adjusting speeds to allow blockers to set up 

a play for him as well as moving laterally, 

stutter-stepping and taking cutback lanes to 

keep the defense off balance. Muema has 

decent hands and is a willing receiver out of the 

backfield as well.  

The single issue he has consistently displayed is 

adequate pass blocking. Muema gets too high 

when blocking defenders and, as such, gets 

overpowered by larger players. Many times he 

is hit and driven back which helps disintegrate 

the pocket. It's a major knock on his game but 

one that he desperately needs to address to see 

much time on the field in the NFL.  

Finally, Muema appears to be having a very 

tough time after college. He is rumored to have 

slept in the airport for a few days after leaving 

the NFL Combine early. He has also declared 

that he will no longer play football, so his future 

is extremely cloudy following this turn of 

events. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Stephen Houston 
@BoomTown_12 

RB - Indiana - Senior 

 

Height: 5’-11” 

Weight: 230 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 10/28/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.46 

Bench Press: 24 

Vertical: 40” 

Broad: 132” 

3 Cone: 7.03 

Shuttle: 4.23 

Houston is an interesting prospect in that he 

has very solid skills, but isn't really dominant at 

any one aspect of his game. Nonetheless, a 

solid prospect is always desirable in the NFL.  



 

 

Houston has very good vision and is able to 

move effectively to take advantage of the 

opportunities he sees. He has a nice (but not 

amazing) burst he is able to utilize to move 

through holes. At the second level, he has a 

little bit of move to his game, but isn't going to 

juke anyone out of their shoes.  

Houston has above average speed, but is 

nowhere near the top of the class in terms of 

that trait. He also isn't afraid of contact, but 

won't carry the whole team with him for tons of 

yardage.  

Finally, Houston has dependable hands and is a 

solid pass blocker, so he isn't just a one 

dimensional back. As you can see, Houston 

likely won't have his page dog-earred in a 

scout's notebook but he should make for a solid 

role player on an NFL team. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Shakir Bell 
@Two2_Gone 

RB - Toledo - Senior 

Character Concerns 

College Injury 

Small School 
 Height: 5’-8” 

Weight: 185 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 04/10/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.59 

Bench Press: 13 

Vertical: 37” 

Broad: 121” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle: 4.39 

Bell is a playmaker, simply put. When you watch 

him, it just seems like a matter of time until 

you're going to see a huge play get broken by 

him. Bell's balance is other-worldly, he can get 

hit two, three, four times and not go down. He 

simply recovers or puts his hand on the ground 

and continues moving.  

Bell's speed is also very good which just makes 

him all that much more dangerous. He can be a 

threat in the passing game as well with some 

decent hands and an understanding of how and 

who to pass block.  

While I like a lot about Bell there, is just so 

much working against him.  

First, on the field, he doesn't have very good 

vision. Many times he will run into the back of 

his linemen and just get stuck there. Bell has 

also suffered a dislocated shoulder and foot 

injuries during his college career. These injuries 

could be linked to his undersized frame. Bell 

only measures in at 5'-8" and 185 pounds, so he 

could stand to add some weight to his frame.  

Finally, Bell claimed he was released from the 

Indiana State program while the school, for its 

part, refused to comment. Immediately this will 

raise a ton of questions, questions an injured, 

undersized small school prospect really needs 

to explain fully. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Jeff Scott 
RB - Ole Miss - Senior  

Height: 5’-6” 

Weight: 175 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 01/26/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.46 

Bench Press: 8 

Vertical: 34” 

Broad: 112” 

3 Cone: 7.13 

Shuttle: 4.28 

Scott is going to have a hard time getting an NFL 

team to believe in him. This is far from a 

critique on his talents as a football player, 

because those skills are significant. This 

statement is directly related to Scott's physical 

size as he measures in at 5'-6" and 165 pounds. 

For comparison's sake, draft enthusiasts 

everywhere last season were actively debating 

whether Tavon Austin could make it in the NFL 

when he measured in at 5'-8" and 175 pounds.  

If, and that is a huge if, an NFL team takes a 

chance on Scott, he will very likely be moved 

from running back to a slot wide receiver role. 

Scott's skills however, are significant as I 

mentioned earlier.  

First, he is a very patient runner and is very 

good at both following and setting up his 

blockers. Scott also has very burst and high end 

speed. He can run right through a hole and 

straight past defenders like they are standing 



 

 

still. He also has very good vision and the open 

field skills to take advantage of what he sees. 

However, most importantly Scott has very good 

hands and utilizes the aforementioned open 

field vision and shiftiness to gain lots of yards 

after the catch.  

The biggest knock on Scott is obviously his size. 

If he can get an NFL team to look past that he 

could very well help whatever team he ends up 

on. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Darrin Reaves 
@Engaged2Success 

RB - UAB - Senior 

Small School 
 

Height: 5’-7” 

Weight: 209 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 04/17/93 

40-Yard Dash: 4.54 

Bench Press: 20 

Vertical: 39” 

Broad: 123” 

3 Cone: 7.07 

Shuttle: 4.54 

Reaves is another one of those small school 

prospects who does a lot of things right, but 

might have just enough issues to miss being 

drafted by a team.  

First the good.  

Reaves is a very fluid runner who has long 

strides and can seem to effortlessly gain yards. 

He's very patient and will wait for plays to 

develop instead of forcing them. If need be, he 

can also be a physical runner as he isn't afraid 

of contact and has no problem lowering his 

shoulder in an effort to gain additional yards.  

Reaves can also contribute to the passing game 

as he has nice, soft hands and is sturdy pass 

protector. On the downside however, Reaves 

lacks truly elite top-end speed. Additionally, he 

isn't overly elusive and has very little wiggle to 

his running style. Finally, Reaves is a fairly 

upright rusher and is going to get hurt pretty 

quickly in the NFL if he doesn't lower his pad 

level when rushing. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Damien Williams 
@TooLoose26 
RB - Toledo - Senior 

Character Concerns 

Height: 5’-11” 

Weight: 222 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.45 

Bench Press: 16 

Vertical: 35.5” 

Broad: 121” 

3 Cone: 7.37 

Shuttle: 4.25 

It's tough to watch Williams play and not see a 

ton of potential, but also see some potentially 

harmful aspects to his game and that's just 

what happens on the field.  

Williams has very dangerous breakaway speed 

that makes him a threat to score on any play. 

He can mix speed with power in a dangerous 

blend that allows him to run over, or past, a 

defender. Williams has good vision and can 

quickly identify opportunities he is presented 

with. He is a patient runner, almost to a fault. 

When he's patient at the second level it 

absolutely helps him gain additional yardage. 

However, he unfortunately is also apprehensive 

behind the line of scrimmage which tends to 

cost him yardage due to his lack of decisiveness. 

Williams must also work on his pass blocking if 

he has any hope of seeing playing time at the 

next level. He will also have to answer several 

pressing questions as to why he was suspended 

from Oklahoma's squad for breaking team rules 

not once, but twice. It's never a good sign when 

a player can't follow the rules set down by his 

own team. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Jerick McKinnon 
RB - Toledo - Senior 

Small School 
 

Height: 5’-11” 

Weight: 224 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 05/03/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.41 

Bench Press: 32 

Vertical: 40.5” 

Broad: 132” 

3 Cone: 6.83 

Shuttle: 4.12 



 

 

It's fairly tough to evaluate McKinnon and 

project how he will play as a traditional NFL 

running back - this is due to the fact that 

Georgia Southern has run the triple option and 

I'm sure McKinnon could count the number of 

times he was handed the ball, as opposed to 

having it pitched to him on his two hands. 

Given this issue, one thing that stands out is 

McKinnon's vision. He has had to hone his 

vision in a big way due to the type of offense he 

was in. McKinnon has a good burst and flies 

through holes. After his initial burst, however, 

he doesn't continue to accelerate and doesn't 

have break-away speed. His use in an 

unorthodox offensive scheme and coming from 

a small school definitely hurt him. McKinnon 

also was rarely used in the passing game so his 

use in the passing game is a big question mark 

as well. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Jerome Smith 
@RomeSmith45 

RB - Syracuse - Junior 

 

Height: 5’-11” 

Weight: 220 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 04/01/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.84 

Bench Press: 14 

Vertical: 36” 

Broad: 118” 

3 Cone: 7.53 

Shuttle: 4.60 

Smith has the skills to play in the NFL, but 

nothing about his game makes him a player a 

team just has to have.  

He has good vision and utilizes cutback lanes 

very effectively. Smith is a good pass catcher 

and an effective pass blocker, which should 

allow him to stay in on passing downs with no 

real fears of getting his quarterback killed by a 

blitz.  

On the downside, Smith doesn't have a ton of 

patience and many times runs into his line or 

defenders as opposed to waiting for a blocker 

to open something up for him. He also just 

doesn't have the kind of speed that will allow 

him to see the field very often. Smith will likely 

be a specialized short yardage back in the NFL. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Fitzgerald Toussaint 
RB - Michigan - Senior 

Character Concerns 

College Injury 
 

Height: 5’-9” 

Weight: 204 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 05/04/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.54 

Bench Press: 24 

Vertical: 35.5” 

Broad: 122” 

3 Cone: 6.59 

Shuttle: 4.10 

Toussaint is a running back who, with some 

minor tweaks to his game, could be a very solid 

depth addition to any NFL team.  

First, Toussaint has a very nice burst. It's very 

tough for defenders to catch him if he makes 

his mind up quickly. He is also a very good open 

field runner who is able to make smart 

decisions that expand a play. Toussaint's vision 

and patience in the open field is very good as he 

utilizes cutback lanes and blockers effectively 

downfield.  

Toussaint has a lot of baggage however.  

First, he suffered a significant ankle injury that 

required surgery in 2012.  

Second, also in 2012, he was arrested for a DUI.  

Third, on the field his receiving skills and pass 

blocking aren't incredible so he could be limited 

to appearing only on rushing downs.  

Finally, Toussaint is very apprehensive behind 

the line as he has trouble making up his mind 

on where to go and dances around a lot, leading 

to a lot of negative plays.  

Taken all together, Toussaint, at best, will be a 

depth player. At worst, he will be brought in as 

a camp body and cut before the season. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 



 

 

Roderick McDowell 
@dowonders25 

RB - Clemson - Senior 

Character Concerns 

College Injury 
 

Height: 5’-9” 

Weight: 204 

Age: 24 

Birthdate: 02/07/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.70 

Bench Press: 18 

Vertical: 28.5” 

Broad: 109” 

3 Cone: 7.35 

Shuttle: 4.40 

McDowell is a smaller back who has a unique 

story. He was born with a club foot that 

prevented him playing very much in the way of 

sports for the first part of his childhood. The 

condition required surgeries to correct and, 

clearly, has been fixed enough to allow him to 

perform and a high level.  

McDowell has nice explosion through holes and 

has a decent high end speed. I wouldn't call him 

a burner, but he can hold his own. He has some 

nice lateral movement, utilizes cutbacks very 

well and has a developed a few moves to allow 

him to elude tackles.  

He has decent hands and can catch the ball well 

out of the backfield. Beyond his small size, 

McDowell will get dinged for his apprehension 

and indecision behind the line. Many times he 

will pause long enough to lose a step or two 

which hurts the rush attempt. He also alleged to 

have been involved in the disappearance of 

$150,000 worth of cash and checks - that's a lot 

of money to go missing and may only be rivaled 

by the number of questions he'll have to answer 

about the situation. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Fabian Truss 
@Fabian_Truss 

RB - Samford - Senior 

Small School 
 

Height: 5’-9” 

Weight: 185 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 06/28/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.51 

Bench Press: 16 

Vertical: 31” 

Broad: 114” 

3 Cone: 6.99 

Shuttle: 4.40 

Truss is a very consistent running back prospect 

who has a nice collection of skills that could 

make him intriguing to NFL teams.  

To start off with, Truss has nice patience and 

vision which has suited him well throughout his 

college career. He follows his blockers well, 

setting them up in order to gain nice chunks of 

free yardage. Truss seems to always have his 

head on a swivel, looking for opportunities to 

develop as the play unfolds before him.  

He has a nice burst through the hole and decent 

lateral movement to provide some wiggle to his 

game. Truss has good hands as well and is a 

fully utilized part of Samford's passing attack.  

He has the added benefit of being active on 

special teams as a kick returner, which should 

add to his value. Two big clouds hang over 

Truss' value however.  

First, he is a very small and undersized back 

measuring in at 5'-9" and 185 pounds. In the 

NFL he will likely never be a feature back and 

will only play situationally. Second, his level of 

competition, for the most part, has not been 

what one would call elite. Granted, when he has 

played against good teams he has risen to the 

challenge but overall it has been lower level. 

Taken together it's unlikely he will be selected 

in the draft. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Zach Bauman 
@FranchiseBAUMAN 

RB - Northern Arizona - Senior 

Small School 
 

Height: 5’-7” 

Weight: 194 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.50 

Bench Press: 13 

Vertical: 34” 

Broad: 112” 

3 Cone: 6.92 

Shuttle: 4.12 

Bauman is a solidly built running back prospect 

coming out of a smaller school who has quietly 

built a bit of buzz around his draft prospects. 



 

 

Bauman is a very good open field rusher who is 

patient and has decent vision.  

He isn't very easily brought down and keeps 

fighting for yards by churning his legs. In the 

passing game, Bauman has pretty good hands 

and is a good pass blocker which will definitely 

add to his appeal with NFL teams. The hands 

down, biggest knock on Bauman's game is 

inability to prevent himself from dancing behind 

the line of scrimmage. I want so badly to like 

Bauman because I think he has a very nice skill 

set for the position, but the frequency with 

which he dances behind the line is absolutely 

infuriating. It regularly costs his team yards and 

hurts his rushing average significantly.  

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA  

Dominique Williams 
RB - Wagner - Senior 

Small School 
 

Height: 5’-9” 

Weight: 205 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Like most small school running back prospects, 

Williams is a tough player to fully gauge. Is he a 

good back because he is facing inferior talent or 

is the talent that he's displaying transcending 

beyond the level of competition? In Williams' 

case the verdict points towards him looking 

good because the competition just isn't that 

good.  

If he makes it to the NFL, it's very likely that the 

level of talent will just overwhelm him. To his 

credit, Williams is a decent runner with some 

nice open-field moves. The huge selling point 

on Williams' game is his ability to pass block. He 

is very good at picking up the blitz and 

defending his quarterback. Williams is also a 

very solid option in the passing game due to his 

good receiving skills. When rushing it's tough 

not to notice Williams' lack of vision behind the 

line and poor decision making, giving up 

negative yards in an attempt to try to make a 

big play. Many times this digs his team into a 

deep hole which is just inexcusable. Williams 

will face huge odds even making an NFL roster, 

much less seeing the field during the season. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 
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Wide Receivers 

Sammy Watkins 
@sammywatkins 
WR - Clemson - Junior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 211 

Age: 20 

Birthdate: 06/14/93 

40-Yard Dash: 4.43 

Bench Press: 16 

Vertical: 34” 

Broad: 126” 

3 Cone: 6.95 

Shuttle: 4.34 

Watkins is easily, EASILY one of the most 

explosive and dynamic players in this draft 

class.  

There is a reason why he is one of the most 

talked about prospects this season and it isn't 

hard to see when you watch some of his tape. 

Right away you notice how well he catches the 

ball, both in terms of consistency and in his 

mechanics. Watkins catches nearly everything 

thrown his way and when doing so he gets his 

arms extended away from his body, making the 

catch and securing the ball in one quick and 

fluid motion. Once he makes the catch, Watkins 

is very tough to bring down and has great 

moves after the catch. He has no problem 

gaining yards by lowering his shoulder or flat 

outrunning any defender.  

Watkins is also extremely physical, whether 

getting off the line when being pressed or 

fighting for a contended pass, his physicality is 

something to see. Finally, Watkins is a very 

precise route runner with an excellent ability to 

make instant cuts and change direction 

effortlessly. There is precious little to mention 

in the way of negatives to his game with the 

few negatives he does have being easily 

corrected or due to limited opportunities to 

shine in certain situations.  

Watkins will be highly sought after both in the 

NFL and fantasy circles. 

Estimated Round: 1-2 

Mike Evans 
@MikeEvans13_ 
WR - Texas A&M – Sophomore 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-5” 

Weight: 231 

Age: 20 

Birthdate: 08/21/93 

40-Yard Dash: 4.53 

Bench Press: 12 

Vertical: 37” 

Broad:  

3 Cone: 7.08 

Shuttle: 4.26 

It's not hard to see why Evans is one of the top 

receiving prospects in this draft. Evans is a 

towering prospect measuring in at 6'-5" and 225 

pounds. When you factor in his incredible hands 

you've got quite the mismatch on the hands any 

defense he goes up against.  

Evans is very tough to bring down due to his 

size which allows him to gain lots of yards after 

the catch. He can high point the ball, which 

make his quarterback's job easy. Any 

quarterback throwing to Evans just simply 

needs to get the ball in his general vicinity, 

Evans will do the rest. This should also 

significantly help his value as he will be an 

instant red zone threat for any team he gets 

drafted to. Evans' size makes it very rare that he 

is ever dominated at the line by a defender and 

several teams have devoted two defenders to 

attempting to cover him.  

Evans is not usually slowed down by double 

coverage as he will continue to make plays in 

these circumstances. The only concern with 

Evans' game is his speed. It's true, Evans will 

never be an Olympic track star, but his 

combination of other skills makes this short-

coming almost negligible. I wouldn't be 

surprised to see Evans come off the board as 

one of the first three wide receivers in the draft. 

Estimated Round: 1-2 

 

 



 

 

Marqise Lee 
@TeamLee1 
WR - USC – Junior 

Top 10 

College Injury 
 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 192 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 11/25/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.52 

Bench Press: 11 

Vertical: 38” 

Broad: 127” 

3 Cone: 6.96 

Shuttle: 4.01 

Lee is easily one of the premiere receivers in 

this extremely deep class, which in itself says a 

lot given the amount of talent he is competing 

with.  

Lee possesses every skill he needs in order to be 

successful in the NFL. He is a great route runner 

with excellent hands. Lee has extremely 

exceptional body control, making difficult 

catches, especially near the sidelines. He is very 

quick and always a threat to break a play open 

after the catch.  

Lee does have a knack for getting dinged up, 

which is a bit worrying if you're a team placing a 

lot of faith in him. I feel a lot of his injuries stem 

from a slighter frame and one would hope he 

could work on that.  

One of his other negatives (being bullied in 

press coverage), is directly attributable to this 

also. Lee is going to have to add some weight 

and muscle in order to fully realize his potential 

in the NFL. However, his existing skills already 

point to him being an excellent receiver at the 

next level. 

Estimated Round: 1-2 

Brandin Cooks 
@brandincooks 
WR - Oregon State – Junior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 5’-10” 

Weight: 185 

Age: 20 

Birthdate: 09/25/93 

40-Yard Dash: 4.33 

Bench Press: 16 

Vertical: 36” 

Broad: 120” 

3 Cone: 6.76 

Shuttle: 3.81 

Cooks is an incredibly explosive wide receiver 

who, simply put, makes plays. It's so fun to 

watch Cooks as he does so many things right. 

He is an excellent route runner who wills 

himself open. Cooks has very good hands and is 

very elusive after the catch, stopping and 

starting on a dime. Cooks' speed is also very 

good with a burst that compares well to any 

wide receiver in this class. 

Even when he is tackled, he fights for more 

yards. Despite his size, he plays like a player 

larger than he actually is. Flat out, it's a lot of 

fun to watch Cooks on the field. By the way, did 

I mention he won the Biletnikoff Award for the 

best receiver in college football? Cooks doesn't 

have much in the way of flaws in his game. The 

only knock on Cooks is going to be his size as he 

could really stand to put on some more weight. 

He's a respectable 5'-10", but weighs in at only 

185 pounds which is definitely on the smaller 

side. However, players such as Tavon Austin and 

Ace Sanders have proved the smaller players 

can play, and start, in the NFL. Cooks is an 

incredible weapon that is going to make some 

lucky team a lot better. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

Jordan Matthews 
@jmattjmattjmatt 
WR - Vanderbilt – Senior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 205 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 07/16/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.46 

Bench Press: 21 

Vertical: 35.5” 

Broad: 120” 

3 Cone: 6.95 

Shuttle: 4.18 

Matthews was making a very serious case to be 

the first wide receiver off the board early in the 

season, but that hype has cooled lately. Despite 

the hype coming back down to normal levels, 

Matthews still is very likely to be a top five wide 

receiver picked in this class and is going to be an 

excellent receiver for whichever team he goes 

to.  



 

 

Matthews is a very precise route runner, which 

is one of the hardest things to teach and instill 

in young receivers. The fact he already 

possesses this trait puts him head and 

shoulders above many rookies. Matthews has 

shown a great ability to understand the game. 

For instance, Matthews can line up and play an 

receiver position on the field. One play he's 

lined up in the slot, another he's the Z, basically 

he is smart enough and understand his offense 

so well that he can be positioned wherever his 

team needs him. That's going to be a big bonus 

in the NFL as many players have a difficult time 

understanding more than one position.  

Matthews has decent hands and using them 

properly is a skill he's been working to improve 

upon. Early in his college career he had the bad 

tendency to catch the ball against his body. As 

he's matured at Vanderbilt, he's more often 

caught the ball away from his body with his 

hands. Matthews desperately needs to work on 

becoming more physical, if he doesn't he's 

going to be eaten alive by defenders in the NFL.  

Estimated Round: 2-3 

Odell Beckham Jr. 
@OBJ_3 
WR - LSU - Junior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 194 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 11/05/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.43 

Bench Press: 7 

Vertical: 38.5” 

Broad: 122” 

3 Cone: 6.69 

Shuttle: 3.94 

Beckham is such a frustrating player to watch 

sometimes. Every facet of his game is 

exceptional, bordering on elite. He has very 

good hands, catching the ball away from his 

body and tucking it in one fluid motion. 

Beckham is a very good and precise route 

runner, making excellent cuts and selling double 

moves very well. He is very physical fighting for 

the ball and plucking it out of the air above 

nearly every defender he has faced. When 

Beckham has the ball in his hands he is 

extremely dangerous. He is always a threat to 

make a big play and is very elusive in the open 

field. LSU has done an excellent job of 

exploiting his explosiveness by making him their 

kick returner, a job which he has embraced and 

absolutely dominated.  

The one thing that is just painful to watch and 

which is his greatest flaw is his lack of focus. 

Beckham's drops are just infuriating, as he will 

drop the easiest passes because he wants to get 

on his way and make a big play too badly. 

What's worse is it's clear he can make those 

catches, since he makes incredible circus 

catches many other times. It's as if he makes 

the hard catches look easy and the easy catches 

look hard.  

If Beckham can improve his focus, this kid is 

going to be extremely dangerous in the NFL. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

Kelvin Benjamin 
@Benjamin_fsu1 
WR - Florida State - Sophomore 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-5” 

Weight: 240 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 02/05/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.61 

Bench Press: 13 

Vertical: 32.5” 

Broad: 119” 

3 Cone: 7.33 

Shuttle: 4.39 

Benjamin is a physical freak, as he possesses the 

kind of body type/frame of a Calvin Johnson 

and has drawn comparisons to him throughout 

his college career. When someone is compared 

to the almighty Megatron, it's bound to raise 

some eyebrows.  

Benjamin is incredible physically, as he uses his 

big frame to get and maintain favorable 

positioning when catching the ball. His imposing 

frame allows him to leap higher than anyone on 

the field and high-point the ball. After the catch, 

he is incredibly difficult to bring down, many 

times breaking multiple tackles.  

Benjamin's hands and focus are big questions 

mark, however, as he drops very catchable 



 

 

passes too often. He will also need to work on 

his route running as it can be very sloppy 

sometimes. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

Allen Robinson 
@Djjango8 
WR - Penn State - Junior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 209 

Age: 20 

Birthdate: 08/24/93 

40-Yard Dash: 4.60 

Bench Press:  

Vertical: 39” 

Broad: 127” 

3 Cone: 7.00 

Shuttle: 4.00 

Robinson is a very interesting player to watch.  

He is an excellent route runner which he utilizes 

to get wide open more than one would expect 

for a player with his kind of talent. Robinson has 

very good hands and is able to make just about 

any catch when the ball is thrown his way. He 

also has very good vision after the catch, doing 

something I see very few receivers in the NFL 

doing, much less receivers at the college level, 

which is setting up his blockers. Robinson will 

slow down to allow blockers to get in front of 

him and allow him to gain more yards - this trait 

should not be underestimated as it could make 

or break a drive. Robinson is very good at going 

up and getting the ball over defenders which 

makes him a very legitimate red zone threat.  

Robinson's big knock is his speed as there isn't 

much in any part of his game. He isn't going to 

outrun a defender to get open downfield and 

after the catch he doesn't pull away from 

defenders. This will most likely limit his big play 

appeal but he should make a very solid 

possession receiver in the NFL. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

 

 

Donte Moncrief 
@donte_moncrief 
WR - Ole Miss – Junior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 221 

Age: 20 

Birthdate: 08/06/93 

40-Yard Dash: 4.40 

Bench Press: 13 

Vertical: 39.5" 

Broad: 132” 

3 Cone: 7.02 

Shuttle: 4.30 

Moncrief is kind of a hot and cold wide receiver. 

I don't mean that he equally splits hot and cold, 

he definitely is on his game more than he isn't, 

but when he turns cold he completely 

disappears. The reason for his cold streaks are 

very obvious also, as he goes cold when he is 

double teamed.  

When he is hot he runs great routes, selling 

fakes with the best of them. Moncrief is 

excellent and getting himself open through a 

combination of reading the defense, physicality 

and speed. With the ball in his hands he has a 

decent set of moves on him and good vision.  

As I mentioned earlier, he really loses his 

playmaking ability when he is double teamed 

meaning he would need another receiving 

threat on the field in order to be effective. 

Moncrief also lets the ball get into his body 

when making the catch as opposed to getting 

his hands out to catch the ball. Finally, on 

patterns over the middle Moncrief has a bad 

habit of leaving his feet, even if he doesn't have 

to, when making a catch. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

Robert Herron 
@ZoomHerron 
WR - Wyoming – Senior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 5’-9” 

Weight: 193 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.48 

Bench Press: 18 

Vertical: 35.5" 

Broad: 125" 

3 Cone: 6.84 

Shuttle: 4.27 

You could be forgiven for not knowing much 

about Herron if you're a casual college football 



 

 

follower. Playing for Wyoming, he isn't exactly 

on television every week.  

However, Herron is a nice little secret who has 

been gaining some publicity as draft season 

heats up. Herron is a speedy receiver who can 

outrun nearly any defender he is put up against 

making him a very dangerous deep threat. One 

of his other major selling points are his moves, 

he can and does juke out many defenders both 

prior to and after the catch. Herron's catching 

ability is exceptional with very few drops. He 

also has very good body control and has shown 

he can make difficult catches.  

While he is extremely talented, he is fairly 

undersized. This alone shouldn't sink his draft 

stock, but when it's coupled with lower visibility 

it could hurt a little bit. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Martavis Bryant 
@ThaBestUNO 
WR - Clemson - Junior 

 

Height: 6’-5” 

Weight: 210 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 12/20/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.42 

Bench Press: 16 

Vertical: 39” 

Broad: 124” 

3 Cone: 7.18 

Shuttle: 4.15 

When you share a team with Sammy Watkins, 

you're bound not to get as much coverage 

coming into the draft. However, Bryant is a nice 

gem and will pay handsome dividends for the 

team savvy enough to select him.  

Bryant is a huge receiver standing at 6'-5" and 

weighing 210 pounds. If he was nothing more 

than a red zone threat, he'd be an interesting 

selection based on just those measurables 

alone. However, Bryant has shown excellent 

speed with the ability to take the top off of any 

defense he lines up across from. He has nice 

hands with very few drops and catches the ball 

away from his body. Bryant also has very solid 

body control, tip-toeing to stay in bounds after 

acrobatic catches on several occasions. Bryant's 

ability to go up and high-point the ball is 

amazing and neutralizes defenders.  

Bryant doesn't have a whole lot of issues with 

his game. The largest one would have to be 

effort as he can be seen on several plays 

"dogging it" if he is used as a decoy. Sure, you 

see it in the NFL but that tends to occur from 

players with a solid footing on their team and it 

won't be accepted from a player coming in as a 

rookie. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

TJ Jones 
@Tj2Smoove 
WR - Notre Dame - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 188 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 07/19/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.48 

Bench Press: 7 

Vertical: 33” 

Broad: 119” 

3 Cone: 6.82 

Shuttle: 4.27 

Beyond his considerable skills, one thing Jones 

is going to impress NFL teams with is his 

leadership. He was voted a captain of his team 

this season and was also voted MVP by his 

peers. Nothing sells a team better than coupling 

skill with leadership, so Jones is already ahead 

of the game. In the skills department, Jones has 

excellent hands. He does a very good job of 

catching the ball away from his body. Jones is 

also a very crisp and precise route runner which 

is tougher to find in college prospects than one 

would expect. When you couple all of this with 

his great speed you got an extremely solid 

talent who should go in Day Two.  

While he SHOULD go in Day two, he will likely 

go in Day Three do to the fact he isn't a big 

bodied receiver and slot receivers tend to have 

a slightly depressed value. Make no mistake 

though, a team will be getting a great talent 

when they select him. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 



 

 

Jarvis Landry 
@God_Son80 
WR - LSU – Junior 

 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 205 

Age: 21 

Birthdate:11/28/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.77 

Bench Press: 12 

Vertical: 28.5” 

Broad: 110” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Landry is a scrappy receiver who has very good 

hands and will go to war with defenders in 

order to gain the extra yards. He is also a very 

crisp route runner who is able to sell head fakes 

and moves to defenders in order to get open. 

Most balls thrown his way are caught.  

However, when he catches, his form is a bit 

inconsistent. On one play Landry will catch the 

ball with his hands and away from his body and 

then on the next he will allow the ball to get 

into his body when making the catch. After 

catching the ball, Landry is elusive and tough to 

bring down - this sometimes hurts him as ball 

security is definitely not his strong suit. In order 

to get on the field in the NFL he must work on 

protecting the ball, nothing will get a player 

benched as quickly as fumbling. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Michael Campanaro 
@MikeCamp_3 
WR - Wake Forest – Senior 

Fantasy Bargain 

College Injury 
 

Height: 5’-9” 

Weight: 192 

Age:23 

Birthdate: 01/25/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.46 

Bench Press: 20 

Vertical: 39” 

Broad: 122” 

3 Cone: 6.77 

Shuttle: 4.01 

Campanaro isn't grabbing headlines as one of 

the top receivers in this draft whose going to go 

at the top of the first round. However, make no 

mistake, he is very easily one of the top 

receivers in the class and is hands down the 

best slot receiver in the draft.  

Campanaro is honestly something special, he 

has very good hands and has no problem 

making catches in traffic. He runs extremely 

crisp routes and seems to have a sixth sense 

about how close a defender is. Just as it seems 

Campanaro is set and waiting for the ball, he 

moves again and catches the ball on the run.  

It sounds funny, but it's very fun to watch as 

defenders are caught moving to where he was, 

not where he is. While he only measures in at 

5'-9", we've seen other players do just fine with 

roughly the same size. He also suffered a 

shoulder injury, but has fully recovered from it.  

It's tough not to like Campanaro because he is 

just an excellent football player and is going to 

cause headaches for defensive coordinators if 

he's given a chance to start. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

Mike Davis 
@MikeDavis_1 
WR - Texas - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 189 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.51 

Bench Press:  

Vertical: 32.5” 

Broad: 117” 

3 Cone: 7.06 

Shuttle: 4.42 

Texas is quickly becoming known for their 

speedster wide receivers. Last year, Marquise 

Goodwin was on everyone's lips as he posted a 

near record breaking 40 time at the NFL 

Combine and now this year the draft 

community is presented with yet another very 

quick wide receiver in Mike Davis.  

When you watch Davis, you quickly notice just 

how many times he goes for a score due to 

running an "Up" route. It is clearly his go to 

route and it works great, but he isn't limited to 

being a one trick pony. Davis is a very good 

route runner and appears to notice small things 

he can exploit in defenders such as running, or 

altering, up routes to attack the back of a safety 

so that he is forced to turn around and lose 

several steps in the process.  



 

 

Davis is also very shifty and elusive after the 

catch. He also has good hands and catches the 

ball away from his core resulting in very clean 

receptions. Davis could stand to add some 

weight to his frame but he will make a very 

solid mid round selection for a team. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

Jared Abbrederis 
@abbrecadabra 
WR - Wisconsin - Senior 

College Injury 
 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 195 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 12/17/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.50 

Bench Press: 4 

Vertical: 30.5” 

Broad: 117” 

3 Cone: 6.80 

Shuttle: 4.08 

Abbrederis is quite possibly the best route 

runner in this class. He is extremely precise and 

can make cuts on a dime, leaving the defender 

shadowing him off balance or slipping around 

the field. Once he gets open, he has very good 

hands and catches the ball away from his body. 

Abbrederis then quickly secures the ball and 

gets his head around quickly. With the ball in his 

hands, he's very shifty and elusive as he can 

gain significant yards after the catch.  

He also is a formidable weapon on special 

teams as a kick returner. Abbrederis has great 

vision, which really seems to make the game 

slow down for him.  

He does need to work on gaining weight and 

getting stronger. Many of Abbrederis' negatives 

stem from lack of strength or bulk. First, he has 

a lot of problems fighting of press coverage. 

Additionally, Abbrederis has been dinged up a 

lot in his career, some of which can be 

attributed to getting the raw end of hits from 

bigger players.  

Abbrederis is going to be a nice depth pick up 

for a team who can step in at a moment's 

notice and contribute. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

Davante Adams 
@tae15adams 
WR - Fresno State - Sophomore 

 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 212 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 12/24/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.56 

Bench Press: 14 

Vertical: 39.5” 

Broad: 123” 

3 Cone: 6.82 

Shuttle: 4.30 

Adams will likely get a lot of bonus scouting 

because his quarterback, Derek Carr, is also 

going pro in this class. As such, people watching 

tape on Carr are also going to see Adams 

extensively used.  

Adams stands out on tape in large part due to 

his excellent route running skills. He is very 

precise in his cuts and doesn't throw his weight 

into any of his jukes, which allows him to 

converse momentum and stay on balance. 

Adams has great body control, making very 

difficult catches by contorting his body. He is a 

physical receiver who isn't afraid of contact 

before, during or after the catch and is always 

fighting for the ball or extra yards. When he has 

the ball in his hands, he has excellent vision or 

the field around him and utilizes his blockers 

well.  

Adams needs to improve his focus on the ball as 

he makes a lot of inexcusable drops by simply 

being too eager to run before actually catching 

the ball.  

Estimated round: 4-5 

Brandon Coleman 
WR - Rutgers  – Senior 

Fantasy Bargain 
 

Height: 6’-6” 

Weight: 225 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 06/22/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.56 

Bench Press: 21 

Vertical: 32.5” 

Broad:  

3 Cone: 7.33 

Shuttle: 4.51 

While the two big wide receivers at the top of 

the draft are getting the most attention, there is 

another wide receiver with a huge frame and 



 

 

great talent that not many people are talking 

about - that receiver is Brandon Coleman.  

Coleman had an excellent junior season in 

which he seemed poised to build upon for his 

senior season to become a high draft pick in this 

draft. However, an off-season knee surgery and 

a self-proclaimed "lack of execution" on 

Coleman's part saw his production dip and hurt 

his draft stock.  

Coleman's quarterback play was also severely 

lacking, which made for a perfect storm this 

season. Ignoring production, Coleman is an 

excellent talent who has excellent speed. He 

can flat out run by most defenders and he also 

is able to effectively move through traffic after 

the catch. He is excellent at going up and 

grabbing the ball at its highest point and using 

his body to overpower defenders attempting to 

do the same.  

Coleman needs to work on catching the ball 

more with his hands than with his body. He also 

needs to work on running crisper routes as he 

does tend to round his routes off. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

Kevin Norwood 
@MrClutch_83 
WR - Alabama - Senior 

College Injury 
 

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 198 

Age: 24 

Birthdate: 09/23/89 

40-Yard Dash: 4.48 

Bench Press: 8 

Vertical: 33” 

Broad: 121” 

3 Cone: 6.68 

Shuttle: 4.32 

Norwood has been a big part of Alabama's 

success over the past few years. Whenever the 

Crimson Tide got in trouble, they knew they 

could throw it to Norwood and he would 

somehow make a play. As odd as it sounds, he 

actually became known for that.  

Why did Alabama place so much faith in him?  

Simple, he is a very solid receiver who always 

catches the ball away from his body. He also is a 

very crisp route runner, rarely rounding any 

routes off. Finally, his concentration is way 

above average, he seems solely focused on 

making the play, no matter the consequences 

or regardless of what situation he finds himself 

in. Despite his reputation, he lacks truly elite 

speed. He isn't slow, but he isn't a burner 

either.  

Norwood has also freely admitted he needs to 

work on shedding press coverage and that 

doing so has been one of his weaknesses. 

Finally, while not overly significant, he did have 

to deal with turf toe while at Alabama. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

Noel Grigsby 
@justG_23 
WR - San Jose State - Senior 

College Injury 
 

Height: 5’-10” 

Weight: 185 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 10/02/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.71 

Bench Press: 13 

Vertical: 37.5” 

Broad: 121” 

3 Cone: 7.00 

Shuttle: 4.34 

Grigsby is just a joy to watch. He plays very hard 

every down and it shows. He has excellent 

hands and can catch just about any ball thrown 

near him, no matter if its at his shoestrings or 

far over his head. As such, he has been 

depended on by his team very often.  

Grigsby is both a former track star and 

basketball player, both of which shine through 

in his football game. First, his track background 

allows him to outrun many defenders both 

before and after the catch. As for his basketball 

background, this shows through when he goes 

up to get a ball against a defender. He gets the 

best positions when going up and his body 

control allows him to make the catch even 

when he is well defended.  

Grigsby will be leaned on heavily by any team 

he makes it onto in the NFL as well due to these 



 

 

attributes. Of concern to NFL teams, however, 

will be how well Grigsby has recovered from a 

torn meniscus in his left knee in the 2013 

season. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

Cory Latimer 
@CodyLatimer3 
WR - Indiana - Junior 

 

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 215 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 10/10/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.39 

Bench Press: 23 

Vertical: 39” 

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Latimer is a very well-rounded prospect. He 

does what is needed of him for his team and 

even pays attention to the little things many 

college receivers don't. Chief among those little 

things is his blocking ability. Latimer is one of 

the better blocking wide receivers I've 

evaluated in this draft. You can tell he puts a full 

effort into doing so even though it isn't going to 

get him on a highlight reel. Nonetheless, he 

blocks and blocks very well.  

More traditionally, Latimer has nice soft hands 

and makes catching the ball look effortless. He 

is targeted frequently because he is able to 

create separation with good speed and solid 

route running. When he isn't able to get free it 

is likely due to press coverage, something he is 

going to have to work on in order to make his 

mark on the NFL. Additionally, he simply losses 

focus at times and drops very simple passes 

thrown his way. If he can clean up these aspects 

of his game he will make a very nice value pick 

for a team. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

 

 

 

L'Damian Washington 
@Fe_Verdadera2 
WR - Missouri - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-4” 

Weight: 195 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.46 

Bench Press: 8 

Vertical: 32" 

Broad: 115” 

3 Cone: 7.19 

Shuttle: 4.35 

Washington is a tall, lanky wide receiver who 

effectively uses his height, but doesn't depend 

solely upon it. While it is evident at 6'-4", that 

Washington could make a career out of simply 

being a deep threat who outjumps defenders, 

he also is a very good receiver who feels just as 

at home running routes across the middle.  

Washington has great hands and excellent 

focus, making nearly every catch thrown his 

way. He has excellent body control and is 

keenly aware of where he is on the field at all 

times. Washington has great speed which he 

uses before and after the catch to pull away 

from defenders. He will need to add some 

weight in the NFL to fully take advantage of his 

potential. He will also need to work on his route 

running as it tends to be a bit sloppy.  

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Eric Ward 
@E_Ward18 
WR - Texas Tech – Senior 

 

Height: 5’-11” 

Weight: 199 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 07/24/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.66 

Bench Press: 13 

Vertical:  

Broad: 110” 

3 Cone: 7.04 

Shuttle: 4.44 

Coming out of Texas Tech, you just know any 

starting receiver is going to have their chance to 

shine and Ward is no different. Ward has 

hauled in double digit touchdowns in each of 

the last two seasons and has caught over 80 

passes each of those seasons as well.  

The key to becoming one of the Red Raiders’ 

most trusted passing target are Ward's 

excellent hands and sharp route running skills. 



 

 

Ward is also extremely physical and has no 

problem fighting off press coverage. He will also 

fight hard to catch any contested passes, 

usually winning the battle with a defender.  

Ward projects as a possession receiver in the 

NFL and could be an extremely reliable option 

for a young quarterback to target. Oh, did I 

mention, Ward obtained his Master's Degree by 

staying at Texas Tech this season instead of 

jumping to the NFL? Ward is one of the few 

players where the team drafting him is going to 

be luckier than the player being drafted. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Devin Street 
@DevinStreet15 
WR - Pittsburgh - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 198 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 03/20/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.55 

Bench Press:  

Vertical: 37” 

Broad: 124” 

3 Cone: 6.89 

Shuttle: 4.01 

Street is a taller receiver with lanky attributes 

that he utilizes to his advantage. First, Street's 

long legs allow him to get down field quicker 

than most defenders. His long arms allow him 

to reach higher than almost any defender 

covering him to pluck balls out of the air. Street 

has good hands, but needs to work on catching 

the ball away from his body.  

A huge selling point on Street's game is his body 

control. He is able to control his body to make 

extremely difficult catches that most receivers 

simply would not be able to make. Street's 

burst of the line isn't anything to write home 

about and he could benefit from adding more 

weight to his frame. He is easily pushed around 

due to his lack of bulk. While he has been used 

as a deep threat in college I think he is better 

suited to being a possession receiver in the NFL. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Bruce Ellington 
@BruceEllington 
WR - South Carolina - Junior 

Fantasy Bargain 
 

Height: 5’-9” 

Weight: 195 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 08/22/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.45 

Bench Press: 15 

Vertical: 39.5” 

Broad: 120” 

3 Cone: 6.69 

Shuttle: 3.95 

Ellington is the cousin of Arizona Cardinals 

running back Andre Ellington and based upon 

the skill set they each possess, it seems talent 

runs in the family.  

Ellington has an almost identical body frame as 

his cousin, measuring in at 5'-9" and 195 

pounds but, unlike his cousin, Bruce plays wide 

receiver. He is very quick and has quick twitch 

moves that can confuse any defender trying to 

defend against him. Ellington has good hands 

and catches the ball away from his body. He has 

good body control and is able to get higher than 

one would expect, based upon his size, in order 

to go up and get the ball. This could be in large 

part due to staring in two sports (football and 

basketball) at South Carolina.  

Ellington does have a bad habit of rounding off 

some routes, which can be worked on. The 

same worries about his cousin's size will also be 

a knock against him, but smaller players have 

shown they can player the game as well 

recently, including his former teammate Ace 

Sanders. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Willie Snead 
@Willie_Snead4G 
WR - Ball State - Junior 

 

Height: 5’-11” 

Weight: 195 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 10/17/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.62 

Bench Press: 11 

Vertical: 33.5" 

Broad: 113" 

3 Cone: 7.19 

Shuttle: 4.39 

Snead is a very versatile wide receiver whose 

main selling point is his ability to get open. 

When confronted with press coverage, Snead is 



 

 

very good at fighting off the defender and 

keeping their hands off his body. Once he is 

past a defender, he navigates very well through 

traffic in man defenses in an attempt to get 

open.  

If the defense is in zone, he sniffs out a weak 

part of the zone and stays in it. After the catch 

Snead fights for more yards, but usually comes 

down at first or second contact. Snead needs to 

focus on catching the ball away from his body, 

he seems all too content to allow it to get into 

his body. If he could become more of a hands 

catcher, I think his stock would rise a lot.  

Overall, Snead is a solid receiver who could help 

on third downs, but likely won't be a starter 

initially. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Matt Hazel 
@MattHazel_ 
WR - Coastal Carolina - Senior 

Small School 
 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 198 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.50 

Bench Press: 16 

Vertical: 36.5” 

Broad: 118” 

3 Cone: 7.08 

Shuttle: 4.20 

Hazel is a nice little small school gem who could 

possibly intrigue a team enough to pick him up 

in the draft. Hazel is a very technical wide 

receiver who runs crisp routes, has great hands 

and catches the ball away from his body. He has 

good speed and is very intelligent about getting 

open whether it's sitting down in a zone or 

working against a defender, Hazel has all the 

skills needed at the next level. He is also very 

good at catching the ball in traffic and is fairly 

good at fighting for contested balls.  

Hazel's downside is that he goes down fairly 

easily and isn't the kind of receiver you'll see 

fighting for extra yards. His level of competition 

is, of course, a question mark which NFL teams 

might wonder about. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Eric Thomas 
@T_Thomas3 
WR - Troy - Senior 

Fantasy Bargain 
 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 216 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 11/11/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.53 

Bench Press: 2 

Vertical: 37” 

Broad: 123” 

3 Cone: 6.96 

Shuttle: 4.26 

I am very, very impressed with Thomas' skill set. 

I can't rave enough about him and he is very 

much on my radar as a late round sleeper both 

in the NFL and fantasy drafts.  

Where do I begin?  

First, Thomas is a very physical receiver who is 

never pushed around by a defender and can 

impose his will upon many defensive backs. He 

runs very crisp routes and has good, strong 

hands, After making the catch, he has very 

impressive open field moves and nice speed to 

pull away from defenders if it turns into a foot 

race. Thomas can also make tough catches and 

has excellent body control. The only bad thing I 

can say about Thomas' game is that he needs to 

work on his blocking as defenders are able to 

easily shed his blocking attempts.  

Overall, Thomas will make for a very solid 

receiver in the NFL. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Josh Stewart 
WR - Oklahoma State - Junior  

Height: 5'-10" 

Weight: 178 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 10/22/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.69 

Bench Press: 11 

Vertical: 35" 

Broad: 117" 

3 Cone: 7.10 

Shuttle: 4.28 

Stewart is speedy slot receiver who plays with a 

ton of desire. He has very good hands and is 

able to make circus catches frequently. He 

catches the ball away from his body and 



 

 

immediately swivels his head around. He has 

great body control, contorting to make several 

passes and keep his feet in bounds. Stewart is 

very quick and can make defenders miss with 

the ball in his hands. He is also very tough with 

the ball in his hands, refusing to go down with 

just a single defender tackling him. It often 

takes several defenders in order to take Stewart 

down despite being a smaller receiver. Stewart 

has the added bonus of being an excellent kick 

returner which should make him more 

attractive teams and could allow him to get on 

the field much quicker.  

There aren't many holes to Stewart's game 

other than a weird jumping or hopping motion 

he makes when trying to fake out a defender. 

It's not very deceptive and is a lot of wasted 

motion. He should also work on his blocking as 

it's not all that effective even when he appears 

to be trying. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Je'Ron Hamm 
WR - Louisiana-Monroe - Senior 

Small School 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 235 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 06/15/92 

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Hamm is an absolutely huge wide receiver. He 

has a solid, well filled out frame that measures 

in at 6'-3" and 235 pounds. Needless to say, he 

is an incredibly physical receiver who is able to 

impose his will upon smaller defenders if 

needed. Hamm is a very good open field runner 

who can make moves to avoid defenders or can 

overpower them if needed. He was also a 

Biletnikoff Award watch list player which speaks 

volumes about his receiving skills. Hamm has 

also been able to leverage his large frame into 

being a very good blocker for his team.  

Hamm's main negative is his lack of elite speed 

which NFL teams, of course, treasure in their 

receivers. His small school status may hurt him 

but his skills look very likely to transfer to the 

NFL. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Chandler Jones 
@jetjones89 
WR -San Jose State – Senior 

 

Height: 5’-9” 

Weight: 175 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 11/28/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.34 

Bench Press: 13 

Vertical: 23.5” 

Broad: 117” 

3 Cone: 6.78 

Shuttle: 4.37 

When Noel Grigsby went down with a torn 

meniscus early in the 2013 season, many people 

in and around the San Jose State program felt 

the season was lost. However, Jones stepped up 

in a huge way for the Spartans allowing them to 

finish a respectable 6-6 season, capped off by a 

win against the previous unbeaten Fresno State 

team in which he collected three receiving 

touchdowns.  

Jones' skillset, which includes very dependable, 

solid hands, made him a natural player for San 

Jose to rely on. He is an excellent route runner 

which he couples with nice speed to create 

distance between himself and defenders to get 

open. When targeted he has shown great body 

control and is an incredible asset in the two-

minute drill. Finally, Jones has experience on 

special teams so he can contribute to any team 

immediately.  

However, in order for a team to place much 

faith in him he will need to adds some weight. 

Currently he measures in at 5'-9" and 175 

pounds, so any work he is likely to see will be 

limited and out of the slot. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

 

 



 

 

Jeff Janis 
@jrjanis 
WR - Saginaw Valley State - Senior 

Fantasy Bargain 

Small School 
 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 219 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 06/09/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.42 

Bench Press: 20 

Vertical: 37.5” 

Broad: 123” 

3 Cone: 6.64 

Shuttle: 3.98 

It's very likely many of you have never heard of 

Janis, who comes out of the small Saginaw 

Valley State University that plays in the NCAA 

Division II - Great Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic 

Conference (GLIAC). Janis likely played in front 

of the same number of fans each game he 

played in front of in high school.  

Nonetheless, Janis is generating incredible hype 

and was invited to both the Senior Bowl, 

East/West Shrine Bowl and NFL Combine.  

Why?  

It's simple - he has off the charts speed and 

could very possibly be the fastest wide receiver 

in the class. It has been rumored his 40-yard 

dash has been clocked in the sub 4.3 second 

range. While that's amazing in it's own right, 

Janis has legit skills to go with his speed. He has 

amazing vertical jumping ability and 

consistently wins any contested passes. He has 

very good concentration and tracks the ball very 

well.  

The big question that everyone is wondering is, 

"Will his skills transfer to the NFL?" The 

question is a legitimate one since his level of 

competition has been fairly poor. In the end 

though, even if his production was cut in half it 

would still be amazing. Janis need to work on 

his routes though as they can be sloppy at 

times. In the end, someone will draft Janis - he 

is just too tantalizing not to take a risk on. 

Estimated Round 6-7 

 

Ja-Mes Logan 
@jlogan85 
WR - Ole Miss - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 192 

Age: 24 

Birthdate: 10/01/89 

40-Yard Dash: 4.69 

Bench Press: 14 

Vertical: 32” 

Broad: 115” 

3 Cone: 6.76 

Shuttle: 4.00 

It goes without saying, Logan has been 

overshadowed during his time at Old Miss by 

his teammate and fellow wide receiver, Donte 

Moncrief. However, Moncrief owes a lot of his 

success to Logan because he emerged as a solid 

second option for the Rebels and forced teams 

to not double team Moncrief.  

Logan has a lot of skills that make him a very 

desirable wide receiving option. First, he has 

very soft hands and makes most catches look 

effortless. He is also a very solid route runner 

and never rounds his routes off. Logan also has 

very good body control, making difficult catches 

while being fully aware of where he is on the 

field and making sure he stays in bounds to 

make the catch count. Finally, he is a nice 

contributor in the rush game in that he is a very 

good blocker for a wide receiver and doesn't 

dog his blocking assignment.  

Unfortunately, Logan was suspended from Ole 

Miss for its bowl game due to academic issues. 

On the field he is going to need to add some 

weight to his frame. He should make a very 

solid depth pick-up for a team. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Ryan Grant 
WR - Tulane - Senior  

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 199 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 12/19/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.64 

Bench Press: 8 

Vertical: 35.5” 

Broad: 119” 

3 Cone: 6.68 

Shuttle: 4.11 

I thought a while about a good analogy that 

would accurately describe Grant's skills. I finally 



 

 

settled on comparing football to cars. You have 

two players who are high end Ferraris, you also 

have players who could best be compared to a 

Pinto. In this analogy Grant would be a Honda 

Civic. He's reliable, he's a good value, he is 

dependable and will get you from point A to 

point B - he isn't really flashy, but he's solidly 

built and while he isn't bland, he's a safe option.  

The comparison fits really well, Grant has really 

good receiving skills with a flawless catching 

technique. He runs nice routes which gain him 

some separation in man coverage and is 

effective at finding weaknesses in the defense 

when they are in zone coverage. Grant isn't a 

burner but he has decent speed and is overall a 

solid, athletic prospect that will make a good 

possession receiver for a wide receiver needy 

team. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Quincy Enunwa 
@QuincyEnunwa 
WR - Nebraska - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 225 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 05/31/92 

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press: 19 

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Enunwa is a sturdily built receiver who 

could be a late round bargin for a wide 

receiver needy team. Enunwa has strong 

hands and can make catches in a much wider 

radius than most wide receivers. When you 

couple his strong hands with his superior 

body control, you have a very good 

foundation for a wide receiver who could 

develop into something special. Enunwa 

also has very good speed, which can make 

him a deep threat for a team looking to 

stretch the field.  

However, in order for him to contribute to a 

team he is going to have to work on 

improving his focus as he simply drops 

some very catchable passes. Enunwa is 

worth a late round flier, but is going to need 

some coaching in order to get a chance at 

some playing time. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Marcus Lucas 
@MarcusLucas85 
WR - Missouri - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-4” 

Weight: 218 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.60 

Bench Press: 20 

Vertical: 36” 

Broad: 124” 

3 Cone: 7.07 

Shuttle: 4.25 

Lucas is an incredibly talented receiver who 

suffered from nothing other than being 

overshadowed by other amazing receivers while 

at Missouri. To say Missouri suffered from an 

embarrassment of riches at the wide receiver 

position is an incredible understatement. Their 

three starting wide receivers all stood over 6'-4" 

and dwarfed all defenders that were lined up 

against them. Essentially, Missouri's passing 

game plan came very simply down to forcing 

their opposition to pick their poison.  

As one of the towering receivers, Lucas did 

most of his work in a hybrid slot/tight end 

position. He ran a wide variety of crisp routes 

and was a very dependable option across the 

middle. Lucas could stand to add some weight 

to his frame. He also might have some 

adjustments to make as his frame is much 

better suited to playing on the outside and not 

as a slot/tight end hybrid. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Shaquelle Evans 
@Dr4_Richh 
WR - UCLA - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 210 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 03/07/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.40 

Bench Press: 13 

Vertical: 34.5” 

Broad: 122” 

3 Cone: 7.04 

Shuttle: 4.21 



 

 

Evans is a nice sized prospect measuring up at 

6'-1" and 210 pounds. He looks as if he can add 

a bit more weight to his frame to fully take 

advantage of his potential. Evans has very good 

speed and can outrun defenders both before 

and after the catch. He has good hands and he 

is an excellent route runner - two of the biggest 

things that prospects need to be taught coming 

into the NFL.  

Evans is a decent blocker, but it's not something 

to write home about, ultimately. The biggest 

issue with Evans is his focus, he seems so eager 

to make a play that he doesn't look the ball in 

before looking upfield - this causes drops that 

are just inexcusable. If he can somehow rid his 

game of his nasty habit, he could shape up to be 

a nice possession receiver. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Tevin Reese 
@TevinReese 
WR - Baylor - Senior 

College Injury 
 

Height: 5’-10” 

Weight: 165 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 01/02/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.43 

Bench Press: 14 

Vertical: 41” 

Broad: 132” 

3 Cone: 6.63 

Shuttle: 4.18 

If Al Davis were still alive, Reese would be all 

over his radar as he is the definition of an "Al 

Davis wide receiver." Reese is incredibly fast 

and can flat outrun almost anyone on the field, 

as such, he is one of the more deadly homerun 

threats in the draft. When Reese catches a short 

to mid-range pass, he is dangerous in the open 

field, making moves to gain yards.  

Unfortunately the glaring, unavoidable flaw in 

Reese's game is the frequency with which he 

drops the ball. He just seems to lose focus so 

regularly that it's frustrating to watch. Many 

times he will have the ball hit him square in the 

hands, but he has already turned his body and 

eyes upfield. Reese is also underweight for the 

NFL, weighing in at only 165 pounds. Finally, 

Reese suffered a bad wrist injury in his senior 

year which cost him five games. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Paul Richardson 
@PRichJr 
WR - Colorado - Junior 

Character Concerns 

College Injury 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 175 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 04/13/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.40 

Bench Press: 14 

Vertical: 38” 

Broad: 124” 

3 Cone: 6.98 

Shuttle: 4.23 

Richardson has a lot of talent and I can't help 

but think that he would have been a very high 

pick if he had just stayed in college for another 

season. If he had stayed, he could have 

addressed a lot of the issues that will hurt his 

draft stock as well as highlighting the clear 

strengths that he has.  

First off, Richardson has top notch speed. He 

can stretch the field and take the top off the 

defense as he demands attention. If left open 

he will absolutely make a big play that will hurt 

an opposing defense. Richardson plays much 

taller than his 6'-1" height and he'll go up to get 

passes. His route running is good and he has a 

great knack for selling his head fakes and 

double moves.  

As I mentioned earlier, if Richardson stayed in 

school he might have been able to add some 

weight to his frame, which he absolutely must 

to in order to be effective in the NFL. Currently, 

Richardson weighs in around 170 pounds, which 

immediately is going to cause concern for 

scouts. Richardson was also injured in college 

with torn ligaments in his knee. While he 

appears to have fully recovered it adds yet 

another red flag.  

On the field, Richardson has clear mental lapses 

where he will drop passes that hit him dead in 

the hands. He is also just an abysmal blocker 

with next to no effort made to block his 

assigned defender. Off the field, Richardson was 



 

 

dropped from the UCLA program due to 

allegations he was involved in stealing a 

woman's purse. This, of course, is additionally 

worrying and will require a lot of clarification 

from NFL teams before they even consider 

selecting him.  

Taken together, Richardson is one of the bigger 

boom/bust risks in the draft and likely won't be 

selected until late in the process. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Josh Huff 
WR - Oregon - Senior  

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 206 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 10/14/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.47 

Bench Press: 15 

Vertical: 37" 

Broad: 118” 

3 Cone: 6.96 

Shuttle: 4.12 

Huff shows a lot of promise, but hasn't really 

been able to capitalize consistently throughout 

his career. However, this last season has by far 

been his best, which is encouraging since he's 

shown improvement. Huff measures in at 

around 6'-0", but he certainly plays like a large 

receiver.  

He has nice speed which he leverages as a deep 

threat. He also has nice balance and body 

control which allows him to make difficult 

catches, especially near the sideline. When Huff 

has the ball in his hands, he is usually able to 

gain more yards than one would expect through 

his moves, power and sheer will. Huff's blocking 

is extremely good for a receiver as he doesn't 

give up on the block as has sadly become en 

vogue with the position in recent years. Huff 

needs to work on his focus and the consistency 

of his hands. He will drop a lot of very catchable 

passes with no explanation. Huff's route 

running lacks precision and enables defenders 

time to react.  

The sum of Huff's game is just slightly above 

average.  

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Cody Hoffman 
@Cody_Hoffman2 
WR - BYU - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-4” 

Weight: 223 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 03/13/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.65 

Bench Press: 13 

Vertical: 31” 

Broad: 116” 

3 Cone: 6.86 

Shuttle: 4.20 

Hoffman is a good route runner with excellent 

body control, however he has good, but 

sporadic hands. By this I mean Hoffman will 

catch almost every ball thrown to him, 

however, if he is pressured either through a 

defender or through the pressure of a situation 

he tends to have issues with either double 

catching/bobbling or straight out dropping the 

pass.  

Hoffman does well with the ball in his hands, 

gaining yards however he can. He isn't overly 

fast though which always tends to limit upward 

movement after the Combine. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Tony Washington 
WR - Appalachian State - Senior 

Small School 
 

Height: 5’-10” 

Weight: 195 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 10/18/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.50 

Bench Press: 21 

Vertical: 38.5” 

Broad: 125” 

3 Cone: 6.98 

Shuttle: 4.45 

Washington could very well be the next wide 

receiver to come out of the small, but highly 

productive Appalachian State. Washington has 

a lot going for him.  

First, he is very good receiver who catches the 

ball away from his body. He is a true, legitimate 

deep threat with great high end speed. 

Washington also has superb body control which 

allows him to make very difficult catches. After 

the catch, Washington is great and creating 

opportunities for himself with some very nice 



 

 

open field moves. Even when he isn't the 

primary focus of a play he puts in work with his 

great blocking skills. Washington's skill set 

includes work on special teams which may allow 

him see some early playing times if he makes an 

NFL team.  

In order to see additional playing time, 

Washington will need to add some weight to his 

frame as he is currently a bit underweight. 

Additionally, his should improve his route 

running as he has shown a propensity to round 

off his routes. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Allen Hurns 
@A1Hurns 
WR - Miami - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 198 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.55 

Bench Press: 14 

Vertical: 31” 

Broad: 120” 

3 Cone: 7.23 

Shuttle: 4.50 

Hurns is a wide receiver who has failed to 

generate any kind of real hype coming into the 

draft, but he has adequate skills that would 

allow him to make an NFL roster as a depth 

player.  

First, Hurns is an excellent route runner, it's one 

of his most solid skills and something he clearly 

works on. He also has very good hands that he 

couples with his superb ability to track and 

adjust to the ball. Hurns also has very good 

body control and can make difficult catches if 

needed. He is also a very capable and willing 

blocker, something you love to see out of a 

young player.  

The holes in his game include occasional mental 

lapses where he will focus and fail to make 

plays that he should makes. He will also need to 

add some weight to his frame as he is a touch 

underweight. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Donte Foster 
@fosterdonte 
WR - Ohio - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 188 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 11/10/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.47 

Bench Press: 14 

Vertical: 42” 

Broad: 130” 

3 Cone: 6.79 

Shuttle: 4.30 

Foster is a fairly one-dimensional wide receiver. 

That one dimension is very dangerous to 

opposing defenses, but nonetheless, he doesn't 

have a whole lot of variety to his game.  

Simply put, Foster is a deep threat with some 

decent speed. A large percentage of his yards 

and touchdowns have come from running up 

routes and getting hit in stride from his 

quarterback. He lacks a very diverse route tree, 

in other words. However, Foster has very good 

body control and can make the tough catches 

downfield which certainly makes him desirable 

to teams who are looking for a dependable 

deep threat. He is also a solid blocker who can 

be depended on to help his teammates gain 

yardage. Beyond the reliance on deep passes, 

Foster also lets the ball get into his body fairly 

regularly which is fairly worrying due to the 

necessity to firmly secure passes with that 

much air under them. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Andy Erickson 
WR - Texas State - Junior 

Small School 
 

Height: 5’-9” 

Weight: 175 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 11/03/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.50 

Bench Press: 11 

Vertical: 28” 

Broad: 100” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle: 4.19 

If you have never heard of Andy Erickson, 

you're likely not alone. When you're a player, 

even the biggest star, for a college as small as 

Texas State (who plays in the Sun Belt 

Conference) and have to compete for fans with 

Texas A&M, Texas, Texas Tech and even 

Houston, it's tough to get much exposure.  



 

 

Nonetheless, Erickson is a legitimate prospect 

who has a lot of skills and would make for a 

great slot receiver in the NFL. While Texas State 

isn't an offense powerhouse (no receiver had 

over 30 receptions or 350 receiving yards), it is 

evident by watching their games that they 

depended on Erickson when they needed a first 

down or a touchdown.  

Erickson is a very crisp route runner with 

excellent hands. He is shifty in the open field 

and tough to catch. He has all the attributes a 

team looks for as a slot receiver, but during his 

career at Texas State he has always been used 

as an outside receiver, a role he has been 

miscast in. He has also faced competition that 

isn't exactly elite, so he's going to have to prove 

to an NFL team that he belongs. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Jalen Saunders 
@jalen6saunders 
WR - Ole Miss - Senior 

Character Concerns 
 

Height: 5’-9” 

Weight: 160 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 09/30/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.44 

Bench Press:  

Vertical: 34” 

Broad: 122” 

3 Cone: 7.29 

Shuttle: 4.34 

Saunders is going to test the lower limits of 

what is acceptable player size in the NFL. By NFL 

standards he is very, very small coming in at 5'-

9" and weighing 160 pounds. However, his size 

may be overlooked due to just how good his 

hands are. Saunders has a very smooth catching 

motion and does a great job of catching the ball 

away from his body. After catching the ball, 

Saunders is very shifty, making him hard to 

tackle. Amazingly enough, even if a defender 

does get his hands on Saunders he proves to be 

very tough to bring down.  

Beyond the knock on his size, Saunders was 

arrested for marijuana possession. The path to 

the NFL will be interesting for Saunders, if a 

path exists at all. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Jeremy Gallon 
WR - Michigan - Senior  

Height: 5’-8” 

Weight: 185 

Age: 24 

Birthdate: 02/09/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.49 

Bench Press: 14 

Vertical: 39.5” 

Broad: 130” 

3 Cone: 7.07 

Shuttle: 4.26 

Can someone tell Michigan there are 

numbering rules for jerseys? They have a 

quarterback wearing the number 98 and Gallon, 

a wide receiver, wearing 21. Get with the 

program Wolverines!  

In all seriousness, Gallon is far from a typical 

wide receiver. He both plays and looks like a 

running back. Gallon only stands 5'-8" and 

weighs in at 185 pounds, making him a very 

small wide receiver. On the field however, his 

skills are tough to deny. Gallon has very soft 

hands and catches most passes he touches. He 

is a very solid and crisp route runner who is 

effective at selling double moves as well. Gallon 

is tough to bring down, mainly because he has a 

very low center of gravity and amazing balance. 

If a defender doesn't wrap him up, there is a 

very real possibility Gallon isn't going to go 

down.  

There is a lot working against Gallon, though. 

First, his size is going to clearly be an issue. 

Despite playing several wide receiver positions 

at Michigan, it is almost certain Gallon will 

solely be a slot receiver in the NFL. Second, 

Gallon is currently 24 years old (ancient in draft 

prospect terms), meaning a team will have to 

accept the possibility of a shorter career out of 

him.  

Finally, his speed isn't elite, Gallon has a 

tendency to get tracked down by faster 

defensive backs. However, if a team is looking 

for a solid slot receiver, they could do worse 

than Gallon. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 



 

 

Albert Wilson 
@2_SupamanWilson 
WR - Georgia State - Senior 

Small School 
 

Height: 5’-9” 

Weight: 202 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 07/12/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.43 

Bench Press: 10 

Vertical: 37.5” 

Broad: 115” 

3 Cone: 7.00 

Shuttle: 4.21 

Wilson immediately jumps out on film due to 

his size, at 5'-9", he's fairly short to be playing 

an outside receiver role. He looks as if he would 

make a much better slot receiver at first glance 

and he just seems to be more at home in the 

slot when he does line up there. He runs crisper 

routes and is able to better exploit his speed. 

Wilson's height may be an issue, but he has 

managed to pack a lot of weight and muscle 

onto his frame. Doing so has made him a bit 

tougher to take down than one would expect 

for a player his size.  

A huge hole in Wilson's game are his drops and 

this stems directly from how slow he is to get 

his head around when running routes. Wilson 

always seems a second or more late in looking 

back to the quarterback for the ball. When he 

does, the ball is almost right on top of him and 

requires immediate reaction, which clearly isn't 

Wilson's strongest attribute. If he could just get 

his head around sooner I think his game would 

improve immensely. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Seantavius Jones 
@Stretch_did_dat 
WR - Valdosta State - Senior 

Small School 
 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 200 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Wilson immediately jumps out on film due to 

his size, at 5'-9", he's fairly short to be playing 

an outside receiver role. He looks as if he would 

make a much better slot receiver at first glance 

and he just seems to be more at home in the 

slot when he does line up there. He runs crisper 

routes and is able to better exploit his speed. 

Wilson's height may be an issue, but he has 

managed to pack a lot of weight and muscle 

onto his frame. Doing so has made him a bit 

tougher to take down than one would expect 

for a player his size.  

A huge hole in Wilson's game are his drops and 

this stems directly from how slow he is to get 

his head around when running routes. Wilson 

always seems a second or more late in looking 

back to the quarterback for the ball. When he 

does, the ball is almost right on top of him and 

requires immediate reaction, which clearly isn't 

Wilson's strongest attribute. If he could just get 

his head around sooner I think his game would 

improve immensely. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 
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Tight Ends

Eric Ebron 
@Ebron85 

TE - North Carolina - Junior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-4” 

Weight: 250 

Age: 20 

Birthdate: 04/10/93 

40-Yard Dash: 4.60 

Bench Press: 24 

Vertical: 32” 

Broad: 120” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Ebron is viewed by many as the top tight end in 

this class. This is primarily due to his very 

natural and fluid receiving skills.  

He has above average route running skills for a 

tight end and finds ways to get open, especially 

over the middle. He has decent hands, but he is 

far from a sure thing to catch every ball thrown 

his way.  

After the catch, Ebron has decent speed, but 

isn't the kind of tight end to drag defenders for 

several yards. He is able to find holes in zone 

coverage and sit in the clear as a nice target for 

his quarterback. Ebron's biggest knock by far is 

his blocking which is, in all honestly, extremely 

poor. Defenders have no problem going around 

him or even through him.  

He isn't an enthusiastic blocker, putting minimal 

effort into his blocks. Additionally, Ebron is 

underweight, he is by far the lightest top 10 

tight end. Ebron is going to have to bulk up a 

decent amount in order to get on the field with 

any regularity in the NFL. All in all, Ebron is a top 

tight end pick in this draft, but this is based 

solely on his receiving ability. His lack of 

blocking skills will hurt his draft position. 

Estimated Round: 1-2 

 

 

Austin Seferian-Jenkins 
@Aesj88 
TE - Washington - Junior 

Top 10 

Character Concerns 

College Injury 
 Height: 6’-6” 

Weight: 262 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 09/29/92 

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press: 20 

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Austin Seferian-Jenkins is an absolutely 

imposing figure on the field. Many draft experts 

compare Seferian-Jenkins to Rob Gronkowski or 

Jimmy Graham but, truth be told, Seferian-

Jenkins is even bigger than both of them. 

Much of what's said about Seferian-Jenkins 

revolves around his basketball 

background/mold - skills highly sought after in 

recent years for tight ends. These skills are on 

full display and are expertly utilized by Seferian-

Jenkins, who is extremely effective at 

positioning his huge frame between the 

defender and the football.  

Seferian-Jenkins has excellent hands and 

catches the ball away from his body. This makes 

him, in essence, a wide receiver in a lineman's 

body. He is a very effective blocker on rush 

plays, positioning himself between the ball 

carrier and his assigned defender.  

He doesn't quit on his blocks and will many 

times pursue a second defender to block if he 

effective neutralizes his first defender. Seferian-

Jenkins isn't overly quick, but as a tight end that 

isn't a incredibly necessary trait. He also 

suffered a couple of injuries in college which 

included a broken pinkie finger and on-going 

issues with his ankle. One issue that will require 

further explanation from NFL teams is Seferian-

Jenkins's DUI arrest in 2013. Overall, however, 

these issues should not hurt his draft stock. 

Seferian-Jenkins is easily one of the top tight 

end prospects in this draft and will likely be one 

of the first tight ends off the board in the draft. 



 

 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

Troy Niklas 
TE - Notre Dame - Junior 

Top 10 

 

 
Height: 6’-6” 

Weight: 270 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 09/18/92 

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press: 27 

Vertical: 32” 

Broad: 114” 

3 Cone: 7.57 

Shuttle: 4.55 

Niklas is by far one of the most complete tight 

ends in this class, which is somewhat ironic 

given the fact that this was not the position he 

came to Notre Dame to play.  

Utilized sparingly in the pass game, Niklas 

looked like an absolute natural with the ball in 

his hands when targeted. He has good hands 

and rarely dropped the ball when it was thrown 

to him. Unlike other tight ends in this class 

Niklas is an exceptional blocker. He is able to 

both pass block and rush block, making him 

extremely flexible and a three down tight end.  

The knock on Niklas is going to be that, despite 

his clear natural ability to play the position, he 

doesn't have a whole lot of experience doing so. 

I believe this is a bit overblown but nonetheless 

it's his worst draft problem which says a lot. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

Jace Amaro 
@J_ACER22 
TE - Texas Tech - Junior 

Top 10 

Character Concerns 
 

Height: 6’-5” 

Weight: 265 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 06/26/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.60 

Bench Press: 28 

Vertical: 33” 

Broad: 118” 

3 Cone: 7.42 

Shuttle: 4.30 

Amaro is going to be a challenging prospect for 

NFL evaluators to accurately assess. The main 

reason for this is that despite the position title 

of tight end, Amaro is essentially an over-sized 

wide receiver for a large majority of his plays.  

Amaro is first and foremost a "Joker" style tight 

end, lining up in the slot and very rarely putting 

his hand in the dirt. The only tight end prospect 

in recent years I've seen less in a three point 

stance was Vance McDonald last year.  

However, when Amaro does line up on the line, 

he is effective. Amaro has very good hands and 

catches the ball away from his body. After the 

catch he is very quick for a man his size, but 

physical enough to lower his shoulder and get 

the extra yards.  

Amaro is a very conscious blocker - by this I 

mean he doesn't just engage his assigned 

defender head-up, he angles himself 

consistently in such a way where he places 

himself between the defender and the ball. 

Doing so makes disengagement by the defender 

much harder and allows Amaro to stay with his 

block.  

On the down side, Amaro lacks the inline 

experience that will allow him to get, and stay, 

on the field. There is an immediate desire to 

compare him to Jimmy Graham or Vernon 

Davis, but Amaro isn't as dynamic as either of 

them. There is potential with Amaro, but he 

isn't going to be a plug and play 800+ yard 

receiving tight end from day one. Amaro did 

incur a suspension due to throwing a punch at 

an opponent, something that is plain stupid and 

hurts himself and his team. He'll need to control 

his temper at the next level. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

Xavier Grimble 
@justfollowZae23 
TE - USC - Junior 

Top 10 

Fantasy Bargain 

l Height: 6’-5” 

Weight: 250 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 09/02/92  

40-Yard Dash: 4.64 

Bench Press: 16 

Vertical: 30.5” 

Broad: 113” 

3 Cone: 7.41 

Shuttle: 4.79 

Pundits were surprised when Grimble 

announced he was entering the draft this 



 

 

season and immediately knocked him for the 

decision. The common belief was Grimble 

should have returned to USC so he could polish 

his game a bit more.  

However, despite the pundit's beliefs, Grimble 

should be one of the top tight ends in this class. 

In terms of being a "complete" traditional well-

rounded tight end, Grimble is second only to 

Austin Seferian-Jenkins. He has very 

dependable hands and rarely drops passes. 

After making the catch, his 6'-5", 250 pound 

frame is a chore to take down. When asked to 

block, Grimble is perhaps one of the best 

blockers in the class. He is very rarely over-

powered of beaten by a defender.  

However, the limited amount of use in the 

passing game at USC coupled with his less than 

impressive speed are what will place him 

outside of the top tight ends in the class. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

CJ Fiedorowicz 
TE - Iowa – Senior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-5” 

Weight: 260 

Age:22 

Birthdate: 10/22/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.69 

Bench Press:31 

Vertical: 33.5” 

Broad: 119” 

3 Cone: 7.08 

Shuttle: 4.53 

Fiedorowicz is an incredibly impressive talent 

who is flying a bit under the radar.  

He is very physical when he needs to be and 

turns on the finesse when he needs to as well. 

Fiedorowicz' blocking is exceptional as he rarely 

gets pushed back and can completely shut 

down his assigned defender. He keeps a solid 

base and has good leverage.  

When he is in the passing game, Fiedorowicz 

has exceptional hands with very few drops. He 

has a fairly diverse route tree and should have 

no problem adjusting to the NFL. He is a bit 

slower than most of the other tight end 

prospects ahead of him, which could hurt his 

stock some. He also must work at getting off 

the line quicker as he is regularly the last one 

off the ball at the snap.  

In all, Fiedorowicz is an exceptional talent who 

has a lot of promise in the NFL. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Jake Murphy 
@Jake_Murphy82 
TE - Utah – Junior 

Top 10 

College Injury 
 

Height: 6’-4” 

Weight: 249 

Age: 24 

Birthdate: 09/21/89 

40-Yard Dash: 4.76 

Bench Press: 24 

Vertical: 33” 

Broad: 114” 

3 Cone: 7.18 

Shuttle: 4.27 

Murphy is a really nice prospect in that he has 

few flaws to his game and isn't really one-

dimensional. Some tight ends in this class can 

block, but can't catch, while others can catch, 

but don't block. Murphy has shown he can 

both, which should make him valuable as a 

potential three down player as opposed to a 

situational threat.  

He has solid hands and catches almost 

everything thrown his way. Murphy has nice 

speed when the ball is in his hands and is tough 

to bring down due to his size. When asked to 

block, Murphy is a good blocker who is able to 

occupy his assigned defender. He does need to 

work on his first step when blocking as there 

are times he is out of position to get a proper 

block.  

Murphy also must work on his burst off the line 

as he tends to look a bit slow off the snap of the 

ball. Finally, Murphy broke his wrist while at 

Utah and had to have surgery to repair it which 

will certainly be a point of discussion during his 

interviews with teams. Other than that, he is a 

really well-prepared prospect and is one of the 

most well-rounded tight ends in the class. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 



 

 

Arthur Lynch 
@alynch1788 
TE - Georgia  - Senior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-5” 

Weight: 258 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 06/17/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.82 

Bench Press: 28 

Vertical: 29.5” 

Broad: 116” 

3 Cone: 7.38 

Shuttle: 4.35 

Lynch is a very solid, all-around tight end. He is 

well rounded but his excellent blocking skills 

stand out most.  

Lynch does very well at placing himself between 

his assigned defender and the ball carrier as 

well as sealing off the end during sweeps. He 

has the highly desirable trait of shutting down 

his assigned defender and then peeling off to 

make a second block.  

In the passing game, Lynch is an above average 

pass catcher. He has soft hands and makes most 

catches thrown his way. He is a difficult player 

to bring down with more than one defender 

being needed to get the job done more often 

than not. Lynch isn't the fastest tight end 

prospect in the draft and he needs to work on 

focusing on the ball at times, but he is a very 

complete prospect with little coaching being 

needed in order for him to get on the field. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

Richard Rodgers 
TE - California - Junior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-4” 

Weight: 257 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.82 

Bench Press: 16 

Vertical: 31.5” 

Broad: 116” 

3 Cone: 7.23 

Shuttle: 4.47 

Rodgers has a lot of potential. When you see it 

on tape, it jumps out at you.  

However, that potential has yet to be fully 

tapped. That, of course, is both a good and bad 

thing. It's good in that he can be molded to fit 

any offense he ends up on. Plenty of players 

aren't fully ready to start when they hit the NFL, 

but they get the swing of things and are very 

productive players.  

Rodgers has nice hands and can make difficult 

catches in traffic where he knows he's going to 

get hit. He also runs crisp routes and is able to 

gain nice chunks of yards after the catch due to 

his speed and size. He has been asked to line up 

all over the field and, in an era where tight ends 

must be flexible, this is a clear advantage. He is 

a decent pass blocker and can keep his assigned 

defender busy long enough to allow his 

quarterback to make a throw. His run blocking 

usually involves diving at a defenders legs 

which, while it has worked for him thus far, isn't 

really going to be all that successful in the NFL.  

Rodgers' frame could stand to add some weight 

as well since he will be undersized in the NFL. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Alex Bayer 
@abayerbg82 
TE - Bowling Green – Senior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-4” 

Weight: 257 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 11/08/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.77 

Bench Press: 20 

Vertical: 31.5” 

Broad: 111” 

3 Cone: 7.26 

Shuttle: 4.42 

Bayer is a versatile tight end who has be used 

all over the field. He has lined up inline, in the 

slot and even as an H-back. Bayer almost never 

comes off the field and is used extensively in 

Bowling Green's passing attack, but also is an 

effective pass blocker.  

Bayer has very good hands and catches the ball 

away from his body before firmly securing it. He 

runs very solid routes and has a decent route 

tree. He is a tough player to bring down after 

the catch, requiring more than one defender to 

bring him down. Bayer also has surprising speed 

for a player his size and can move fairly well in 

the open field. What he does need to work on is 

his rush blocking as it's the weakest part of his 



 

 

game. Bayer's problem in this part of his game 

isn't so much his physicality as it is ability to 

figure out his blocking assignment. At other 

times he will block his defender right into the 

hole or even the ball carrier. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Ted Bolser 
@TedBolser 
TE - Indiana – Senior 

 

Height: 6’-5” 

Weight: 257 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 10/22/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.75 

Bench Press: 19 

Vertical: 31” 

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Bolser is a very solid and well-rounded 

prospect. He is able to be used in several roles 

and situations which will make him a very useful 

asset in the NFL. Bolser has been lined up in-

line, as an H-Back and in the slot.  

As a receiver, he has excellent hands and runs 

solid routes. He is very tough to bring down, 

usually carrying players with him down the 

field. As a blocker, Bolser is effective - he can 

secure the end or open a hole if needed. After 

his assigned defender is neutralized, he is 

hungry enough to look for another defender to 

block. The one drawback on Bolser is he is a 

lumbering, slow tight end. He doesn't have the 

speed to match the prospects at the top of the 

draft. While he has all of the other skills, the 

lack of speed is what will knock him down a few 

rounds. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

 

 

 

 

Colt Lyerla 
@LongLiveLyerla 
TE - Oregon - Junior 

Character Concerns 

Fantasy Bargain 
 

Height: 6’-4” 

Weight: 242 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 11/13/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.61 

Bench Press: 15 

Vertical: 39” 

Broad: 128” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Hubris - Hu·bris (hyo̅o̅′brĭs) - Noun - Overbearing 

pride or presumption; arrogance. 

Lyerla's picture should be next to the definition 

above. He quite literally had it all - a college 

career that was extremely successful and the 

promise of an NFL career just within reach. 

Then, he had nothing. Lyerla quit the Oregon 

football team due to "personal reasons," he lost 

his drivers license due to multiple infractions, 

he was accused of assaulting three men, then, 

in Lyerla's coup de grâce, he was arrest for 

possession of cocaine and interfering with a 

police officer. These events caused incredible 

amounts of potential earnings to evaporate 

instantly and all occurred just months after 

Aaron Hernandez, a player Lyerla compares 

very favorably to, was arrested for murder. 

Lyerla's decision to lose his mind couldn't have 

been timed worse.  

On the field Lyerla is an incredibly talented 

prospect. If not for the issues just described, 

Lyerla would be smack in the middle of the 

conversation for the number one tight end in 

this draft. He has excellent hands and is very 

fast for a tight end. He is a the definition of a 

new era tight end as he can be lined up 

anywhere on the field. Lyerla has lined up as a 

tight end, a slot receiver, a fullback and even as 

a running back, rushing several times in the 

2012 season.  

He is an exceptional blocker who holds his block 

and dominates his assigned defender. Lyerla 

has checked into a drug rehab program and is 

now training for the Combine in Nevada. He 

claims his issues are behind him and that he is 

focused on becoming a professional football 



 

 

player. While this may be true, it's almost 

certain he will have to break into the NFL the 

hard way. A final point to make, while I have 

him pegged as a late round risk, he is 

undoubtedly a top ten tight end. What moves 

him outside of the top ten is solely the risk 

associated with investing a draft pick in him. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Joe Don Duncan 
@DieselNine 
TE - Dixie State – Senior 

Fantasy Bargain 

College Injury 

Small School 
 Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 268 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 

Bench Press: 35 

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Duncan hasn't been mentioned much among 

the top tight end prospects in this draft, which 

is likely due in part of his coming from a small 

school. However, Duncan has a lot skills that 

should quickly land him on the radar's of NFL 

scouts, if he isn't already there.  

He has decent size for the position, measuring 

in at 6'-4" and 270 pounds, however, he moves 

like a receiver. Duncan has excellent hands and 

is the most productive tight end in Division II 

football. He averaged 104.5 receiving yards per 

game and ended the season with over 1,000 

receiving yards and 13 touchdowns.  

He is a very legitimate red zone threat and uses 

his size to box out defenders. Duncan has 

shown limited glimpses at his blocking skills, but 

what has been seen is passable. He's not going 

to be the best blocker in the class but 

everything in his career thus far point to him 

being a Joker style tight end used on passing 

downs and becoming a legitimate weapon in 

the NFL. Duncan did suffer a serious knee injury 

in 2012 but he appears to have healed fully. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Gator Hoskins 
@Gator_26 
TE - Marshall - Junior 

 

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 240 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.73 

Bench Press: 22 

Vertical: 36.5” 

Broad: 116” 

3 Cone: 7.22 

Shuttle: 4.53 

If there is one thing to say about Hoskins, it's 

this - he has one of the coolest names in the 

draft. He and Florida also missed the perfect 

opportunity to hook up.  

Joking aside, Hoskins is an under-sized tight end 

who plays bigger than his actual size. Measuring 

in at 6'-2" and weighing 240 pounds, he is far 

from the prototypical size most NFL teams look 

for. However, Hoskins is a very good blocker 

which is an immediate bonus for a smaller tight 

end.  

He also has good hands and is very good at 

catching the ball in traffic or contested 

situations. After the catch, Hoskins is a handful 

to bring down, taking much more effort for a 

defense to bring down than players much larger 

than him. It's interesting to note Hoskins led all 

tight ends in touchdowns for the 2012 and 2013 

seasons and he was a Mackey Award finalist 

both years. However, in addition to the size 

issues, Hoskins dealt with injuries at college that 

could sink his hopes of breaking into the NFL. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Rob Blanchflower 
@Rob_Blanch 
TE - Massachusetts – Senior 

 

Height: 6’-4” 

Weight: 260 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 06/08/90 

40-Yard Dash: 5.16 

Bench Press: 18 

Vertical: 25.5” 

Broad: 97” 

3 Cone: 8.10 

Shuttle: 4.87 

Blanchflower is your prototypical tight end in 

the new NFL. He stands at 6'-4" and 260 

pounds, but has decent speed for his size. 

Blanchflower's main selling point is his blocking 



 

 

ability which is very good. He has no problem in 

pass blocking or run blocking as he gets low and 

leverages his height and weight to his 

advantage.  

In the passing game, Blanchflower runs nice 

patterns and is very tough to bring down after 

the catch. He needs to work on his hands as he 

drops some very easy passes that gets his hands 

on. Part, but not all of this can be attributed to 

weak quarterback play, but there are many 

times he just flat out doesn't make the catch he 

should.  

Blanchflower's focus is another aspect he needs 

to work on as sometimes it appears as if he's 

trying to do too much or is trying to think one 

or two steps ahead when he needs to be 

focusing in the moment instead. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Crockett Gillmore 
@10GTOWN 
TE - Colorado - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-6” 

Weight: 260 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 11/16/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.72 

Bench Press: 18 

Vertical: 33.5” 

Broad: 120” 

3 Cone: 7.42 

Shuttle: 4.44 

Gillmore is a very athletic tight end who has a 

lot of potential.  

He is a very good receiver and has great hands, 

making most catches thrown his way. Gillmore 

lines up both inline and in the slot, which 

broadens his appeal. He seems to be able to 

recognize what defense the opposing team is in 

and adjust to it. If they are in man he will run 

his route, if they are in zone he will break his 

route short and find a hole in the zone to sit in.  

Gillmore is an effective blocker both in passing 

and rushing plays. What is going to hurt 

Gillmore is his speed, as he is painfully slow. In a 

league where speed reigns supreme, Gillmore is 

going to get passed by. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Kaneakua Friel 
TE - BYU - Senior  

Height: 6’-4” 

Weight: 254 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.84 

Bench Press: 19 

Vertical: 33.5” 

Broad: 120” 

3 Cone: 7.70 

Shuttle: 4.58 

I can't help but feel Friel was painfully 

underutilized during his time at BYU. Sure, he 

has issues in his game like all players do, but his 

upside wasn't fully utilized, either.  

Friel has been utilized as a "Joker/Move" style 

of tight end during his college career. The role 

definitely fits his 6'-5", 260 pound frame and 

makes him an absolutely massive mismatch for 

the offense.  

When he was targeted in the passing game, he 

showed strong hands and definitely made 

things happen with the ball. Friel is definitely 

not a overly speedy tight end, but his physicality 

helps recoup those yards lost due to lack of 

speed. One area he is not overly physical in is 

his blocking. Friel needs to work very hard at 

improving his blocking as it is a significant hole 

in his game. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Anthony Denham 
TE - Utah – Senior  

Height: 6’-4’ 

Weight: 235 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 07/21/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.77 

Bench Press: 14 

Vertical: 32.5” 

Broad: 113” 

3 Cone: 7.38 

Shuttle: 4.56 

While Denham has played wide receiver his 

entire college career, he has decided to make 

the switch to tight end in order to get drafted 

by an NFL team. The move isn't totally 

unexpected and, honestly, might even make 

some decent sense when you look at look 

deeper at his game.  



 

 

First, he measures in at a very sturdy 6'-4" and 

235 pounds. While not traditional tight end 

weight, he could catch on as a large red zone 

target. Also, while he doesn't have amazing 

speed as a wide receiver, as a tight end he 

would likely be one of the faster players at the 

position and could be a mismatch for 

linebackers who could be assigned to cover him. 

Denham also has strong hands and can secure 

the ball if it's contest or poorly thrown.  

Finally, as a wide receiver he proved to be an 

outstanding blocker, while possible blocking 

assignments would be more difficult as a tight 

end, he has at least shown a willingness to block 

defenders with a full effort. The obvious 

weakness Denham will face is his lack of tight 

end experience. He is going to have to prove he 

can, and will, do a great job at learning a new 

position - something that is far harder than it 

sounds. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Nic Jacobs 
TE - McNeese State – Junior 

Character Concerns 

Small School 
 

Height: 6’-5’ 

Weight: 270 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 07/21/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.76 

Bench Press: 15 

Vertical: 33.5” 

Broad: 117” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Jacobs is a nicely proportioned tight end coming 

out of McNeese State - not exactly a hot bed of 

NFL prospect production. However, Jacobs only 

arrived at McNeese after being cut from the 

LSU program for violating unspecified team 

rules.  

While at McNeese State Jacobs was a decent 

weapon for the team. Standing 6'-5" and 

weighing 270 pounds, it's easy to see why he is 

drawing some interest. Jacobs has good hands 

and actually has a decent amount of speed for 

his size. He has shown the ability to run a 

decent size route tree and can even sell double 

moves. Jacobs' blocking ability is fair but he 

tends to give up on his blocks a bit too easy.  

With the amount of talent at tight end in this 

draft coupled with his small school status and 

being kicked out of LSU, Jacobs most likely will 

slip into UDFA territory. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Jacob Pedersen 
TE - Wisconsin – Senior  

Height: 6’-3’ 

Weight: 238 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.86 

Bench Press:  

Vertical: 28.5” 

Broad: 111” 

3 Cone: 7.55 

Shuttle: 4.40 

Pedersen is a solid player. He doesn't have an 

extensive highlight reel he can point to, but 

when you watch him play after play, he just 

does a solid job of making sure he can 

contribute to his team.  

He wasn't extensively used as a passing option 

at Wisconsin, but when he was targeted, he 

displayed solid hands and the ability to make 

any catch thrown his way. His bread and butter 

is blocking which, to his credit, is fairly solid. 

Pedersen gets good extension, has good 

leverage and gets his hips popped into the block 

very well. He solidly seals the end and can 

establish a rushing hole by placing himself 

between the defender and the ball. One 

weakness of his blocking is he must be set to 

effectively block, he is extremely ineffective 

when asked to go into motion and pick up a 

block.  

In the larger scope of his game, he lacks high 

end speed, even for a tight end, which could 

limit him to being a lightly used decoy at tight 

end or as a full time H-back. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

 

 



 

 

Jake McGee 
TE - Virginia – Senior  

Height: 6’-6’ 

Weight: 250 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

McGee looks like a massive individual on the 

field, and for the most part, he is, standing 6'-6" 

and weighing 250 pounds. However, if you can 

believe it, he plays like a player even bigger 

than that.  

McGee was a fairly well used weapon in 

Virginia's anemic offense, providing a solid and 

dependable target over the middle for the 

Cavaliers. He displayed very nice hands, 

dropping very few passes. McGee was utilized 

both in the slot and inline, showing a solid 

ability to shed coverage while using his large 

frame to box out defenders attempting to cover 

him.  

McGee's major issue is his speed. He is dog 

slow, I dare say many offensive linemen will 

outrun him in the 40-yard dash. Lumbering isn't 

even the word for his lack of speed, plodding 

might be a better term. Overall, his lack of 

speed is going to severely limit his upside and 

will damage his draft stock. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Chris Coyle 
@BIGCsundevil87 
TE - Arizona State – Senior 

 

Height: 6’-3’ 

Weight: 243 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 03/25/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.95 

Bench Press: 16 

Vertical: 30.5” 

Broad: 108” 

3 Cone: 7.20 

Shuttle: 4.46 

Coyle has been a powerful weapon for Arizona 

State, racking up lot of receptions and receiving 

yards during his career. He has excellent hands 

and can catch the ball in traffic very effectively. 

He has a knack for finding weak spots in a zone 

defense and sitting in them for his quarterback.  

Coyle runs solid routes and doesn't round them 

off. With the ball in his hands, he is good at 

gaining yards by using some open field moves 

you wouldn't expect from a tight end. He also 

has very good balance and can keep moving up 

field if he isn't wrapped up.  

If Coyle makes it to the NFL, in all likelihood he 

will be converted to an H-Back. He simply lacks 

the size needed to be overly effective against 

the much larger talent he'll be matched up 

against. Coyle also is not an overly effective 

blocker, many times looking lost when run 

blocking. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Marcel Jensen 
TE - Fresno State – Senior  

Height: 6’-6’ 

Weight: 259 

Age: 24 

Birthdate: 02/12/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.85 

Bench Press: 24 

Vertical: 35” 

Broad: 115” 

3 Cone: 7.38 

Shuttle: 4.60 

Jensen has some nice receiving skills for a tight 

end. He has good hands, is able to catch the ball 

in traffic and hold onto the catch when getting 

hit. He has decent speed for a player his size 

and is able to gain a decent amount of yardage 

after the catch.  

While his route tree isn't all that extensive, he 

does have a good feel for exploiting zone 

defenses. Jensen, however, is simply not a good 

blocker. He gives up on his blocks way too early, 

gets very little leverage and doesn't square up 

well with the defender. Despite his size, he gets 

pushed back frequently and has next to nothing 

in the area of defense against pass rushing 

moves. Unfortunately for Jensen his complete 

lack of blocking skills hurts his draft stock 

significantly. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 



 

 

Justin Jones 
TE - East Carolina – Senior 

College Injury 
 

Height: 6’-8’ 

Weight: 277 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 09/25/91 

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Jones is a behemoth of a man, standing roughly 

6'-8" it's not a stretch to say one could easily 

see fit in perfectly on a basketball team. He 

simply towers over everyone on the field and 

reminds me a lot of Levine Toilolo coming into 

last year's draft in that he was also a huge tight 

end who wasn't targeted much, but showed 

promise when he was involved.  

Jones has nice hands and is an obvious red zone 

target. He has dealt with injuries during his 

college career to his knee and wrist which cost 

him some time. Jones was also ruled ineligible 

this season due to issues with grades. On the 

field, despite his size, Jones is easily man-

handled. When blocking he can get pushed back 

and over powered and in the passing game he 

has shown that he is susceptible to being 

knocked off of his routes.  

All in all, he has a steep climb in order to be 

drafted but at the very least he should land on a 

roster somewhere as an undrafted free agent. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Gabe Holmes 
@G_Holmes86 
TE - Purdue – Senior 

College Injury 
 

Height: 6’-4’ 

Weight: 250 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 03/29/91 

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Holmes has a whole lot of potential, but has yet 

to realize much of it. He looks every part the 

role of a tight end coming in at 6'-4" and 250 

pounds. He is very good at using his size to 

provide a big target to his quarterback while 

boxing out defenders. Holmes is fairly quick off 

the line when running routes, but lacks that 

same kind of explosiveness when blocking.  

He fails to effectively open up when blocking 

and seems over-matched against most of his 

competition. Holmes' pass routes aren't very 

crisp, nor is his route tree overly expressive. 

Additionally, Holmes has some concentration 

issues with a substantial number of drops. 

Finally, Holmes had a dislocated wrist that cost 

him a big chunk of his final season, limiting the 

number of games one can refer to when basing 

opinions on. Holmes likely would have served 

himself better by red-shirting the season and 

returning next year. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Justin Perillo 
TE - Maine – Senior 

 

Height: 6’-3’ 

Weight: 250 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 01/05/91 

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Perillo isn't likely going to be selected in the 

draft ,but he should wind up on an NFL team as 

an undrafted free agent. I'm putting this out in 

front because I want to temper expectations for 

Perillo, even though he is a solid prospect.  

To begin with, Perillo has solid hands - he 

doesn't really drop many passes and is a 

dependable target. He has very good 

concentration and is exceptional at using his 

large frame to box out defenders on contested 

passes. With the ball in his hands, he is very 

tough to bring down and gains a lot yards after 

contact. However, to be completely honest, he 

needs to be tough to bring down because he 

doesn't have the kind of speed that is going to 

allow him to break away from defenders, nor 

will it even remotely "wow" scouts. Perillo also 

is not a very good blocker. He stands right up 

out of his stance and attempts to block 



 

 

defenders way too high, negating the 

advantage his size gives him.  

Perillo is definitely a project player, but one 

who could fill a nice position as a role player. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

AC Leonard 
@ACLeonard1 
TE - Tennessee State – Junior 

Character Concerns 

Fantasy Bargain 

College Injury 

Small School 
 

Height: 6’-2’ 

Weight: 252 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.50 

Bench Press: 20 

Vertical: 34” 

Broad: 128” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Leonard has a ton of question marks 

surrounding him, however very few have to do 

with his play on the field.  

Leonard is a prototypical Joker/Move tight end. 

He alternates between lining up in the slot and 

in-line. Leonard is a solid receiver who doesn't 

let the ball get into his body and has a solid 

ability to gain yards after the catch both 

through some elusiveness and power. Leonard's 

blocking is sub-par to stay the least. I'd even go 

so far as to say that he is a liability in the 

blocking game.  

Leonard also tore is meniscus in 2011, but has 

appeared to have fully recovered. He was also 

arrested for beating his girlfriend while he was 

attending Florida. According to the police 

report, he was pulling her around by her hair 

and that chunks of hair were missing from her 

scalp. This kind of behavior is a huge red flag for 

NFL teams. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 
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Defensive Linemen 

Louis Nix III 
@1IrishChocolate 
DL - Notre Dame - Senior 

Top 10 

College Injury 
 

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 331 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 07/31/91 

40-Yard Dash: 5.38 

Bench Press: 24 

Vertical: 25.5” 

Broad: 97” 

3 Cone: 8.01 

Shuttle:  

Nix is easily one of the most dominating interior 

linemen in this draft and easily ranks among the 

top five in the past ten drafts.  

A true nose tackle that occasionally lines up as a 

One-Tech tackle, Nix commands double teams 

and still is able to impose his will upon a game. 

He has incredible strength and burst off the line 

which he uses to dominate the middle during 

rush plays. He has a great bull rush and can 

physically dominate offensive linemen that 

aren't used to being manhandled. Nix can help 

collapse the pocket during pass plays but his 

lack of speed makes it a rarity for him to track 

down a quarterback.  

Nix tore his meniscus which required surgery. 

This will require further medical examinations 

in order to calm the fears of scouts, but his 

performance at the NFL Combine seems to have 

put those fears to rest. 

Estimated Round: 1-2 

Ra'shede Hageman 
DL - Minnesota – Senior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-6” 

Weight: 310 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 08/08/90 

40-Yard Dash: 5.02 

Bench Press: 32 

Vertical: 35.5" 

Broad: 114" 

3 Cone: 7.87 

Shuttle:  

By all accounts Hageman is an athletic beast. 

There are rumors he can dunk a basketball 

which is no small feat, even at 6'-6".  

His Combine vertical supports this claim as he 

jumped just 1/2" under three feet! Hageman 

was also able to bench press an amazing 32 

repetitions which is a true testament to his 

upper body strength. On the field Hageman is 

just as dominant. He has a great burst off the 

line and routinely beats offensive linemen off 

the snap. He also has a very violent arm rip and 

is very good at getting a dominating first step. 

In many instances Hageman is already in the 

backfield with his first step and the offensive 

lineman doesn't have a chance.  

Hageman is extremely versatile, lining up in 

several techniques, although he's most 

comfortable in the 3-tech and 5-tech. He has 

very long arms as well and when he is able to 

get them fully extended, it is nearly impossible 

for offensive linemen to be effective. Hageman 

is an incredible stud and one of the best 

defensive linemen in this draft hands down. He 

will need to work on staying low as he has a 

tendency to pop straight up after the snap of 

the ball and automatically loses his substantial 

leverage advantage that his height provides 

him.  

Estimated Round: 1-2 

Tim Jernigan 
DL - Florida State – Junior 

Top 10 

College Injury 
 

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 299 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 09/24/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.92 

Bench Press: 27 

Vertical: 29.5” 

Broad: 100” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Jernigan is going to be a nice anchor for a team 

that has been burned against the rush in recent 

years. His specialty is eating up space in the 

middle, forcing rushers to bounce runs to the 

outside and allowing his team to swarm the ball 

carrier.  



 

 

Jernigan is very good at riding blockers in one 

direction and then suddenly stopping while 

pushing the blocker in the original direction, 

throwing them off balance and allowing him to 

continue towards the ball carrier. While he has 

been fairly successful as a rush defender, he has 

generally lacked the explosiveness needed to 

pressure the quarterback. Much of his success 

comes from the fact that he can move laterally 

but, unfortunately, his ability to move up the 

field is somewhat lacking.  

Jernigan could stand to add some mass to his 

frame, doing so might allow him to put a bit 

more weight behind his impressive strength 

which and allow him to help push around 

blockers more effectively. He has also suffered 

an MCL tear, a meniscus tear and a high ankle 

sprain while at Florida State. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

George Uko 
@uk0sc90 
DL - USC -Junior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 284 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 02/12/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.99 

Bench Press: 22 

Vertical: 29.5” 

Broad: 110” 

3 Cone: 7.47 

Shuttle: 4.57 

Possessing hands that are consistently busy, 

Uko does a great job of keeping offensive 

linemen off-balance. Uko is able to 

systematically get himself into the backfield on 

a majority of plays. He disengages very well 

from blockers and is able to intercept the ball 

carrier consistently.  

Uko is very good at keeping his eyes in the 

backfield, even as he struggles with blockers, 

which enables him to better position himself to 

make a play. While Uko is undoubtedly gifted, 

he needs to work on keeping blockers out of his 

interior. Once a blocker gets his hands onto 

Uko's chest he is effectively done for the play. 

He finds it nearly impossible to get free from a 

blocker if this happens. Uko also doesn't show a 

sense of urgency on every play, sometimes 

jogging after the ball carrier or appearing to 

take plays off. In the high octane world of the 

NFL players simply cannot take plays off and 

stay on the field very long. 

Estimated Round: 2-3  

Daniel McCullers 
@_BIGDAN98 
DL - Tennessee - Senior 

Top 10 

Height: 6’-7” 

Weight: 350 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 08/11/92 

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press: 27 

Vertical: 20.5” 

Broad: 93” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Where do I begin, there is so much to talk 

about. No, seriously there is a lot to talk about 

because McCullers is absolutely HUGE, 

measuring in at 6'-7" and 350 pounds.  

McCuller is able to effectively throw his massive 

frame around, especially when keeping 

offensive linemen out of his interior. Due to his 

size, he almost always demands a double team 

and can work comfortably out of the nose 

tackle, or 1-tech, effectively eating up the 

middle. His long arms allow him to disrupt rush 

players that would get by other linemen. 

McCullers does a good job of getting off 

blockers and moving towards the ball. What will 

lower his stock some is his obvious lack of 

speed. Now, of course, defensive tackles aren't 

expected to be track stars but McCullers is slow 

even by the standards of his position. He also 

doesn't really have a high motor, as he tends to 

slow down once he feels the play is out of his 

reach.  

McCullers lacks any kind pass rush moves, 

opting instead for using his bull rush almost 

exclusively. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

 



 

 

Kelcy Quarles 
DL - South Carolina - Junior 

Top 10 

Character Concerns 

Height: 6’-4” 

Weight: 297 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 01/23/92 

40-Yard Dash: 5.03 

Bench Press: 27 

Vertical: 23.5” 

Broad: 98” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Line up with one of the hottest commodities of 

the NFL Draft and you're bound to get a bit of 

spill over in publicity department. Most people 

would welcome this, not Quarles. He was 

quoted as saying, "I'm sick of hearing about 

Clowney". It's understandable of course, even if 

Quarles had a monster game the media would 

talk about how bad of a game Clowney had.  

Whatever the case, Quarles is a very talented 

player in his own right. He has an excellent 

burst off the ball, one of the best of all 

defensive tackles in this class. Quarles is also 

keenly aware of where the ball is and moves 

towards it at all times. He has a nice collection 

of pass rush moves and appears to be able to 

shed blockers at will.  

Quarles needs to work on staying low as he 

tends to stand straight up when the ball is 

snapped. He can also fatigue fairly easily, likely 

due to the large amount of weight he carries. 

Finally, there are some character questions that 

need to be answered as he was suspended for a 

game in 2011 for breaking team rules. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Will Sutton 
DL - Arizona State - Senior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 303 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 10/03/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.68 

Bench Press: 24 

Vertical: 28.5” 

Broad: 99” 

3 Cone: 7.70 

Shuttle: 4.59 

Sutton is one of those rare defensive tackles 

that can disrupt the offensive plans of a team 

by himself. He is very strong and has a good 

collection of moves that allow him to penetrate 

the line on nearly every play.  

Sutton consistently drives his legs to push his 

blocker back into the play and then disengages 

to try to make the tackle. He is able to stay low 

off the snap and uses that leverage to his 

advantage.  

The big question about Sutton will be several 

aspects of his build. First, he only measures in at 

6'1", meaning bigger offensive linemen will 

quite literally tower over him, making it hard to 

get much penetration. Secondly, he gained a lot 

of weight last season and it shows. Sutton 

appeared very lethargic in his final season. His 

statistics also dropped to reflect the weight 

change. Ultimately I think he should have 

gained more weight from the 2012 season to 

the 2013 season but he simply gained too 

much. If he could lose around 15 pounds I think 

it would be a pretty nice equilibrium and would 

help return Sutton to his dominating ways. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Aaron Donald 
@AaronDonald97 
DL - Pittsburgh - Senior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 285 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 05/23/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.68 

Bench Press: 35 

Vertical: 32” 

Broad: 104” 

3 Cone: 7.11 

Shuttle:  

Donald might use his arms better than nearly 

any Defensive Tackle in this draft. He has fierce 

hands and a wide variety of pass rush moves, 

making him very dangerous to opposing 

offensive linemen.  

Donald is a very strong prospect who almost 

never gets pushed backwards but consistently 

pushes blockers around. He is very fast for a 

defensive tackle and has a quick burst of the 

line when the ball is snapped. Donald is so 

talented that he can line-up nearly anywhere on 

the line and he has throughout his college 



 

 

career. He has a high power motor and stays at 

full speed no matter where the play is. While a 

superb talent, he is a bit undersized, measuring 

in at 6'0" and 285 pounds. His size is far from 

ideal for NFL teams but if given the chance he's 

likely to pleasantly surprise a team that takes a 

risk on him. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Anthony Johnson 
DL - LSU - Junior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 308 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 01/24/93 

40-Yard Dash: 5.24 

Bench Press: 20 

Vertical: 24.5” 

Broad: 104” 

3 Cone: 7.93 

Shuttle:  

Johnson is like a player fired out of a gun once 

the ball is snapped. He gets off the ball in the 

blink of an eye and is easily one of the faster 

defensive tackles off the ball.  

Due to his size he is able to fill up large parts of 

the middle of the line, sucking up space and 

forcing running backs to bounce their runs 

outside. Johnson is very good at tracking the 

ball and knows who has it at all times, moving 

to stop them until the whistle blows. During 

pass plays he has a collection of effective moves 

that allow him to get to the quarterback. 

Johnson needs to work on staying low after the 

snap. If he could couple his quick reaction off 

the snap of the ball with staying low then he 

would be incredibly dangerous. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Calvin Barnett 
DL - Oklahoma State - Senior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 317 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 10/07/91 

40-Yard Dash: 5.27 

Bench Press: 20 

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Hold your arm out and blink your eyes. By the 

time you open them Barnett would likely have 

already surpassed your elbow and would 

already have a huge head start in dominating 

you if you were an offensive lineman. I'm not 

kidding when I say that he is that fast off the 

snap.  

His quickness off the snap is easily one of the 

best in this year's draft class. Barnett has top 

notch upper body strength that, when coupled 

with his quick burst, allows him to consistently 

drive offensive linemen back into the play or 

the pocket. He is also very good at filling holes 

as they appear and placing himself in the 

running lane to stuff runs before they even 

start. The big problem with this kind of 

domination is that it can wear a player out fairly 

quickly, such is true with Barnett. He wears out 

fairly quickly and can be seen jogging on plays 

and not going full strength at times. This also is 

evident at the snap as Barnett will begin to 

stand straight up once the ball is snapped as 

opposed to staying low as the game wears on.  

Barnett also has a hard time getting off blockers 

as the game goes on and is unable or unwilling 

to free himself. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Caraun Reid 
DL - Princeton – Senior 

Fantasy Bargain 

College Injury 

Small School 
 

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 302 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 11/23/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.85 

Bench Press: 20 

Vertical: 27.5” 

Broad: 106” 

3 Cone: 7.59 

Shuttle:  

It really easy to get mesmerized by Reid, who 

was so dominant in college career that you'd be 

excused for wanting your favorite team to 

scoop him up as soon as possible and might 

even have your eye on him as a higher draft 

pick than a defensive tackle might usually go for 

in an IDP rookie draft. This reason is enforced 

by Reid's great burst off the line at the snap.  

He also has an excellent, powerful first step. 

Reid has a very strong upper body and is built 



 

 

very well. He appears to have very little in the 

way of excess fat on his body and is nicely 

proportioned. Reid is a great pass rusher and 

has a wide variety of well polished pass rushing 

techniques. 

His level of competition is a tad bit worrying but 

I feel his skills translate very well no matter the 

competition. Reid also suffered a pectoral tear 

that required surgery. As long as it checks out 

well I can't see Reid falling too far in the draft. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

Deandre Coleman 
DL - California -Senior 

Fantasy Bargain 
 

Height: 6’-5” 

Weight: 314 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 01/27/91 

40-Yard Dash: 5.06 

Bench Press: 30 

Vertical: 25.5” 

Broad: 103” 

3 Cone: 7.71 

Shuttle:  

I think Coleman is one of the better under-the-

radar defensive tackles in this draft. He has an 

uncanny ability to shed blocks. Coleman does 

this by extending his arms and creating space 

for himself to maneuver. He has a great burst 

off the snap and consistently pushes offensive 

linemen backwards into the pocket or ball 

carrier.  

Coleman tracks the ball very well and always 

seems to know exactly where it is on the field 

and then reacts accordingly. He needs to work 

on developing more pass rushing moves as he 

currently mainly uses a bull rush and pure 

muscle to try to get past a blocker. Coleman 

also tends to stand straight up after the ball is 

snapped which makes him work harder than he 

needs to. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

DaQuan Jones 
@RiDQulous_91 
DL - Penn State - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-4” 

Weight: 322 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 12/17/91 

40-Yard Dash: 5.35 

Bench Press: 25 

Vertical: 27.5” 

Broad: 101” 

3 Cone: 7.73 

Shuttle:  

When watching Jones play, it's very rare you 

see a play when he isn't creating some degree 

of pressure.  

Jones is an incredibly disruptive force with 

excellent strength that has allowed him to man-

handle offensive linemen. He is consistently in 

the backfield and has a great, low burst off of 

the line. He is very good at keeping his eyes in 

the backfield and reacting to what he sees going 

on, all while fighting off the block of a lineman.  

Jones has great range and is able to effectively 

eat up space around him, requiring ball carriers 

to avoid him or be tackled. He is very good at 

keeping a high motor on all plays and refuses to 

give up on any play. He unfortunately has 

shown that he will allow blockers to get their 

hands inside on him. Once this occurs it is 

incredibly difficult for him to shake a block.  

Jones also is fairly slow to react to the snap of 

the ball which put him a step behind most 

blockers he faces. He needs to work very hard 

on his reaction times as being a step behind in 

the NFL is a recipe for disaster. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

Ego Ferguson 
@Ego_Gets_Dollas 
DL - LSU – Junior 

 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 315 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 09/22/91 

40-Yard Dash: 5.12 

Bench Press: 24 

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Ferguson honestly doesn't impress me much. 

The few things he does that I like are first, he 

gets off the snap pretty quickly. He is also able 

to eat up a lot of space in the middle, forcing 



 

 

teams to avoid the middle in the rush game. 

Ferguson, however, just seems unable to get off 

of blocks. For much of the game he is simply 

locked up with the center and/or guard. A big 

reason for this is Ferguson's bad habit of 

standing straight up when the ball is snapped 

instead of staying low and driving his legs. 

Doing this squanders his leverage and makes it 

hard for him to gain any advantage.  

If Ferguson expects any playing time at all he's 

going to have to work on staying low otherwise 

he'll be eaten alive. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

Wade Keliikipi 
DL - Oregon - Senior  

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 330 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 5.38 

Bench Press: 30 

Vertical: 28” 

Broad: 100” 

3 Cone: 7.17 

Shuttle: 4.74 

There aren't many true nose tackles in this 

draft, but Keliikipi is certainly one of the top on 

that list.  

Keliikipi has a perfect size to play the position 

coming in at 6'3" and weighing 330 pounds, 

making him very hard to push around. What's 

better about his size is that rather than being 

just hard to push backwards, he can actually 

leverage it quite well and is able to push 

offensive lineman backwards on a consistent 

basis.  

He is excellent at taking up space and projecting 

that space backwards into the pocket, and is 

able to disrupt plays. Unfortunately, Keliikipi 

isn't able to make the plays himself. He lacks 

any kind of speed, which isn't shocking given his 

size. He also doesn't have much in the way of 

pass rushing moves or any real ability to shed 

blocks. If he can improve on any of these 

aspects then he could see a very long career in 

the NFL. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

Dominique Easley 
@MR_ChUcKiE_2 
DL - Florida - Senior 

College Injury 

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 288 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press: 26 

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

It's somewhat difficult to accurately project just 

how Easley should be used in the NFL. He has 

be used at nearly every position along the 

Florida defensive line, all the way from the One-

Tech out to a defensive end. Ultimately, he has 

done well for the Gators due in large part to a 

very good burst off the snap.  

Easley is very quick off the ball and is engaging 

an offensive lineman at almost the exact 

moment that the quarterback first touches the 

ball. He is a fairly strong prospect with a good 

bull-rush which he uses to push his blocker back 

into the pocket. One thing that definitely sticks 

out about Easley is his high motor. He 

legitimately wants to be in the middle of every 

play and will chase the football around the field 

if needed.  

Easley does have a couple of problems though. 

First, he tends to get too straight-up off the 

snap of the ball. He should work on staying 

lower in order to maximize leverage. Currently 

he can get stood up by larger offensive linemen 

and effectively taken completely out of the 

play. This leads to the second issue, Easley is 

underweight for an NFL defensive tackle, but he 

is also too short to be an NFL defensive end. His 

size leaves him in a no man's land.  

Ultimately he will need to add weight and 

attempt to be a defensive tackle in a 4-3 

scheme as he doesn't have the size to be a nose 

tackle and doesn't have the height or speed to 

be a defensive end. Finally, Easley has torn his 

ACL multiple times and has also torn his 

meniscus. The sheer number of injuries is 



 

 

definitely worrying and could hurt his draft 

stock significantly. 

Estimated Round: 4-5  

Justin Ellis 
DL - Louisiana Tech - Senior 

Fantasy Bargain 

Small School 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 334 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 12/27/90 

40-Yard Dash: 5.27 

Bench Press: 25 

Vertical: 28” 

Broad: 92” 

3 Cone: 7.81 

Shuttle:  

For a guy as big as Ellis is you'd almost expect 

him to be sluggish and just anchor the middle 

without much movement. If you came into 

watching his film with that mindset I can assure 

you that you'd leave surprised, even shocked, 

just how wrong you were.  

Ellis is something of an anomaly. He has very 

good speed for his size, sometimes tracking 

down ball carrier that he has no business 

catching. A big part of this is his motor is that it 

runs extremely fast and he never takes a play 

off or even a few seconds within a play.  

Ellis has a lot of strength which he uses to push 

offensive linemen back on nearly every play 

with. He comes out of the snap with a great first 

step, stays low to get leverage and just keeps 

driving his legs until he is in the backfield.  

Ellis has good lateral movement as well and can 

move to intercept a ball carrier that you might 

assume would be able to sneak past him. He 

tracks the ball very well and never seems to 

lose track of it either. Ellis is going to have to 

better develop his pass rushing moves in the 

NFL though since the players he will be facing 

are all of the highest caliber and won't be able 

to be overpowered as much, or as easily, as he 

is used to. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Khyri Thornton 
DL - Southern Mississippi - Senior  

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 288 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 5.03 

Bench Press: 28 

Vertical: 29" 

Broad: 12" 

3 Cone: 7.83 

Shuttle:  

Thornton is very impressive in how quick he is 

for a man his size.  

Coming in a bit over 300 pounds, Thornton 

moves like a man with 50 pounds less weight on 

his frame. He is able to slide through gaps by 

getting thin and squeezing through, something 

very few defensive linemen are able to 

accomplish.  

Thornton's motor runs high and he moves 

quickly around the field. It's so high, in fact, that 

he is asked to, and succeeds, in dropping into 

short range pass coverage to help prevent or 

limit yardage gained on screens. Thornton gets 

a bit too wide open when engaging an offensive 

linemen which allows him to be controlled and 

taken out of plays. He also lacks much in the 

way of pass rush moves which makes it tough 

for him to pressure the quarterback if he can't 

beat his blockers with speed. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Jay Bromley 
@JayBrom96 
DL - Syracuse - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 306 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 5.06 

Bench Press: 26 

Vertical: 33.5” 

Broad: 106” 

3 Cone: 7.92 

Shuttle:  

There just isn't a lot of positive things to say 

about Bromley unfortunately.  

What he does have going for him is that off the 

snap he stays low and can establish good 

leverage at times. He is able to eat up space in 

the middle and force teams to bounce their 



 

 

rushes to the outside or else be forced to 

double team him to run up the middle.  

His use at several positions along the line is also 

a positive as he has the flexibility to possibly 

work himself into playing time fairly early. 

Bromley's speed is also fairly good for a player 

his size which you like to see out of a big man.  

His negatives, however, are numerous. Bromley 

isn't very powerful and has a hard time getting 

much traction against even average offensive 

linemen. More often than not he actually gets 

pushed backwards. He lacks effective pass rush 

moves and relies more on luck and on plays 

coming to him then making an impact on the 

play himself. He also tends to lose track of the 

ball fairly regularly which further puts him at a 

disadvantage as he isn't in position to make 

plays that he could if he tracked the ball even to 

an adequate degree. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Beau Allen 
DL - Wisconsin - Senior 

College Injury 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 330 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press: 30 

Vertical: 31” 

Broad: 104” 

3 Cone: 7.27 

Shuttle: 4.50 

Allen has a ton of attributes that you look for in 

a defensive tackle. He's got good height, 

measuring in at 6'3". He has a good amount of 

weight to him, weighing in at 330 pounds and 

he has substantial upper body strength, putting 

up 30 reps of 225 pounds. Just by that 

description you'd think Allen might warrant a 

pick in the NFL Draft. Unfortunately that's about 

all Allen has going for him, that and his ability to 

eat up space in the middle.  

He does, however have a laundry list of things 

that he doesn't do well or lacks. First, he has no 

real burst off the snap which limits the power 

he can generate. To make matters worse he 

tends to stand straight up after the snap and 

losses what little power he is able to generate. 

Allen has no real pass rush moves to speak of 

and tries to muscle his way into the backfield. 

To cap it all off Allen suffered bone spurs in his 

ankle which severely impeded his movement 

and required surgery.  

I'd be very surprised to see Allen picked in the 

draft but he may find his way onto a roster to 

provide depth. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Bruce Gaston 
DL - Purdue - Senior  

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 308 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 11/29/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.95 

Bench Press: 34 

Vertical: 34” 

Broad: 113” 

3 Cone: 7.48 

Shuttle: 4.55 

Purdue has utilized Gaston in a number of ways, 

lining him up from the 5 gap all the way into a 

straight up nose tackle which certainly makes 

him a useful prospect on the defensive line to 

an NFL team looking to fill holes or add depth.  

Gaston has a good first step and is able to keep 

track of the ball well. He will guide his blocker, 

or blockers, down the line towards the ball, 

making it more difficult for the ball carrier to 

get upfield. Gaston does a good job of 

occupying one or more offensive linemen so 

that the players behind him can be freed up to 

make plays. Gaston's upside stops there 

though. He isn't able to cause much pressure on 

passing plays and doesn't have a whole lot of 

lateral movement to help stop rush plays.  

Gaston is undersized as well. If he hopes to 

have any kind of playing time in the NFL he is 

going to add some weight to his frame. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 
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Defensive Ends 

Jadeveon Clowney 
@Clownejd 
DE - South Carolina - Junior 

Top 10 

College Injury 
 

Height: 6’-5” 

Weight: 266 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 02/14/93 

40-Yard Dash: 4.53 

Bench Press: 21 

Vertical: 37.5” 

Broad: 124” 

3 Cone: 7.27 

Shuttle:  

The freak - that's the general assessment of 

Clowney for nearly the entire past year coming 

into this draft.  

To be clear, Clowney has been called a freak 

well before last year but with the belief that he 

would enter this season's NFL Draft the label 

was definitely used much more frequently and 

freely. There is little doubt from anyone that 

the label fits as well. With the very reasonable 

chance that Clowney goes with the first pick 

overall in this season's draft, those who have 

been living under a rock for quite a while might 

ask, "Why"? Well, my hermit living friend it's 

simple, Clowney is an incredibly disruptive force 

on the field that must be accounted for, or 

avoided, at all times. Teams often must alter 

their game-plan and route play away from 

where Clowney lines up.  

Clowney has an incredibly fast burst off the line. 

He requires an elite tackle to match up with him 

if there is to be any hope of a win by the 

opposing team. His collection of pass rushing 

moves is also very extensive with fully 

developed bull-rush, swim and rip moves 

among several others. Clowney's ability to keep 

an offensive lineman's hands off his interior is 

key to much of his success. Where Clowney 

could stand to improve his game is on dipping 

his hips when rushing the passer. As is, he just 

does not get low enough and can be guided 

around the quarterback with very little effort 

due to the leverage the offensive tackle is able 

to gain.  

Clowney's motor has routinely come into 

question as he has been observed taking plays 

off much more frequently than any team would 

like to see out of a top draft pick. He has also 

suffered several injuries in his college including 

injuries to his foot and ribs which teams will 

want to inquire about. Clowney is an incredible 

talent but definitely has some room to grow 

into. 

Estimated Round: 1-2 

Scott Crichton 
DE - Oregon State - Junior 

Top 10 

Fantasy Bargain 
 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 273 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 10/30/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.84 

Bench Press: 24 

Vertical: 31.5” 

Broad: 108” 

3 Cone: 7.19 

Shuttle:  

Try to stop Crichton, I dare you. If you end up 

being successful or even finding a way to 

contain him then you deserve it. Just so we're 

all clear, Crichton is a beast. If Clowney wasn't 

as dominant as he is then Crichton would likely 

be in the conversation for the top Defensive 

End in this class.  

He has a great burst off the snap and a dizzying 

array of pass rush moves that completely baffle 

even the best of offensive tackles. Crichton isn't 

very easily fooled, sniffing out play action and 

misdirection plays with ease. I wish he was a tad 

bit taller but he's not short at all, measuring in 

at 6'3". Lack of lower-body flexibility hinders his 

ability to dip his hips as well, resulting in more 

rounded paths into the backfield. 

While people are losing their mind over trying 

to get Clowney, as they rightfully should, I'm 

going to put my money on Crichton in terms of 

value. Trust me when I say, you should too. 

Estimated Round: 1-2 



 

 

Kony Ealy 
@EalyKony 
DE - Missouri - Junior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-4” 

Weight: 273 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 12/21/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.92 

Bench Press: 22 

Vertical: 31” 

Broad: 114” 

3 Cone: 6.83 

Shuttle:  

With Michael Sam's announcement that he's 

gay, it's easy to understand how the defensive 

end who lines up opposite of him might get 

overshadowed in the press. While such a 

reaction is expected, it's unfortunate.  

Ealy is an incredibly strong defensive end who 

can usually win most encounters based on his 

upper body strength alone. He has a very 

powerful and effective bull-rush which he uses 

in order to push blockers into the backfield and 

then disengage and attack the ball carrier. If he 

doesn't use his bull-rush, then Ealy is just as 

effective rushing from the outside. He has the 

ability to get his hips low and take great angles 

into the backfield. Ealy, however, can get 

overwhelmed by blockers if they square up with 

him. He is also much less effective stopping the 

rush than as a pass rusher. Until he can improve 

in that area, Ealy will only see the field on 

passing downs. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

Dee Ford 
@dee_ford_ 
DE - Auburn - Senior 

Top 10 

College Injury 
 

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 252 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 03/19/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.59 

Bench Press: 29 

Vertical: 35.5” 

Broad: 124” 

3 Cone: 7.07 

Shuttle: 4.73 

Ford got a great chance to show off his skills on 

a national stage during the National 

Championship game against Florida State and 

was able to flash multiple great plays.  

Ford is one of the higher ranked defensive ends 

this draft season due partially to his excellent 

ability to contain and "stay home". He doesn't 

allow himself to get sucked into the excitement 

of a play but instead uses his head. He has great 

arm extension and can effectively keep 

offensive linemen out of his interior, allowing 

him to remain unengaged and free to move 

where he needs to be.  

He is very quick and can be in the mix of a play 

in little more than a blink of an eye. 

Additionally, he has a great motor and even if 

the play is moving away from him Ford doesn't 

simply give up on it. Ford's size is a bit of an 

issue as he is significantly smaller than your 

average NFL Defensive End so a move to 

Outside Linebacker may be in his future. He has 

also suffered a knee injury in college which 

should somewhat ding his draft stock.  

Ford also takes some fairly bad angles into the 

backfield which allow him to help contain the 

play, as I pointed out earlier, but also put him 

out of position to actually make a possible play. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

Aaron Lynch 
@tHa_Killa_19 
DE - South Florida - Sophomore 

Top 10 

Height: 6’-5” 

Weight: 249 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.69 

Bench Press: 18 

Vertical: 29” 

Broad: 117” 

3 Cone: 7.46 

Shuttle: 4.61 

It's fairly interesting to think how incredible 

Lynch would be if he just stayed in South Bend. 

For those who don't know Lynch's background, 

he was turning a lot of heads in his freshman 

year at Notre Dame. After his first season, he 

became homesick and moved back to Florida to 

be closer to his family and transferred to South 

Florida.  

Lynch had to redshirt a season due to NCAA 

rules. In his sophomore season Lynch just didn't 

look as crisp as he once did. His numbers were 

similar but he just didn't seem to get the 



 

 

penetration he did as a gold domer. He is still 

very intriguing but he didn't appear as 

dominant.  

Lynch has a great collection of pass rush moves 

and is very good at disengaging from blockers 

who attempt block him. He is very quick for a 

big man and he has a high motor. Nonetheless, 

Lynch is just too underweight currently to play 

in the NFL. He desperately needs to gain mass 

as he weighs in at only 240 pounds. If he comes 

into training camp at that weight he is going to 

get man-handled even by camp bodies. 

Lynch needs to work and staying lower out of 

the snap, he gets way too straight up and down 

and when coupled with his lack of weight, get 

pushed around too easily and too often. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Trent Murphy 
@TMurphy_93 
DE - Stanford - Senior 

Top 10 

Fantasy Bargain 

College Injury 
 Height: 6’-5” 

Weight: 250 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 12/22/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.86 

Bench Press: 19 

Vertical: 35.5” 

Broad: 118” 

3 Cone: 6.78 

Shuttle: 4.20 

There is so much to like about Murphy, where 

do I begin?  

First, he's very quick off the edge and is able to 

get into the backfield before teams can even 

react. Second, he has a diverse set of pass 

rushing moves which are quite well honed and 

are very effective. Third, he has the ability to 

shed blocks quite well. Fourth, while most 

defensive ends are good at pass rushing or 

defending the rush, Murphy is quite good at 

defending both, a rare quality. Fifth, when 

asked to drop into coverage against tight ends 

Murphy has shown that he can be effective and 

can rise to the task.  

While there is a ton to like about Murphy he 

does have a few issues as well. First, he will at 

times misread the play and get out of position. 

Second, he can be pushed off balance if an 

offensive linemen gets a good burst. Finally, he 

has had several injuries in college which could 

hurt his reliability. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

Brent Urban 
@urbnation99 
DE - Virginia – Senior 

Top 10 

Fantasy Bargain 

College Injury 
 Height: 6’-7” 

Weight: 295 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

If you haven't watched Urban play yet then try 

this little exercise before you watch a few clips: 

try not to think of JJ Watt. I guarantee you 

won't be able to do it. Whether it the '99' on his 

jersey or not I don't know.  

What I do know is there is something similar in 

what they do. Watt, of course, is better, but 

Urban is still learning. Urban has great size, 

coming in at 6'7" and weighing approximately 

300 pounds, perfect for his position. He is fairly 

quick off the ball and does a very good job of 

keeping the hands of offensive linemen out of 

his interior.  

Urban prefers to string his blocker down the 

line on rush plays and is very effective at it. 

Once the rusher is forced to turn the play inside 

Urban works to shed the blocker and make the 

tackle. He also has a very high motor and never 

gives up on a play. On passing downs Urban 

tries to avoid his blocker through gaps to 

penetrate the pocket. This is effective at times 

but he would likely be more effective with some 

semblance of pass rush moves, something he 

sorely lacks.  

Urban has been hurt several times in college 

which might worry some NFL teams. He tore his 

ACL and had a mysterious leg injury this season.  



 

 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Stephon Tuitt 
@DOCnation_7 
DE - Notre Dame – Junior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-6” 

Weight: 304 

Age: 20 

Birthdate: 05/23/93 

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Tuitt is painfully slow off the snap. Whenever 

watching him, you can almost count a full 

"Mississippi" before he even moves. The 

offensive linemen are already in their backpedal 

and his fellow defensive linemen have already 

engaged their blockers all before Tuitt even 

moves. What does he do when he does finally 

move? He stands straight up! It's incredibly 

frustrating to watch.  

Despite his slow start, Tuitt has a lot of skills. 

First, he's incredibly strong and does a great job 

of keeping blockers out of his interior, usually at 

a full arm's length. He also has a variety of very 

effective pass rushing techniques which help 

him penetrate inside. Tuitt isn't the fastest 

defensive end in this class, by far, but he is 

quick in short bursts. He must work on his 

ability to get off on the snap quicker though as 

he will be at a major disadvantage in the NFL. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Ben Gardner 
@BennyG49 
DE - Sanford - Senior 

Top 10 

Fantasy Bargain 

College Injury 
Height: 6’-4” 

Weight: 277 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 04/29/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.83 

Bench Press:  

Vertical: 39.5” 

Broad: 122” 

3 Cone: 6.78 

Shuttle: 4.83 

While flying a bit under the radar, Gardner has a 

ton of potential and could end up being a real 

steal if he falls to the right team or situation.  

He has an uncanny ability to shed blockers. I 

mean it when I say that he is freakishly good at 

it! This is attributable to several facets of his 

game all coming together in the right 

combination. First, he comes out of his stance 

very low and stays low, getting great leverage. 

Second, he is very good at using his hands both 

to keep offensive linemen out of his interior as 

well as being almost judo-like in keeping 

potential blockers off balance. Third, his pass 

rushing moves are excellent and very well-

developed. Mix these all together and he seems 

to be able to free himself from a potential 

blocker at will.  

Gardner also does a great job at keeping his 

eyes on the ball and reading plays making it 

very rare that he is out of position. He is a bit 

undersized which may cause some teams to 

pass on him early. Gardner also suffered a torn 

pectoral which could ding his stock a tad as 

well. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

Taylor Hart 
DE - Oregon - Senior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-6” 

Weight: 281 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.85 

Bench Press: 23 

Vertical: 30” 

Broad: 105” 

3 Cone: 7.44 

Shuttle: 4.60 

Measuring in at a substantial 6'6", it's very hard 

to miss Hart when watching Oregon games.  

Hart is a bit rough around the edges but he 

could find himself in an NFL rotation pretty 

early in his career if he progresses well. He has a 

huge sphere of influence due to his great 

length. He is able to reach out and, at the very 

least, swat away the ball. More often he's able 

to get an arm on the ball carrier and either slow 

him down or tackle him outright. Hart, quite 

simply, has the most impressive length in this 

draft. Additionally, he flows very well to the ball 

which makes him even more potent and able to 



 

 

make plays over a large part of the line of 

scrimmage.  

Even if the play gets past him Hart doesn't quit, 

he will pursue a play all over the field and will 

do so on every play of the game. To say he has a 

great motor is an understatement. Hart needs 

to work on staying lower out of the snap as he 

loses power by getting so straight up. He also 

needs to develop more, and better, pass rush 

moves as he just doesn't display much in the 

way of moves when trying to get to the 

quarterback.  

He is a bit of a project but he reminds me in 

some ways of Margus Hunt, a player who most 

likely will see a lot of playing time this season. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

Demarcus Lawrence 
@TankLawrence 
DE - Boise State - Junior 

 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 251 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.69 

Bench Press: 20 

Vertical: 34.5" 

Broad: 113" 

3 Cone: 7.46 

Shuttle:  

Who doesn't love watching a Boise State home 

game video or two? The Smurf turf is just flat 

out fun and can only be rivaled by watching 

Eastern Washington home games on their red 

turf.  

As for Lawrence, one thing that stands out is 

just how good he is at getting his arms 

extended and creating space between himself 

and the offensive lineman. He is so good at 

shedding blocks that it's almost a thing to 

marvel at. Lawrence tracks the ball very well 

and never appears to be confused as to where it 

is on the field. He has a good motor and doesn't 

slow down on any play, playing until the 

whistle. 

I'd really like to see him get of the on the snap 

quicker as he appears to take about half second 

to get moving. Lawrence's speed isn't elite, 

especially when you compare it to someone like 

Clowney, but he isn't so slow that it would 

impact his draft position too terribly. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

James Gayle 
@JGayle99 
DE- Virginia Tech - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-4” 

Weight: 259 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 02/15/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.66 

Bench Press: 26 

Vertical: 37” 

Broad: 122” 

3 Cone: 7.19 

Shuttle: 4.44 

Given Gayle's career numbers at Virginia Tech 

one could be excused for thinking that Gayle is 

just going to be a back end of the draft, filler or 

depth pick. If you're one of those thinking that, 

I'd strongly urge you to rethink that assessment.  

Gayle has a lot of untapped upside which could 

be unleashed with proper NFL training. Gayle is 

very quick for a defensive end and can turn the 

corner on tackles before they know what's 

happening. He has a good sense of where the 

ball is at all times and flows well to it. Gayle's 

main problem is he just seems a step behind at 

most times. I'm not talking about speed but 

mainly that he can't get himself free from 

blockers quick enough to be as effective as he 

could be.  

Gayle is going to need to refine and expand his 

pass rush moves as well as be a bit more 

physical. He has the quickness down, he just 

needs to combine it with his natural strength to 

become even more dangerous. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

 

 

 



 

 

Will Clarke 
@W_Clarke98 
DE - West Virginia -Senior 

 

Height: 6’-6” 

Weight: 270 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 05/25/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.77 

Bench Press: 22 

Vertical: 32” 

Broad: 112” 

3 Cone: 7.26 

Shuttle:  

It's fairly rare to get a player with the kind of 

physical tools that Clarke possesses. First off, 

it's impossible not to notice how physically 

impressive he is. He measures in at 6'6" and 

weighs 270 pounds, that alone already makes 

him a handful for most offensive linemen. 

However, when you couple that with the 

incredible strength he possesses and suddenly 

you've got a player that offenses must account 

for on every play.  

Clarke does a very good job of dipping his hips 

and getting flat when he rushes the passer. I'd 

really like for him to increase his pass rush 

move repertoire as he is fairly single 

dimensional. Clarke stills pretty much to bull 

rushing and doesn't get much done in the way 

of ripping or swim moves.  

Estimated Round: 4-5  

Kareem Martin 
DE - North Carolina - Senior  

Height: 6’-6” 

Weight: 272 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 02/19/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.72 

Bench Press: 22 

Vertical: 35.5” 

Broad: 129” 

3 Cone: 7.20 

Shuttle:  

Martin has a great first step and does a great 

job of keeping offensive linemen at an arm's 

length and out of his interior. He also has very 

good upper body strength which he uses to 

effectively dominate the linemen assigned to 

block him.  

When rushing the passer Martin dips his 

shoulder well and always seems to be able to 

produce pressure. He is constantly looking in 

the backfield and is able to react to changes he 

sees as opposed to reacting once he gets in the 

backfield.  

He needs to work on broadening his collection 

of pass rushing moves. Currently, Martin mainly 

uses a bull rush to get pressure but barely uses 

a swim or spin move. He also isn't all that fast 

and has a questionable motor, at times just 

watching the pay after it gets past him. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

Josh Mauro 
@JustJoshin90 
DE - Stanford - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-6” 

Weight: 271 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 02/17/91 

40-Yard Dash: 5.21 

Bench Press: 21 

Vertical: 32” 

Broad: 116” 

3 Cone: 7.43 

Shuttle: 4.69 

Mauro is a prospect with great burst off the 

line. He is usually engaging a lineman before 

they can take a step. Mauro has very active 

hands and is always working for better position. 

He does a great job of keeping blockers hands 

off his interior while pushing and manipulating 

the blocker.  

Mauro is very good and shedding blockers and 

is a tough assignment for any would-be blocker 

due to his slipperiness. He has lined up all 

across the defensive line during his time at 

Stanford with most of his time spent at the five-

tech.  

Mauro has a high motor and is always running 

until the whistle, no matter how far away the 

ball is from him. In order to get on the field in 

the NFL Mauro is going to have to develop more 

pass rushing techniques. Being elusive is all fine 

and dandy but Mauro hasn't shown any real 

swim moves, spin moves, or bull rush. Mauro is 

also a tad under weight and could stand to add 

a good 15-20 pounds. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 



 

 

Jeoffrey Pagan 
@J_Pagan8 
DE - Alabama - Junior 

 

Height: 6’-4” 

Weight: 310 

Age: 20 

Birthdate: 06/10/93 

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

In the era of flexible players who can play 

multiple positions, Pagan fits in really well. He 

has lined up all the way from nose tackle on out 

although he seems to fit best as a 3-4 defensive 

end.  

Pagan has very active hands that he uses to 

both keep offensive linemen out of his interior 

as well as to gain better position. He has very 

good speed for a player of his size and is able to 

track down quarterbacks as they roll out. He 

needs to stop engaging lineman so often. Many 

times he'll do so unnecessarily when he simply 

could have avoided them and been in better 

position to make a play. He isn't particularly fast 

off the snap and even when he does get off the 

ball, he tends to stand straight up. Doing this 

will find him eaten alive in the NFL so it's 

definitely something he needs to resolve before 

he sees the field in any regular capacity. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Michael Sam 
@MikeSamFootball 
DE - Missouri - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 261 

Age: 24 

Birthdate: 01/07/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.91 

Bench Press: 17 

Vertical: 25.5” 

Broad: 114” 

3 Cone: 7.80 

Shuttle:  

You had to have been living under a rock not to 

have heard the name Michael Sam in this off-

season.  

Unfortunately the discussion around Michael 

Sam the prospect has been overshadowed by 

discussion of his personal life. I don't want to 

add more as it plays a big part of the calculation 

an NFL team needs to make if they are 

considering a selection of Sam. The simple fact 

of the matter is that any team who ends up 

drafting him is going to have to deal with a 

similar media circus to those teams who had 

Tim Tebow on the roster. On the field though 

Sam is a relatively decent player. He isn't a top 

defensive end in this class but he certainly can 

play that at the professional level.  

Sam is very quick and stays low off the snap to 

get great leverage. He is constantly ripping at 

blockers in order to get into the backfield and 

does a great job of keeping blockers out of his 

interior. Beyond the media circus, Sam isn't the 

ideal size to be a defensive end in the NFL as he 

is only 6'2". He also doesn't bend particularly 

well in the hips which makes it hard for him to 

get a straight line into the backfield, instead 

rounding out his approach and taking more 

time. In the end Sam will likely squeak into the 

late rounds of the draft and will break down 

one of the last barriers in the NFL. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Chris Smith 
DE - Arkansas - Senior  

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 266 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 02/11/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.71 

Bench Press: 28 

Vertical: 37” 

Broad: 121” 

3 Cone: 7.37 

Shuttle:  

Just to get this out front, I'm not a big fan of 

Smith. Nothing I've seen really leads me to 

believe that he will be all that successful in the 

NFL. He honestly seems to be a step behind, 

even in college.  

Coming to the NFL will only highlight that issue 

further. Smith is fairly slow off the snap and 

regularly gets manhandled and pushed back 

once he and the offensive linemen engage. I 

don't like being overly negative on a player so I 

will say that Smith is very strong and does a 

fairly good job at keeping linemen out of his 

interior. Once he is free and is pursuing a ball 



 

 

carrier, he has very good closing speed and can 

make up the gap between them fairly quickly.  

However, when all is said and done I can't see 

Smith being much more than a back-up or 

depth selection. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Cassius Marsh 
DE - UCLA – Senior  

Height: 6’-4” 

Weight: 255 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 07/07/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.70 

Bench Press: 17 

Vertical: 32” 

Broad: 114” 

3 Cone: 7.08 

Shuttle:  

Marsh played situationally for the Bruins for 

much of his career, lining up inside on UCLA's 

line.  

He has a nice rip move which he uses to get 

penetration inside. He does a great job of firing 

off the snap low, getting leverage on the 

lineman blocking him and then standing that 

blocker up. Once he has the lineman completely 

stood up he is able to easily disengage once he 

sees where the play is going. Marsh does a good 

job of getting his arms extended to help create 

the space he needs to get inside. 

I'd like to see Marsh develop more pass rush 

moves as he doesn't have a much beyond his rip 

move. He also needs to control his temper as 

well as he was ejected from a game for 

throwing a punch, something that could spell a 

loss for his team. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

 

Jackson Jeffcoat 
@elJEFEcoat44 
DE - Texas - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 247 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 12/26/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.63 

Bench Press: 18 

Vertical: 36” 

Broad: 123” 

3 Cone: 6.97 

Shuttle:  

While I've never been a huge fan of Texas, 

especially after the Vince Young drive against 

my USC Trojans several years back, I do have to 

admit they have a good program and produce 

some good players. Unfortunately, I just don't 

feel as if Jeffcoat is going to be at the top of any 

of those lists when all is said and done.  

I feel that Jeffcoat doesn't create the kind of 

pressure I'd like to see if I was the defensive 

coordinator of an NFL team. After the snap, he 

stands almost straight up and loses any possible 

leverage he could produce. Jeffcoat takes a very 

wide angle into the backfield due mainly to his 

inability to sink his hips when rushing. He also 

seems to have a very limited collection of pass 

moves as he mainly bull rushes and does very 

little else. If a team takes a risk on Jeffcoat then 

they are going to need to do a lot of coaching 

with him to get him up to the level where he 

won't be a liability when he's on the field. He's a 

project for sure. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 
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Outside Linebackers 

Khalil Mack 
@46Mack 
OLB - Buffalo -Senior 

Top 10 

Character Concerns 
 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 251 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 02/22/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.55 

Bench Press: 23 

Vertical: 40” 

Broad: 128” 

3 Cone: 7.08 

Shuttle: 4.18 

Mack is a bonafide stud, he's been an incredible 

force for much of his college career. Even more 

interesting is he has shown growth both in 

terms of technique and statistics each of the 

four years he has started.  

Mack has very violent collection of pass rushing 

techniques. He rips and swims with 

determination and is very good at keeping 

offensive linemen out of his interior. He is about 

as fast getting around the corner as I've seen 

and he can engage and bypass offensive tackles 

incredibly quickly. If when offenses try to move 

the ball away from his side, Mack doesn't quit. 

His motor is top notch and he routinely will 

track down and make a play from the backside.  

The few questions surrounding Mack are 

namely his level of competition and a fight that 

resulted in a suspension. In regards to his level 

of competition, it is true he did face inferior 

teams at times, however, he often shined 

brightest against tougher competition. The fight 

he was involved in was with a teammate but 

certainly no team wants to see a player fight 

"the good guys". Nonetheless it does happen 

but he'll need to answer questions in why the 

fight resulted in a suspension. 

Estimated Round: 1-2 

 

 

 

Kyle Van Noy 
@KVN_03 
OLB - BYU - Senior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 243 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 03/26/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.71 

Bench Press: 21 

Vertical: 32.5” 

Broad: 112” 

3 Cone: 7.22 

Shuttle: 4.20 

Van Noy is a true high upside talent.  

When watching him, it's easy to be excited for 

what he could be. Van Noy is already an 

amazing talent but you can get a sense that he 

could be truly great by catching glimpses of his 

play. He has excellent processing speed and is 

able to diagnose and react to a play very 

quickly. He also possesses very good speed, so 

much so that BYU has used him in pass 

coverage (with varying success).  

Van Noy runs with a high motor and never 

seems to give up on a play until the whistle is 

blown. In order to take full advantage of his 

skills he will need to add weight to his frame as 

he is a bit lean. He can get too excited to make 

a play and will over-commit sometimes, leaving 

himself out of position if a ball carrier is able to 

make a move.  

Estimated Round: 1-2 

Anthony Barr 
OLB - UCLA - Senior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-5” 

Weight: 255 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 03/18/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.66 

Bench Press: 19 

Vertical: 34.5” 

Broad: 125” 

3 Cone: 6.82 

Shuttle: 4.19 

If you were to describe an NFL outside 

linebacker, it's very likely that Barr would fit 

well into that description.  

He stands 6'5" and weighs in at 255 pounds, 

came in with 4.66 40 yard dash, a 4.19 shuttle 



 

 

and a 6.82 3 cone drill, all of which place him at 

the top of outside linebackers. On the field, Barr 

is a very high motor player, he will pursue a ball 

carrier all over the field and, more often than 

not, is in on the tackle. He is fairly solid in pass 

protection and is able to contend with large 

tight ends.  

When rushing the passer he has a great burst 

off the line and utilizes a very solid spin move to 

help him gain penetration. However, his spin 

move is about the extent of his pass rush 

moves. Barr has no swim move or bullrush to 

speak of. He also gets sucked in too easy on 

rush plays and sees the running back go right by 

him.  

Barr will be a bit of a project but he could see 

some early time in a rotation if he is selected by 

the right team.  

Estimated Round: 2-3 

Ryan Shazier 
@RyanShazier 
OLB - Florida - Junior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 237 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 09/06/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.38 

Bench Press: 25 

Vertical: 42” 

Broad: 130” 

3 Cone: 6.91 

Shuttle: 4.21 

Shazier is incredibly athletic and could, quite 

possibly, be the most athletic linebacker in the 

draft this year.  

Starting from the top, Shazier was the 

Combine's top vertical (42") and broad jumper 

(10'10") among all linebackers. He was also one 

of the fastest linebackers to run the three cone 

drill (6.91 seconds). Shazier's speed is very easy 

to see when you watch him play. He flies 

around the field and can make, or assist with, 

any play. He is a very solid tackler and has good 

tackling form. On the negative side, he doesn't 

tend to take the most direct angle to the 

quarterback when rushing the passer. His 

angles tend to be much rounder than is 

generally successful.  

Shazier's coverage skills in zone coverage are 

lacking. He tends, more often than not, to be 

out of position to break up the pass. He could 

definitely stand to add some weight to his 

frame as he's a bit too slender and doesn't have 

the bulk to take on blockers directly. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

Telvin Smith 
@TelvinSmith_22 
OLB - Florida State – Senior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 220 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 04/11/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.52 

Bench Press:  

Vertical: 31.5” 

Broad: 119” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

For all intents and purposes Smith should 

transition to safety in the NFL. He will be an 

excellent, in the box, type of safety but he 

refuses to make the move. It's unfortunate 

because Smith is honestly completely 

undersized to play Linebacker in the NFL.  

Smith only weighs 220 pounds and when 

blocked cleanly by a lineman he is easily 

manhandled. Where Smith excels is his speed. 

He is incredibly fast and turned in the second 

best 40-yard dash for a linebacker at the NFL 

Combine, edged out by 1/100 of a second. This 

helps him in a huge way with his bread and 

butter, dropping into coverage. Smith's 

coverage is another reason why the move to 

safety makes so much sense, he's just so good 

at it! He blankets his assigned receiver and can 

even undercut routes to prevent a reception, 

something that's rare for a linebacker.  

Smith does a great job following the ball and is 

very rarely fooled by misdirection or play action 

passes. He is a legitimate blitzing threat and is 

disrupting the play before most linemen can 

even react. Smith's transition to safety is 



 

 

inevitable, the question is, "When will he figure 

it out?" 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Jeremiah Attaochu 
@JAttaochu45 
OLB - Georgia Tech - Senior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 252 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 01/17/93 

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Playing with a ton of heart, Attaochu could 

make a very interesting prospect for a team 

looking for a pass running outside linebacker.  

Attacochu has a lot of speed coming off the 

edge and can close very well if the play moves 

away from . When rushing the passer, he dips 

his hips and shoulder very well in order to get a 

good angle at the quarterback. He recognizes 

plays quickly and moves to disrupt or stop the 

play. He has a strong upper-body and can 

usually out-muscle offensive linemen if the 

situation requires.  

Attaochu does tend to have a tough time 

freeing himself from blockers if they get into his 

interior and can be taken totally out of the play 

if this occurs. As I mentioned earlier, Attaochu 

can out-muscle most offensive linemen but he 

tends to rely on this almost exclusively. He 

needs to add more pass rushing moves to his 

collection beyond a simple bull rush. If he can 

better develop as a push rusher, he will be a 

great bargain for a team. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Lamin Barrow 
OLB - LSU - Senior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 237 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 11/29/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.64 

Bench Press: 22 

Vertical: 35” 

Broad: 123” 

3 Cone: 7.24 

Shuttle: 4.35 

I love it when a linebacker sees his target and 

runs full speed at him, not slowing down or 

stopping, driving right through the ball carrier. 

All too often you'll see a linebacker decelerate 

or break down before contact, driving me nuts 

in the process. That's why it was so refreshing 

to see Barrow play.  

He has no problem running full bore into a ball 

carrier and applying punishing hits on his 

targets. Barrow doesn't just hit hard, he tackles 

smart, wrapping up the ball carrier while letting 

him know in no uncertain terms that he should 

run away from Barrow next time. He does a 

great job of tracking the ball and rarely is fooled 

or out of place to make a play. Barrow, 

however, isn't the best coverage linebacker. A 

big reason for this is he lacks elite speed, truth 

be told he's actually somewhat slow on film. 

This will hurt him as an outside linebacker but 

he can be moved around as he has played in the 

middle very regularly. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Kevin Pierre-Louis 
@MrHyde_24 
OLB - Boston College - Senior 

Top 10 

College Injury 
 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 232 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 10/07/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.51 

Bench Press: 28 

Vertical: 39” 

Broad: 128” 

3 Cone: 6.92 

Shuttle: 4.02 

Some players just know where they need to be 

in order to make a play, Pierre-Louis is one of 

those players.  

Pierre-Louis always seems to be in the midst of 

the action when on the field and just seems to 

know where to be to get a tackle or stop. Part 

of this is purely instinctual but I also feel that 

Pierre-Louis does a lot of studying in the film 

room prior to lacing up the cleats on Saturday.  

He is a solid asset in pass protection giving up 

very few receptions. He is a solid tackler, 

wrapping up the ball carrier and tackling them 



 

 

to the ground, rather than looking for the big 

hit. He has a very high motor and zooms around 

the field looking for an opportunity to help.  

Pierre-Louis needs to put in work on shedding 

blockers. In his current state Pierre-Louis can be 

taken completely out of a play by an above 

average blocker. This is, in part, due to his lack 

of size as bigger offensive linemen find him easy 

to man-handle.  

His lack of size may also play into another issue 

he has faced which is injuries. Pierre-Louis has 

been injured multiple times in his college career 

and always seems to be binged up in one way 

or another. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

Trevor Reilly 
OLB - Utah - Senior 

Top 10 

College Injury 
 

Height: 6’-5” 

Weight: 245 

Age: 26 

Birthdate: 01/17/88 

40-Yard Dash: 4.66 

Bench Press: 26 

Vertical: 30.5” 

Broad: 117” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

It's rare that a rookie in the NFL first steps on 

the field at the age of 26 but that's what could 

realistically happen with Reilly if a team selects 

him.  

Coming out of Utah, it might not surprise many 

that Reilly went on a mission for several years 

and put his football career on hold. On the field 

he is quite the prospect. He possesses nice 

speed and can keep up with most players on 

the field. Reilly also does a nice job of dipping 

his hips to get around defenders and takes a 

very direct route into the backfield. When 

coupled with his speed he makes for a very 

dangerous pass rusher.  

When asked to drop into coverage, Reilly is a 

good defender who can keep up with tight ends 

and plays zone relatively well. He needs to work 

on developing pass rushing moves as he 

currently depends mainly on his speed. He also 

isn't the fastest player off the snap which gives 

the blockers he matches up against an 

advantage that he can't afford to grant in the 

NFL.  

Reilly also tore his ACL in 2012 but played 

through the injury for much of the season. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

Marcus Smith 
@MoneyMarcc91 
OLB - Louisville - Senior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 251 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 03/31/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.68 

Bench Press: 23 

Vertical: 35” 

Broad: 121” 

3 Cone: 7.08 

Shuttle: 4.38 

Possessing great speed off of the edge, Smith is 

a dangerous pass rusher and could be a handful 

at the next level.  

He is very quick and can get off the ball instantly 

upon the snap. He tracks the ball well and can 

move to intercept the ball carrier quickly. Smith 

has shown the ability to drop into coverage 

which can make him viable outside linebacker if 

required. He has not shown much ability to stop 

the rush and will many times be out of position 

to make a play. Smith will also need to work on 

his pass rushing moves as he has depended 

mainly on his speed in order to make his 

presence felt in the backfield. 

If he hopes to be successful in the NFL he 

should work on a solid swim and spin move, 

both of which he has shown very little of in his 

college career. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

 

 

 



 

 

Jordan Tripp 
@jtripp37 
OLB - Montana - Senior 

Fantasy Bargain 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 234 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 04/03/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.67 

Bench Press: 22 

Vertical: 37.5” 

Broad: 120” 

3 Cone: 6.89 

Shuttle: 3.96 

Small school prospects on the defensive side of 

the ball tend to have an even harder time 

breaking through into the NFL than offensive 

players. However, with Tripp, I think he will 

catch on somewhere and be a great addition for 

a team.  

Tripp does a great job of tracking the ball. He 

know who has it and where they are at all 

times. He has good speed and can get anywhere 

on the field to make a play, many times tracking 

a ball carrier down from behind to make the 

tackle. He is very instinctual and seems to have 

a sixth sense about how and where a play will 

unfold. When making a tackle Tripp has good 

form and wraps the ball carrier up securely.  

Tripp needs to work on staying closer to 

receivers when in man coverage, as he gives 

them too much space which allows them to 

make unchallenged catches. Granted, he makes 

the tackle, but he should be defending the pass. 

Tripp also needs to work on his skills of getting 

off a block. Many times he will get wrapped up 

with a blocker and gets taken out of a play.  

Finally, teams will be a bit skeptical of his skills 

due to the competition he faced. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

Morgan Breslin 
OLB - USC - Senior 

College Injury 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 240 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.60 

Bench Press: 26 

Vertical: 35.5" 

Broad: 114" 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

When you watch Breslin you quickly notice that 

he has a lot of upside due to his ability to 

consistently find his way into the backfield. He 

is very quick and does an amazing job of getting 

off just as the ball is snapped.  

Breslin is also very good at getting himself free 

from blockers and disrupting plays. He keeps his 

eyes in the backfield and is never taken by 

surprise, instead he usually positions himself 

well in order to make a play. He doesn't have 

much in the way of pass coverage experience so 

he's going to need to play in a 3-4 defense. This 

means he's going to really need to improve his 

pass rushing moves, both in quality and 

frequency.  

Breslin also had hip surgery which is going to 

require NFL teams to run him through quite a 

few physicals before they take a chance on him. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Jonathan Newsome 
OLB - Ball State - Senior 

Character Concerns 

Fantasy Bargain 

Height: 6’-3’ 

Weight: 247 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.73 

Bench Press: 21 

Vertical: 34” 

Broad: 117” 

3 Cone: 7.31 

Shuttle:  

There is just so much to like about Newsome. 

His positives far outnumber his negatives, 

however his negatives are pretty major.  

Newsome has a great burst off the snap and is 

causing problems for the offense in little more 

than a blink of the eye. He keeps blockers out of 

his interior with very quick and active hands 

that look like a blur when you watch them. This 

allows him to disengages and shed blockers 

with, what looks like, ease. Newsome has a very 

high motor and flies around the field looking for 

a chance to get in on the action on every play.  

What's going to hurt him is two-fold. First, he's 

underweight and is going to need more weight 

on his frame in order to get any significant time 



 

 

on the field. Second, he was arrested for being 

part of a group of players who stole male 

enhancement pills from a store. Once arrested, 

they then found marijuana and he was charged 

for possession. This incident is going to require 

significant explanation from Newsome to NFL 

teams and even then some teams may shy 

away from him.  

I love his upside but he certainly has his share of 

question marks around him as well. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Christian Kirksey 
OLB - Iowa - Senior  

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 233 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 08/31/92 

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press: 16 

Vertical: 32” 

Broad: 122” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Kirksey is a very solid, well-rounded prospect 

that ultimately might end up having to be 

converted to safety in the NFL.  

He has a very high motor and never seems to 

take a play off, instead he is always busy and 

seems to be in the midst of the action on nearly 

every play. Kirksey is a solid tackler who will pop 

a ball carrier hard while wrapping up in order to 

take them down. He does a great job of cutting 

through traffic in order to make his way to the 

play and very rarely gets held up.  

Kirksey is also very solid in pass coverage and 

isn't the liability that some outside linebackers 

become when covering receivers. The reason 

why I think he may need to be converted to 

safety is due primarily to his size as he just isn't 

big enough to play outside linebacker in the 

NFL. He also unnecessarily engages blockers.  

Kirksey would do so much better for himself if 

he would try to avoid blockers instead of 

engaging them, something he is going to have 

to be keenly aware of in the NFL. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Adrian Hubbard  
@AdrianHubbard42 
OLB - Alabama - Junior 

 

Height: 6’-6” 

Weight: 257 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 02/27/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.69 

Bench Press:  

Vertical: 38.5” 

Broad: 117” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Hubbard could be a nice addition for a team 

looking for a future pass rusher as he dips his 

hips very well when attempting to the 

quarterback. He does a good job of taking a 

very direct route into the backfield and doesn't 

round out his path to get depth more easily.  

Hubbard has very active hands and does a great 

job keep offensive linemen out of his interior all 

while gaining a superior position. He has good 

speed as well which only helps when it's 

matched with his pass rushing skills. He isn't 

just a one trick pony either, when asked to drop 

into coverage he is actually decent and 

definitely isn't a liability. If Hubbard could just 

improve his first step I think he'd improve upon 

and an already strong aspect of his game. He 

will also need to work on keeping his motor at 

full speed as he tends let it run cold from time 

to time. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Devon Kennard 
@DevonKennard42 
OLB - University of Southern Carolina - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 249 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 06/24/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.70 

Bench Press: 23 

Vertical: 30” 

Broad: 113” 

3 Cone: 7.25 

Shuttle: 4.32 

Kennard doesn't get much press for what he 

does but has a very solid collection of skills 

which should help him in the NFL. He is very 

good at sniffing out plays and reacting quickly, 

either crashing in to attempt to sack the 

quarterback, dropping back into zone coverage 



 

 

or moving to tackle a rusher coming out of the 

backfield.  

Kennard is a solid pass rusher who has a good 

dip in his hips and takes a very direct route 

towards the quarterback. He has a decent set of 

pass rushing moves but could improve. What he 

really needs to work on however is the fact that 

he allows himself to get too open which allows 

offensive lineman to get their hands on his 

chest and control him. Improving his pass 

rushing moves should help this a lot and could 

really solidify his games. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Carl Bradford 
@CarlBradford52 
OLB - Arizona State – Junior 

 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 240 

Age: - 

Birthdate: - 

40-Yard Dash: 4.72 

Bench Press: 23 

Vertical: 37.5" 

Broad: 122" 

3 Cone: 7.03 

Shuttle: 4.30 

As a PAC-12 guy I always have a bit of a soft 

spot in my heart for players I get to watch more 

frequently. I've been able to watch Bradford a 

fair amount during his career with Arizona State 

and I see why people are high on him, I just 

don't see that "why" frequently enough.  

At his best, Bradford can get off the ball quickly 

and cause problems for tackles as he takes 

straight paths to the quarterback as opposed to 

rounding off his approach. He can dip his hips 

well and get low in order to increase his 

leverage. Bradford is a good tackler who can 

wrap up the ball carrier and take him down 

single-handedly. When he's at his worst, he gets 

overpowered fairly regularly. He doesn't have 

the ability to provide consistent pressure you 

expect from the outside. Part of this is due to 

his size as he is only 6'1" and 240 pounds. The 

other part is he lacks any kind of pass rushing 

technique. Bradford just tries to will himself 

past a blocker which isn't effective. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Justin Jackson 
@JustinActionJ 
OLB - Wake Forest – Senior 

 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 230 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 08/24/91 

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press: 27 

Vertical:  

Broad: 123" 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Jackson seems is a bit undersized to be playing 

outside linebacker but he has done relatively 

well despite his physical limitations.  

He has been able to compete primarily due to 

his strength, Jackson is clearly very strong and 

overpowers blockers many times in order to 

make a play. He tracks the play well and has 

excellent speed to help him get in the middle of 

a play. He does a good job of wrapping up and 

taking the ball carrier down.  

Jackson is regularly used in pass coverage and 

due to his speed, he is able to keep up with his 

assigned receiver quite well. As I mentioned at 

the start of this evaluation, Jackson is just too 

small to play outside linebaker in the NFL. He 

could, however, make a very solid strong safety 

and if he is picked up by a team I feel that's 

where his future will likely be.  

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Prince Shembo 
@Your_Highness55 
OLB - Notre Dame – Senior 

Character Concerns 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 253 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 12/24/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.71 

Bench Press: 26 

Vertical: 38.5" 

Broad: 122" 

3 Cone: 7.29 

Shuttle: 4.31 

The main question around Shembo is going to 

be if his skills at outside linebacker outweigh 

the baggage he brings with him.  



 

 

Shembo is a very good pass rusher who can 

completely confuse offensive linemen with his 

collection of pass rush techniques. He is very 

good at getting an offensive lineman to go one 

way and then suddenly cutting the opposite 

way to make his move into the backfield. 

Shembo tracks the ball well and always seems 

to be around the play.  

He is shorter than your average starting outside 

linebacker in the NFL so he's already got one 

strike against him. The second strike comes in 

the form of an accused sexual attack on a 

freshman who ended up committing suicide. 

The accusation of such an attack is already a big 

issue but the outcome of the an accused assault 

resulting in suicide makes this nearly 

radioactive.  

Shembo also claimed that there was a gag order 

on him while at Notre Dame, something the 

university itself is denying. Shembo is going to 

need to have an extremely solid explanation of 

the whole situation and is going to need to 

work hard to clear his name in order for an NFL 

team to take a chance on him. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Ronald Powell 
OLB - Florida – Junior 

College Injury 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 237 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 05/14/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.65 

Bench Press: 24 

Vertical: 35.5" 

Broad: 114" 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

When you're talking about a pick with high 

upside and lots of potential, then you're talking 

about Powell.  

While he hasn't been an impact player while in 

college, he could develop into a solid player if 

an NFL team takes a risk on him. Powell has 

good speed which he utilizes to try to turn the 

corner when pass rushing. He is also built very 

well with a muscular frame that could take 

additional weight. The reason why Powell's 

value is linked to potential is due to the fact 

that his college career has been plagued by 

nasty injuries, namely two torn ACLs which 

forced him to miss well over a full season of his 

college career.  

Some of the weaknesses that Powell exhibited 

while on the field were a slow get off on the 

snap which caused him to be a bit behind the 

blocker he was facing off with. Once he 

engaged the blocker he showed very little dip in 

his hips and a distinct lack of pass rush moves. A 

team is really going to have to see some 

coachable potential in Powell in order for them 

to take a risk. As it sits he'll very likely be an 

undrafted free agent that a team will test out in 

camp. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Jonathan Brown 
@J_B_45 
OLB - Illinois – Senior 

College Injury 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 238 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 06/22/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.87 

Bench Press: 18 

Vertical: 31.5" 

Broad: 111" 

3 Cone: 7.30 

Shuttle: 4.53 

While at Illinois, Brown was asked to play both 

middle and outside linebacker and performed 

well in each position. This kind of flexibility is 

double-edged in that he has the advantage of 

having played more than one position and that 

kind of experience could allow him to get on the 

field quicker. However, he hasn't excelled at 

either position and doesn't seem to fit the 

traditional mold expected of either position at 

the NFL level.  

Brown is an excellent blitzer and is able to find 

his way into the backfield with good regularity. 

He is also able to move through traffic very well 

on the way to making a play on the ball carrier. 

Brown has good speed and is a very good 

tackler who makes sure to wrap up the ball 

carrier. He does tend to get a bit confused on 

field positioning or simply losses track of the 



 

 

ball which puts him out of position to make 

plays consistently.  

Brown also suffered a shoulder injury which 

severely impacts what little value he had in the 

NFL Draft. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 
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Inside/Middle Linebackers 

CJ Mosley 
@TreyDeuce32RTR 

ILB - Alabama - Senior 

Top 10 

College Injury 

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 234 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 06/19/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.63 

Bench Press:  

Vertical: 35” 

Broad: 118” 

3 Cone: 7.30 

Shuttle: 4.40 

Mosley just seems to be everywhere on every 

play. It's very rare that you don't hear his name 

during an Alabama defensive play. Somehow, 

some way he always seems to be involved to 

some degree. This is a clear testament to just 

how well he understands the game.  

Mosley's processing speed is top notch. He can 

sniff out whether it is a pass play or rush play in 

under three seconds and then reacts lightening 

fast. Mosley's speed and vision are key aspects 

to his game and allow him to put himself in 

position to make plays.  

Upon making contact Mosley has excellent 

tackling technique and effectively wraps up the 

ball carrier. Mosley is among the elite inside 

linebackers in this class but has suffered several 

injuries in his college career including a 

dislocated hip and elbow. These aren't huge red 

flag but they certainly are worrying. 

Estimated Round: 1-2 

Shane Skov 
@ShayneSkov 
ILB - Stanford - Senior 

Top 10 

Character Concerns 

College Injury 
Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 245 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 07/09/90 

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press: 

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Skov is easily one of the most well-rounded 

middle linebackers in this draft.  

Some are good at tackling, others at coverage, 

other still at diagnosing plays. Skov, on the 

other hand, is great at all of these aspects. 

When tackling, he's a machine, he simply has a 

nose for the ball and seems to be in the middle 

of nearly every play. In pass coverage Skov is 

able to shadow his assignment very well. 

Finally, his diagnosis and reaction to plays is 

extremely good. He doesn't bite on play action 

and always sticks with his assignment on 

options. Skov quickly fills a hole as soon as a 

running back gets a hand off and, more often 

than not, makes the play.  

His speed isn't amazing and a big part of that 

may be due to a nasty ACL injury Skov sustained 

in 2011. He isn't slow but he also isn't what one 

would call fast either. Beyond his ACL injury he 

has also suffered an MCL injury and broke his 

tibia as well. Skov did has some disciplinary 

issues in college as well which raises some 

questions. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

Max Bullough 
@Bullough40 
ILB - Michigan State -Senior 

Top 10 

Character Concerns 
 

Height: 6’-4” 

Weight: 249 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 02/11/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.76 

Bench Press: 30 

Vertical: 31” 

Broad: 112” 

3 Cone: 7.08 

Shuttle: 4.30 

The name Bullough has consistently shown up 

on a Spartans roster with Max's grandfather, 

father and uncles all playing for Michigan State, 

making him a third generation player.  

Bullough is just one of those players who knows 

how to play the game. The way he plays is 

almost instinctual, he just know where to be, 

what to do and how to do it. He flows very well 

to the ball and seems to be in on nearly every 

play, even if it's just an assisted tackle. He is a 

big prospect with great strength who has no 

problem taking on and powering through 



 

 

blockers in route to the ball carrier. Bullough 

drives through his tackles and doesn't slow 

down prior to contact, something I absolutely 

love.  

In his career at Michigan State he has shown 

very solid pass coverage ability, with a few 

interceptions and multiple tipped passes over 

four years. Bullough is also a very quick and 

effective blitzer, racking up a few sacks and a 

good number of hurry ups as well.  

He was suspended before the Rose Bowl this 

season for undisclosed reasons. Bullough 

refuses to discuss what lead to the suspension 

and states that the NFL teams he's talked to 

have been told about the issue. His weight has 

also been an issue as he reportedly showed up 

to the East-West Shrine Game weighing 265 

pounds. Yikes! 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Chris Borland 
ILB - Wisconsin - Senior 

Top 10 

College Injury 
 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 248 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 04/02/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.83 

Bench Press: 27 

Vertical: 35” 

Broad: 116” 

3 Cone: 6.83 

Shuttle: 4.26 

Borland is a very solid linebacker that could be 

plugged into the middle of a defense in need of 

help.  

He flows very well to the ball without over-

committing and is able to usually able to keep 

himself in the play. Key to this is his exceptional 

processing speed, he is able to quickly assess 

what is occurring and react accordingly. En 

route to the ball carrier, Borland has the above 

average ability to shed blockers and move 

through traffic. Once contact has been made 

with the ball carrier, he has great tackling 

technique and does an excellent job of 

wrapping up his target. While Borland is 

generally a good defender, he lacks top end 

speed. His lack of speed has forced him to be 

cautious and unable to take calculated risks.  

Borland has also suffered several shoulder 

injuries in college which is very worrying for a 

player that is required to tackle with said 

shoulder.  

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Yawin Smallwood 
@Yeeezy33 
ILB - Connecticut – Junior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 246 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 12/25/91 

40-Yard Dash: 5.01 

Bench Press: 18 

Vertical: 36.5” 

Broad: 108” 

3 Cone: 7.53 

Shuttle: 4.67 

Smallwood is easily one of the top rush 

defenders in this class.  

He is very good at identifying plays and reacting 

immediately to stuff the rush or to attempt to 

defend the pass. Smallwood has exceptional 

football instincts and almost seems able to 

sense how a play is developing. He tracks the 

ball like and eagle and can follow a 

quarterback's eyes very well while in pass 

coverage. 

Smallwood does tend to have issues with 

correctly positioning himself to effectively break 

up passes, however, he almost always knows 

the general area he needs to be in order to 

attempt to make those plays. He also tends to 

have issues shedding blocks at times which 

certainly limits his effectiveness and upside 

potential. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

 

 



 

 

Christian Jones 
ILB - Florida State – Senior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 240 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 02/18/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.74 

Bench Press:  

Vertical: 33.5” 

Broad: 115” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Jones' best attribute is very clearly his speed. He 

is very quick and can make just about any play 

on the field based off of his speed.  

Jones also has no problem coming downhill at a 

ball carrier whereas some linebackers will dance 

and hesitate. He is a good form tackler and 

wraps up well, rarely letting a ball carrier free 

once he has them in his grasp. In coverage 

Jones is decent and can adequately defend his 

assignment in man and keeps his area clean in 

zone coverage.  

Jones does have a bit of an issue tracking the 

ball. He bites hard on fakes and seems 

completely out of place when asked to defend 

the option. Jones needs to work on identifying 

where the ball is at all times, if he can improve 

on that I think he could improve his game 

immensely. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Jeremiah George 
@JGeorge52 
ILB - Iowa State - Senior 

Top 10 

Fantasy Bargain 
 

Height: 5’-11” 

Weight: 234 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 01/24/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.91 

Bench Press: 28 

Vertical: 33” 

Broad: 115” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Wow, I really love how this kid plays. George 

seems to sniff the ball out like a bloodhound 

and goes after it like a tiger after a fresh piece 

of meat. He flies towards the ball and fills holes 

before running backs even even get to them. 

George slices through traffic like a hot knife 

through butter and always seems to be in the 

middle of a play. He is a very solid tackler and 

wraps up well, taking the ball carrier down by 

himself many times. George is capable of 

dropping into pass protection and isn't half bad 

at it either. He has a very high motor and always 

feels as if he can make the play, no matter how 

far away the ball carrier is.  

The single thing that is going to hurt George is 

his height. George stands only 5'-11" and is 

towered over by most players, both those asked 

to block him and those he is asked to defend in 

pass coverage. Despite his height George is an 

incredibly talented prospect and could be the 

next coming of London Fletcher. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

Devekeyan Lattimore 
@dlattimore 
ILB - USF - Senior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 237 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.63 

Bench Press: 20 

Vertical: 30.5” 

Broad: 110” 

3 Cone: 7.16 

Shuttle: 4.33 

Lattimore is a very fundamentally sound 

prospect who could be a steal if things work out 

well.  

He is a great downhill tackler. Lattimore 

identifies his target and doesn't slow down, 

driving through the ball carrier while wrapping 

up and taking him to the ground. He is a very 

good blitzer and is in the quarterbacks face in a 

flash, often disrupting the play to some degree.  

Lattimore is an above average pass coverage 

linebacker who can stay with his receiver and 

limit the number of receptions over the middle. 

He is a bit underweight at 235 pounds which 

makes it difficult for him get off blocks as 

effectively as one would like. He also has 

problems finding the ball at times but if he can 

add weight to his frame and spend a little more 

time in film study, I think he could be a great 

middle to late round pick for a team. 



 

 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

Preston Brown 
@PB_Number2 
ILB - Louisville – Senior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 251 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 10/27/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.79 

Bench Press: 26 

Vertical: 32.5” 

Broad: 116” 

3 Cone: 6.98 

Shuttle: 4.26 

Brown is a great downhill tackler who will meet 

a ball carrier in the hole, delivering big hits 

while wrapping up.  

He doesn't have any issue moving through 

traffic and can get to the ball carrier very 

quickly. Brown seems to instinctively know 

where he should be and where the ball carrier is 

headed. He's solid in coverage both in zone and 

man, showing an ability to mirror the 

quarterback and defend the pass well.  

Brown does have a difficult time shedding 

blockers which will hurt him in the NFL, He also 

tends to take bad angles on plays that go 

outside, many times over-pursuing the play. 

Brown is a tad bit undersized as well but isn't so 

small that NFL teams will overlook him. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Andrew Jackson 
ILB - Western Kentucky - Senior 

Top 10 

Character Concerns 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 254 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

One thing this draft is fairly short on is good, 

impact-making, linebackers who specialize in 

stopping the run. These kind of linebackers tend 

to do best in the NFL I've found. 

In this draft, Jackson is one of the better run 

stoppers of the group. He can read a play very 

quickly and reacts by bolting into the nearest 

hole he identifies if it is a rush or falls back into 

coverage if it's a pass. Jackson is a solid tackler 

who wraps up when hitting a ball carrier. He 

also has a high motor, running everywhere he 

goes and can be seen many times "piling on", 

for better or worse.  

Jackson is not very good in coverage, at times 

completely losing his assigned receiver. He 

needs to work on this fundamental of his game 

if he is to be taken seriously in the NFL. Jackson 

was also suspended for breaking team rules in 

his senior season which raises some concerns. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Khairi Fortt 
@KForttress11 
ILB - Oregon – Senior 

 

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 242 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 03/24/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.68 

Bench Press: 30 

Vertical: 36” 

Broad: 120” 

3 Cone: 7.12 

Shuttle: 4.35 

Fortt was one of those players that left Penn 

State in the wake of the Jerry Sandusky sex 

abuse scandal. He ended up landing at Cal and 

continued his productive play.  

Fortt does a good job of fill holes as soon as 

they open, stuffing rushers if he happens to 

meet one in the process. He is solid in pass 

coverage, dropping back into zone and keeping 

his head on a swivel or keeping pace with his 

assigned receiver in man coverage. He has good 

speed and is very rarely outrun. He needs to 

work on getting lower when making tackles as 

he will tend to hit a ball carrier in the chest. This 

allows ball carriers to spin out of his grasp and 

continue up-field. If he can improve upon that 

then he could see himself catch on with a team. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

 



 

 

Avery Williamson 
@awill40 
ILB - Kentucky - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 246 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.66 

Bench Press: 25 

Vertical: 30.5” 

Broad: 120” 

3 Cone: 7.11 

Shuttle: 4.07 

I love seeing Williamson fly to the ball and 

punishing a ball carrier. It's what he's good and 

what will inevitably allow him to land on a 

team.  

Williamson is very good at identifying and filling 

holes opened by the offensive line. In doing so 

he very frequently is able to stop running backs 

behind the line of scrimmage, at times for a 

loss. Williamson is a very solid, technical tackler 

who wraps up the ball carrier and takes them to 

the ground.  

One area of improvement needed in the 

tackling department is that he tends to get a bit 

high when he engages a ball carrier. Doing so 

allows ball carriers to be able to shake him at 

times. He also will engage blockers for no 

reason and then has a hard disengaging from 

them and gets taken out of the play. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Jordan Zumwalt 
ILB - UCLA – Senior  

Height: 6’-4” 

Weight: 235 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 10/13/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.74 

Bench Press: 21 

Vertical: 33” 

Broad: 116” 

3 Cone: 6.99 

Shuttle: 4.32 

There really isn't any two ways around it, 

Zumwalt is going to be a project for an NFL 

team. There's definitely things to work with 

here, namely he's adequately fast and he's got a 

good frame to build on. However, right now 

there are more questions than answers about 

Zumwalt's game. 

First, I like to see my linebackers on the inside 

shoot the gaps and meet a running back in the 

hole, minimizing the yards gained. 

Unfortunately, Zumwalt is just way to 

apprehensive and will often stop before making 

contact as opposed to running full force into, 

and through, a ball carrier. He also has a very 

hard time shedding blocks, more often than not 

he gets caught up with a blocker and is fully 

removed from the play. That can be attributed, 

in large part, to being underweight. Zumwalt 

needs very badly to add weight to his frame so 

he won't be pushed around.  

Finally, in pass coverage Zumwalt is just 

average. He will just as often give up a catch as 

he will stop one. Put another way, if you're 

average at something in college, you'll be below 

average at it in the NFL. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Greg Blair 
ILB - Cincinnati – Senior  

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 244 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.85 

Bench Press: 20 

Vertical: 28” 

Broad: 103” 

3 Cone: 7.44 

Shuttle: 4.61 

Blair is a fairly complete linebacker prospect 

and could find himself a home on a team this 

draft. He does a good job of cutting through 

traffic on his way toward the ball carrier.  

Blair has a very solid tackling technique, hitting 

a ball carrier in the mid-section and wrapping 

up. He is very good at diagnosing plays and 

rarely finds himself out of position to make one. 

Blair does a very good job of coming up to fill a 

hole and stopping a ball carrier for no gain or a 

loss.  

He is an effective blitzer and usually finds a way 

to disrupt the pocket when he's given a chance 

to blitz. One of the things that really stands out 

about Blair is his ability to play the pass. Blair is 

very good in zone and is even decent in man 



 

 

protection as well. What will hurt his stock, 

fairly significantly in my opinion, is his speed. He 

is extremely slow. Most lineman appear to be 

faster than is Blair. A big part of this could be 

the extra weight that Blair carries.  

In a league that's all about speed Blair could be 

on the outside looking in. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Vince Buhagiar 
ILB - San Jose State – Senior 

Fantasy Bargain 
 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 237 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

In terms of prospects flying under the radar, 

Buhagiar may be one of the lowest fliers. Not 

low in terms of potential, but low in terms of 

those who know about him.  

Buhagiar is an incredibly instinctual player who 

seems to just know what to do and where to be 

on most plays. He flows to the ball extremely 

well and is able to track it at all times. He fills 

holes like few others in this class, he flies into 

holes with abandon and rarely chooses the 

wrong hole to fill. If a play goes to the outside 

then he cuts through traffic very well and is able 

to shed blocks with ease.  

Buhagiar has a very high motor and never 

considers himself out of a plays as long as the 

whistle hasn't blown. Unfortunately, he isn't 

overly fast and can be outrun by most plays on 

the field. Buhagiar also lacks any kind of 

substantial coverage skills so he might only see 

time on rushing plays until he can improve that 

aspect of his game. 

In the end he's going to be a low risk, high 

reward pick for an NFL team that might end up 

surprising a lot of people. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

James Morris 
ILB - Iowa – Senior  

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 241 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 11/20/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.80 

Bench Press: 18 

Vertical: 34.5” 

Broad: 117” 

3 Cone: 6.94 

Shuttle: 4.36 

Morris does a good job at filling holes that open 

and putting himself in the way of any ball 

carriers who might move into them. The 

problem here is that he stops before impact 

with the ball carrier and doesn't drive through 

the tackle, instead tending to get flat-footed 

and losing leverage. Instead, he has to wrap up 

and hold on as the ball carrier drives forward 

and gains extra yard as he falls forward. 

Morris can tend to get out of position a lot 

because he loses sight of the ball more often 

than he should. He is pretty good in coverage 

and isn't easily fooled by double moves or head 

fakes. Morris keep his assigned receiver fairly 

close and doesn't let them get any further away 

then he knows he can make up. I think Morris is 

going to have to make a career as a role player 

or career back-up but will need to be able to 

step in at a moment's notice.  

Things could be worse than making the league 

minimum for a career. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Steele Divitto 
@SteeleDivitto 
ILB - Boston College – Senior 

 

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 241 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 10/24/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.72 

Bench Press: 19 

Vertical: 36” 

Broad: 118” 

3 Cone: 6.91 

Shuttle: 4.34 

Considered a fringe prospect in this draft, 

Divitto actually does a lot very well from a 



 

 

technical perspective. He reads plays very well 

and reacts appropriately.  

On pass plays he drops into zone coverage and 

is able to break up passes quite regularly. 

Divitto fills holes well on rush plays and is very 

capable of limiting the yardage gained. He is a 

very good tackler who gets low and wraps up. 

He actually is the third ranked all-time tackler in 

the ACC with 261 tackles, impressive by any 

measure.  

Divitto though just isn't that fast and can be 

outrun if he doesn't hit a ball carrier squarely. 

This will impact him but I think he'll find a home 

somewhere in the NFL, even if as an undrafted 

free agent. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Chris Young 
ILB - Arizona State – Senior  

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 252 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.84 

Bench Press: 15 

Vertical: 31.5” 

Broad: 106” 

3 Cone: 7.20 

Shuttle: 4.37 

While I'm not a huge fan of Young's game, there 

are certain aspects that I find intriguing.  

First, Young's prominent skill is in his blitzing 

ability. He does a very good job of putting 

pressure on the quarterback if he's blitzing on a 

pass play or altering his approach, if needed, 

and engaging a ball carrier in the backfield if it's 

a rush. Once he makes a tackle, he very rarely 

lets the ball carrier free due to his excellent 

technique and ability to wrap up.  

Young also has fairly decent speed for an inside 

linebacker and can track down most players 

from behind if needed. What I'm not a fan of is 

his inability to shed blocks. Many times he can 

be taken completely out of a play and driven 

away away altogether. Unfortunately, more 

often than not, this is exactly what happens. 

Young is also not that strong of a man pass 

coverage player, many times biting on head 

fakes or double moves and generally looking 

lost when he's asked to cover. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Glenn Carson 
@C4rs0n 
ILB - Penn State – Senior 

 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 244 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 12/05/90 

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

We've all become accustomed to seeing great 

linebackers come out of Penn State, it didn't get 

the nickname of "Linebacker University" for no 

reason at all. We, as football fans, expect a 

certain level of polish from linebacker prospects 

coming out of this school. Unfortunately 

though, Carson just doesn't fit the mold we've 

become used to.  

On the positive side, Carson has a great build 

that you'd love to see any linebacker have. He 

has a high motor and doesn't sit still for even a 

second during a game. Finally, Carson is a pretty 

decent zone pass coverage player. He monitors 

his zone very well and isn't taken by surprise by 

any pass thrown near him.  

Unfortunately, Carson's negatives far 

outnumber his positives. First, for any middle or 

inside linebacker prospect to be taken seriously 

they must fill gaps quickly and effectively, 

Carson simply doesn't do that well at all. He is 

very apprehensive and by the time he decides 

to commit the running back is already upon 

him. Second, he is easily blocked. He just 

doesn't seem to have a way to shed any 

blockers who engage him. Third, he doesn't 

track the ball well at all, he just seems 

completely confused at times and has no idea 

where the play is going. This leads to his fourth 

major issue, the angles he takes to get to the 

ball carrier are simply atrocious at times. Carson 

just can't seem to find a way to get to the ball 



 

 

carrier most of the time due to this issue. 

Finally, the last, and overarching issue plaguing 

Carson, he's just so dog slow. A major root of all 

these issues is his speed, I'd go so far as to say 

his speed very well may keep him out of the NFL 

or at the very least make him a career special 

teams player. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Jack Tyler 
@JackInTheBox58 
ILB - Virginia Tech – Senior 

 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 244 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 11/27/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.81 

Bench Press: 26 

Vertical: 28.5” 

Broad: 111” 

3 Cone: 7.33 

Shuttle: 4.23 

Sometimes I get frustrated when evaluating a 

prospect. I see so much promise at times but 

the end result just doesn't match what the 

player could potentially be. Such is the case 

with Tyler.  

What he does well is tackle, both from a 

technical aspect and from a pure number 

standpoint. Tyler also is pretty good in zone 

coverage and can do a good job of stopping the 

pass. That's right about where Tyler's positives 

end unfortunately.  

What frustrates me is so much is Tyler's inability 

to fill gaps. He seems to wait for ball carriers to 

move through a hole which, clearly, is too late. 

What's worse is fairly regularly he will simply 

lose track of the ball all together, finding 

himself out of place and unable to even make a 

play on the ball. He is also blocked fairly easily 

and hasn't shown a real ability to be able to 

shed those blocks.  

As much as I'd love to see him succeed, I just 

don't see Tyler being drafted and may need to 

find his way onto a team by being an undrafted 

free agent. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Brenden Daley 
@YourDaleyTweet 
ILB - Hawaii – Senior 

 

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 250 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Blair is a fairly complete linebacker prospect 

and could find himself a home on a team this 

draft. He does a good job of cutting through 

traffic on his way toward the ball carrier.  

Blair has a very solid tackling technique, hitting 

a ball carrier in the mid-section and wrapping 

up. He is very good at diagnosing plays and 

rarely finds himself out of position to make one. 

Blair does a very good job of coming up to fill a 

hole and stopping a ball carrier for no gain or a 

loss.  

He is an effective blitzer and usually finds a way 

to disrupt the pocket when he's given a chance 

to blitz. One of the things that really stands out 

about Blair is his ability to play the pass. Blair is 

very good in zone and is even decent in man 

protection as well. What will hurt his stock, 

fairly significantly in my opinion, is his speed. He 

is extremely slow. Most lineman appear to be 

faster than is Blair. A big part of this could be 

the extra weight that Blair carries.  

In a league that's all about speed Blair could be 

on the outside looking in. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 
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Cornerbacks 

Darqueze Dennard 
@DDennard_31 
CB - Michigan State - Senior 

Top 10 

Height: 5’-11” 

Weight: 199 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 10/10/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.51 

Bench Press: 15 

Vertical: 36” 

Broad: 134” 

3 Cone: 7.07 

Shuttle: 4.41 

Dennard is an exceptional talent, I have no 

problem pegging him as my top cornerback in 

this draft.  

He is incredible in pass coverage and it is, by far, 

the best aspect of his game. In man coverage 

Dennard is nearly inescapable. He is on a 

receiver like a blanket and is as close to a 

shutdown corner that you'll find in this class. 

When in zone coverage, Dennard is very alert 

and can close on a receiver quickly. He has good 

hands and has no problem making 

interceptions.  

In rush coverage, Dennard is very alert and can 

close on a ball carrier very quickly. Many times 

he sniffs the play out within one or two seconds 

of the snap. I'm not a big fan of Dennard's 

tackling technique as he rarely wraps up and 

depends on pure force of impact to take a ball 

carrier down. Dennard needs to work on 

wrapping up because NFL players aren't going 

to simply go down because they are hit hard. 

Estimated Round: 1-2 

Justin Gilbert 
@JGil_4 
CB - Oklahoma State - Senior 

Top 10 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 202 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 11/07/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.37 

Bench Press: 20 

Vertical: 35.5” 

Broad: 126” 

3 Cone: 6.92 

Shuttle: 4.39 

Gilbert is an excellent pass defender while in 

man coverage. He borders on being a shutdown 

corner if asked to play man coverage for most 

of the game and is easily one of the best man 

coverage cornerbacks in the draft.  

Gilbert also has great height, measuring 6'0", 

which allows him to compete with receivers in 

jump ball or red-zone situations. He is very solid 

at closing the space between him and a receiver 

after the receiver makes his break. He can 

quickly close space in the time it takes the 

quarterback to make the throw, often meeting 

the receiver right as he catches the ball, 

breaking up the pass or making the interception 

at times.  

Gilbert has decent hands and can catch the ball 

to help his team with turnovers. When asked to 

blitz the quarterback, he is very good at 

disguising the blitz and disrupting the play. He 

will get dinged by teams on his lack of elite 

speed. Gilbert isn't slow per se, but he does 

have trouble keeping up with speedier wide 

receivers, which could make him a target. He is 

also a very poor rush defender who makes very 

little effort to tackle rushers out of the 

backfield. Gilbert really must step up his game 

in this area as it could keep him off the field in 

the NFL. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

Justin Verrett 
@Jfeeva_2 
CB - TCU - Senior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 5’-10” 

Weight: 189 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 05/13/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.38 

Bench Press: 19 

Vertical: 39.5” 

Broad: 128” 

3 Cone: 6.69 

Shuttle: 4.00 

I'm a huge fan of Verrett. He is one of the best 

coverage cornerbacks in this draft, possibly the 

best.  

He has the skills needed to take a wide receiver 

completely out of the game. Verrett is nearly 

unshakable and never bites on a fake overly 



 

 

hard. He rarely lets a receiver get more than an 

arm's reach away. He can transition from his 

back-pedal into tracking mode with ease.  

Verrett is absolutely excellent at undercutting 

routes and gaining position. He also has no 

problem going for the tackle, an attribute not 

generally known for his position.  

There is very little to ding Verrett for in the skills 

department. He is as solid of a cornerback as 

you can find in the draft. The only thing that 

may see him fall even a little bit is that he is 

underweight. Currently, Verrett only weight 

about 175 pounds. I wouldn't call it a huge issue 

as the NFL has no problem bulking up players. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

Bradley Roby 
@BradRoby_1 
CB - Ohio State – Junior 

Top 10 

Character Concerns 

College Injury 
 Height: 5’-11” 

Weight: 194 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 05/01/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.39 

Bench Press: 17 

Vertical: 38.5” 

Broad: 124” 

3 Cone: 6.74 

Shuttle: 4.04 

Roby is one of the top cornerbacks in this class 

with a wide variety of skills that makes him 

incredibly valuable.  

Roby is able to excel in both pass coverage and 

run defense making him much more than your 

average, one-dimensional, cornerback.  

First, Roby's pass coverage skills are extremely 

good. He has little problem in man or zone 

coverage. In man, he can effectively take his 

assigned receiver out of the game and in zone 

he can close on a ball carrier incredibly quickly. 

He is also tall enough at 5'11" and has the 

vertical leaping ability (38.5") to compete for 

nearly any jump ball thrown in his direction.  

In rush defense Roby reacts very quickly and 

can regularly disrupt a play in the backfield. He 

is a very effective blitzer with an uncanny ability 

to hide his intentions. There are some very 

serious questions about Roby both on and off 

the field, however. First, he is easily fixated on 

receivers and does not play the ball at all. This 

leaves him at a big disadvantage as the receiver 

can track the ball while all Roby can do is react 

to the receiver which usually results in either a 

reception or pass interference. Second, Roby 

has suffered a knee injury in college which can 

definitely hurt a cornerback's game.  

Finally, Roby was involved in a fight at a club 

that resulted in his arrest and suspension for 

several games. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

Kyle Fuller 
@kbfuller17 
CB - Virginia Tech -Senior 

Top 10 

College Injury 
 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 201 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 02/16/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.49 

Bench Press: 12 

Vertical: 38.5” 

Broad: 128” 

3 Cone: 6.90 

Shuttle: 4.19 

Fuller is an incredible man coverage cornerback. 

He plays tightly and doesn't let his receiver get 

too far out of his reach. He stays with his 

receiver like white on rice. I can't stress enough 

just how much I like Fuller's coverage abilities.  

If a receiver does make his break before Fuller 

can react, he closes extremely well and 

minimizes the gain. Fuller isn't one of those 

cornerbacks that will skirt away from contact 

either. He gets in the mix and makes a tackle. 

Fuller uses his tackling ability to help in rush 

support and can make solo tackles on running 

backs behind the line if given the opportunity.  

Fuller could stand to add some weight as he is a 

bit thin for his height and adding weight could 

make him a much more formidable tackler. He 

also suffered a hernia that required an 

operation in his senior year so NFL teams will 

need to give him a full physical and make sure 

everything checks out. 



 

 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

Marcus Roberson 
CB - Florida – Junior 

Top 10 

Character Concerns 

College Injury Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 191 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.61 

Bench Press: 8 

Vertical: 37.5” 

Broad: 120” 

3 Cone: 6.84 

Shuttle: 4.08 

The first thing that stood out to me when 

watching Roberson play was how good he was 

in press coverage. He can sit in a receivers back 

pocket and hound them consistently.  

Roberson is able to do this with receivers, both 

big and small, with great effectiveness. He is 

also nearly as good in both off-man and zone 

coverage, consistently being a defender that 

opposing teams try to avoid.  

Roberson is able to close well on a receiver and 

can usually beat the ball to its target. He is tall 

enough to be able to fight well for jump ball 

passes and isn't easily pushed around by larger 

receivers.  

He isn't very good at defending the rush and 

doesn't really put a lot of effort into bringing 

running backs down. He will also need to 

change his coverage style as he is fairly physical 

down the field and will actively try to edge wide 

receivers out of bounds during their routes.  

Roberson has suffered several injuries in his 

college career and was arrested in 2001 and 

suspended from the team in 2013, so there are 

a fair number of red flags surrounding him. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

 

 

 

Loucheiz Purifoy 
@Lpurifoy15 
CB - Southeastern Louisiana State - Senior 

Top 10 

Character Concerns 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 190 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.61 

Bench Press: 6 

Vertical: 35.5” 

Broad: 120” 

3 Cone: 7.28 

Shuttle: 4.32 

Purifoy has all the tools and potential to be one 

of this draft's best coverage cornerbacks.  

On short to middle range routes he is like Velcro 

on whichever receiver he is assigned. In this 

area, his game is technically flawless. When 

asked, Purifoy can even blitz into the backfield 

extremely well due to another of his great 

attributes, quickness.  

Purifoy does have several issues though. The 

first is the degradation of his coverage as the 

play is extended. He seems to lose focus or 

track of the receiver if the plays runs longer 

than expected. If the play is a rush, Purifoy is 

very rarely involved in the tackle. Speaking of 

tackling, he tends to arm tackle fairly regularly 

as opposed to wrapping up and having good 

tackling form.  

Finally, Purifory was suspended for a game this 

season, rumored to be for a failed a drug test. If 

true, it's a huge issue.  

If a team could provide deep help for Purifoy 

then I think he would thrive and be incredibly 

helpful to a team. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Stan Jean-Baptiste 
@HUSKER_SJB 
CB - Nebraska - Senior 

Top 10 

Height: 6’-3” 

Weight: 200 

Age: 24 

Birthdate: 04/12/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.45 

Bench Press: 13 

Vertical: 41.5” 

Broad: 128” 

3 Cone: 6.69 

Shuttle: 4.19 

One of the best man coverage cornerbacks in 

this class, Jean-Baptiste has a ton of things 

going for him.  

Beyond the excellent man coverage skills, he is 

an imposing cornerback, standing 6'3" and 200 

pounds. That kind of frame is very rare at the 

position but has worked out well for some 

players currently in the NFL.  

Jean-Baptiste is very quick at diagnosing a play 

and closing on the ball carrier. This coupled with 

his above average tackling form, more often 

than not, results in Jean-Baptiste being right in 

the middle of the play.  

Jean-Baptiste has shown that he tends to have a 

tough time against the run, usually because he 

fails to get off of blocks effectively. He can also 

get physical downfield on pass plays which may 

result in more regular pass interference calls at 

the next level. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

Jaylen Watkins 
@jwat14 
CB - Florida – Senior 

Top 10 

Height: 5’-11” 

Weight: 194 

Age:  

Birthdate: 

40-Yard Dash: 4.41 

Bench Press: 22 

Vertical: 31.5” 

Broad: 118” 

3 Cone: 7.13 

Shuttle: 4.50 

You've heard of Sammy Watkins, but few have 

heard of his brother Jaylen. Here is your 

introduction:  

Watkins is an incredible man coverage 

cornerback. He stays extremely close to 

assigned receivers without being too grabby or 

interfering with the receiver.  

Watkins is very rarely beaten on a pass and 

would immediately improve most defenses in 

the NFL. He is a willing rush defender who will 

come up to lay a solid hit on a rusher. A big 

selling point on Watkins is his ability and 

experience, playing several positions including 

cornerback, safety and nickel defensive back.  

Watkins is a bit short and underweight for the 

NFL so he will need to, at the very least, add 

weight to his lean frame. He also needs to work 

on his tackling technique as, more often than 

not, he will try to arm tackle a ball carrier. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Ross Cockrell 
CB - Duke - Senior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 6-0” 

Weight: 190 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 12/05/89 

40-Yard Dash: 4.56 

Bench Press: 10 

Vertical: 36.5” 

Broad: 122” 

3 Cone: 7.28 

Shuttle: 4.32 

When you watch Cockrell play you almost see a 

safety playing the cornerback position.  

His play style best reminds me of Cortland 

Finnegan, a cornerback not afraid to get 

physical and not only can support in rush 

defense, but seems to enjoy it.  

Cockrell loves to get in the face of a wide 

receiver before the snap of the ball and will ride 

him all around the field until the whistle blows. 

He will come up to tackle a ball carrier if the 

play is a rush and can take the ball carrier by 

himself if needed.  

Cockrell possesses the right size to be able to 

play this physical style, measuring in at 6'0" and 

weighing 190 pounds. Despite his physicality, 



 

 

you'd like to see some better speed out of 

Cockrell. His lack of top end speed makes it 

possible that faster receivers can simply 

outpace him to get open. Additionally, he can 

be out-muscled by bigger receivers 

necessitating the need to add weight to be 

effective in the NFL. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

EJ Gaines 
@GainesTrain_31 
CB - Missouri - Senior 

 

Height: 5’-10” 

Weight: 195 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press: 15 

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

When you watch Gaines during a game, it's fun 

to see just how good he is for his size.  

Measuring in at 5'10" and 195 pounds, Gaines is 

often asked to go against players that are over 

half a foot taller than him and outweighing him 

by a good 25 pounds at least. He delivers by 

shutting them down completely or at the very 

least containing him.  

Gaines is very solid in coverage and an above 

average tackler. Also key in his success is his 

great ability to diagnosis plays and react quickly. 

I have to believe that his success will be limited 

in the NFL. The receivers he'll be forced to deal 

with are the world's best and have seen 

everything that a cornerback could throw at 

them. The only way to defend against these 

players is to be as physical as possible, 

something that a cornerback Gaines' size just 

won't be able to achieve.  

Factor in Gaines' lack of elite speed and you've 

got a player that could be relegated to a back-

up or situational role. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

Dexter McDougle 
@Blasian_Kiddd 
CB - Maryland - Senior 

College Injury 
 

Height: 5’-10” 

Weight: 196 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

I'm a big fan of McDougle's coverage skills. He is 

able to stay extremely close to his assigned 

receiver all the way through the play.  

McDougle isn't easy to shake and can change 

directions seemingly as quick as the receiver 

himself. Once the ball is thrown he undercuts 

the route quickly and is able to disrupt the pass 

and, at times, come up with the interception. 

He has really good speed and isn't easily burned 

on deep routes. In rush support McDougle does 

a decent job but doesn't avoid rushers like 

some cornerbacks can.  

McDougle isn't a very good tackler, many of his 

attempts turning into unsuccessful arm tackles. 

He also suffered a broken shoulder in his senior 

season which will need to be examined by 

interested teams. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Bashaud Breeland 
@i_shutdown17 
CB – Clemson – Junior 

College Injury 
 

Height: 5’-11” 

Weight: 197 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 01/30/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.57 

Bench Press: 11 

Vertical: 34.5” 

Broad: 123” 

3 Cone: 7.03 

Shuttle: 4.33 

In the age of tall cornerbacks, Breeland appears, 

and plays, much taller than his 5'11" listed size.  

He is an excellent man coverage defender who 

is consistently in the back pocket of his assigned 

receiver. Breeland doesn't get fooled easily with 

double moves or head fakes and matches up 

well with taller receivers. If a receiver does 



 

 

manage to catch the ball or gain separation, 

Breeland can close the gap quickly to keep any 

potential gain at a minimum.  

Breeland's run support seems half-hearted. He 

will make a move towards the ball carrier but 

doesn't make any movements at full speed. He 

also tends to get a bit "chippy" on the field and 

engages in unnecessary, tit-for-tat battles with 

players which can very easily and quickly 

escalate into fights or penalties.  

Breeland underwent groin surgery during his 

college career but appears to have fully healed. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Victor Hampton 
CB - South Carolina – Junior 

Character Concerns 
 

Height: 5’-9” 

Weight: 197 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 03/12/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.69 

Bench Press: 20 

Vertical: 33.5” 

Broad: 118” 

3 Cone: 7.01 

Shuttle: 4.20 

Hampton's bread and butter comes from his 

coverage skills. He's very good at covering 

receivers while in man coverage, hovering like 

that annoying fly that won't leave you alone 

during a hot summer day. Quite literally, 

Hampton covers receivers like he was their own 

shadow.  

Even when behind a receiver going across the 

middle, he finds ways to disrupt the pass most 

of the time. If a receiver catches the ball, 

Hampton is there to hold him to no additional 

yardage. This kind of coverage can get him in 

trouble with penalties and will see those kind of 

penalties increase in the NFL if he doesn't 

change his style of play.  

Hampton is also almost deathly allergic to rush 

support. He pauses when he sees a rush 

developing and tends to let other defenders 

make the stop. His tackling technique is poor as 

well, many times executing arm tackles that 

don't often succeed.  

Finally, Hampton was in trouble early in his 

college career but appears to have turned 

himself around by all accounts. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Keith McGill 
@SpotliteUno 
CB - Utah – Senior 

 

Height: 6'-3" 

Weight: 211 

Age: 25 

Birthdate: 03/09/89 

40-Yard Dash: 4.51 

Bench Press: 12 

Vertical: 39” 

Broad: 129” 

3 Cone: 6.90 

Shuttle: 4.13 

Huge defensive backs seem to be all the rage 

since Seattle stocked up a few years back. Keith 

McGill is looking to cash in on that trend. 

Standing 6'3", he certainly presents an 

interesting prospect in a league where receivers 

are now regularly 6'4" and taller.  

McGill's usefulness is rather limited in my 

opinion. He isn't great in any aspect of 

cornerback play. His coverage skills in man and 

zone coverage are average at best and trend 

towards below average. He gives way too much 

space to receivers in man and, in zone, he 

appears confused.  

McGill is fairly easily blocked, even by smaller 

receivers. He doesn't seem to be able to shed 

blockers with any degree of effectiveness. He 

could be employed in situational red zone 

defenses where he is assigned to match-up with 

taller red zone threats in an attempt to 

neutralize their size advantage. Beyond that 

McGill would be a liability in regular use by a 

team. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

 

 

 



 

 

Pierre Desir 
@pierre_desir 
CB - Lindenwood –Senior 

Fantasy Bargain 

Small School 
 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 198 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 09/08/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.52 

Bench Press: 11 

Vertical: 38” 

Broad: 133” 

3 Cone: 6.86 

Shuttle: 4.30 

Small school prospects can shine at the 

cornerback position if they have above average 

skills, as is the case with Desir.  

Desir is very good at man coverage, often 

shutting down wide receivers he is assigned to. 

He is very good at jumping routes and 

undercutting the receiver. Desir is not easily 

fooled and very rarely bites on double moves or 

head fakes, instead waiting until a receiver 

commits to a break and then using his speed to 

close the space that develops.  

In rush support, Desir isn't very effective. He 

often tries to guide rushers out of bounds 

instead of making contact. Desir also needs to 

get his head around more quickly as he will still 

be moving downfield many times with his 

assigned receiver while a productive rush is 

occurring behind him. 

Desir, very likely, could sneak into the later 

rounds of the draft and given a bit of coaching 

help, he may even be able to see some 

significant playing time. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Marcus Williams 
CB - South Dakota State – Senior 

Small School 
 

Height: 5’-11” 

Weight: 196 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 03/24/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.57 

Bench Press: 15 

Vertical: 35” 

Broad: 117” 

3 Cone: 7.18 

Shuttle: 4.27 

I love seeing a small school prospect stand out 

and get noticed for his hard play on the field. 

Marcus Williams is one of those players.  

He is a hard hitter and a solid tackler who will 

wrap up ball carriers on first contact, something 

you rarely see from the cornerback position. 

Williams is tough in man coverage and rarely 

lets the receiver get more than a yard out of his 

reach. He also has excellent hands and has 

accumulated many interceptions during his 

college career.  

When you factor in the additional value he 

brings as a kick returner, you've got a great late 

round value for an NFL team. Williams will bite 

on double moves in an effort to jump a route 

and tends to get a bit too physical in coverage 

which will draw pass interference penalties in 

the NFL. That being said he would make a great 

depth pick for a cornerback needy team and will 

come at a great value. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Andre Hal 
CB - Vanderbilt – Senior  

Height: 5’-10” 

Weight: 185 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 05/30/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.50 

Bench Press: 15 

Vertical: 35.5” 

Broad: 119” 

3 Cone: 7.14 

Shuttle: 4.27 

Whew! I love, LOVE to see a cornerback who 

loves to hit and that's one of the first things you 

notice about Hal.  

Unlikely most cornerbacks, he doesn't appear to 

be a diva who is afraid of contact. Instead, he 

will put effective, crisp, hits on ball carriers and 

will stick his nose in the middle of a play.  

Hal has good speed as well. Many times I felt as 

if I was watching plays at an increased speed 

due to his quickness. He is very good at keeping 

his eye on the ball and reacts instantaneously, 

either breaking off pass coverage to attack a 

rusher or to change focus on receivers if a pass 

is going to another receiver.  

Hal is fairly undersized, measuring in at 5'10" 

and 185 pounds which will make it very hard for 



 

 

him to be a starter in the NFL. Where I think Hal 

may be able to fit in is at a nickel cornerback 

position, which would limit his exposure to 

bigger wide receivers, allowing him to quickly 

react against receivers more his size.  

This will limit his upside in the draft but he can 

play in the NFL in this kind of position. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Aaron Colvin 
@AColvin14 
CB - Oklahoma – Senior 

College Injury 
 

Height: 5’-11” 

Weight: 177 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 10/02/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.51 

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Colvin has very good ball hawking skills, maybe 

some of the best in this class.  

He does a very good job of undercutting routes 

and disrupting passes. Colvin does this by 

keeping close to his assigned receiver. He then 

does a very good job of reacting to movements, 

even if ever so slight.  

However, Colvin had terrible luck in the off 

season, tearing his ACL at the Senior Bowl. This 

injury, however unfair, is going to significantly 

impact his draft stock. Many teams are going to 

pass, due to desire for immediate impact from 

players they draft. Some team will take a 

chance on Colvin though and will get a very 

solid value in return.  

A couple of things Colvin will need to work on 

are the fact that he watches the receiver he's 

defending a bit too closely and tends not to 

look behind him for an incoming pass or rush 

that could be coming from behind. Also, prior to 

the ACL tear, Colvin lacked elite speed. He has 

been able to mask this by playing the receiver 

closely and watching every movement, but in 

the NFL, this will likely be exploited.  

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Rashaad Reynolds 
@Double_R16 
CB - Oregon State – Senior 

 

Height: 5’-10” 

Weight: 189 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 02/02/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.51 

Bench Press: 20 

Vertical: 38.5” 

Broad: 123” 

3 Cone: 6.72 

Shuttle: 4.00 

Reynolds has a lot of skills but I can't help but 

believe he's going to tumble in the draft due to 

his physical attributes.  

First, he is great at transitioning from a 

backpedal and running with receivers down the 

field. Second, Reynolds is very good at closing 

on the ball or receiver the second the ball is 

released from the quarterbacks hands. He is 

able to undercut routes effectively and has 

been able to perfect it in his senior season to 

the tune of six interceptions, more than 

doubling the amount he had for the rest of his 

college career.  

Reynolds isn't afraid of contact either, coming 

up to make contact and wrapping up ball 

carriers in rush defense. The only thing 

Reynolds needs to work on is to cut down on his 

physicality in pass coverage. If he keeps up the 

style he has developed in college then he is 

likely to draw pass interference calls in the NFL.  

As I mentioned at the beginning of this 

evaluation, Reynolds already is going to face an 

uphill challenge getting much traction with an 

NFL team. The reason for this is because he only 

measures in at 5'10" and will be vulnerable to 

much taller receivers.  

The only hope Reynolds has to make it in the 

NFL is as a slot cornerback which would fit 

better with his physical attributes. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 



 

 

Walt Aikens 
@Allstar_AIK 
CB - Liberty – Senior 

Character Concerns 

Small School 
 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 203 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.49 

Bench Press: 13 

Vertical: 35” 

Broad: 118” 

3 Cone: 7.12 

Shuttle: 4.42 

Like any other small school prospect, Aikens 

needs to really stand out in order to get noticed 

by NFL teams. For better or worse he has done 

just that.  

On the field Aikens, displays solid rush support 

skills as long as the wide receiver works to try to 

block him and makes the play obvious. The 

distinction here is important because if the 

receiver acts as if it is a pass, Aikens will bite 

and follow him down the field and won't turn 

his head to see the play behind him. When in 

pass protection, Aikens presses well at the line 

and closes quickly on any ball to his assigned 

receiver.  

Aikens is a solid hitter who can punish a ball 

carrier when he makes contact. On the down 

side, Aikens was arrested for theft during his 

time at Liberty. For a small school prospect you 

can never give the NFL a reason to pass you 

over and, unfortunately, Aikens did just that.  

On the field, Aikens needs to work on getting 

his head turned as he tracks a receiver. Failing 

to do so allows him to be taken out of plays. 

Aikens also lacks elite speed and can be burned 

by faster receivers going deep which is worrying 

at the next level, where every player is fast.. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 
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Safeties 

HaHa Clinton-Dix 
@haha_cd6 
S - Alabama – Junior 

Top 10 

Character Concerns 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 208 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 12/21/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.58 

Bench Press: 11 

Vertical: 33” 

Broad: 119” 

3 Cone: 7.16 

Shuttle: 4.16 

Clinton-Dix has the kind of speed NFL teams 

look for in a safety. He is easily able to cover 

sideline to sideline, saving the bacon of his 

cornerbacks many times during the season. He 

can also very quickly assess plays and react 

accordingly.  

In the case of a pass he watches the 

quarterback's eyes very well and is able to get a 

jump on the ball before it leaves the 

quarterback's hands. In the case of a run he 

reacts immediately and many times is able to 

meet the running back before he crosses the 

line of scrimmage.  

It's easy to tell that Clinton-Dix studies his 

opponent before taking the field as he 

obviously knows what to do very quickly after 

the snap of the ball. He is also a very good 

tackler and does a great job of wrapping up the 

ball carrier.  

Clinton-Dix did get suspended for accepting a 

$500 dollar loan from an assistant coach. The 

reason for the loan was that Clinton-Dix' car 

was vandalized and he needed to have it 

repaired. Nonetheless, the loan was a clear and 

obvious break of NCAA rules -rules that Clinton-

Dix was fully aware of. 

Estimated Round: 1-2 

 

 

Calvin Pryor 
@CP3_850 
S - Louisville - Junior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 5’-11” 

Weight: 207 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 07/02/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.58 

Bench Press: 18 

Vertical: 34.5” 

Broad: 116” 

3 Cone: 6.98 

Shuttle: 4.30 

If you are looking for a big hitter at safety then 

look no further. 

Before I start analyzing Pryor, let me say that I 

could imagine him replacing Troy Polamalu in a 

couple of years in Pittsburgh and would 

transition seamlessly. That should give you a 

good idea as to how Pryor plays. He is a 

ferocious hitter who can devastate a ball 

carrier.  

Pryor plays with little regard for his body. It 

seems his main object is to inflict pain on 

offensive players. He will barrel ahead at full 

speed and impact a ball carrier in an attempt to 

jar the ball loose or, at the very least, take him 

off his feet. Pryor can also blitz very well and 

disrupts the quarterback nearly every time he 

shoots into the backfield.  

Due to his aggressiveness Pryor routinely misses 

tackles. This can be attributed in full to his 

hitting style. Pryor seems unconcerned with 

wrapping up, almost as if an afterthought. He 

clearly wants the highlight reel hits or to cause 

turnovers, that's his style of play.  

Pryor's speed doesn't appear to be elite. In pass 

coverage he appears to have trouble getting 

sideline to sideline and teams may take 

advantage of this at the next level. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

 



 

 

Jimmy Ward 
@ward_jimmie 
S - Northern Illinois - Senior 

Top 10 

Height: 5’-11” 

Weight: 193 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 07/18/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.47 

Bench Press: 9 

Vertical: 38” 

Broad: 125” 

3 Cone: 6.89 

Shuttle: 4.24 

In a game where positions are being redefined 

almost on a daily basis, Ward may be the 

perfect player at the perfect time for the NFL.  

He is an excellent coverage defensive back. He 

could very may end up one of the top in the NFL 

in this regard. Ward is a big time hitter and will 

seek and destroy targets with the best hitters in 

this class. 

He is able to diagnosis plays very quickly and 

effectively, putting himself in a position to make 

plays on nearly every down. Ward is a bit short 

so he may have problems in jump ball 

situations. He may be more effective as a strong 

safety or nickel cornerback in the NFL where 

height usually isn't such a deciding factor. He 

also fails to wrap up when tackling, instead 

looking for a big hit. Ward does this fairly often 

which will allow the elite athletes of the NFL 

bounce off and continue gaining yards if they 

aren't pulled to the ground. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

Lamarcus Joyner 
@LJoyner20 
S - Georgia – Senior 

Top 10 

Height: 5’-8” 

Weight: 184 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 11/27/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.55 

Bench Press: 14 

Vertical: 37.5” 

Broad: 124” 

3 Cone: 7.26 

Shuttle: 4.40 

There is a lot of like about Joyner and NFL 

teams will certainly agree. Joyner has very few 

flaws in his game and will make a great strong 

safety for a team.  

He is a very quick defender who can get himself 

in the middle of almost any play. Joyner is a 

superb zone pass defender and flows very well 

to the ball due to his ability to read the body 

language and eyes of the quarterback. His 

major negative coming into the draft is 

something that cannot be helped. Joyner stands 

only 5'8" which, even by defensive back 

standards, is incredibly short.  

This will allow receivers to out-jump him and 

high point the ball fairly easily over him. Joyner 

also isn't a very technical tackler, instead 

preferring to try to get highlight reel hits. His 

refusal to wrap ball carriers up, at times, allows 

greater gains then they should be. 

Estimated Round: 2-3 

Dion Bailey 
@dbailey_18 
S - USC - Junior 

Top 10 

Fantasy Bargain 
 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 201 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 03/02/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.66 

Bench Press: 14 

Vertical: 34” 

Broad: 114” 

3 Cone: 6.97 

Shuttle: 4.15 

There has been a lot of talk about "movable 

chess pieces" in the NFL as of late. Nearly all of 

this talk has centered around offensive players 

and how they can be used in a variety of 

positions and situations to take advantage of 

their athleticism.  

Very little has been said about "defensive 

movable chess pieces". Despite that fact, Bailey 

definitely fits into that definition. While 

watching USC's defense on the field you could 

see Bailey play three different positions in three 

consecutive downs. On one play he would line 

up as an outside linebacker, on the next as a 

traditional safety and on the third as a 

cornerback, excelling in each.  

Bailey has the size to help in run support but 

also has the speed and technique to be a good 

coverage back. In each of these positions he has 



 

 

enough speed to put himself in the middle of a 

play. Bailey's tackling is sufficient to get him on 

the field fairly quickly but it is definitely a skill 

he needs to hone..  

In the age of huge, dominating tight ends, 

Bailey could find himself as a new kind of 

player, designed to help neutralize the threat 

they present through increased size, great 

coverage skills and the speed and physicality 

needed to contain them. If he is used in the 

same why that USC has used him, then Bailey 

could be a great value both in the NFL and in 

IDP fantasy leagues. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Ed Reynolds 
@ed_reynolds29 
S - Stanford – Junior 

Top 10 

Fantasy Bargain 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 207 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 10/18/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.57 

Bench Press: 15 

Vertical: 32.5” 

Broad: 117” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Reynolds is a complete safety that can step in 

and start in the NFL on the first day.  

He shadows quarterbacks very well and places 

himself exactly where he needs to be. Once the 

ball leaves the quarterback's hands, whether 

through a pass or hand-off, Reynolds reads 

plays well and flows directly to the ball.  

He is great in coverage and doesn't let his 

receiver get too far out of his reach while in 

man and monitors his zone very well when in 

zone coverage. Reynolds has nice speed and can 

get anywhere on the field in an instant, making 

him a great asset to defense open to taking 

some risks. He is very willing to stick his nose in 

the middle of a play and make contact as 

opposed to waiting for help. 

Reynolds has very good tackling technique and 

can take down a ball carrier alone if needed. 

The only downside to Reynold is that he will get 

excited to make a play and will over-commit at 

times, passing right by a ball carrier. If he can 

keep his emotions under control and play 

smartly then he will be a steal for a team. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Isaiah Lewis 
@showtimezo9 
S - Michigan State - Senior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 5’-10” 

Weight: 211 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 10/30/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.60 

Bench Press: 15 

Vertical: 36.5” 

Broad: 122” 

3 Cone: 6.87 

Shuttle: 4.28 

It's pretty rare in this class to find a safety that 

hits big and wraps up. There are plenty that can 

lay some devastating hits and there are a good 

number of others who have the traditional 

tackling technique down and wrap the ball 

carrier up. Lewis is rare because he does both of 

these things very well, he'll lay hard hits but will 

wrap up the ball carrier and take them to the 

ground. He is very good at recognizing plays 

quickly and responding accordingly. Once Lewis 

recognizes a rush it's as if he's a kid in a candy 

store, he flies up to lay a hit on the rusher and 

seems to get joy in doing so. Lewis is an 

excellent rush defender, almost acting as quick 

as a linebacker in some cases. The angles he 

takes to the ball carrier are always spot on and 

very direct as well.  

Lewis is a bit of a liability in the passing game 

and it's clear this is the weaker part of his game. 

He doesn't have amazing speed and can get 

beat deep by fast receivers in one-on-one 

situations. Lewis is also a bit short, measuring in 

at only 5'10" so whatever team takes him will 

need to be careful not to have him out on an 

island with a tall receiver as he will get eaten 

alive. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

 



 

 

Tre Boston 
@TreBos10 
S - North Carolina - Senior 

Top 10 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 204 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 06/25/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.59 

Bench Press: 18 

Vertical: 35” 

Broad: 116” 

3 Cone: 7.04 

Shuttle: 4.31 

Usually when you evaluate a free safety, you 

expect a player who is better in coverage than 

rush defense and isn't usually player who does a 

lot of tackling.  

Boston isn't that standard free safety. In fact, he 

is well rounded and has no problem defending 

the rush. He moves quickly to fill holes and 

close on a ball carrier with plenty of speed. 

Speaking of speed, Boston is very fast and can 

move anywhere on the field quickly.  

Boston measures in at 6'1" so he has great 

height for the position but he only weighs 200 

pounds, underweight for the positioin. He will 

need to add mass, otherwise he is going to have 

a hard time taking down bigger players in the 

NFL.  

Boston tends to dive for players' feet or legs 

rather than wrapping up which can make for 

missed opportunities if a player is able to keep 

their balance. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Terrence Brooks 
@_Showtime31 
S - Florida State – Senior 

Top 10 
 

Height: 5’-11” 

Weight: 198 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 03/02/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.42 

Bench Press: 10 

Vertical: 38” 

Broad: 119” 

3 Cone: 7.35 

Shuttle:  

Brooks is really fun to watch, something that 

you don't normally say about a safety. He plays 

the position with such heart and desire you 

have to admire what he does.  

Brooks has nice speed and is fully capable of 

playing center field in the NFL and making the 

plays. He is also able to quickly identify plays 

and will have his nose in the middle of most 

stops by the defense. Brooks is also very 

physical, laying big hits with regularity and 

having no fear of going heads up with bigger 

players. This, however, is part of his problem as 

he doesn't usually wrap up the ball carrier, 

instead being supremely confident if his hitting 

ability.  

Brooks is also a bit undersized as a free safety 

and might actually make for a better strong 

safety based on his skill set. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Craig Loston 
@Mr_Poppa_6 
S - LSU  – Senior 

Top 10 

College Injury 
 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 217 

Age: 24 

Birthdate: 12/21/89 

40-Yard Dash: 4.65 

Bench Press: 12 

Vertical: 32.5" 

Broad: 119" 

3 Cone: 7.15 

Shuttle: 4.35 

If you're an offensive player, you had better be 

fully aware of where Loston is on the field at all 

times. If you're not and have the ball in your 

hands, you risk being laid out in a big way. 

Loston is a big time hitter and can flat out hurt 

people. He will lay a hit on a ball carrier while at 

full speed and doesn't slow before contact like 

some defenders.  

Loston is very instinctual and always seems to 

have a good feeling as to where the ball is 

going. He also has very good play recognition 

and reacts accordingly. It's clear that Loston 

does his homework as you can see him many 

times positioning himself based upon the 

formation and/or motion prior to the snap.  

Loston is also very good at shedding blockers en 

route to making a play, rarely staying blocked 

for long. He has shown the ability to recognize 

the rush and react to it but those attributes are 



 

 

sporadic. Loston's Achilles heel is his tackling 

technique as he very rarely wraps-up and has 

cost his team at times, the ball carrier 

continuing moving downfield after initial 

contact.  

He has also suffered several injuries in college 

which has drawn him the label of being injury-

prone. 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Antone Exum 
@iamswag1 

S - Virginia Tech – Senior 

 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 213 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 02/27/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.13 

Bench Press: 17 

Vertical: 35” 

Broad: 119” 

3 Cone: 7.01 

Shuttle: 4.13 

Exum will be a starting defensive back in the 

NFL, of this I am certain. He has a lot of skills 

but is going to need to work on a few aspects of 

his game to get his shot.  

Exum is well built and isn't easily pushed 

around. He is perhaps the best in the draft at 

closing space and routinely is able to break up 

passes when the wide receiver has a good three 

to four steps on him. Exum is able to play any 

position in the secondary which will allow him 

to get on the field very quickly.  

The two things I'd like to see him clean up are 

his physicality down the field during a pass. If he 

continues this style of play in the NFL he's going 

to draw a lot of pass interference penalties. The 

second issue is that he is not very strong in rush 

support. Many times he will half-heartedly 

attempt a tackle but you can tell his heart just 

isn't in it.  

Exum is a solid prospect and very well could be 

gone by Day Two 

Estimated Round: 3-4 

Deone Bucannon 
@DeoneBucannon20 
S - Washington State - Senior 

 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 211 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 08/30/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.49 

Bench Press: 19 

Vertical: 36.5” 

Broad: 125” 

3 Cone: 6.96 

Shuttle: 4.26 

With a certain large NFL safety causing havoc 

and turning heads in the Northwest, Bucannon 

may just draw some extra attention as he too 

hails out of the Northwest and has a very nice 

build.  

The NFL safety I'm talking about is, of course, 

Cam Chancellor and Bucannon himself 

acknowledges the similarity and is very happy 

with the comparison. Bucannon measures in at 

6'1" and weighs 215 pounds. While these 

measurements are a little smaller than 

Chancellor, Bucannon shares several attributes 

with Chancellor. First, he has very nice speed 

and can close on a ball carrier very quickly. 

Bucannon is also a fairly good coverage safety 

with ball hawking ability. He can effectively read 

a quarterback's eyes, anticipate routes and 

ultimately jump those routes to make a play.  

However, in run support Bucannon has serious 

issues. He routinely takes bad angles on rush 

plays and seems to consistently miss tackles. He 

also seems to have a tough time reading rush 

plays or, at the very least, reacting quickly to 

those plays. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

Nat Berhe 
@NatBerhe 
S - San Diego State - Senior 

 

Height: 5’-10” 

Weight: 193 

Age: 22 

Birthdate: 07/06/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.71 

Bench Press: 15 

Vertical: 35.5” 

Broad: 117” 

3 Cone: 7.08 

Shuttle: 4.22 

Berhe is going to be a great value for a team, 

mark it down. He has a natural ability to play 



 

 

the position and a nose for the ball. Berhe 

tracks the ball incredibly well and is excellent 

and positioning himself to always be able to 

make a play on the ball carrier.  

A big part of this is his quick recognition of plays 

before they can develop, flying to the rusher if 

it's a rush play and positioning himself to 

provide good pass coverage if he sees the 

quarterback drop back for a pass. Berhe's 

success is also attributable to the fact that he 

shuns the big hits that some safeties seek out, 

instead opting for the solid tackle and stop.  

How he could improve that attribute would be 

by attempting to tackle a bit lower than he 

currently tends to. He tends to go a bit high, 

hitting and wrapping up above the waste. Doing 

so can allow stronger players to shake him off 

and continue the play.  

Berhe is a bit short to play safety as well, 

coming in at only 5'10". I don't hold this against 

him too much, as I might other players because 

Berhe's style of play seems to negate his height 

issues well enough. 

Estimated Round: 4-5 

Vinnie Sunseri 
@vsunseri3 
S - Alabama - Junior 

Fantasy Bargain 

College Injury 
 

Height: 5’-11” 

Weight: 210 

Age: 20 

Birthdate: 09/27/93 

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press: 18 

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

After tearing an ACL early in his junior year, 

many expected Sunseri to return to Alabama for 

his senior season and to attempt to improve his 

draft stock through a full season. Instead, 

Sunseri chose to enter the NFL Draft and take 

his chances that his body of work speaks for 

itself.  

Lucky for him, the majority of his film is 

generally favorable. Sunseri is excellent at 

diagnosing plays both before and immediately 

following the snap. In doing so he puts himself 

in excellent positions many times to make a 

play. Once he fully diagnoses a play he flies to 

the ball and is able to make big hits while 

wrapping up. Sunseri will get overly excited to 

make a play and will, at times, take bad angles 

in an attempt to make it.  

He also lacks top end speed so he isn't a sideline 

to sideline asset, the play must not be too far 

away from him if he is to help in stopping it. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Kenny Ladler 
@kennyladlo 
S - Vanderbilt – Senior 

Fantasy Bargain 
 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 207 

Age: 21 

Birthdate: 06/23/92 

40-Yard Dash: 4.70 

Bench Press: 24 

Vertical: 36.5” 

Broad: 127” 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

Let me start off by saying I'm a really big fan of 

Ladler. He's going to be a great value pick for a 

team and will very likely have a very productive 

career once he gets a chance to start.  

Ladler has excellent ball hawking skills and 

seems to position himself very well to make 

plays on the ball fairly often. He reads the 

quarterback's eyes and body very effectively 

and moves to the area where the quarterback 

seems interested. Ladler comes up to meet the 

ball carrier very quickly and isn't afraid to make 

contact.  

However, he really needs to work on his 

tackling technique as all too often he will dive at 

a ball carriers feet rather than hitting in the 

mid-section and wrapping up the ball carrier. 

Ladler usually has a tough time diagnosing plays 

as he automatically assumes all plays are 

passes. If a position coach can break this habit 

he, could be something special. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 



 

 

Sean Parker 
@AllHailSpeezy1 
S - Washington - Senior 

 

Height: 5’-10” 

Weight: 193 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.79 

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

When I do my assessments of players, I like to 

run their name through Google to get their 

Combine measureables and to see if they have 

had any run-ins with the law.  

When you search for Sean Parker it's incredibly 

hard to find much on him because he shares a 

name with the creator of Napster. In my 

frustration I came up with the perfect nickname 

for Parker, "The Downloader." Corny? Sure, but 

it kind of fits as Parker is a big time hitter who 

unload on ball carriers and puts them down.  

He has great speed and flies to the ball, 

seeming to be all over the field on every play. 

Parker has great ball hawking skills and reads 

the receiver and quarterback to put himself in 

position to make interceptions. He does, 

however, need to work on wrapping up when 

he makes tackles as simply laying big hits in the 

NFL doesn't always get the job done. 

Parker is also a bit undersized for the position 

and might get passed over by some teams due 

to this. 

Estimated Round: 5-6 

Dontae Johnson 
S - North Carolina State - Senior  

Height: 6’-2” 

Weight: 200 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash: 4.45 

Bench Press: 12 

Vertical: 38.5" 

Broad: 124" 

3 Cone: 6.82 

Shuttle: 4.24 

Johnson is a very talented athlete who has 

proven the ability to play multiple positions 

during his time in college. If you were ever to 

label a player a "jack of all trades" then it would 

certainly be Johnson.  

Johnson has played cornerback a couple years 

at North Carolina State before he tried his hand 

at free safety. Once he did, however, he was a 

natural at the position. He is great in coverage, 

never letting a receiver get too far from his side, 

likely drawing on his experience as a 

cornerback.  

Johnson is a great tackler who will wrap up and 

put his shoulder into a ball carrier as opposed to 

what many cornerbacks, and converted 

cornerbacks, do, which is dive at a ball carrier's 

feet or try to arm tackle him. He's going to need 

to work on how grabby he gets in coverage 

though as that kind of player won't be tolerated 

at the next level.  

His speed isn't elite so he could be exploited by 

faster receivers down the middle. 

Estimated Round: 6-7 

Ty Zimmerman 
S - Kansas - Senior 

College Injury 

Height: 6’-1” 

Weight: 202 

Age:  

Birthdate:  

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

You can tell Zimmerman is a student of the 

game. He does an excellent job diagnosing 

plays, even before the snap and positions 

himself correctly in order to make a play. Even if 

he isn't able to determine what's going on 

before the ball is snapped he figures it out 

almost instantaneously after the snap and flies 

to the ball. This style of play has allowed 

Zimmerman to accumulate 13 interceptions 

during his college career which is incredibly 

impressive by any measure.  

He has had to rely on his instincts heavily due to 

his lack of speed. Zimmerman has problems 

keeping up with speedy receivers and is 



 

 

susceptible to being beat on deep passes. He 

has also suffered several injuries during his 

college career including a torn labrum this 

season which required surgery to repair. He's 

likely going to make a roster but he might have 

to do it as an undrafted free agent. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Ahmad Dixon 
@MrBU_5ix 
S - Baylor - Senior 

Character Concerns 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 212 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 09/05/91 

40-Yard Dash: 4.48 

Bench Press: 14 

Vertical: 34" 

Broad: 111" 

3 Cone: 7.28 

Shuttle: 4.39 

Mark my words, Dixon is going to be one of 

those prospects that goes lower than what 

many expect. My reason for this is that when I 

was taking my notes, the negatives far 

outnumbered the positives I could list.  

Dixon is very good at run support, moving up to 

make a play with good regularity. He is also 

solid in zone coverage, making plays on most 

balls that come into his zone. He is also a very 

hard hitter, making crushing impact nearly 

every time he makes contact. The flip side to 

this, however, is that when he makes contact, 

he very rarely wraps up. He expects the ball 

carrier will go down due to his hit, which isn't 

always the case. A result of going for the big hit 

is that many times he will take a bad angle 

because he lowers his head and completely 

whiffs on the ball carrier.  

While Dixon is good in zone coverage, he is 

relatively poor in man coverage because he is 

way too hesitant to commit to a move. I 

understand being worried that you might be 

biting on a double move but not biting on 

anything means that the receiver will very likely 

make a catch.  

Finally, he was arrested for assault while at 

Baylor which always raises red flags. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Nickoe Whitley 
S - Mississippi State - Senior 

College Injury 
 

Height: 6’-0” 

Weight: 205 

Age: 23 

Birthdate: 10/02/90 

40-Yard Dash:  

Bench Press:  

Vertical:  

Broad:  

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

While Whitley has the ideal size and build to 

play safety in the NFL, he lacks major attributes 

that are required in order to suggest success at 

the next level.  

First, he is just way too apprehensive on most 

plays, waiting for the play to come to him as 

opposed to attacking the play and move 

forward to meet it on his terms. Second, when 

he does make a tackle it is far from ideal in 

terms of form. He will tackle overly high or low, 

rarely putting his shoulder into a ball carriers 

midsection and doesn't wrap up when making a 

hit. This has a allowed ball carriers to shed his 

attempts and continue moving. 

Whitley has also suffered several major injuries 

in college including a torn ACL, ruptured Achilles 

which are huge question marks given that both 

have happened even before starting a career in 

the NFL. 

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

Jemea Thomas 
S - Georgia Tech - Senior  

Height: 5’-9” 

Weight: 192 

Age: 24 

Birthdate: 04/07/90 

40-Yard Dash: 4.55 

Bench Press: 19 

Vertical: 37" 

Broad: 125" 

3 Cone:  

Shuttle:  

This draft is filled with its share of big hitting 

safeties and Thomas has certainly earned his 

place among them with the devastating hits 

that he dishes out to his opponents regularly.  

Thomas has a thick, solid build that allows him 

to deliver these kind of hits and withstand the 



 

 

punishment needed to play the position. His 

height is a bit of an issue as he only measures in 

at 5'9", likely too small for an NFL safety. 

Nonetheless, Thomas is good in man coverage, 

especially when he plays in press coverage. He 

tends to lose that attribute the deeper a 

receiver goes as he lacks high end speed to 

keep up with elite receivers. This will further 

limit the playing time he sees in the NFL but I 

could see a team adding Thomas to their roster 

for the sole purpose of converting him to a slot 

cornerback and defending against receivers 

more in line with his physical build and speed.  

Estimated Round: 7-UDFA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prospect Big Board  

 

 

  



 

 

Prospect Big Board 

 

1. Sammy Watkins - WR - Clemson - Junior 

2. Mike Evans - WR - Texas A&M - Sophomore 

3. Eric Ebron - TE - North Carolina - Junior 

4. Marqise Lee - WR - USC - Junior 

5. Brandin Cooks - WR - Oregon State - Junior 

6. Jordan Matthews - WR - Vanderbilt - Senior 

7. Odell Beckham Jr. - WR - LSU - Junior 

8. Ka'Deem Carey - RB - Arizona - Junior 

9. Austin Seferian-Jenkins - TE - Washington - Junior 

10. Carlos Hyde - RB - Ohio State - Senior 

11. Charles Sims - RB - West Virginia - Senior 

12. Isaiah Crowell - RB - Alabama State - Junior 

13. Jadeveon Clowney - DE - South Carolina - Junior 

14. Lache Seastrunk - RB - Baylor - Junior 

15. Tre Mason - RB - Auburn - Junior 

16. Bishop Sankey - RB - Washington - Junior 

17. Kelvin Benjamin - WR - Florida State - Sophmore 

18. Allen Robinson - WR - Penn State - Junior 

19. Troy Niklas - TE - Notre Dame - Junior 

20. Jace Amaro - TE - Texas Tech - Junior 

21. Blake Bortles - QB - UCF - Junior 

22. Johnny Manziel - QB - Texas A&M - Sophomore 

23. Donte Moncrief - WR - Ole Miss - Junior 

24. Devonta Freeman - RB - Florida State - Junior 

25. Khalil Mack - OLB - Buffalo - Senior 

26. CJ Mosley - ILB/MLB - Alabama - Senior 

27. Derek Carr - QB - Fresno State - Senior 

28. Teddy Bridgewater - QB - Louisville - Junior 

29. Xavier Grimble - TE - USC - Junior 

30. CJ Fiedorowicz - TE - Iowa - Senior 

31. Jimmy Garoppolo - QB - Eastern Illinois - Senior 

32. Storm Johnson - RB - UCF - Junior 

33. Robert Herron - WR - Wyoming - Senior 

34. Martavis Bryant - WR - Clemson - Junior 

35. De’Anthony Thomas - RB - Oregon - Junior 

36. Terrance West - RB - Towson - Junior 

37. Tom Savage - QB - Pittsburgh - Senior 

38. Kyle Van Noy - OLB - BYU - Senior 

39. HaHa Clinton-Dix - S - Alabama - Junior 

40. Shayne Skov - ILB/MLB - Stanford - Senior 

41. Anthony Barr - OLB - UCLA - Senior 

42. Ryan Shazier - OLB - Ohio State - Junior 

43. Jake Murphy - TE - Utah - Junior 

44. Calvin Pryor - S - Louisville - Junior 



 

 

45. Scott Crichton - DE - Oregon State - Junior 

46. James Wilder Jr. - RB - Florida State - Junior 

47. Jimmie Ward - S - Northern Illinois - Senior 

48. Kony Ealy - DE - Missouri - Junior 

49. Max Bullough - ILB/MLB - Michigan State - Senior 

50. Lamarcus Joyner - S - Florida State - Senior 

51. Louis Nix III - DT - Notre Dame - Senior 

52. TJ Jones - WR - Notre Dame - Senior 

53. Henry Josey - RB - Missouri - Junior 

54. Dee Ford - DE - Auburn - Senior 

55. Jarvis Landry - WR - LSU - Junior 

56. Michael Campanaro - WR - Wake Forest - Senior 

57. Dion Bailey - S - USC - Junior 

58. Arthur Lynch - TE - Georgia - Senior 

59. Richard Rodgers - TE - California - Junior 

60. Aaron Lynch - DE - South Florida - Sophomore 

61. Chris Borland - ILB/MLB - Wisconsin - Senior 

62. Ed Reynolds - S - Stanford - Junior 

63. Silas Redd - RB - USC - Senior 

64. Trent Murphy - DE - Stanford - Senior 

65. Mike Davis - WR - Texas - Senior 

66. Jared Abbrederis - WR - Wisconsin - Senior 

67. Yawin Smallwood - ILB/MLB - Connecticut - Junior 

68. Davante Adams - WR - Fresno State - Sophomore 

69. Brandon Coleman - WR - Rutgers - Senior 

70. Dri Archer - RB - Kent State - Senior 

71. Brett Smith - QB - Wyoming - Junior 

72. Isaiah Lewis - S - Michigan State - Senior 

73. Telvin Smith - OLB - Florida State - Senior 

74. Brent Urban - DE - Virginia - Senior 

75. David Fales - QB - San Jose State - Senior 

76. Stephon Tuitt - DE - Notre Dame - Junior 

77. Ben Gardner - DE - Stanford - Senior 

78. Aaron Murray - QB - Georgia - Senior 

79. Zach Mettenberger - QB - Louisiana State University - Senior 

80. Taylor Hart - DE - Oregon - Senior 

81. Demarcus Lawrence - DE - Boise State - Junior 

82. Jeremiah Attaochu - OLB - Georgia Tech - Senior 

83. Tre Boston - S - North Carolina - Senior 

84. Alex Bayer - TE - Bowling Green - Senior 

85. Kevin Norwood - WR - Alabama - Senior 

86. Ted Bolser - TE - Indiana - Senior 

87. Noel Grigsby - WR - San Jose State - Senior 

88. Colt Lyerla - TE - Oregon - Junior 

89. Cody Latimer - WR - Indiana - Junior 

90. Joe Don Duncan - TE - Dixie State - Senior 

91. Terrence Brooks - S - Florida State - Senior 

92. L’Damian Washington - WR - Missouri - Senior 



 

 

93. Darqueze Dennard - CB - Michigan State - Senior 

94. Marion Grice - RB - Arizona State - Senior 

95. Craig Loston - S - LSU - Senior 

96. Justin Gilbert - CB - Oklahoma State - Senior 

97. Jason Verrett - CB - TCU - Senior 

98. James Gayle - DE - Virginia Tech - Senior 

99. Tajh Boyd - QB - Clemson - Senior 

100. AJ McCarron - QB - Alabama - Senior 

101. Bradley Roby - CB - Ohio State - Junior 

102. Lamin Barrow - OLB - LSU - Senior 

103. Christian Jones - ILB/MLB - Florida State - Senior 

104. Antone Exum - S - Virginia Tech - Senior 

105. Jeremiah George - ILB/MLB - Iowa State - Senior 

106. Eric Ward - WR - Texas Tech - Senior 

107. Deone Bucannon - S - Washington State - Senior 

108. Devin Street - WR - Pittsburgh - Senior 

109. Bruce Ellington - WR - South Carolina - Junior 

110. Bryn Renner - QB - North Carolina - Senior 

111. Gator Hoskins - TE - Marshall - Junior 

112. Nat Berhe - S - San Diego State - Senior 

113. Rob Blanchflower - TE - Massachusetts - Senior 

114. Vinnie Sunseri - S - Alabama - Junior 

115. Crockett Gillmore - TE - Colorado State - Senior 

116. Charles Ross - RB - Rice - Senior 

117. Keith Price - QB - Washington - Senior 

118. Kenny Ladler - S - Vanderbilt - Senior 

119. Ra’shede Hageman - DT - Minnesota - Senior 

120. Andre Williams - RB - Boston College - Senior 

121. Logan Thomas - QB - Virginia Tech - Senior 

122. Keith Wenning - QB - Ball State - Senior 

123. Jeremy Hill - RB - LSU - Sophomore 

124. Willie Snead - WR - Ball State - Junior 

125. Kyle Fuller - CB - Virginia Tech - Senior 

126. Tyler Gaffney - RB - Stanford - Senior 

127. Tim Flanders - RB - Sam Houston State - Senior 

128. James White - RB - Wisconsin - Senior 

129. Matt Hazel - WR - Coastal Carolina - Senior 

130. Devekeyan Lattimore - ILB/MLB - USF - Senior 

131. Will Clarke - DE - West Virginia - Senior 

132. Sean Parker - S - Washington - Senior 

133. Dontae Johnson - S - North Carolina State - Senior 

134. Marcus Roberson - CB - Florida - Junior 

135. Preston Brown - ILB/MLB - Louisville - Senior 

136. Loucheiz Purifoy - CB - Florida - Junior 

137. Stan Jean-Baptiste - CB - Nebraska - Senior 

138. Andrew Jackson - ILB/MLB - Western Kentucky - Senior 

139. George Atkinson - RB - Notre Dame - Junior 

140. Ty Zimmerman - S - Kansas State - Senior 



 

 

141. Stephen Morris - QB - Miami - Senior 

142. Eric Thomas - WR - Troy - Senior 

143. Kapri Bibbs - RB - Colorado State - Sophomore 

144. Dustin Vaughan - QB - West Texas A&M - Senior 

145. Brendan Bigelow - RB - California - Junior 

146. Adam Kennedy - QB - Arkansas State - Senior 

147. Ross Cockrell - CB - Duke - Senior 

148. Khairi Fortt - ILB/MLB - California - Junior 

149. Josh Stewart - WR - Oklahoma State - Junior 

150. Rajion Neal - RB - Tennessee - Senior 

151. Connor Shaw - QB - South Carolina - Senior 

152. Ahmad Dixon - S - Baylor - Senior 

153. Kevin Pierre-Louis - OLB - Boston College - Senior 

154. Kareem Martin - DE - North Carolina - Senior 

155. Beau Blankenship - RB - Ohio - Senior 

156. Zurlon Tipton - RB - Central Michigan - Senior 

157. Jaylen Watkins - CB - Florida - Senior 

158. Demarcus Lawrence - DE - Boise State - Junior 

159. Trevor Reilly - OLB - Utah - Senior 

160. Josh Mauro - DE - Stanford - Senior 

161. Avery Williamson - ILB/MLB - Kentucky - Senior 

162. Branden Oliver - RB - Buffalo - Senior 

163. Alfred Blue - RB - LSU - Senior 

164. Marcus Smith - OLB - Louisville - Senior 

165. Jordan Tripp - OLB - Montana - Senior 

166. Orleans Darkwa - RB - Tulane - Senior 

167. Je'Ron Hamm - WR - Louisiana-Monroe - Senior 

168. Jordan Zumwalt - ILB/MLB - UCLA - Senior 

169. Chandler Jones - WR - San Jose State - Senior 

170. Jeff Janis - WR - Saginaw Valley State - Senior 

171. David Fluellen - RB - Toledo - Senior 

172. Ja-Mes Logan - WR - Ole Miss - Senior 

173. EJ Gaines - CB - Missouri - Senior 

174. Jeoffrey Pagan - DE - Alabama - Junior 

175. Kaneakua Friel - TE - BYU - Senior 

176. Dexter McDougle - CB - Maryland - Senior 

177. Greg Blair - ILB/MLB - Cincinnati - Senior 

178. Antonio Andrews - RB - Western Kentucky - Senior 

179. Michael Sam - DE - Missouri - Senior 

180. John Spooney - RB - Brown - Junior 

181. Vintavious Cooper - RB - East Carolina - Senior 

182. Vince Buhagiar - ILB/MLB - San Jose State - Senior 

183. Morgan Breslin - OLB - USC - Senior 

184. Jonathan Newsome - OLB - Ball State - Senior 

185. Lorenzo Taliaferro - RB - Coastal Carolina - Senior 

186. Bashaud Breeland - CB - Clemson - Junior 

187. Ryan Grant - WR - Tulane - Senior 

188. Quincy Enunwa - WR - Nebraska - Senior 



 

 

189. James Morris - ILB/MLB - Iowa - Senior 

190. Victor Hampton - CB - South Carolina - Junior 

191. Tim Jernigan - DT - Florida State - Junior 

192. George Uko - DT - USC - Junior 

193. Marcus Lucas - WR - Missouri - Senior 

194. Shaquelle Evans - WR - UCLA - Senior 

195. Chris Smith - DE - Arkansas - Senior 

196. Steele Divitto - ILB/MLB - Boston College - Senior 

197. Daniel McCullers - DT - Tennessee - Senior 

198. Tevin Reese - WR - Baylor - Senior 

199. Kelcy Quarles - DT - South Carolina - Junior 

200. Paul Richardson - WR - Colorado - Junior 

201. Adam Muema - RB - San Diego State - Junior 

202. Will Sutton - DT - Arizona State - Senior 

203. Stephen Houston - RB - Indiana - Senior 

204. Anthony Denham - TE - Utah - Senior 

205. Josh Huff - WR - Oregon - Senior 

206. Cody Hoffman - WR - Brigham Young University - Senior 

207. Aaron Donald - DT - Pittsburgh - Senior 

208. Anthony Johnson - DT - LSU - Junior 

209. Shakir Bell - RB - Indiana State - Senior 

210. Christian Kirksey - OLB - Iowa - Senior 

211. Adrian Hubbard - OLB - Alabama - Junior 

212. Calvin Barnett - DT - Oklahoma State - Senior 

213. Caraun Reid - DT - Princeton - Senior 

214. Devon Kennard - OLB - USC - Senior 

215. Deandre Coleman - DT - California - Senior 

216. Jeff Scott - RB - Ole Miss - Senior 

217. Tony Washington - WR - Appalachian State - Senior 

218. Nic Jacobs - TE - McNeese State - Junior 

219. Carl Bradford - OLB - Arizona State - Junior 

220. Keith McGill - CB - Utah - Senior 

221. Darrin Reaves - RB - UAB - Junior 

222. Damien Williams - RB - Oklahoma - Senior 

223. Nickoe Whitley - S - Mississippi State - Senior 

224. Chris Young - ILB/MLB - Arizona State - Senior 

225. DaQuan Jones - DT - Penn State - Senior 

226. Jerick McKinnon - RB - Georgia Southern - Senior 

227. Glenn Carson - ILB - Penn State - Senior 

228. Jacob Pedersen - TE - Wisconsin - Senior 

229. Allen Hurns - WR - Miami - Senior 

230. Donte Foster - WR - Ohio - Senior 

231. Ego Ferguson - DT - LSU - Junior 

232. Pierre Desir - CB - Lindenwood - Senior 

233. Jerome Smith - RB - Syracuse - Junior 

234. Marcus Williams - CB - North Dakota State - Senior 

235. Justin Jackson - OLB - Wake Forest - Senior 

236. Wade Keliikipi - DT - Oregon - Senior 



 

 

237. Prince Shembo - OLB - Notre Dame - Senior 

238. Dominique Easley - DT - Florida - Senior 

239. Justin Ellis - DT - Louisiana Tech - Senior 

240. Jake McGee - TE - Virginia - Senior 

241. Andre Hal - CB - Vanderbilt - Senior 

242. Khyri Thornton - DT - Southern Mississippi - Senior 

243. Aaron Colvin - CB - Oklahoma - Senior 

244. Chris Coyle - TE - Arizona State - Senior 

245. Andy Erickson - WR - Texas State - Junior 

246. Jalen Saunders - WR - Oklahoma - Senior 

247. Jemea Thomas - S - Georgia Tech - Senior 

248. Jack Tyler - ILB/MLB - Virginia Tech - Senior 

249. Cassius Marsh - DE - UCLA - Senior 

250. Marcel Jensen - TE - Fresno State - Senior 

251. Jeremy Gallon - WR - Michigan - Senior 

252. Justin Jones - TE - East Carolina - Senior 

253. Fitzgerald Toussaint - RB - Michigan - Senior 

254. Roderick McDowell - RB - Clemson - Senior 

255. Tyler Tettleton - QB - Ohio - Senior 

256. Jay Bromley - DT - Syracuse - Senior 

257. Gabe Holmes - TE - Purdue - Senior 

258. Fabian Truss - RB - Samford - Senior 

259. Jeff Mathews - QB - Cornell - Senior 

260. Zach Bauman - RB - Northern Arizona - Senior 

261. Dominique Williams - RB - Wagner - Senior 

262. Justin Perillo - TE - Maine 

263. AC Leonard - TE - Tennessee State - Junior 

264. Albert Wilson - WR - Georgia State - Senior 

265. Seantavius Jones - WR - Valdosta State - Senior 

266. Brenden Daley - ILB/MLB - Hawaii - Senior 

267. Jackson Jeffcoat - DE - Texas - Senior 

268. Beau Allen - DT - Wisconsin - Senior 

269. Ronald Powell - OLB - Florida - Junior 

270. Bruce Gaston - DT - Purdue - Senior 

271. Jonathan Brown - OLB - Illinois - Senior 

272. Rashaad Reynolds - CB - Oregon State - Senior 

273. Walt Aikens - CB - Liberty - Senior 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prospects By Label  

 

  



 

 

 

Top 10 

 

Sammy Watkins - WR - Clemson - Junior 

Mike Evans - WR - Texas A&M - Sophomore 

Eric Ebron - TE - North Carolina - Junior 

Marqise Lee - WR - USC - Junior 

Brandin Cooks - WR - Oregon State - Junior 

Jordan Matthews - WR - Vanderbilt - Senior 

Odell Beckham Jr. - WR - LSU - Junior 

Ka'Deem Carey - RB - Arizona - Junior 

Austin Seferian-Jenkins - TE - Washington - 

Junior 

Carlos Hyde - RB - Ohio State - Senior 

Charles Sims - RB - West Virginia - Senior 

Isaiah Crowell - RB - Alabama State - Junior 

Jadeveon Clowney - DE - South Carolina - Junior 

Lache Seastrunk - RB - Baylor - Junior 

Tre Mason - RB - Auburn - Junior 

Bishop Sankey - RB - Washington - Junior 

Kelvin Benjamin - WR - Florida State - 

Sophomore 

Allen Robinson - WR - Penn State - Junior 

Troy Niklas - TE - Notre Dame - Junior 

Jace Amaro - TE - Texas Tech - Junior 

Blake Bortles - QB - UCF - Junior 

Johnny Manziel - QB - Texas A&M - Sophomore 

Donte Moncrief - WR - Ole Miss - Junior 

Devonta Freeman - RB - Florida State - Junior 

Khalil Mack - OLB - Buffalo - Senior 

CJ Mosley - ILB/MLB - Alabama - Senior 

Derek Carr - QB - Fresno State - Senior 

Teddy Bridgewater - QB - Louisville - Junior 

Xavier Grimble - TE - USC - Junior 

CJ Fiedorowicz - TE - Iowa - Senior 

Jimmy Garoppolo - QB - Eastern Illinois - Senior 

Storm Johnson - RB - UCF - Junior 

Robert Herron - WR - Wyoming - Senior 

De’Anthony Thomas - RB - Oregon - Junior 

Tom Savage - QB - Pittsburgh - Senior 

Kyle Van Noy - OLB - BYU - Senior 

HaHa Clinton-Dix - S - Alabama - Junior 

Shayne Skov - ILB/MLB - Stanford - Senior 

Anthony Barr - OLB - UCLA - Senior 

Ryan Shazier - OLB - Ohio State - Junior 

Jake Murphy - TE - Utah - Junior 

Calvin Pryor - S - Louisville - Junior 

Scott Crichton - DE - Oregon State - Junior 

Jimmie Ward - S - Northern Illinois - Senior 

Kony Ealy - DE - Missouri - Junior 

Max Bullough - ILB/MLB - Michigan State - 

Senior 

Lamarcus Joyner - S - Florida State - Senior 

Louis Nix III - DT - Notre Dame - Senior 

Dee Ford - DE - Auburn - Senior 

Dion Bailey - S - USC - Junior 

Arthur Lynch - TE - Georgia - Senior 

Richard Rodgers - TE - California - Junior 

Aaron Lynch - DE - South Florida - Sophomore 

Chris Borland - ILB/MLB - Wisconsin - Senior 

Ed Reynolds - S - Stanford - Junior 

Trent Murphy - DE - Stanford - Senior 

Yawin Smallwood - ILB/MLB - Connecticut - 

Junior 

Brett Smith - QB - Wyoming - Junior 

Isaiah Lewis - S - Michigan State - Senior 

Telvin Smith - OLB - Florida State - Senior 

Brent Urban - DE - Virginia - Senior 

David Fales - QB - San Jose State - Senior 

Stephon Tuitt - DE - Notre Dame - Junior 

Ben Gardner - DE - Stanford - Senior 

Aaron Murray - QB - Georgia - Senior 

Zach Mettenberger - QB - Louisiana State 

University - Senior 

Jeremiah Attaochu - OLB - Georgia Tech - Senior 

Tre Boston - S - North Carolina - Senior 

Alex Bayer - TE - Bowling Green - Senior 

Terrence Brooks - S - Florida State - Senior 

Darqueze Dennard - CB - Michigan State - Senior 

Craig Loston - S - LSU - Senior 

Justin Gilbert - CB - Oklahoma State - Senior 



 

 

Jason Verrett - CB - TCU - Senior 

Bradley Roby - CB - Ohio State - Junior 

Lamin Barrow - OLB - LSU - Senior 

Christian Jones - ILB/MLB - Florida State - Senior 

Jeremiah George - ILB/MLB - Iowa State - Senior 

Ra’shede Hageman - DT - Minnesota - Senior 

Kyle Fuller - CB - Virginia Tech - Senior 

Devekeyan Lattimore - ILB/MLB - USF - Senior 

Marcus Roberson - CB - Florida - Junior 

Preston Brown - ILB/MLB - Louisville - Senior 

Loucheiz Purifoy - CB - Florida - Junior 

Stan Jean-Baptiste - CB - Nebraska - Senior 

Ross Cockrell - CB - Duke - Senior 

Kevin Pierre-Louis - OLB - Boston College - 

Senior 

Jaylen Watkins - CB - Florida - Senior 

Trevor Reilly - OLB - Utah - Senior 

Marcus Smith - OLB - Louisville - Senior 

Tim Jernigan - DT - Florida State - Junior 

George Uko - DT - USC - Junior 

Daniel McCullers - DT - Tennessee - Senior 

Kelcy Quarles - DT - South Carolina - Junior 

Will Sutton - DT - Arizona State - Senior 

Aaron Donald - DT - Pittsburgh - Senior 

Anthony Johnson - DT - LSU - Junior 

Calvin Barnett - DT - Oklahoma State - Senior 

 

Character Concerns 

 

Ka'Deem Carey - RB - Arizona - Junior 

Austin Seferian-Jenkins - TE - Washington - 

Junior 

Carlos Hyde - RB - Ohio State - Senior 

Isaiah Crowell - RB - Alabama State - Junior 

Jace Amaro - TE - Texas Tech - Junior 

Johnny Manziel - QB - Texas A&M - Sophomore 

Khalil Mack - OLB - Buffalo - Senior 

HaHa Clinton-Dix - S - Alabama - Junior 

Shayne Skov - ILB/MLB - Stanford - Senior 

Max Bullough - ILB/MLB - Michigan State - 

Senior 

Zach Mettenberger - QB - Louisiana State 

University - Senior 

Colt Lyerla - TE - Oregon - Junior 

Bradley Roby - CB - Ohio State - Junior 

Jeremy Hill - RB - LSU - Sophomore 

Loucheiz Purifoy - CB - Florida - Junior 

Andrew Jackson - ILB/MLB - Western Kentucky - 

Senior 

George Atkinson - RB - Notre Dame - Junior 

Ahmad Dixon - S - Baylor - Senior 

Vintavious Cooper - RB - East Carolina - Senior 

Jonathan Newsome - OLB - Ball State - Senior 

Victor Hampton - CB - South Carolina - Junior 

Kelcy Quarles - DT - South Carolina - Junior 

Paul Richardson - WR - Colorado - Junior 

Adam Muema - RB - San Diego State - Junior 

Shakir Bell - RB - Indiana State - Senior 

Nic Jacobs - TE - McNeese State - Junior 

Damien Williams - RB - Oklahoma - Senior 

Prince Shembo - OLB - Notre Dame - Senior 

Jalen Saunders - WR - Oklahoma - Senior 

Fitzgerald Toussaint - RB - Michigan - Senior 

Roderick McDowell - RB - Clemson - Senior 

AC Leonard - TE - Tennessee State - Junior 

Walt Aikens - CB - Liberty - Senior 

 

Fantasy Bargain 

 

Charles Sims - RB - West Virginia - Senior 

Isaiah Crowell - RB - Alabama State - Junior 

Xavier Grimble - TE - USC - Junior 

Tom Savage - QB - Pittsburgh - Senior 

Scott Crichton - DE - Oregon State - Junior 

Michael Campanaro - WR - Wake Forest - Senior 

Dion Bailey - S - USC - Junior 

Ed Reynolds - S - Stanford - Junior 

Trent Murphy - DE - Stanford - Senior 

Brandon Coleman - WR - Rutgers - Senior 

Brent Urban - DE - Virginia - Senior 

Ben Gardner - DE - Stanford - Senior 

Aaron Murray - QB - Georgia - Senior 



 

 

 

Colt Lyerla - TE - Oregon - Junior 

Joe Don Duncan - TE - Dixie State - Senior 

Jeremiah George - ILB/MLB - Iowa State - Senior 

Bruce Ellington - WR - South Carolina - Junior 

Bryn Renner - QB - North Carolina - Senior 

Vinnie Sunseri - S - Alabama - Junior 

Kenny Ladler - S - Vanderbilt - Senior 

Keith Wenning - QB - Ball State - Senior 

Tim Flanders - RB - Sam Houston State - Senior 

Dustin Vaughan - QB - West Texas A&M - Senior 

Brendan Bigelow - RB - California - Junior 

Adam Kennedy - QB - Arkansas State - Senior 

Zurlon Tipton - RB - Central Michigan - Senior 

Jordan Tripp - OLB - Montana - Senior 

Orleans Darkwa - RB - Tulane - Senior 

Jeff Janis - WR - Saginaw Valley State - Senior 

Vintavious Cooper - RB - East Carolina - Senior 

Vince Buhagiar - ILB/MLB - San Jose State - 

Senior 

Jonathan Newsome - OLB - Ball State - Senior 

Caraun Reid - DT - Princeton - Senior 

Deandre Coleman - DT - California - Senior 

Justin Ellis - DT - Louisiana Tech - Senior 

AC Leonard - TE - Tennessee State - Junior 

 

College Injury 

 

Marqise Lee - WR - USC - Junior 

Austin Seferian-Jenkins - TE - Washington - 

Junior 

Jadeveon Clowney - DE - South Carolina - Junior 

CJ Mosley - ILB/MLB - Alabama - Senior 

Shayne Skov - ILB/MLB - Stanford - Senior 

Jake Murphy - TE - Utah - Junior 

James Wilder Jr. - RB - Florida State - Junior 

Louis Nix III - DT - Notre Dame - Senior 

Henry Josey - RB - Missouri - Junior 

Dee Ford - DE - Auburn - Senior 

Michael Campanaro - WR - Wake Forest - Senior 

Chris Borland - ILB/MLB - Wisconsin - Senior 

Silas Redd - RB - USC - Senior 

Trent Murphy - DE - Stanford - Senior 

Brent Urban - DE - Virginia - Senior 

Ben Gardner - DE - Stanford - Senior 

Aaron Murray - QB - Georgia - Senior 

Zach Mettenberger - QB - Louisiana State 

University - Senior 

Kevin Norwood - WR - Alabama - Senior 

Noel Grigsby - WR - San Jose State - Senior 

Joe Don Duncan - TE - Dixie State - Senior 

Craig Loston - S - LSU - Senior 

Bradley Roby - CB - Ohio State - Junior 

Vinnie Sunseri - S - Alabama - Junior 

Kyle Fuller - CB - Virginia Tech - Senior 

Marcus Roberson - CB - Florida - Junior 

Ty Zimmerman - S - Kansas State - Senior 

Rajion Neal - RB - Tennessee - Senior 

Connor Shaw - QB - South Carolina - Senior 

Kevin Pierre-Louis - OLB - Boston College - 

Senior 

Zurlon Tipton - RB - Central Michigan - Senior 

Trevor Reilly - OLB - Utah - Senior 

Branden Oliver - RB - Buffalo - Senior 

Alfred Blue - RB - LSU - Senior 

Orleans Darkwa - RB - Tulane - Senior 

David Fluellen - RB - Toledo - Senior 

Dexter McDougle - CB - Maryland - Senior 

Morgan Breslin - OLB - USC - Senior 

Bashaud Breeland - CB - Clemson - Junior 

Tim Jernigan - DT - Florida State - Junior 

Tevin Reese - WR - Baylor - Senior 

Paul Richardson - WR - Colorado - Junior 

Shakir Bell - RB - Indiana State - Senior 

Caraun Reid - DT - Princeton - Senior 

Nickoe Whitley - S - Mississippi State - Senior 

Dominique Easley - DT - Florida - Senior 

Aaron Colvin - CB - Oklahoma - Senior 

Justin Jones - TE - East Carolina - Senior 

Fitzgerald Toussaint - RB - Michigan - Senior 

Roderick McDowell - RB - Clemson - Senior 

Gabe Holmes - TE - Purdue - Senior 

AC Leonard - TE - Tennessee State - Junior 



 

 

Beau Allen - DT - Wisconsin - Senior 

Ronald Powell - OLB - Florida - Junior 

Jonathan Brown - OLB - Illinois - Senior 

 

Small School 

 

Isaiah Crowell - RB - Alabama State - Junior 

Jimmy Garoppolo - QB - Eastern Illinois - Senior 

Terrance West - RB - Towson - Junior 

Joe Don Duncan - TE - Dixie State - Senior 

Tim Flanders - RB - Sam Houston State - Senior 

Matt Hazel - WR - Coastal Carolina - Senior 

Dustin Vaughan - QB - West Texas A&M - Senior 

Adam Kennedy - QB - Arkansas State - Senior 

Zurlon Tipton - RB - Central Michigan - Senior 

Je'Ron Hamm - WR - Louisiana-Monroe - Senior 

Jeff Janis - WR - Saginaw Valley State - Senior 

Antonio Andrews - RB - Western Kentucky - 

Senior 

John Spooney - RB - Brown - Junior 

Vintavious Cooper - RB - East Carolina - Senior 

Lorenzo Taliaferro - RB - Coastal Carolina - 

Senior 

Shakir Bell - RB - Indiana State - Senior 

Caraun Reid - DT - Princeton - Senior 

Tony Washington - WR - Appalachian State - 

Senior 

Nic Jacobs - TE - McNeese State - Junior 

Darrin Reaves - RB - UAB - Junior 

Jerick McKinnon - RB - Georgia Southern - 

Senior 

Pierre Desir - CB - Lindenwood - Senior 

Marcus Williams - CB - North Dakota State - 

Senior 

Justin Ellis - DT - Louisiana Tech - Senior 

Andy Erickson - WR - Texas State - Junior 

Fabian Truss - RB - Samford - Senior 

Zach Bauman - RB - Northern Arizona - Senior 

Dominique Williams - RB - Wagner - Senior 

AC Leonard - TE - Tennessee State - Junior 

Albert Wilson - WR - Georgia State - Senior 

Seantavius Jones - WR - Valdosta State - Senior 

Walt Aikens - CB - Liberty - Senior  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Best 2014 NFL Combine Performances By Position  

  



 

 

Best 2014 NFL Combine Performances By QB 
 
40 Yard Dash 

1. Logan Thomas - 4.61 

2. Stephen Morris - 4.63 

3. Connor Shaw - 4.66 

4. Johnny Manziel - 4.68 

5. Derek Carr - 4.69 

 

Bench Press 

*No Participants* 
 

Vertical Jump 
1. Logan Thomas - 35.5" 

2. Derek Carr - 34.5" 

3. Connor Shaw - 34" 

4. Blake Bortles - 32.5" 

5. Johnny Manizel - 31.5" 

 

Broad Jump 
1. Logan Thomas - 9'-10" 

2. Connor Shaw - 9'-8" 

3. Blake Bortles - 9'-7" 

4a.   Teddy Bridgewater - 9'-5" 

4b.   Johnny Manizel - 9'-5" 

5.    Stephen Morris - 9'-3" 

 

3 Cone 

1. Jordan Lynch - 6.55 

2. Johnny Manziel - 6.75 

3. Jimmy Garoppolo - 7.04 

4. Logan Thomas - 7.05 

5. Connor Shaw - 7.07 

 

20 Yard Shuttle 
1. Johnny Manziel - 4.03 

2. Logan Thomas - 4.18 

3a. Teddy Bridgewater - 4.20 

3b. Derek Carr - 4.20 

3c. Jordan Lynch - 4.20 

4. Blake Bortles - 4.21 

5. Tajh Boyd - 4.23 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Best 2014 NFL Combine Performances By RB 

 
40 Yard Dash 

1. Dri Archer - 4.26 

2. Jerick McKinnon - 4.41 

3. Henry Josey - 4.43 

4. Damien Williams - 4.45 

5. Ladarius Perkins - 4.46 

 

Bench Press 
1. Jerick McKinnon - 32 

2. Bishop Skaney - 26 

3. Kapri Bibbs - 24 

4a. JC Copeland - 23 

4b. Isaiah Crowell - 23 

4c. Ladarius Perkins - 23 

4d. James White - 23 

5. Antonio Andrews - 20 

 

Vertical Jump 
1. Lache Seastrunk - 41.5" 

2. Jerick McKinnon - 40.5" 

3. Tre Mason - 38.5" 

4a.   Dri Archer - 38" 

4b.   George Atkinson - 38" 

4c.   Isaiah Crowell - 38" 

4d.   Andre Williams - 38" 

5.   Charles Sims - 37.5" 

 

Broad Jump 
1. Lache Seastrunk - 11'-2" 

2. Jerick McKinnon - 11'-0" 

3. Andre Williams - 10'-9" 

4a. Tre Mason - 10'-6" 

4b.  Bishop Sankey - 10'-6" 

4c. Charles Sims - 10'-6" 

5. Tim Cronett - 10'-5" 

 

3 Cone 
1. Bishop Sankey - 6.75 

2. Tyler Gaffney - 6.78 

3. Jerick McKinnon - 6.83 

4. Dri Archer - 6.86 

5. Lorenzo Taliaferro - 6.88 

 

20 Yard Shuttle 

1. Bishop Sankey - 4.00 

2a. Dri Archer - 4.06 

2b. Andre Williams - 4.06 

3. Jerick McKinnon - 4.12 

4. Henry Josey - 4.13 

5. Tre Mason - 4.15 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Best 2014 NFL Combine Performances By WR

40 Yard Dash 
1. Brandin Cooks - 4.33 

2. John Brown - 4.34 

3a. Donte Moncrief - 4.40 

3b. Paul Richardson - 4.40 

4a. Martavis bryant - 4.42 

4b. Jeff Janis - 4.42 

5a. Odell Beckham - 4.43 

5b. Sammy Watkins - 4.43 

5c. Albert Wilson - 4.43 

 

Bench Press 
1. Cody Latimer - 23 

2a. Brandon Coleman - 21 

2b. Jordan Matthews - 21 

3a. Mike Campanaro - 20 

3b. Jeff Janis - 20 

3c. Marcus Lucas - 20 

4. Quincy Enunwa - 19 

5. Robert Herron - 18 

 

Vertical Jump 
1. Tevin Reese - 41" 

2. Damian Copeland - 40" 

3a.   Davante Adams - 39.5" 

3b.   Bruce Ellington - 39.5" 

3c. Donte Moncrief - 39.5" 

4a.   Martaavis Bryant - 39" 

4b. Mike Campanaro - 39" 

4c.   Allen Robinson - 39" 

5.   Odell Beckham - 38.5" 

 

Broad Jump 
1a. Donte Moncrief - 11'-0" 

1b. Tevin Reese - 11'-0" 

2a. Marquis Lee - 10'-7" 

2b. Allen Robinson - 10'-7" 

3a. Beenie Fowler - 10'-6" 

3b.  Sammy Watkins - 10'-6" 

4. Robert Herron - 10'-5" 

5a. Martavis Bryant - 10'-4" 

5b. Austin Franklin - 10'-4" 

5c. Marcus Lucas - 10'-4" 

5d. Paul Richardson - 10'-4" 

5e. Devin Street - 10'-4" 

 

3 Cone 
1. Damian Copeland - 6.53 

2. Tevin Reese - 6.63 

3. Jeff Janis - 6.64 

4a. Ryan Grant - 6.68 

4b. Kevin Norwood - 6.68 

5a. Odell Beckham - 6.69 

5b. Bruce Ellington - 6.69 

 

20 Yard Shuttle 
1. Brandin Cooks - 3.81 

2. Damian Copeland - 3.90 

3a. Odell Beckham - 3.94 

3b. Isaiah Burse - 3.94 

4. Bruce Ellington - 3.95 

5. Jeff Janis - 3.98 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Best 2014 NFL Combine Performances By TE

40 Yard Dash 
1. AC Leonard - 4.50 

2. Eric Ebron - 4.60 

3. Colt Lyerla - 4.61 

4. Trey Burton - 4.62 

5. Jace Amaro - 4.74 

 

Bench Press 
1. Joe Don Duncan - 35 

2a. Jace Amaro - 28 

2b. Arthur Lynch - 28 

3. Troy Niklas - 27 

4. CJ Fiedorowicz - 25 

5a. Eric Ebron - 24 

5b. Marcel Jensen - 24 

5c. Reggie Jordan - 24 

5d. Jake Murphy - 24 

 

Vertical Jump 
1. Colt Lyerla - 39" 

2. Marcel Jensen - 35" 

3.   AC Leonard - 34" 

4.   Crockett Gillmore - 33.5" 

5a. Jace Amaro - 33" 

5b.   Jake Murphy - 33" 

 

Broad Jump 
1a. AC Leonard - 10'-8" 

1b. Colt Lyerla - 10'-8" 

2a. Eric Ebron - 10'-0" 

2b. Crockett Gillmore - 10'-0" 

3. Jace Amaro - 9'-10" 

4a. CJ Fiedorowicz - 9'-8" 

4b. Reggie Jordan - 9'-8" 

4c. Arthur Lynch - 9'-8" 

4d. Richard Rodgers - 9'-8" 

5. Marcel Jensen - 9'-7" 

 

3 Cone 

1. CJ Fiedorowicz - 7.10 

2a. Trey Burton - 7.14 

2b. Jordan Najvar - 7.14 

3. Jake Murphy - 7.18 

4. Reggie Jordan - 7.22 

5. Richard Rodgers - 7.23 

 

20 Yard Shuttle 
1. CJ Fiedorowicz - 4.26 

2. Jake Murphy - 4.27 

3a. Jace Amaro - 4.30 

3b. Reggie Jordan - 4.30 

4. Trey Burton - 4.32 

5. Arthur Lynch - 4.35 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Best 2014 NFL Combine Performances By DT

40 Yard Dash 

1. Aaron Donald - 4.68 

2. Caraun Reid - 4.91 

3. George Uko - 4.99 

4. Dominique Easley - 5.00 

5. Ra'Shede Hageman - 5.02 

 

Bench Press 
1. Kaleb Ramsey - 36 

2. Aaron Donald - 35 

3a. Ra'Shede Hageman - 32 

3b. Ryan Carrethers - 32 

3c. Robert Thomas - 32 

4. Tenny Palepoi - 31 

5. Eathyn Manumaleuna - 29 

 

Vertical Jump 
1. Ra'Shede Hageman - 35.5" 

2. Jay Bromley - 33.5" 

3.   Aaron Donald - 32" 

4a.   Tenny Palepoi - 30.5" 

4b. Shamar Stephen - 30.5" 

5a.   Timmy Jernigan - 29.5" 

5b.   Kerry Hyder - 29.5" 

5c.   George Uko - 29.5" 

 

Broad Jump 
1. Aaron Donald - 9'-8" 

2. Ra'Shede Hageman - 9'-6" 

3. Khyri Thornton - 9'-4" 

4. Tenny Palepoi - 9'-3" 

5. George Uko - 9'-2" 

 

3 Cone 
1. Aaron Donald - 7.11 

2. Kerry Hyder - 7.23 

3. Caraun Reid - 7.59 

4. Tenny Palepoi - 7.67 

5. Daquan Jones - 7.73 

 

20 Yard Shuttle 

*No Participants* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Best 2014 NFL Combine Performances By DE 

 

40 Yard Dash 
1. Jadeveon Clowney - 4.53 

2. Larry Webster - 4.58 

3. Howard Jones - 4.60 

4. Jackson Jeffcoat - 4.63 

5. Marcus Smith - 4.68 

 

Bench Press 

1a. Stephon Tuitt - 31 

1b. Kerry Wynn - 31 

2a. Chris Smith - 28 

2b. IK Enemkpali - 28 

3. James Gayle - 26 

4. Howard Jones - 25 

5. Scott Crichton - 24 

 

Vertical Jump 
1. Howard Jones - 40.5" 

2. Jadeveon Clowney - 37.5" 

3a.   James Gayle - 37" 

3b.   Chris Smith - 37" 

4. Larry Webster - 36.5" 

5.   Jackson Jeffcoat - 36" 

 

Broad Jump 
1. Kareem Martin - 10'-9" 

2a. Jadeveon Clowney - 10'-4" 

2b. Howard Jones - 10'-4" 

3a. Jackson Jeffcoat - 10'-3" 

3b. Zach Moore - 10'-3" 

3c. Larry Webster - 10'-3" 

4. James Gayle - 10'-2" 

5. Chris Smith - 10'-1" 

 

3 Cone 
1. Kony Ealy - 6.83 

2. Jackson Jeffcoat - 6.97 

3. Cassius Marsh - 7.08 

4. Howard Jones - 7.16 

5a. James Gayle - 7.19 

5b. Scott Crichton - 7.19 

 

20 Yard Shuttle 

*No Participants* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Best 2014 NFL Combine Performances By OLB 

 

40 Yard Dash 
1. Tajh Jones - 4.48 

2. Kevin Pierre-Louis - 4.51 

3. Telvin Smith - 4.52 

4. Ryan Shazier - 4.59 

5. Lamin Barrow - 4.64 

 

Bench Press 

1. Khairi Fortt - 30 

2. Kevin Pierre-Louis - 28 

3a. Prince Shembo - 26 

3b. Trevor Reilly - 26 

4. Ryan Shazier - 25 

5. Tyler Starr - 24 

 

Vertical Jump 

1. Ryan Shazier - 42" 

2. Khalil Mack - 40" 

3.   Kevin Pierre-Louis - 39" 

4a.   Prince Shembo - 38.5" 

4b. Adrian Hubbard - 38.5" 

5a.   Jordie Tripp - 37.5" 

5b.   Carl Bradford - 37.5" 

 

Broad Jump 
1. Ryan Shazier - 10'-10" 

2a. Khalil Mack - 10'-8" 

2b. Kevin Pierre-Louis - 10'-8" 

3. Lamin Barrow - 10'-3" 

4a. Carl Bradford - 10'-2" 

4b. Christian Kirksey - 10'-2" 

4c. Boseko Lokombo - 10'-2" 

4d. Prince Shembo - 10'-2" 

5a. Khairi Fortt - 10'-0" 

5b. Jordan Tripp - 10'-0" 

5c. Avery Williamson - 10'-0" 

 

3 Cone 
1. Tyler Starr - 6.64 

2. Trent Murphy - 6.78 

3a. Anthony Barr - 6.82 

3b. Tajh Jones - 6.82 

4. Jordie Tripp - 6.89 

5. Ryan Shazier - 6.91 

 

20 Yard Shuttle 
1. Jordie Tripp - 3.93 

2. Kevin Pierre-Louis - 4.02 

3a. Tyler Starr - 4.15 

4. Khalil Mack - 4.18 

5. Anthony Barr - 4.19 

 



 

 

Best 2014 NFL Combine Performances By ILB/MLB 

 

40 Yard Dash 
1. Avery Williamson - 4.66 

2. CJ Mosley - 4.68 

3. Max Bullough - 4.78 

4a. James Morris - 4.80 

4b. Andrew Jackson - 4.80 

5. Chris Borland - 4.83 

 

Bench Press 
1. Max Bullough - 30 

2. Jeremiah George - 28 

3. Chris Borland - 27 

4. Avery Williamson - 25 

5a. Yawin Smallwood - 18 

5b. James Morris - 18 

 

Vertical Jump 
1. Yawin Smallwood - 36.5" 

2. CJ Mosley - 35" 

3.   James Morris - 34.5" 

4a.   Jeremiah George - 33" 

5a.   Chris Borland - 31" 

5b.   Max Bullough - 31" 

 

Broad Jump 
1. Avery Williamson - 10'-0" 

2. CJ Mosley - 9'-10" 

3. James Morris - 9'-9" 

4. Jeremiah George - 9'-8" 

5. Chris Borland - 9'-6" 

 

3 Cone 
1. James Morris - 6.94 

2. Avery Williamson - 7.11 

3. Chris Borland - 7.18 

4. Max Bullough - 7.22 

5. CJ Mosley - 7.30 

 

20 Yard Shuttle 
1. Avery Williamson - 4.07 

2. Chris Borland - 4.27 

3. Max Bullough - 4.30 

4. James Morris - 4.36 

5. CJ Mosley - 4.40 

 

 



 

 

Best 2014 NFL Combine Performances By CB 

 

40 Yard Dash 
1. Justin Gilbert - 4.37 

2a. Phillip Gaines - 4.38 

2b. Jason Verrett - 4.38 

3. Bradley Roby - 4.39 

4a. Jaylen Watkins - 4.41 

4b. Brandon Dixon - 4.41 

5. Kendall James - 4.44 

 

Bench Press 
1. Todd Washington - 23 

2a. Jaylen Watkins - 22 

2b. Keith Reaser - 22 

3a Justin Gilbert - 20 

3b. Vic Hampton - 20 

4a. Travis Carrie - 17 

4b. Bradley Roby - 17 

4c. Antone Exum - 17 

4d. Brandon Dixon - 17 

5a. Nevin Lawson - 16 

5b. Jabari Price - 16 

 

Vertical Jump 
1. Stan Jean-Baptiste - 41.5" 

2. Bene' Benwikere - 40.5" 

3a.   Kendall James - 39" 

3b.   Jason Verrett - 39" 

3c.   Keith McGill - 39" 

4a.   Kyle Fuller - 38.5" 

4b.   Bradley Roby - 38.5" 

4c.   Dontae Johnson - 38.5" 

5.   Bennett Jackson - 38" 

 

Broad Jump 
1. Pierre Desir - 11'-1" 

2. Keith McGill - 10'-9" 

3a. Kyle Fuller - 10'-8" 

3b. Stan Jean-Baptiste - 10'-8" 

3c. Jason Verrett - 10'-8" 

3d. Bennett Jackson - 10'-8" 

4. Justin Gilbert - 10'-6" 

5a. Bradley Roby - 10'-8" 

5b. Dontae Johnson - 10'-4" 

5c. Lamarcus Joyner - 10'-4" 

 

3 Cone 
1. Terrance Mitchell - 6.57 

2. Phillip Gaines - 6.62 

3. Jason Verrett - 6.69 

4. Rashaad Reynolds - 6.72 

5. Demetri Goodson - 6.80 

 

20 Yard Shuttle 
1a. Rashaad Reynolds - 4.00 

1b. Jason Verrett - 4.00 

1c. Bennett Jackson - 4.00 

1d. Terrance Mitchell - 4.00 

2a. Bradley Roby - 4.04 

2b. Phillip Gaines - 4.04 

3. Marcus Roberson - 4.08 

4. Antone Exum - 4.13 

5. Ricardo Allen - 4.15 

 

 

 



 

 

Best 2014 NFL Combine Performances By S 

 

40 Yard Dash 
1. Terrence Brooks - 4.42 

2. Brock Vereen - 4.47 

3. Deone Bucannon - 4.49 

4. Dez Southward - 4.50 

5. Keith McGill - 4.51 

 

Bench Press 

1. Brock Vereen - 25 

2. Kenny Ladler - 24 

3 Ed Reynolds - 20 

4a. Jemea Thomas - 19 

4b. Deone Bucannon - 19 

5a. Calvin Pryor - 18 

5b. Vinnie Sunseri - 18 

 

Vertical Jump 
1. Keith McGill - 39" 

2a. Terrence Brooks - 38" 

2b.   Maurice Alexander - 38" 

3.   Jemea Thomas - 37" 

4a.   Isaiah Lewis - 36.5" 

4b.   Deone Bucannon - 36.5" 

4c.   Kenny Ladler - 36.5" 

5.   Nat Berhe - 35.5" 

 

Broad Jump 

1. Keith McGill - 10'-9" 

2. Kenny Ladler - 10'-7" 

3a. Jemea Thomas - 10'-5" 

3b. Deone Bucannon - 10'-5" 

4. Maurice Alexander - 10'-3" 

5. Isaiah Lewis - 10'-2" 

 

3 Cone 
1. Daniel Sorensen - 6.47 

2. Brock Vereen - 6.90 

3. Deone Bucannon - 6.69 

4. Dion Bailey - 6.97 

5a. Isaiah Lewis - 7.05 

5b. Maurice Alexander - 7.05 

 

20 Yard Shuttle 
1. Daniel Sorensen - 3.95 

2. Brock Vereen - 4.07 

3. Dion Bailey - 4.15 

4. Ha Ha Clinton-Dix - 4.16 

5. Keith McGill - 4.18 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Draft and Team Information  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

2015 Prospects To Watch Grouped By Fantasy Position 

 

Quarterbacks 

 
• Kyle Allen - Texas A&M 

• Christian Hackenberg - Penn State 

• Kevin Hogan - Stanford 

• Brett Hundley - UCLA 

• Marcus Mariota - Oregon 

• Braxton Miller - Ohio State 

• Bryce Petty - Baylor 

• Jameis Winston – Florida State 

• Asiantii Woulard - UCLA 

 

Running Backs 

 
• Jay Ajayi - Boise State 

• Corey Clement - Wisconsin 

• Alex Collins - Arkansas 

• Mike Davis - South Carolina 

• Leonard Fournette - Florida State 

• Melvin Gordon - Wisconsin 

• Todd Gurley - Georgia 

• Derrick Henry - Alabama 

• Duke Johnson - Miami 

• Byron Marshall - Oregon 

• Keith Marshall - Georgia 

• Racean Thomas - Auburn  

• Thomas Tyner - Oregon 

• Karlos Williams - Florida State 

• TJ Yeldon - Alabama 

 

Wide Receivers 

 
• Nelson Algholor - USC 

• Tyler Boyd - Pittsburgh 

• Sammy Coates - Auburn 

• Stacy Coley - Miami  

• Amari Cooper - Alabama  

• Quinshad Davis - North Carolina 

• Stefon Diggs - Maryland 

• Malachi Dupre - LSU 

• Devin Funchess - Michigan 

• Dorial Green-Beckham - Missouri 

• Deontay Greenberry - Houston 

• Ermon Lane - Florida State 

• Josh Malone - Tennessee 

• Ty Montgomery - Stanford 

• Marquez North - Tennessee 

• Devante Parker - Louisville 

• Ricky Seals-Jones - Texas A&M 

• Demore'ea Stringfellow - Washington 

• Jaelen Strong - Arizona State 

• Laquon Treadwell - Ole Miss 

 

Tight Ends 

 
• Bryce Dixon - USC 

• Dan Helm - Tennessee 

• Hunter Henry - Arkansas 

• OJ Howard - Alabama 

• Jesse James - Penn State 

• Luke Kaumatule - Stanford 

• Tyler Kroft - Rutgers 

• Johnny Mundt - Oregon 

• Nick O'Leary - Florida State 

• Dalton Schultz - Stanford 

 

Defensive Tackle 

 
• Michael Bennett - Ohio State 

• Carl Davis - Iowa  

• Tyeler Davison - Fresno State 

• Chucky Hunter - TCU 

• Brandon Ivory - Alabama 

• Grady Jarrett - Clemson 

• Darius Kilgo - Maryland 

• Luther Maddy - Virginia Tech 

• Travis Raciti - San Jose State 

• Danny Sheldon - Washington 



 

 

Defensive Ends 

 
• Henry Anderson - Stanford 

• Anthony Chickillo - Miami 

• Corey Crawford - Clemson 

• Alvin Dupree - Kentucky 

• Trey Flowers - Arkansas 

• Markus Golden - Missouri 

• Randy Gregory - Nebraska 

• Jermauria Rasco - LSU 

• Cedric Reed - Texas 

• Tony Washington - Oregon 

 

Outside Linebackers 

 
• Vic Beasley - Clemson 

• Dyshawn Davis - Syracuse 

• Xzavier Dickson - Alabama 

• Jordan Hicks - Texas 

• Derrick Malone - Oregon 

• Norkeithus Otis - North Carolina 

• Matt Robinson - Maryland 

• Jake Ryan - Michigan 

• James Vaughters - Stanford  

• Ishaq Williams - Notre Dame 

 

Inside/Middle Linebackers 

 
• Stephone Anthony - Clemson 

• Kelby Brown - Duke 

• Trey DePriest - Alabama 

• Bryce Hager - Baylor 

• AJ Johnson - Tennessee 

• Eric Kendricks - UCLA 

• Denzel Perryman - Miami 

• Terrance Plumber - UCF 

• AJ Tarpley - Stanford 

• Ramik Wilson - Georgia 

 

 

 

 

 

Cornerbacks 

 
• Quandre Diggs - Texas 

• Ifo Ekpre-Olomu - Oregon  

• Deshazor Everett - Texas A&M 

• Byron Jones - Connecticut 

• Wayne Lyons - Stanford 

• Steven Nelson - Oregon State 

• Demetrious Nicholson - Virginia 

• Tim Scott - North Carolina 

• Josh Shaw - USC 

• Damian Swann - Georgia 

 

Safeties 

 
• Sam Carter - TCU 

• Kurtis Drummond - Michigan State 

• Daniel Fitzpatrick - Tennessee State 

• Anthony Harris - Virginia 

• Tyler Hunter - Florida State 

• Ronald Martin - LSU 

• Cody Prewitt - Ole Miss 

• Jordan Richards - Stanford 

• Derron Smith - Fresno State 

• Jermaine Whitehead - Auburn 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Rookie ADP 

(Accumulated from MyFantasyLeague.com) 

Player Rookie ADP Overall ADP Lowest Pick Highest Pick High/Low Difference 

Carlos Hyde  1 101 2 1346 1344 

Sammy Watkins  2 104 1 1467 1466 

Ka'Deem Carey  3 123 4 1391 1387 

Mike Evans  4 135 2 1599 1597 

Tre Mason  5 144 3 1335 1332 

Bishop Sankey  6 149 6 1371 1365 

Lache Seastrunk  7 149 8 1352 1344 

Johnny Manziel  8 162 4 1296 1292 

Charles Sims  9 171 12 499 487 

Teddy Bridgewater  10 182 6 1282 1276 

Jeremy Hill  11 186 18 1383 1365 

Eric Ebron  12 186 2 1782 1780 

Anthony Barr  13 189 21 1301 1280 

Terrance West  14 190 20 599 579 

Devonta Freeman  15 194 18 1393 1375 

Isaiah Crowell  16 195 22 1382 1360 

Marqise Lee  17 198 3 1715 1712 

Andre Williams  18 208 9 630 621 

James Wilder  19 209 29 618 589 

Storm Johnson  20 218 26 622 596 

Jordan Matthews  21 222 5 1828 1823 

Allen Robinson  22 222 9 1841 1832 

Marion Grice  23 224 36 642 606 

Chris Borland  24 225 42 1361 1329 

Odell Beckham  25 225 5 1925 1920 



 

 

Ha Ha Clinton-Dix  26 225 33 1295 1262 

Kelvin Benjamin  27 227 9 1871 1862 

Brandin Cooks  28 230 3 1941 1938 

Jace Amaro  29 234 11 1933 1922 

De'Anthony Thomas 30 243 38 1366 1328 

Blake Bortles  31 265 16 2030 2014 

Davante Adams  32 265 13 1883 1870 

Paul Richardson  33 273 19 1981 1962 

Austin Seferian-Jenkins 34 276 30 1957 1927 

Donte Moncrief  35 281 13 1937 1924 

Jarvis Landry  36 304 24 2022 1998 

Troy Niklas  37 321 15 2080 2065 

Martavis Bryant  38 342 15 2037 2022 

Derek Carr  39 365 30 2099 2069 

Colt Lyerla  40 368 36 2135 2099 

Jared Abbrederis  41 380 12 2222 2210 

Josh Huff  42 402 34 2148 2114 

Shaquelle Evans  43 451 34 2161 2127 

Jadeveon Clowney  44 454 2 1457 1455 

Brandon Coleman  45 473 32 2207 2175 

Bruce Ellington  46 480 27 2226 2199 



 

 

Fantasy Relevant Prospects Attending The NFL Draft In Person 

• Odell Beckham - WR - LSU 

• Blake Bortles - QB - UCF 

• Teddy Bridgewater - QB - Louisville 

• Ha Ha Clinton-Dix - S - Alabama 

• Jadeveon Clowney - DE - South Carolina 

• Brandin Cooks - WR - Oregon State 

• Kony Ealy - DE - Missouri 

• Eric Ebron - TE - North Carolina 

• Mike Evans - WR - Texas A&M 

• Kyle Fuller - CB - Virginia Tech 

• Jimmy Garoppolo - QB - Eastern Illinois 

• Justin Gilbert - CB - Oklahoma State 

• Ra'Shede Hageman - DT - Minnesota 

• Timmy Jernigan - DT - Florida State 

• Cody Latimer - WR - Indiana 

• Marqise Lee - WR - USC 

• Khalil Mack - OLB - Buffalo 

• Johnny Manziel - QB - Texas A&M 

• Jordan Matthews - WR - Vanderbilt 

• CJ Mosley - ILB/MLB - Alabama 

• Calvin Pryor - S - Louisville 

• Bradley Roby - CB - Ohio State 

• Ryan Shazier - LB - Ohio State 

• Jason Verrett - CB - TCU 

• Sammy Watkins - WR - Clemson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Team Fantasy Needs 

 



 

 

• Arizona Cardinals – WR, OLB, RB, QB, S 

• Atlanta Falcons – DE, TE, S, RB 

• Baltimore Ravens – S, WR, DE 

• Buffalo Bills – DE, S, TE 

• Carolina Panthers – WR, CB, S, OLB, RB 

• Chicago Bears –DT, CB, RB 

• Cincinnati Bengals – DT, CB, DE  

• Cleveland Browns – QB, WR, ILB 

• Dallas Cowboys – S, DE 

• Denver Broncos – MLB, CB 

• Detroit Lions – CB, WR 

• Green Bay Packers – S, TE, ILB 

• Houston Texans – QB, TE, CB 

• Indianapolis Colts – S, OLB, CB  

• Jacksonville Jaguars – QB, CB, S, TE, WR 

• Kansas City Chiefs – WR, S, ILB,  

• Miami Dolphins – DT, MLB 

• Minnesota Vikings – QB, MLB, OLB, DE  

• New England Patriots – TE, DT, S 

• New Orleans Saints – ILB, WR, RB 

• New York Giants – MLB, OLB, DT, TE, RB  

• New York Jets – RB, CB, S, ILB 

• Oakland Raiders – QB, S 

• Philadelphia Eagles – WR, OLB, S 

• Pittsburgh Steelers – ILB, TE, OLB 

• St. Louis Rams – WR, S, OLB, DT 

• San Diego Chargers – DT, CB, WR 

• San Francisco 49ers – WR, CB, DE  

• Seattle Seahawks – WR, TE, CB  

• Tampa Bay Buccaneers – WR, QB, MLB  

• Tennessee Titans – RB, CB, ILB 

• Washington Redskins – S, CB, ILB

   



 

 

Team Needs Grouped By Fantasy Position 

 

Quarterbacks 
 

• Cleveland Browns 

• Houston Texans 

• Jacksonville Jaguars 

• Minnesota Vikings 

• Oakland Raiders 

• Tampa Bay Buccaneers 

 

Running Backs 

 
• Arizona Cardinals 

• Atlanta Falcons 

• Carolina Panthers 

• Chicago Bears 

• New Orleans Saints 

• New York Giants 

• New York Jets 

• Tennessee Titans 

 

Wide Receivers 

 
• Arizona Cardinals 

• Baltimore Ravens 

• Carolina Panthers 

• Cleveland Browns 

• Detroit Lions 

• Jacksonville Jaguars 

• Kansas City Chiefs 

• New Orleans Saints 

• Philadelphia Eagles 

• St. Louis Rams 

• San Diego Chargers 

• San Francisco 49ers 

• Seattle Seahawks 

• Tampa Bay Buccaneers 

 

 

 

 

 

Tight Ends 

 
• Atlanta Falcons 

• Buffalo Bills 

• Green Bay Packers 

• Houston Texans 

• Jacksonville Jaguars 

• New England Patriots 

• New York Giants 

• Pittsburgh Steelers 

• Seattle Seahawks 

 

Defensive Tackles 

 
• Chicago Bears 

• Cincinnati Bengals 

• Miami Dolphins 

• New England Patriots 

• New York Giants 

• St. Louis Rams 

• San Diego Chargers 

 

Defensive Ends 

 
• Atlanta Falcons 

• Baltimore Ravens 

• Buffalo Bills 

• Cincinnati Bengals 

• Dallas Cowboys 

• Minnesota Vikings 

• San Francisco 49ers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Outside Linebackers 

 
• Arizona Cardinals 

• Carolina Panthers 

• Minnesota Vikings 

• New York Giants 

• Philadelphia Eagles 

• Pittsburgh Steelers 

• St. Louis Rams 

 

Inside/Middle Linebackers 

 
• Cleveland Browns 

• Denver Broncos 

• Green Bay Packers 

• Kansas City Chiefs 

• Miami Dolphins 

• Minnesota Vikings 

• New Orleans Saints 

• New York Giants 

• New York Jets 

• Pittsburgh Steelers 

• Tampa Bay Buccaneers 

• Tennessee Titans 

• Washington Redskins 

 

Cornerbacks 

 
• Carolina Panthers 

• Chicago Bears 

• Cincinnati Bengals 

• Denver Broncos 

• Detroit Lions 

• Houston Texans 

• Indianapolis Colts 

• Jacksonville Jaguars 

• New York Jets  

• San Francisco 49ers 

• Seattle Seahawks 

• Tennessee Titans 

• Washington Redskins 

 

Safeties 

 
• Arizona Cardinals 

• Atlanta Falcons 

• Baltimore Ravens 

• Buffalo Bills 

• Carolina Panthers 

• Dallas Cowboys 

• Green Bay Packers 

• Indianapolis Colts 

• Jacksonville Jaguars  

• Kansas City Chiefs 

• New England Patriots 

• New York Jets 

• Oakland Raiders 

• Philadelphia Eagles 

• St. Louis Rams 

• Washington Redskins 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Draft Picks By Team 

 

• Arizona Cardinals – (6) – 1.20 (20), 2.20 (52), 3.20 (84), 4.20 (120), 5.20 (160), 6.20 (196) 

• Atlanta Falcons – (10) – 1.06 (6), 2.05 (37), 3.04 (68), 4.03 (103), 4.39 (139), 5.07 (147), 6.06 

(182), 7.05 (220), 7.38 (253), 7.40 (255) 

• Baltimore Ravens – (7) – 1.17 (17), 2.16 (48), 3.15 (79), 3.35 (99), 4.34 (134), 4.38 (138), 5.35 

(175), 6.18 (194) 

• Buffalo Bills – (7) – 1.09 (9), 2.09 (41), 3.09 (73), 4.09 (109), 5.09 (149), 7.09 (244) 

• Carolina Panthers - (7) – 1.28 (28), 2.28 (60), 3.28 (92), 4.28 (128), 5.28 (168), 6.28 (204), 7.10 

(225) 

• Chicago Bears – (7) – 1.14 (4), 1.26 (26), 2.03 (35), 3.07 (71), 4.06 (106), 4.27 (127), 5.05 (145), 

6.04 (180), 7.03 (218) 

• Cincinnati Bengals – (10) – 1.04(24), 2.23 (55), 3.24 (88), 4.23 (123), 5.24 (164), 6.23 (199), 6.36 

(212), 7.24 (239), 7.37 (252) 

• Cleveland Browns – (7) – 1.06 (6), 3.06 (68), 4.07 (104), 5.06 (139), 5.31 (164), 6.07 (175), 7.21 

(227) 

• Dallas Cowboys – (11) – 1.16 (16), 2.15 (47), 3.14 (78), 4.19 (119), 5.18 (158), 7.14 (229), 7.16 

(231), 7.23 (238), 7.33 (248), 7.36 (251), 7.39 (254) 

• Denver Broncos – (7) – 1.31 (31), 2.31 (63), 3.31 (95), 4.31 (131), 5.31 (171), 6.31 (207), 7.31 

(246) 

• Detroit Lions – (8) – 1.10 (10), 2.13 (45), 3.12 (76), 4.11 (111), 4.33 (133), 4.36 (136), 6.13 (189),  

7.12 (227) 

• Green Bay Packers – (9) – 1.21 (21), 2.21 (53), 3.21 (85), 3.34 (98), 4.21(121), 5.21 (161), 5.36 

(176), 6.21 (197), 7.21 (236) 

• Houston Texans – (11) – 1.01 (1), 2.01 (33), 3.01 (65), 4.01 (101), 4.35 (135), 5.01 (141), 6.01 

(177), 6.05 (181), 6.35 (211), 7.01 (216), 7.41 (256) 

• Indianapolis Colts – (5) – 2.27 (59), 3.26 (90), 5.26 (166), 6.27(203), 7.17(232) 

• Jacksonville Jaguars – (11) – 1.03 (3), 2.07 (39), 3.06 (70), 4.05 (105), 4.14 (114), 5.04(144), 5.10 

(150), 5.19 (159), 6.03(179), 6.29 (205), 7.07 (222) 

• Kansas City Chiefs – (6) – 1.23 (23), 3.23 (87), 4.24 (124), 5.23 (163), 6.17 (193), 6.24 (200) 

• Miami Dolphins – (7) – 1.19 (19), 2.18 (50), 3.17 (781), 4.16 (116), 5.15 (155), 6.14 (190), 7.19 

(234) 

• Minnesota Vikings – (8) – 1.08 (8), 2.08 (40), 3.08 (72), 3.32 (96), 4.08 (108), 5.08 (148), 6.08 

(184), 7.08 (223) 

• New England Patriots – (8) – 1.29 (29), 2.30 (62), 3.29 (93), 4.30 (130), 4.40 9140), 6.22 (198), 

6.30 (206), 7.29 (244) 

• New Orleans Saints – (7) – 1.27 (27), 2.26 (58), 3.27 (91), 4.26 (126), 5.27 (167), 5.29 (169), 6.26 

(202) 

• New York Giants – (7) – 1.12 (12), 2.11 (43), 3.10 (74), 4.13 (113), 5.12 (152), 5.34 (174), 6.11 

(187) 

• New York Jets – (12) – 1.18 (18), 2.17 (49), 3.16 (80), 4.04 (104), 4.15 (115), 4.37 (137), 5.14 

(154), 6.19 (195), 6.33 (209), 6.34 (210), 6.37 (213), 7.18 (233) 

• Oakland Raiders – (6) – 1.05 (5), 2.04 (36), 3.03 (67), 4.07 (107), 7.04 (209), 7.20 (235) 

• Philadelphia Eagles – (6) – 1.22 (22), 2.22 (54), 3.22 (86), 4.22 (122), 5.22 (162), 7.22 (237) 



 

 

• Pittsburgh Steelers – (9) – 1.15 (15), 2.14 (46), 3.33 (97), 4.18 (118), 5.17 (157), 5.33 (173), 6.16 

(192), 6.39 (215), 7.15 (230) 

• St. Louis Rams – (12) – 1.02 (2), 1.13 (13), 2.12 (44), 3.11 (75), 4.10 (110), 5.13 (153), 6.12 (188), 

6.38 (214), 7.11 (226), 7.26 (241), 7.34 (249), 7.35 (250) 

• San Diego Chargers – (7) – 1.25 (25), 2.25 (57), 3.25 (89), 4.25 (125), 5.25 (165), 6.25 (201), 7.25 

(240) 

• San Francisco 49ers – (11) – 1.30 (30), 2.24 (56), 2.29 (61), 3.13 (77), 3.30 (94), 3.36 (100), 4.29 

(129), 5.30 (170) 7.27 (242), 7.28 (243), 7.30 (245)  

• Seattle Seahawks – (7) – 1.32 (32), 2.32 (64), 4.32 (132), 5.06 (146), 5.32 (172), 6.32 (208), 7.32 

(247) 

• Tampa Bay Buccaneers – (6) – 1.07 (7), 2.06 (38), 3.05 (69), 5.03 (143), 6.09 (185), 7.06 (221)  

• Tennessee Titans – (6) – 1.11 (11), 2.10 (42), 4.12 (112), 5.11 (151), 6.10 (186), 7.13 (228) 

• Washington Redskins – (6) – 2.02 (34), 3.02 (66), 4.02 (102), 5.02 (142), 6.02 (178), 7.02 (217)

 

  



 

 

Most Picks Per Round 

 

First Round 

 
Two Picks 

• Cleveland Browns 

• St. Louis Rams 

 

Second Round 

 
Two Picks 

• San Francisco 49ers 

 

Third Round 

 
Two Picks 

• Baltimore Ravens 

• Cleveland Browns 

• Green Bay Packers 

• Minnesota Vikings 

 

Three Picks 

• San Francisco 49ers 

 

Fourth Round 

 
Two Picks 

• Atlanta Falcons 

• Baltimore Ravens 

• Cleveland Browns 

• Houston Texans 

• Jacksonville Jaguars 

• New England Patriots 

 

Three Picks 

• Detroit Lions 

• New York Jets 

 

Fifth Round 

 
Two Picks 

• Green Bay Packers 

• New York Giants 



 

 

• Pittsburgh Steelers 

• Seattle Seahawks 

 

Three Picks 

• Jacksonville Jaguars 

 

Sixth Round 

 
Two Picks 

• Chicago Bears 

• Cincinnati Bengals 

• Jacksonville Jaguars 

• Kansas City Chiefs 

• Pittsburgh Steelers 

• New England Patriots 

• St. Louis Rams 

 

Three Picks 

• Houston Texans 

 

Four Picks 

• New York Jets 

 

Seventh Round 

 
Two Picks 

• Cincinnati Bengals 

• Houston Texans 

• Oakland Raiders 

 

Three Picks 

• Atlanta Falcons 

• San Francisco 49ers 

 
Four Picks 

• St. Louis Rams 

 
Six Picks 

• Dallas Cowboys 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Draft Worksheet 

 

Round Pick # NFL Team Position Player 

1 1 Houston Texans 
  

1 2 St. Louis Rams 
  

1 3 Jacksonville Jaguars 

  
1 4 Cleveland Browns 

  
1 5 Oakland Raiders 

  
1 6 Atlanta Falcons 

  
1 7 Tampa Bay Buccaneers 

  
1 8 Minnesota Vikings 

  
1 9 Buffalo Bills 

  
1 10 Detroit Lions 

  
1 11 Tennessee Titans 

  
1 12 New York Giants 

  
1 13 St. Louis Rams 

  
1 14 Chicago Bears 

  
1 15 Pittsburgh Steelers 

  
1 16 Dallas Cowboys 

  
1 17 Baltimore Ravens 

  
1 18 New York Jets 

  
1 19 Miami Dolphins 

  
1 20 Arizona Cardinals 

  
1 21 Green Bay Packers 

  
1 22 Philadelphia Eagles 

  
1 23 Kansas City Chiefs 

  
1 24 Cincinnati Bengals 

  
1 25 San Diego Chargers 

  
1 26 Cleveland Browns 

  
1 27 New Orleans Saints 

  
1 28 Carolina Panthers 

  
1 29 New England Patriots 

  
1 30 San Francisco 49ers 

  
1 31 Denver Broncos 

  
1 32 Seattle Seahawks 

  
2 33 Houston Texans 

  
2 34 Washington Redskins 

  
2 35 Cleveland Browns 

  



 

 

2 36 Oakland Raiders 

  
2 37 Atlanta Falcons 

  
2 38 Tampa Bay Buccaneers 

  
2 39 Jacksonville Jaguars 

  
2 40 Minnesota Vikings 

  
2 41 Buffalo Bills 

  
2 42 Tennessee Titans 

  
2 43 New York Giants 

  
2 44 St. Louis Rams 

  
2 45 Detroit Lions 

  
2 46 Pittsburgh Steelers 

  
2 47 Dallas Cowboys 

  
2 48 Baltimore Ravens 

  
2 49 New York Jets 

  
2 50 Miami Dolphins 

  
2 51 Chicago Bears 

  
2 52 Arizona Cardinals 

  
2 53 Green Bay Packers 

  
2 54 Philadelphia Eagles 

  
2 55 Cincinnati Bengals 

  
2 56 San Francisco 49ers 

  
2 57 San Diego Chargers 

  
2 58 New Orleans Saints 

  
2 59 Indianapolis Colts 

  
2 60 Carolina Panthers 

  
2 61 San Francisco 49ers 

  
2 62 New England Patriots 

  
2 63 Denver Broncos 

  
2 64 Seattle Seahawks 

  
3 65 Houston Texans 

  
3 66 Washington Redskins 

  
3 67 Oakland Raiders 

  
3 68 Atlanta Falcons 

  
3 69 Tampa Bay Buccaneers 

  
3 70 Jacksonville Jaguars 

  
3 71 Cleveland Browns 

  
3 72 Minnesota Vikings 

  
3 73 Buffalo Bills 

  
3 74 New York Giants 

  



 

 

3 75 St. Louis Rams 

  
3 76 Detroit Lions 

  
3 77 San Francisco 49ers 

  
3 78 Dallas Cowboys 

  
3 79 Baltimore Ravens 

  
3 80 New York Jets 

  
3 81 Miami Dolphins 

  
3 82 Chicago Bears 

  
3 83 Cleveland Browns 

  
3 84 Arizona Cardinals 

  
3 85 Green Bay Packers 

  
3 86 Philadelphia Eagles 

  
3 87 Kansas City Chiefs 

  
3 88 Cincinnati Bengals 

  
3 89 San Diego Chargers 

  
3 90 Indianapolis Colts 

  
3 91 New Orleans Saints 

  
3 92 Carolina Panthers 

  
3 93 New England Patriots 

  
3 94 San Francisco 49ers 

  
3 95 Denver Broncos 

  
3 96 Minnesota Vikings 

  
3 97 Pittsburgh Steelers 

  
3 98 Green Bay Packers 

  
3 99 Baltimore Ravens 

  
3 100 San Francisco 49ers 

  
4 101 Houston Texans 

  
4 102 Washington Redskins 

  
4 103 Atlanta Falcons 

  
4 104 New York Jets 

  
4 105 Jacksonville Jaguars 

  
4 106 Cleveland Browns 

  
4 107 Oakland Raiders 

  
4 108 Minnesota Vikings 

  
4 109 Buffalo Bills 

  
4 110 St. Louis Rams 

  
4 111 Detroit Lions 

  
4 112 Tennessee Titans 

  
4 113 New York Giants 

  



 

 

4 114 Jacksonville Jaguars 

  
4 115 New York Jets 

  
4 116 Miami Dolphins 

  
4 117 Chicago Bears 

  
4 118 Pittsburgh Steelers 

  
4 119 Dallas Cowboys 

  
4 120 Arizona Cardinals 

  
4 121 Green Bay Packers 

  
4 122 Philadelphia Eagles 

  
4 123 Cincinnati Bengals 

  
4 124 Kansas City Chiefs 

  
4 125 San Diego Chargers 

  
4 126 New Orleans Saints 

  
4 127 Cleveland Browns 

  
4 128 Carolina Panthers 

  
4 129 San Francisco 49ers 

  
4 130 New England Patriots 

  
4 131 Denver Broncos 

  
4 132 Seattle Seahawks 

  
4 133 Detroit Lions 

  
4 134 Baltimore Ravens 

  
4 135 Houston Texans 

  
4 136 Detroit Lions 

  
4 137 New York Jets 

  
4 138 Baltimore Ravens 

  
4 139 Atlanta Falcons 

  
4 140 New England Patriots 

  
5 141 Houston Texans 

  
5 142 Washington Redskins 

  
5 143 Tampa Bay Buccaneers 

  
5 144 Jacksonville Jaguars 

  
5 145 Cleveland Browns 

  
5 146 Seattle Seahawks 

  
5 147 Atlanta Falcons 

  
5 148 Minnesota Vikings 

  
5 149 Buffalo Bills 

  
5 150 Jacksonville Jaguars 

  
5 151 Tennessee Titans 

  
5 152 New York Giants 

  



 

 

5 153 St. Louis Rams 

  
5 154 New York Jets 

  
5 155 Miami Dolphins 

  
5 156 Chicago Bears 

  
5 157 Pittsburgh Steelers 

  
5 158 Dallas Cowboys 

  
5 159 Jacksonville Jaguars 

  
5 160 Arizona Cardinals 

  
5 161 Green Bay Packers 

  
5 162 Philadelphia Eagles 

  
5 163 Kansas City Chiefs 

  
5 164 Cincinnati Bengals 

  
5 165 San Diego Chargers 

  
5 166 Indianapolis Colts 

  
5 167 New Orleans Saints 

  
5 168 Carolina Panthers 

  
5 169 New Orleans Saints 

  
5 170 San Francisco 49ers 

  
5 171 Denver Broncos 

  
5 172 Seattle Seahawks 

  
5 173 Pittsburgh Steelers 

  
5 174 New York Giants 

  
5 175 Baltimore Ravens 

  
5 176 Green Bay Packers 

  
6 177 Houston Texans 

  
6 178 Washington Redskins 

  
6 179 Jacksonville Jaguars 

  
6 180 Cleveland Browns 

  
6 181 Houston Texans 

  
6 182 Atlanta Falcons 

  
6 183 Chicago Bears 

  
6 184 Minnesota Vikings 

  
6 185 Tampa Bay Buccaneers 

  
6 186 Tennessee Titans 

  
6 187 New York Giants 

  
6 188 St. Louis Rams 

  
6 189 Detroit Lions 

  
6 190 Miami Dolphins 

  
6 191 Chicago Bears 

  



 

 

6 192 Pittsburgh Steelers 

  
6 193 Kansas City Chiefs 

  
6 194 Baltimore Ravens 

  
6 195 New York Jets 

  
6 196 Arizona Cardinals 

  
6 197 Green Bay Packers 

  
6 198 New England Patriots 

  
6 199 Cincinnati Bengals 

  
6 200 Kansas City Chiefs 

  
6 201 San Diego Chargers 

  
6 202 New Orleans Saints 

  
6 203 Indianapolis Colts 

  
6 204 Carolina Panthers 

  
6 205 Jacksonville Jaguars 

  
6 206 New England Patriots 

  
6 207 Denver Broncos 

  
6 208 Seattle Seahawks 

  
6 209 New York Jets 

  
6 210 New York Jets 

  
6 211 Houston Texans 

  
6 212 Cincinnati Bengals 

  
6 213 New York Jets 

  
6 214 St. Louis Rams 

  
6 215 Pittsburgh Steelers 

  
7 216 Houston Texans 

  
7 217 Washington Redskins 

  
7 218 Cleveland Browns 

  
7 219 Oakland Raiders 

  
7 220 Atlanta Falcons 

  
7 221 Tampa Bay Buccaneers 

  
7 222 Jacksonville Jaguars 

  
7 223 Minnesota Vikings 

  
7 224 Buffalo Bills 

  
7 225 Carolina Panthers 

  
7 226 St. Louis Rams 

  
7 227 Detroit Lions 

  
7 228 Tennessee Titans 

  
7 229 Dallas Cowboys 

  
7 230 Pittsburgh Steelers 

  



 

 

7 231 Dallas Cowboys 

  
7 232 Indianapolis Colts 

  
7 233 New York Jets 

  
7 234 Miami Dolphins 

  
7 235 Oakland Raiders 

  
7 236 Green Bay Packers 

  
7 237 Philadelphia Eagles 

  
7 238 Dallas Cowboys 

  
7 239 Cincinnati Bengals 

  
7 240 San Diego Chargers 

  
7 241 St. Louis Rams 

  
7 242 San Francisco 49ers 

  
7 243 San Francisco 49ers 

  
7 244 New England Patriots 

  
7 245 San Francisco 49ers 

  
7 246 Denver Broncos 

  
7 247 Seattle Seahawks 

  
7 248 Dallas Cowboys 

  
7 249 St. Louis Rams 

  
7 250 St. Louis Rams 

  
7 251 Dallas Cowboys 

  
7 252 Cincinnati Bengals 

  
7 253 Atlanta Falcons 

  
7 254 Dallas Cowboys 

  
7 255 Atlanta Falcons 

  
7 256 Houston Texans 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

2014 NFL Schedule 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

2014 NFL Teams By Bye Week 

 

Week Four 

 
• Arizona Cardinals  

• Cincinnati Bengals  

• Cleveland Browns 

• Denver Broncos  

• Seattle Seahawks 

• St. Louis Rams 

 

Week Five 

 
• Miami Dolphins 

• Oakland Raiders 

 

Week Six 

 
• Kansas City Chiefs 

• New Orleans Saints 

 

Week Seven 

 
• Philadelphia Eagles 

• Tampa Bay Buccaneers 

 

Week Eight 

 
• New York Giants 

• San Francisco 49ers 

 

Week Nine 

 
• Atlanta Falcons 

• Buffalo Bills 

• Chicago Bears 

• Detroit Lions 

• Green Bay Packers 

• Tennessee Titans 

 

 

 

Week Ten 

 
• Houston Texans 

• Indianapolis Colts 

• Minnesota Vikings 

• New England Patriots 

• San Diego Chargers 

• Washington Redskins 

 

Week Eleven 

 
• Baltimore Ravens 

• Dallas Cowboys 

• Jacksonville Jaguars  

• New York Jets 

 

Week Twelve 

 
• Carolina Panthers 

• Pittsburgh Steelers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

2014 NFL Teams Strength Of Schedule 

 

 Rank Team  Strength 2013 Combined Opponent Record 

 

1. Oakland Raiders 0.578   148-108-0 

2. Denver Broncos 0.570   146-110-0 

3. St. Louis Rams 0.564   144-111-1 

4. San Diego Chargers 0.563   144-112-0 

4.  San Francisco 49ers 0.563   144-112-0 

6. Seattle Seahawks 0.561   143-112-1 

7. Kansas City Chiefs 0.559   143-113-0 

8. Arizona Cardinals 0.547   140-116-0 

9. New York Jets 0.520   132-122-2 

10. New England Patriots 0.516   131-123-2 

11. Atlanta Falcons 0.512   130-124-2 

12. Miami Dolphins 0.508   129-125-2 

13. Green Bay Packers 0.504   128-126-2 

14. Buffalo Bills 0.500   127-127-2 

15. Chicago Bears 0.496   125-127-4 

16. Detroit Lions 0.492   124-128-4 

17. Washington Redskins 0.490   125-130-1 

18. Dallas Cowboys 0.488   125-131-0 

19. Tampa Bay Buccaneers 0.484   123-131-2 

20. Philadelphia Eagles 0.479   122-133-1 

21. Minnesota Vikings 0.477   121-133-2 

22. Carolina Panthers 0.473   120-134-2 

23. Cincinnati Bengals 0.469   120-136-0 

23. Pittsburgh Steelers 0.469   120-136-0 

23. New Orleans Saints 0.469   119-135-2 

26. Cleveland Browns 0.465   119-137-0 

26. New York Giants 0.465   119-137-0 

28. Baltimore Ravens 0.461   117-139-0 

29. Jacksonville Jaguars 0.453   116-140-0 

30. Houston Texans 0.441   113-143-0 

31. Tennessee Titans 0.438   112-144-0 

32. Indianapolis Colts 0.430   110-146-0 

 



 

 

Fantasy Relevant NFL Depth Charts Upon Entering The NFL Draft 

 

Arizona Cardinals 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. Carson Palmer 

2. Drew Stanton 

 

Running Backs 
1. Andre Ellington 

2. Stephan Taylor 

3. Jonathan Dwyer 

 

Wide Receiver 1 

1. Larry Fitzgerald 

2. Ted Ginn 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Michael Floyd 

2. Teddy Williams 

 

Tight End 
1. John Carlson 

2. Rob Housler 

 

Nose Tackle 
1. Dan Williams 

2. Alameda Ta'amu 

 

Defensive Tackle 

1. Darnell Dockett 

2. Frostee Rucker 

 

Defensive End 
1. Calais Campbell 

2. Adrian Tracy 

 

Left Outside Linebacker 
1. John Abraham 

2. Lorenzo Alexander 

 

Right Outside Linebacker 
1. Matt Shaughnessy 

2. Marcus Bernard 

 

Left Inside Linebacker 
1. Daryl Washington 

2. joJo Dickson 

 

Right Inside Linebacker 
1. Kevin Minter 

2. Kenny Demens 

 

Left Cornerback 

1. Patrick Peterson 

2. LeQuan Lewis 

 

Right Cornerback 
1. Antonio Cromartie 

2. Jerraud Powers 

 

Strong Safety 
1. Tony Jefferson 

2. Orhian Johnson 

 

Free Safety 
1. Tyrann Mathieu 

2. Rashad Johnson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Atlanta Falcons 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. Matt Ryan 

2. Dominique Davis 

 

Running Backs 
1. Steven Jackson 

2. Jacquizz Rodgers 

3. Antone Smith 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Julio Jones 

2. Harry Douglas 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Roddy White 

2. Darius Johnson 

 

Tight End 
1. Levine Toilolo 

2. Mickey Shuler 

 

Nose Tackle 
1. Paul Soliai 

2. Travian Robertson 

 

Left Defensive End 
1. Tyson Jackson 

2. Malliciah Goodman 

 

Right Defensive End 
1. Jonathan Babineaux 

2. Corey Peters 

 

Strong Outside Linebacker 

1. Kroy Biermann 

2. Stephen Nicholas 

 

Weak Outside Linebacker 
1. Jonathan Massaquoi 

2. Osi Umenyiora 

 

Strong Inside Linebacker 
1. Paul Worrilow 

2. Akeem Dent  

Weak Inside Linebacker 
1. Sean Weatherspoon 

2. Joplo Bartu 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. Desmond Trufant  

2. Robert McClain  

 

Right Cornerback 
1. Robert Alford 

2. Dominique Franks 

 

Strong Safety 

1. William Moore 

 

Free Safety 
1. Dwight Lowery  

2. Kemal Ishmael 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Baltimore Ravens 

Quarterbacks 
1. Joe Flacco 

2. Tyrod Taylor 

 

Running Backs 
1. Ray Rice 

2. Bernard Pierce 

3. Bernard Scott 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Torrey Smith 

2. Steve Smith 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Jacoby Jones 

2. Marlon Brown  

3. Deonte Thompson  

 

Tight End 
1. Dennis Pitta 

2. Owen Daniels 

 

Nose Tackle 
1. Haloti Ngata 

 

Left Defensive End 
1. Chris Canty  

2. DeAngelo Tyson 

 

Right Defensive End 
1. Brandon Williams 

 

Left Outside Linebacker 
1. Terrell Suggs  

2. Pernell McPhee 

 

Right Outside Linebacker 
1. Elvis Dumervil 

2. Courtney Upshaw 

 

 

 

 

Left Inside Linebacker 
1. Josh Bynes  

2. Arthur Brown 

 

Right Inside Linebacker 
1. Daryl Smith  

2. Albert McClellan 

 

Left Cornerback 

1. Lardarius Webb 

2. Chykie Brown 

 

Right Cornerback 
1. Jimmy Smith 

 

Strong Safety 
1. Anthony Levine  

2. Darian Stewart 

 

Free Safety 
1. Matt Elam  

2. Omar Brown 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Buffalo Bills 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. EJ Manuel  

2. Thad Lewis 

 

Running Backs 
1. C.J. Spiller 

2. Fred Jackson 

3. Anthony Dixon 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Stevie Johnson 

2. T.J. Graham  

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Mike Williams 

2. Robert Woods 

 

Tight End 
1. Scott Chandler 

2. Lee Smith 

 

Left Defensive Tackle 
1. Marcell Dareus 

2. Alan Branch 

 

Right Defensive Tackle 
1. Kyle Williams 

2. Stefan Charles 

 

Left Defensive End 
1. Manny Lawson 

2. Jarius Wynn 

 

Right Defensive End 
1. Mario Williams  

2. Jerry Hughes 

 

Weak Outside Linebacker 
1. Kiko Alonso 

2. Nigel Bradham 

 

 

 

Strong Outside Linebacker 

1. Keith Rivers  

2. Ty Powell 

 

Middle Linebacker 
1. Brandon Spikes 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. Leodis McKelvin  

2. Nickell Robey 

 

Right Cornerback 
1. Stephon Gilmore 

2. Corey Graham   

 

Strong Safety 
1. Da'Norris Searcy 

2. Jonathan Meeks 

 

Free Safety 
1. Aaron Williams 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Carolina Panther 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. Cam Newton 

2. Derek Anderson 

 

Running Backs 
1. DeAngelo Williams  

2. Jonathan Stewart 

3. Kenjon Barner 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Tavarres King  

2. Tiquan Underwood 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Jerricho Cotchery  

2. Marvin McNutt 

 

Tight End 
1. Greg Olsen 

2. Richie Brockel 

 

Left Defensive Tackle 
1. Dwan Edwards  

2. Linden Gaydosh 

 

Right Defensive Tackle 
1. Star Lotulelei  

2. Kawann Short 

 

Left Defensive End 
1. Charles Johnson  

2. Frank Alexander 

 

Right Defensive End 
1. Greg Hardy  

2. Mario Addison 

 

Left Outside Linebacker 
1. Thomas Davis  

2. A.J. Klein 

 

 

 

 

Right Outside Linebacker 
1. Chase Blackburn  

2. A.J. Klein 

 

Middle Linebacker 
1. Luke Kuechly 

2. Chase Blackburn 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. De'Andre Presley  

2. James Dockery 

 

Right Cornerback 

1. Antoine Cason  

2. Melvin White 

 

Strong Safety 
1. Robert Lester  

2. Roman Harper 

 

Free Safety 
1. Charles Godfrey  

2. Colin Jones 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Chicago Bears 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. Jay Cutler 

2. Jordan Palmer 

 

Running Backs 
1. Matt Forte 

2. Michael Ford 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Brandon Marshall 

2. Marquess Wilson 

 

Wide Receiver 2 

1. Alshon Jeffery 

2. Eric Weems 

 

Tight End 
1. Martellus Bennett 

2. Dante Rosario 

 

Left Defensive Tackle 
1. Tracy Robertson 

2. Jeremiah Ratliff 

 

Right Defensive Tackle 
1. Stephen Paea 

 

Left Defensive End 

1. Lamarr Houston  

2. Shea McClellin 

 

Right Defensive End 
1. Willie Young  

2. David Bass 

 

Left Outside Linebacker 
1. Lawrence Wilson 

2. Khaseem Greene 

 

Right Outside Linebacker 
1. Lance Briggs 

2. Jordan Senn 

 

Middle Linebacker 

1. D.J. Williams  

2. Jon Bostic 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. Tim Jennings 

2. Zack Bowman 

 

Right Cornerback 
1. Isaiah Frey  

2. Sherrick McManis 

 

Strong Safety 
1. Ryan Mundy  

2. Anthony Walters 

 

Free Safety 
1. Chris Conte 

2. M.D. Jennings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Cincinnati Bengals 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. Andy Dalton 

2. Jason Campbell 

 

Running Backs 
1. BenJarvus Green-Ellis 

2. Giovani Bernard 

3. Cedric Peerman 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. A.J. Green 

2. Brandon Tate 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Mohamed Sanu 

2. Marvin Jones 

 

Tight End 
1. Jermaine Gresham 

2. Tyler Eifert 

 

Left Defensive Tackle 
1. Domata Peko 

2. Christo Bilukidi 

 

Right Defensive Tackle 
1. Geno Atkins 

2. Brandon Thompson 

 

Left Defensive End 
1. Carlos Dunlap  

2. Margus Hunt 

 

Right Defensive End 
1. Wallace Gilberry 

 

Strong Outside Linebacker 
1. Jayson DiManche 

 

Weak Outside Linebacker 
1. Vontaze Burfict  

2. Michael Boley 

 

Middle Linebacker 
1. Rey Maualuga 

2. Vincent Rey 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. Leon Hall 

 

Right Cornerback 

1. Terence Newman  

2. Dre Kirkpatrick 

 

Strong Safety 
1. George Iloka  

2. Chris Crocker 

 

Free Safety 
1. Reggie Nelson 

2. Shawn Williams 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Cleveland Browns 
 

Quarterbacks 
1. Brian Hoyer  

2. Alex Tanney 

 

Running Backs 
1. Ben Tate  

2. Dion Lewis  

3. Edwin Baker 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Josh Gordon 

2. Josh Cooper 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Greg Little 

2. Andrew Hawkins 

 

Tight End 
1. Jordan Cameron 

2. Gary Barnidge 

 

Nose Tackle 

1. Phil Taylor 

2. Ishmaa'ily Kitchen 

 

Left Defensive End 
1. Armonty Bryant 

2. Ahtyba Rubin 

 

Right Defensive End 
1. John Hughes  

2. Billy Winn 

 

Left Outside Linebacker 
1. Paul Kruger 

2. Quentin Groves 

 

Right Outside Linebacker 
1. Jabaal Sheard  

2. Barkevious Mingo 

 

 

 

Left Inside Linebacker 
1. Craig Robertson 

2. Darius Eubanks 

 

Right Inside Linebacker 
1. Karlos Dansby  

2. Tank Carder 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. Joe Haden  

2. Leon McFadden 

 

Right Cornerback 
1. Buster Skrine 

2. Isaiah Trufant 

 

Strong Safety 
1. Donte Whitner 

2. Jordan Poyer 

 

Free Safety 
1. Tashaun Gipson 

2. Johnson Bademosi 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Dallas Cowboys 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. Tony Romo 

2. Kyle Orton 

 

Running Backs 
1. DeMarco Murray 

2. Phillip Tanner 

3. Joseph Randle 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Dez Bryant 

2. Jamar Newsome 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Terrance Williams 

2. Dwayne Harris 

 

Tight End 
1. Jason Witten 

2. James Hanna 

 

Left Defensive Tackle 
1. Nick Hayden 

 

Right Defensive Tackle 
1. Henry Melton  

2. Frank Kearse 

 

Left Defensive End 

1. George Selvie  

2. Tyrone Crawford 

 

Right Defensive End 
1. Jeremy Mincey  

2. Kyle Wilber 

 

Strong Outside Linebacker 
1. Justin Durant 

2. DeVonte Holloman 

 

 

 

 

Right Outside Linebacker 
1. Bruce Carter 

2. Caesar Rayford 

 

Middle Linebacker 
1. Sean Lee 

2. Jabara Williams 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. Brandon Carr  

2. B.W. Webb 

 

Right Cornerback 

1. Morris Claiborne 

2. Orlando Scandrick 

 

Strong Safety 
1. J.J. Wilcox  

2. Jeff Heath 

 

Free Safety 
1. Barry Church  

2. Jakar Hamilton 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Denver Broncos 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. Peyton Manning 

2. Brock Osweiler 

 

Running Backs 
1. Montee Ball  

2. Ronnie Hillman 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Demaryius Thomas 

2. Andre Caldwell 

 

Wide Receiver 2 

1. Wes Welker 

2. Emmanuel Sanders 

 

Tight End 
1. Julius Thomas  

2. Virgil Green 

 

Left Defensive Tackle 
1. Sylvester Williams  

2. Sione Fua 

 

Right Defensive Tackle 
1. Terrance Knighton  

2. Mitch Unrein 

 

Left Defensive End 

1. Jared Allen  

2. Derek Wolfe 

 

Right Defensive End 
1. DeMarcus Ware 

2. Quanterus Smith 

 

Strong Outside Linebacker 
1. Von Miller 

2. Nate Irving 

 

Weak Outside Linebacker 
1. Danny Trevathan  

2. Steven Johnson 

Middle Linebacker 
1. Jamar Chaney  

2. L.J. Fort 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. Quinton Carter  

2. Kayvon Webster 

 

Right Cornerback 
1. Aqib Talib  

2. Jerome Murphy 

 

Strong Safety 

1. T.J. Ward  

2. Duke Ihenacho 

 

Free Safety 
1. Rahim Moore  

2. Omar Bolden 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Detroit Lions 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. Matthew Stafford 

2. Kellen Moore 

 

Running Backs 
1. Reggie Bush 

2. Joique Bell 

3. Mikel Leshoure 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Calvin Johnson 

2. Ryan Broyles 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Golden Tate  

2. Kris Durham 

 

Tight End 
1. Joseph Fauria  

2. Brandon Pettigrew 

 

Left Defensive Tackle 
1. Ndamukong Suh  

2. Andre Fluellen 

 

Right Defensive Tackle 
1. Nick Fairley  

2. C.J. Mosley 

 

Left Defensive End 
1. Jason Jones  

2. Devin Taylor 

 

Right Defensive End 

1. Ezekiel Ansah  

2. Devin Taylor 

 

Strong Outside Linebacker 
1. Ashlee Palmer 

2. Tahir Whitehead 

 

Weak Outside Linebacker 
1. DeAndre Levy 

2. Rocky McIntosh 

Middle Linebacker 
1. Stephen Tulloch 

2. Travis Lewis 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. Chris Houston 

2. Bill Bentley 

 

Right Cornerback 
1. Rashean Mathis  

2. Darius Slay 

 

Strong Safety 

1. James Ihedigbo  

2. Glover Quin 

 

Free Safety 
1. Don Carey 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Green Bay Packers 
 

Quarterbacks 
1. Aaron Rodgers 

2. Matt Flynn 

 

Running Backs 
1. Eddie Lacy  

2. James Starks  

3. Johnathan Franklin 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Jordy Nelson  

2. Jarrett Boykin 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Randall Cobb  

2. Myles White 

 

Tight End 
1. Andrew Quarless 

2. Brandon Bostick 

 

Nose Tackle 

1. B.J. Raji 

2. Mike Daniels 

 

Left Defensive End 
1. Datone Jones  

2. Jerel Worthy 

 

Right Defensive End 
1. Julius Peppers  

2. Josh Boyd 

 

Left Outside Linebacker 
1. Clay Matthews  

2. Nick Perry 

 

Right Outside Linebacker 

1. Andy Mulumba  

2. Nate Palmer 

 

 

 

Left Inside Linebacker 
1. A.J. Hawk  

2. Jamari Lattimore 

 

Right Inside Linebacker 
1. Brad Jones  

2. Jamari Lattimore 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. Tramon Williams  

2. Micah Hyde 

 

Right Cornerback 
1. Sam Shields 

2. Casey Hayward 

 

Strong Safety 
1. Morgan Burnett  

2. Chris Banjo 

 

Free Safety 
1. M.D. Jennings  

2. Micah Hyde 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Houston Texans 
 

Quarterbacks 
1. Case Keenum 

2. T.J. Yates 

 

Running Backs 
1. Arian Foster 

2. Dennis Johnson 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Andre Johnson 

2. Keshawn Martin 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. DeAndre Hopkins 

2. DeVier Posey 

 

Tight End 
1. Ryan Griffin  

2. Phillip Supernaw 

 

Nose Tackle 
1. Jerrell Powe 

 

Left Defensive End 

1. J.J. Watt 

2. Jared Crick 

 

Right Defensive End 
1. Tim Jamison 

2. Keith Browner 

 

Strong Outside Linebacker 
1. Brooks Reed 

2. Jeff Tarpinian 

 

Weak Outside Linebacker 
1. Whitney Mercilus 

2. Ricky Sapp 

 

Left Inside Linebacker 
1. Mike Mohamed 

2. Justin Tuggle 

 

Right Inside Linebacker 
1. Brian Cushing 

2. Paul Hazel 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. Kareem Jackson 

2. Josh Victorian 

 

Right Cornerback 
1. Brandon Harris  

2. Elbert Mack 

 

Strong Safety 
1. D.J. Swearinger  

2. Eddie Pleasant 

 

Free Safety 
1. Shiloh Keo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Indianapolis Colts 
 

Quarterbacks 
1. Andrew Luck 
2. Matt Hasselbeck 

 

Running Backs 
1. Trent Richardson 
2. Vick Ballard 
3. Tashard Choice 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Reggie Wayne 
2. T.Y. Hilton 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Hakeem Nicks 
2. Darrius Heyward-Bey 

 

Tight End 
1. Dwayne Allen 
2. Coby Fleener 

 

Nose Tackle 
1. Aubrayo Franklin 
2. Josh Chapman 

 

Defensive Tackle 
1. Ricky Jean Francois 
2. Fili Moala 
3. Drake Nevis 

 

Right Defensive End 
1. Ricky Jean Francois  
2. Jeris Pendleton 

 

Left Defensive End 
1. Cory Redding  
2. Ricardo Mathews 

 

Left Outside Linebacker 
1. Erik Walden  
2. Bjoern Werner 

 

Right Outside Linebacker 
1. Robert Mathis  
2. Cam Johnson 

 

Left Inside Linebacker 
1. D'Qwell Jackson  
2. Mario Harvey 

 

Right Inside Linebacker 
1. Jerrell Freeman  
2. Josh McNary 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. Vontae Davis 
2. Sheldon Price 

 

Right Cornerback 
1. Greg Toler 
2. Darius Butler 

 

Strong Safety 
1. Corey Lynch  
2. Sergio Brown 

 

Free Safety 
1. LaRon Landry 
2. Delano Howell 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Jacksonville Jaguars 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. Chad Henne 

2. Ricky Stanzi 

 

Running Backs 
1. Toby Gerhart  

2. Denard Robinson  

3. Jordan Todman 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Cecil Shorts 

2. Mike Brown 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Ace Sanders  

2. Kerry Taylor 

 

Tight End 
1. Marcedes Lewis 

2. Clay Harbor 

 

Left Defensive Tackle 
1. Sen'Derrick Marks  

2. Kyle Love 

 

Right Defensive Tackle 
1. Abry Jones  

2. Jordan Miller 

 

Left Defensive End 

1. Tyson Alualu  

2. Gerald Rivers 

 

Right Defensive End 
1. Jason Babin  

2. Andre Branch 

 

Strong Outside Linebacker 
1. Russell Allen 

2. John Lotulelei 

 

Weak Outside Linebacker 
1. Geno Hayes 

2. J.T. Thomas 

Middle Linebacker 
1. Paul Posluszny 

2. Nate Stupar 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. Dwayne Gratz  

2. Will Blackmon 

 

Right Cornerback 
1. Alan Ball  

2. Mike Harris 

 

Strong Safety 

1. Johnathan Cyprien 

2. Winston Guy 

 

Free Safety 
1. Josh Evans  

2. Chris Prosinski 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Kansas City Chiefs 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. Alex Smith 

2. Chase Daniel 

 

Running Backs 
1. Jamaal Charles 

Knile Davis 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Dwayne Bowe 

2. Junior Hemingway 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Donnie Avery 

2. A.J. Jenkins 

 

Tight End 
1. Anthony Fasano 

2. Travis Kelce 

 

Nose Tackle 
1. Dontari Poe 

2. Cory Grissom 

 

Left Defensive End 
1. Vance Walker  

2. Mike Catapano 

 

Right Defensive End 

1. Mike DeVito 

2. Allen Bailey 

 

Left Outside Linebacker 

1. Justin Houston 

2. Frank Zombo 

 

Right Outside Linebacker 
1. Tamba Hali 

2. Dezman Moses 

 

Left Inside Linebacker 
1. Joe Mays  

2. Nico Johnson 

Right Inside Linebacker 
1. Derrick Johnson  

2. James-Michael Johnson 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. Brandon Flowers 

2. Marcus Cooper 

 

Right Cornerback 
1. Sean Smith 

2. Ron Parker 

 

Strong Safety 

1. Eric Berry 

2. Jerron McMillian 

 

Free Safety 
1. Sanders Commings  

2. Husain Abdullah 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Miami Dolphins 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. Ryan Tannehill 

2. Matt Moore 

 

Running Backs 
1. Knowshon Moreno 

2. Lamar Miller 

3. Daniel Thomas 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Mike Wallace 

2. Armon Binns 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Brian Hartline 

2. Brandon Gibson 

 

Tight End 
1. Charles Clay 

2. Dion Sims 

 

Left Defensive Tackle 
1. Randy Starks 

2. Jared Odrick 

 

Right Defensive Tackle 
1. Earl Mitchell 

2. AJ Francis 

 

Left Defensive End 
1. Cameron Wake 

2. Derrick Shelby 

 

Right Defensive End 

1. Olivier Vernon 

2. Dion Jordan 

 

Strong Outside Linebacker 
1. Koa Misi 

2. Jonathan Freeny  

 

Weak Outside Linebacker 
1. Philip Wheeler 

2. Jelani Jenkins 

Middle Linebacker 
1. Dannell Ellerbe 

2. Jason Trusnik 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. Brent Grimes 

2. Jamar Taylor 

 

Right Cornerback 
1. Cortland Finnegan 

2. Will Davis 

 

Strong Safety 

1. Reshad Jones 

2. Jordan Kovacs 

 

Free Safety 
1. Jimmy Wilson 

2. Louis Delmas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Minnesota Vikings 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. Christian Ponder 

2. Matt Cassel 

 

Running Backs 
1. Adrian Peterson 

2. Matt Asiata 

3. Joe Banyard 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Greg Jennings 

2. Jerome Simpson 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Cordarrelle Patterson 

2. Lester Jean 

 

Tight End 
1. Kyle Rudolph 

2. Rhett Ellison 

 

Nose Tackle 
1. Linval Joseph 

2. Fred Evans 

 

Defensive Tackle 
1. Sharrif Floyd 

2. Tom Johnson 

 

Left Defensive End 
1. Brian Robison 

2. Justin Trattou 

 

Right Defensive End 

1. Everson Griffen 

2. Corey Wootton 

 

Strong Outside Linebacker 
1. Chad Greenway 

2. Larry Dean 

 

 

 

Weak Outside Linebacker 
1. Gerald Hodges 

 

Middle Linebacker 
1. Michael Mauti 

2. Jasper Brinkley 

 

Left Cornerback 

1. Josh Robinson 

2. Xavier Rhodes 

 

Right Cornerback 
1. Captain Munnerlyn 

2. Shaun Prater 

 

Strong Safety 
1. Jamarca Sanford 

2. Mistral Raymond 

 

Free Safety 
1. Harrison Smith 

2. Andrew Sendejo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

New England Patriots 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. Tom Brady 

2. Ryan Mallett 

 

Running Backs 
1. Shane Vereen 

2. Stevan Ridley 

3. Brandon Bolden 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Danny Amendola 

2. Kenbrell Thompkins 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Julian Edelman 

2. Aaron Dobson 

 

Tight End 
1. Rob Gronkowski 

2. DJ Williams 

 

Left Defensive Tackle 
1. Vince Wilfork 

2. Armond Armstead  

 

Right Defensive Tackle 
1. Tommy Kelly 

2. Chris Jones 

 

Left Defensive End 
1. Rob Ninkovich 

2. Jake Bequette 

 

Right Defensive End 

1. Chandler Jones 

 

Strong Outside Linebacker 
1. Jamie Collins 

2. Steve Beauharnais 

 

Weak Outside Linebacker 
1. Jerod Mayo 

2. Ja'Gred Davis 

 

Middle Linebacker 
1. Dont'a Hightower 

2. Chris White 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. Darrelle Revis 

2. Ryan Logan 

 

Right Cornerback 
1. Alfonzo Dennard 

2. Kyle Arrington 

 

Strong Safety 

1. Duron Harmon 

2. Kanorris Davis 

 

Free Safety 
1. Devin McCourty 

2. Tavon Wilson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

New Orleans Saints 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. Drew Brees 

2. Luke McCown 

 

Running Backs 
1. Pierre Thomas 

2. Mark Ingram 

3. Tavaris Cadet 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Kenny Stills 

2. Chris Givens 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Marques Colston 

2. Nick Toon 

 

Tight End 
1. Jimmy Graham 

2. Benjamin Watson 

 

Nose Tackle 
1. Brodrick Bunkley 

2. John Jenkins 

 

Left Defensive End 
1. Akiem Hicks 

2. Glenn Foster 

 

Right Defensive End 

1. Cameron Jordan 

2. Tyrunn Walker 

 

Left Outside Linebacker 
1. Junior Galette 

2. Victor Butler 

 

Right Outside Linebacker 
1. Parys Haralson 

2. Kyle Knox 

 

Left Inside Linebacker 
1. David Hawthorne 

2. Kevin Reddick  

Right Inside Linebacker 
1. Curtis Lofton 

2. Ramon Humber 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. Champ Bailey 

2. Corey White 

 

Right Cornerback 
1. Keenan Lewis 

2. Patrick Robinson 

 

Strong Safety 

1. Kenny Vaccaro 

2. Marcus Ball 

 

Free Safety 
1. Jairus Byrd 

2. Rafael Bush 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  

New York Giants 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. Eli Manning 

2. Curtis Painter 

 

Running Backs 

1. Rashad Jennings 

2. Da'Rel Scott 

3. Peyton Hillis 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Victor Cruz 

2. Mario Manningham 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Rueben Randle 

2. Julian Talley 

 

Tight End 
1. Adrien Robinson 

2. Kellen Davis 

 

Left Defensive Tackle 

1. Markus Kuhn 

2. Johnathan Hankins 

 

Right Defensive Tackle 
1. Cullen Jenkins 

2. Mike Patterson 

 

Left Defensive End 

1. Damontre Moore 

2. Robert Ayers 

 

Right Defensive End 
1. Jason Pierre-Paul 

2. Mathias Kiwanuka 

 

Strong Outside Linebacker 

1. Jameel McClain 

2. Kendrick Adams 

 

 

 

Right Outside Linebacker 
1. Spencer Paysinger 

2. Jacquian Williams 

 

Middle Linebacker 
1. Jon Beason 

2. Mark Herzlich 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. Corey Webster 

2. Dominique Rodgers-Cromartie 

 

Right Cornerback 
1. Prince Amukamara 

2. Walter Thurmond 

 

Strong Safety 
1. Antrel Rolle 

2. Stevie Brown 

 

Free Safety 
1. Will Hill 

2. Chaz Powell 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  

New York Jets 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. Geno Smith 

2. Michael Vick 

 

Running Backs 

1. Chris Johnson 

2. Chris Ivory 

3. Bilal Powell 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Eric Decker 

2. Jeremy Kerley 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Stephen Hill 

2. David Nelson 

 

Tight End 
1. Jeff Cumberland 

2. Konrad Reuland 

 

Nose Tackle 

1. Damon Harrison 

2. Kenrick Ellis 

 

Defensive Tackle 
1. Sheldon Richardson 

 

Left Defensive End 

1. Muhammad Wilkerson 

2. Leger Douzable 

 

Left Outside Linebacker 
1. Quinton Coples 

2. Jermaine Cunningham 

 

Right Outside Linebacker 

1. Calvin Pace 

2. Garrett McIntyre 

 

Middle Linebacker 
1. Demario Davis 

2. Nick Bellore 

Left Cornerback 
1. Dee Milliner 

2. Kyle Wilson 

 

Right Cornerback 

1. Dimitri Patterson 

2. Darrin Walls 

 

Strong Safety 
1. Dawan Landry 

2. Josh Bush 

 

Free Safety 
1. Antonio Allen 

2. Jaiquawn Jarrett 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Oakland Raiders 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. Matt Schaub 

2. Terrelle Pryor 

 

Running Backs 
1. Darren McFadden 

2. Maurice Jones-Drew 

3. Latavius Murray 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Denarius Moore 

2. James Jones 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Rod Streater 

2. Juron Criner 

 

Tight End 
1. David Ausberry 

2. Mychal Rivera 

 

Nose Tackle 
1. Pat Sims 

2. Stacy McGee 

 

Defensive Tackle 

1. Antonio Smith 

2. Ricky Lumpkin 

 

Left Defensive End 

1. Lamarr Woodley  

2. Jack Crawford 

 

Right Defensive End 
1. Justin Tuck 

2. CJ Wilson 

 

Strong Outside Linebacker 

1. Sio Moore 

2. Kaelin Burnett 

 

Weak Outside Linebacker 
1. Kaelin Burnett 

2. Miles Burris 

Middle Linebacker 
1. Kaluka Maiava 

2. Nick Roach 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. DJ Haden 

2. Tarell Brown 

 

Right Cornerback 
1. Carlos Rogers 

2. Chimdi Chekwa 

 

Strong Safety 
1. Tyvon Branch 

2. Brandian Ross 

 

Free Safety 
1. Charles Woodson 

2. Usama Young 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Philadelphia Eagles 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. Nick Foles 

2. Mark Sanchez 

 

Running Backs 
1. LeSean McCoy 

2. Darren Sproles 

3. Bryce Brown 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Jeremy Maclin 

2. Jeff Maehl 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Riley Cooper 

2. Damaris Johnson 

 

Tight End 
1. Brent Celek 

2. Zach Ertz 

 

Nose Tackle 
1. Bennie Logan 

2. Damion Square 

 

Left Defensive End 
1. Cedric Thornton 

2. Brandon Bair 

 

Right Defensive End 
1. Fletcher Cox 

2. Vinny Curry 

 

Left Outside Linebacker 

1. Connor Barwin 

2. Brandon Graham 

3. Everette Brown 

 

Right Outside Linebacker 

1. Trent Cole 

2. Brandon Graham 

 

 

 

Left Inside Linebacker 
1. Mychal Kendricks 

2. Emmanuel Acho 

 

Right Inside Linebacker 
1. DeMeco Ryans 

2. Jason Phillips 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. Bradley Fletcher 

2. Carroll Nolan 

 

Right Cornerback 

1. Cary Williams 

2. Brandon Boykin 

 

Strong Safety 
1. Earl Wolff 

2. Nate Allen 

 

Free Safety 
1. Malcolm Jenkins 

2. Chris Maragos 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Pittsburgh Steelers 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. Ben Roethlisberger 

2. Bruce Gradkowski 

 

Running Backs 
1. Le'Veon Bell 

2. LeGarrette Blount 

3. Alexander Alvester 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Markus Wheaton 

2. Justin Brown 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Antonio Brown 

2. Lance Moore 

 

Tight End 
1. Heath Miller 

2. Matt Spaeth 

 

Nose Tackle 
1. Cam Thomas 

2. Steve McLendon 

 

Left Defensive End 
1. Cameron Heyward 

 

Right Defensive End 

1. Nicholas Williams 

2. Brian Arnfelt 

 

Left Outside Linebacker 
1. Chris Carter 

2. Arthur Moats 

3. LaMarr Woodley 

4. Adrian Robinson 

 

Right Outside Linebacker 

1. Jason Worilds 

2. Jarvis Jones 

 

 

 

Left Inside Linebacker 
1. Vince Williams 

2. Sean Spence 

 

Right Inside Linebacker 
1. Lawrence Timmons 

2. Terence Garvin 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. William Gay 

2. Cortez Allen 

 

Right Cornerback 

1. Ike Taylor 

2. Isaiah Green 

 

Strong Safety 
1. Troy Polamalu 

2. Shamarko Thomas 

 

Free Safety 
1. Mike Mitchell 

2. Robert Golden 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

St. Louis Rams 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. Sam Bradford 

2. Shaun Hill 

 

Running Backs 
1. Zac Stacy 

2. Benny Cunningham 

3. Daryl Richardson 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Chris Givens 

2. Brian Quick 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Austin Pettis 

2. Tavon Austin 

 

Tight End 
1. Jared Cook 

2. Lance Kendricks 

 

Left Defensive Tackle 
1. Kendall Langford 

2. Alex Carrington 

 

Right Defensive Tackle 
1. Michael Brockers 

2. Jermelle Cudjo 

 

Left Defensive End 
1. Chris Long 

2. William Hayes 

 

Right Defensive End 

1. Robert Quinn 

2. Eugene Sims 

 

Left Outside Linebacker 
1. Alec Ogletree 

2. Ray Ray Armstrong 

 

Right Outside Linebacker 
1. Jo-Lonn Dunbar 

2. Phillip Steward 

Middle Linebacker 
1. James Laurinaitis 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. Trumaine Johnson 

2. Quinton Pointer 

 

Right Cornerback 

1. Janoris Jenkins 

2. Brandon McGee 

 

Strong Safety 
1. TJ McDonald 

 

Free Safety 
1. Rodney McLeod 

2. Matt Daniels 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

San Diego Chargers 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. Philip Rivers 

2. Kellen Clemens 

 

Running Backs 
1. Ryan Mathews 

2. Danny Woodhead 

3. Donald Brown 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Vincent Brown 

2. Eddie Royal 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Keenan Allen 

2. Malcom Floyd 

 

Tight End 
1. Antonio Gates 

2. Ladarius Green 

 

Nose Tackle 
1. Sean Lissemore 

2. Kwame Geathers 

 

Left Defensive End 
1. Kendall Reyes 

2. Lawrence Guy 

 

Right Defensive End 
1. Corey Liuget 

2. Damik Scafe 

 

Left Outside Linebacker 

1. Jarret Johnson 

2. Melvin Ingram 

 

Right Outside Linebacker 
1. Dwight Freeney 

2. Larry English 

 

Left Inside Linebacker 
1. Manti Te'o 

2. Bront Bird 

Right Inside Linebacker 
1. Donald Butler 

2. Andrew Gachkar 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. Steve Williams 

2. Richard Marshall 

 

Right Cornerback 
1. Shareece Wright 

2. Marcus Cromartie 

 

Strong Safety 

1. Marcus Gilchrist 

2. Brandon Taylor 

 

Free Safety 
1. Eric Weddle 

2. Darrell Stuckey 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

San Francisco 49ers 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. Colin Kaepernick 

2. Blaine Gabbert 

 

Running Backs 
1. Frank Gore 

2. Kendall Hunter 

3. LaMichael James 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Michael Crabtree 

2. Devon Wylie 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Anquan Boldin 

2. Quinton Patton 

 

Tight End 
1. Vernon Davis 

2. Vance McDonald 

 

Nose Tackle 
1. Ian Williams 

2. Glenn Dorsey 

 

Left Defensive Tackle 
1. Ray McDonald 

2. Tony Jerod-Eddie 

 

Right Defensive Tackle 
1. Justin Smith 

2. Demarcus Dobbs 

 

Left Outside Linebacker 

1. Ahmad Brooks 

2. Corey Lemonier 

 

Right Outside Linebacker 
1. Aldon Smith 

2. Dan Skuta 

 

Left Inside Linebacker 
1. NaVorro Bowman 

2. Nick Moody 

Right Inside Linebacker 
1. Patrick Willis 

2. Michael Wilhoite 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. Eric Wright 

2. Perrish Cox 

 

Right Cornerback 
1. Chris Culliver 

2. Dax Swanson 

 

Strong Safety 

1. Antoine Bethea 

2. Craig Dahl 

 

Free Safety 
1. Eric Reid 

2. C.J. Spillman 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Seattle Seahawks 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. Russell Wilson 

2. Tarvaris Jackson 

 

Running Backs 
1. Marshawn Lynch 

2. Robert Turbin 

3. Christine Michael 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Percy Harvin 

2. Jermaine Kearse 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Doug Baldwin 

2. Ricardo Lockette 

 

Tight End 
1. Zach Miller 

2. Anthony McCoy 

 

Left Defensive Tackle 
1. Tony McDaniel 

2. Jordan Hill 

 

Right Defensive Tackle 
1. Brandon Mebane 

2. Dwayne Cherrington 

 

Left Defensive End 
1. Michael Bennett 

2. Greg Scruggs 

 

Right Defensive End 

1. Cliff Avril 

2. Benson Mayowa 

 

Left Outside Linebacker 
1. Bruce Irvin 

2. Mike Taylor 

 

Right Outside Linebacker 
1. Malcolm Smith 

2. Michael Morgan 

Middle Linebacker 
1. Bobby Wagner  

2. K.J. Wright 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. Richard Sherman 

2. Tharold Simon 

 

Right Cornerback 
1. Byron Maxwell 

2. Jeremy Lane 

 

Strong Safety 

1. Kam Chancellor 

2. Jeron Johnson 

 

Free Safety 
1. Earl Thomas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Tampa Bay Buccaneers 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. Josh McCown 
2. Mike Glennon 

 

Running Backs 
1. Doug Martin 
2. Mike James 
3. Bobby Rainey 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Vincent Jackson 
2. Skye Dawson 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Chris Owusu 
2. Eric Page 

 

Tight End 
1. Brandon Myers 
2. Tom Crabtree 

 

Left Defensive Tackle 
1. Gerald McCoy 
2. Clinton McDonald 

 

Right Defensive Tackle 
1. Akeem Spence 
2. Everett Dawkins 

 

Left Defensive End 
1. Da'Quan Bowers 
2. Williams Gholston 

 

Right Defensive End 
1. Michael Johnson 
2. Adrian Clayborn 

 

Weak Outside Linebacker 
1. Lavonte David 
2. Jonathan Casillas 

 

Strong Outside Linebacker 
1. Danny Lansanah 

 

 

 

Middle Linebacker 
1. Mason Foster 
2. Dane Fletcher 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. Alterraun Verner 
2. Mike Jenkins 

 

Right Cornerback 
1. Johnathan Banks 
2. Leonard Johnson 

 

Strong Safety 
1. Mark Barron 
2. Major Wright 

 

Free Safety 
1. Dashon Goldson 
2. Kelcie McCray 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Tennessee Titans 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. Jake Locker 

2. Charlie Whitehurst 

 

Running Backs 
1. Shonn Greene 

2. Jackie Battle 

3. Leon Washington 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Nate Washington 

2. Justin Hunter 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. Kendall Wright 

2. Dexter McCluster 

 

Tight End 
1. Delanie Walker 

2. Craig Stevens 

 

Nose Tackle 
1. Jurrell Casey 

2. Sammie Hill 

 

Right Defensive End 
1. Al Woods 

2. Karl Klug 

 

Left Defensive End 
1. Derrick Morgan 

2. Ropati Pitoitua 

 

Left Outside Linebacker 
1. Akeem Ayers 

2. Zaviar Gooden 

 

Right Outside Linebacker 
1. Shaun Phillips 

2. Zach Brown 

 

Left Inside Linebacker 
1. Wesley Woodyard 

2. Brandon Copeland 

Right Inside Linebacker 
1. Colin McCarthy 

2. Moise Fokou 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. Jason McCourty 

2. Coty Sensabaugh 

 

Right Cornerback 
1. Blidi Wreh-Wilson 

2. Tommie Campbell 

 

Strong Safety 

1. Bernard Pollard 

2. Daimion Stafford 

 

Free Safety 
1. Michael Griffin 

2. George Wilson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Washington Redskins 

 
Quarterbacks 

1. Robert Griffin III 

2. Kirk Cousins 

 

Running Backs 
1. Alfred Morris 

2. Roy Helu 

3. Evan Royster 

 

Wide Receiver 1 
1. Pierre Garcon 

2. Aldrick Robinson 

 

Wide Receiver 2 
1. DeSean jackson 

2. Andre Roberts 

 

Tight End 
1. Jordan Reed 

2. Niles Paul 

 

Nose Tackle 
1. Chris Baker 

2. Barry Cofield 

 

Left Defensive End 
1. Jarvis Jenkins 

2. Doug Worthington 

 

Right Defensive End 
1. Jason Hatcher 

2. Kedric Golston 

 

Left Outside Linebacker 

1. Ryan Kerrigan 

2. Adam Hayward 

 

Right Outside Linebacker 
1. Brian Orakpo 

2. Brandon jenkins 

 

Left Inside Linebacker 
1. Darryl Sharpton 

2. Akeem Jordan 

Right Inside Linebacker 
1. Perry Riley 

2. Keenan Robinson 

 

Left Cornerback 
1. DeAngelo Hall 

2. E.J. Biggers 

 

Right Cornerback 
1. David Amerson 

2. Tracy Porter 

 

Strong Safety 

1. Brandon Meriweather 

2. Jose Gumbs 

 

Free Safety 
1. Ryan Clark 

2. Phillip Thomas 
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NFL Draft 

When: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Where:   

 

 

 

Phone:  

 

Web: 

 

Ticket Price: 

 

Subway: 

 

 

Bus: 

Round 1:       Thursday, May 8th

                       8:00 EST/5:00 PST

Rounds 2-3: Friday May 9th

                       6:30 EST/3:30 PST

Rounds 4-7: Saturday 10th

                       12:00 EST/ 9:00 PST

 

1260 Avenue of the Americas

New York, NY 10020 

United States 

 

(212) 247-4777 

 

www.radiocity.com 

 

Free, Limited Seating 

 

  to 47-50 Street

Rockefeller Center Station

 

Take M5,M7 or M50 buses to 

Rockefeller Center/50th St

 

 

NFL Draft Attendance Information 

 
May 8th 

8:00 EST/5:00 PST 

3: Friday May 9th 

6:30 EST/3:30 PST 

10th 

12:00 EST/ 9:00 PST 

1260 Avenue of the Americas 

50 Street- 

Station 

50 buses to 

Rockefeller Center/50th Street 

 


